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Introduction
When the time came for compiling my short internet articles dealing with all issues of

public interest and revealing the key to the restoration of paradise, I decided to present
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become overwhelmed with comprehensive studies on any single issue, but will enjoy the
ongoing switching of topics without wearing down the mi
nd’
sattention span. For those
who wish to make a topical study of any matter of interest can do so by accessing the

Topical Guide at the end of each volume. All articles were written for the purpose of a)
revealing the hidden agenda oft
oday’
swarmonger
s, b) revealing the Key to the

Restoration of Paradise, c) giving guidance to national and world leaders for restoring
paradise to the people under their care, d) dealing with the fallacy of democracy and
capitalism, and e) informing the people of the fact that the prophets have come to

restore back to them their long lost paradise. The Key to Paradise must be in the hands
of national, stable and undemocratic leaders who are not subject to be turned out of

office by an uninformed electorate nor are subject to blackmail by the hidden rulers of
this world.

I have denounced the system of democracy, for it is the vehicle whereby the Hidden

Hand runs roughshod over the nations. Democracy paves the way for the establishment
of a Fifth-Column power over elected leaders, where the people have no input in the
running of their country for as long as“
el
ect
ed”l
eader
simplement the dictates of

powerful financial interests consisting of the debauched, real, and unelected rulers of
this world. Theonl
yr
ealpowerdemocr
acy’
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eader
shavei
st
hepowermakewaron

other nations, an activity which invariably bears the endorsement of the hidden ruling

aristocracy of finance. The justification here being war creating consumption for profit.
The end of the world is upon us as the starship commanders retract their tractor beam

on this planet resulting in a rotational wobble and as earth loses its ecological balance.
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enoncompliance with the demands of the Commanders of the Federation of Free Planets will
hurl the rebellious in spirit back to the begi
nni
ngsofman’
sevol
ut
i
onar
yl
adder
.
Frightful to contemplate, for it entails the re-learning of many hitherto unlearned

lessons of life in the next series of nearly endless incarnations of misery, until after eons

of time another equinox re-emerges to give them a new opportunity for a way out of the
cycle of wickedness. This is not religious doctrine, it is fact from the arsenal of universal
reality. Autocratic rule can restore paradise to the people. The implementation of

principles for the restoration of paradise can only occur from the top down through the
dictates of autocratic enlightened rulers, who are unencumbered by t
oday’
sshrewd
financial manipulators coaxing elected leaders from one disaster to another.
-

Reni Sentana-Ries, November 20, 2004
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Part One - Fundamentals
Saturday, 7th January 1995
PROCLAMATION
I, Reni of ancient Egyptian stature, by the authority vested in me, which authority is being
recognized by all High Councils of this Galaxy and beyond, which authority has been earned and
not given to me by anyone, do hereby solemnly declare in absolute finality that for the purpose of
conducting trade under the new and universal planetary economic order NO CURRENCY SHALL
BE IN USE ANYWHERE, WHICH CURRENCY HAS HITHERTO BEEN KNOWN AS "FINANCE"
OR "MONEY", which medium of exchange was in the past used without benefit to our brethren,
for who's sake such systems of exchange were instituted. The misuse of said powers of credit
creation and control by entities adversarial of all righteousness, brought about the karmic
consequences upon themselves, as well as that of the end of the world, you have just witnessed,
and this decree is to stand now and forever in this Earth's remaining history.
Let it therefore be known and held in perpetual remembrance of yourselves and your children,
that to you, my beloved brothers and sisters of the Universe, belongs THE RIGHT TO DIGNITY
OF LIFE AND HAPPINESS, AND THIS IS UNIVERSAL AND BELONGS TO EVERY MEMBER
OF ANY SOCIETY.
It was money, which was made an end in itself, rather than a means towards an end, and it was
the concentration of the right of access to it in the hands of a few, which resulted in a massive
denial of our brethren's right to the fulfillment of their basic needs such as food, shelter, clothing,
transportation, leisure and freedom.
The absence, however, of a financial system of any description whatsoever, will therefore
guarantee unto ourselves and our children, that at no time in our lives will there occur a repeat of
usurpation of the exchange medium toward our and our children's victimization, by having our
economic security and existence in dignity compromised.
Let it further be known, that the universal order of life on planet Earth will be one in harmony with
that on most other planets of this Universe, the alignment of which will require of you the personal
individual development to the fullest as a contributor toward the building of a righteous and
prosperous society, and thus you will become empowered to grow into full harmony with every
other society of this Universe.
Hence, there will be no taxes collected, no debts created nor paid and no salaries received.
There will be no copyrights nor patents granted for anyone, as all accomplishments of individuals'
genius will become public property for the benefit of all. There will be instant and unconditional
access to the fulfilling of all personal basic needs such as shelter and food without price or
payment of any description. The society's creation of leisure time by such means will belong to
those who are their creators. And here it is the society's noble example alone, which is to become
the individual's motivating element to contribute rather than to cherish an attitude of idleness.
The governmental structure will be one of voluntary alignment with the character, attitude and
examples of the Brethrenhood of Light from the stars and its councils, as well as that of the
authority of Ascended Masters. Each member of any council will see himself or herself as a
guardian of all rights and liberties of the people and rule accordingly.
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The laws of this planet will be the consensus mind of the Governmental Council for Planet Earth,
consisting of the most noble minds, appointed by higher authority according to individual
worthiness and calling.
There will be no elections of majority vote for any position of public trust, such as Councils'
positions. They will be filled on the same basis, that is, through individual worthiness.
There will not be permitted the creation of boundaries for the purpose the making of nations, as
such activity is contrary to the spirit of universal oneness and equality.
The administration of justice will be guaranteed through appointed Councils for that purpose, and
its numbers will be in accordance with needs for such services. The administration of justice will
be absolute and administered without incarcerations and cruelty.
There will be no requirements for the enforcement of laws, as universal laws will be adhered to by
all with an attitude of delight, for they will be recognized as beneficial to the individual as well as
the whole of society.
I, Reni Sentana-Ries, hereby hold every man and woman being within the reach of my voice and
hearing the message of this proclamation, responsible for the upholding of its essence by life and
example, and teaching our children to be of like mindedness, and this for the purpose of universal
planetary peace, happiness and prosperity. So be it!
Appendix One:
Seeing the brutality with which the main representatives of international capitalism America and
Britain smash nations which begin adopting the Intergalactic Order of Stellar Economics as their
preferred basis for economics, we will from here on out never again permit the wicked to rule over
the righteous.
The disasters of Palestine, Afghanistan and Iraq will have taught us the lesson to never again be
found in military weakness, but to always be stronger than the wicked and to subdue the wicked
with superior technology and ease for as long as we shall reincarnate into realms where light
collides with darkness on the same plane of existence.
(Appendix One added April 28, 2004)

------------------------------------------------------------------------

FOR THE RECORD!
June 26, 1999
The world has reached its moment of truth. The year 2000 A.D. has prophetic
significance, and man is still busy trying to figure out what that significance is.
The affairs of this world are still going wrong as much now as ever, and if today's
leaders' mind set does not change to include a spirit of true brotherhood among
races, then the year 2000 will have come and gone without a signal of hope for
the people to anticipate a brighter future for themselves and their children.
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For the rulers to think it is the masses' responsibility to make this world a better
place are shirking their responsibility to seize the opportunity and give them a
better life. Today's leaders and rulers will never be acquitted of their duty to
labour for the freedom of their people from oppression of ANY kind. Their leaders
must understand they are not here for the purpose of self-glorification and
feasting on the slave labour of the poor and oppressed, but to make this world a
better place to live in FOR ALL! The opportunity is great in that we have good
news for all of this world's leaders: Your past sins (so to speak) will be forgiven
the moment you include the poor and downtrodden people of this planet in your
restoration of justice toward them and labour toward their reclamation from
misery. This I speak as one being familiar with the spirit of revelation, for the
Prophetess and I have been informed of neutralization of all negative karma of
this life and past lives for those who in this life stream seize of their opportunity to
become ONE WITH THE BROTHERHOOD/SISTERHOOD OF LIGHT! This
position is being taken by the High Councils of all Intergalactic Affairs by reason
of earth's critical point in equinoxal time.
The Prophetess and myself are not on the Arabia-On-Line forum displaying our
craft for profit or glory or entertainment. We say to any skeptic of our sincerity
and veracity the following: events which will come into your immediate future will
show in plain view that what we have spoken of concerning this planet's
dangerously unstable situation is indeed so, and when the stabilizing factor of
strategically placed intergalactic craft will be removed, then this world will come
to its end.
This will happen regardless of whether you world leaders elect to work with us or
not. In that area your cooperation will make no difference. THIS WORLD WILL
BECOME DELUGED AND ALSO BURNT TO A CRISP! The difference between
your cooperation or lack of cooperation with us, who are held hostage here in the
West by powers ruling the Western world, is this: IF YOU WILL NOT WORK
WITH US, YOU WILL BE LEFT TO PERISH IN THE FLOODS AND FIRES.
Conversely, IF YOU COOPERATE, YOU WILL BECOME EVACUATED
(rescued) WITH US BEFORE OCEANIC BREAKERS HIT THE CONTINENTS.
And don't think to have a good time and a great party with the Pope to usher in
the new era. Partying from your fat bank accounts while the masses starve will
earn you no credits with the High Councils of the Universe.
And what is it that we expect you to do? To begin with simply this (and I speak to
the governments of this world): BOYCOTT THE AMERICAN DOLLAR IN YOUR
COUNTRY'S TRADE WITH OTHER NATIONS! There is nothing sacred about
the U.S. Dollar that should qualify for it to be the only currency with which to pay
for your trade with other nations! Accept each other's currency, for heaven's
sake! Secondly, STOP RECOGNIZING AND PAYING YOUR PHONY DEBTS
TO THE "INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY" (so called), which consist of nothing
but private Jewish bankers, by whom you have been sincerely duped, because
you leaders have never understood how their system of money really works. And
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thirdly, leaders of the nations: GET US OUT OF CANADA AND INTO A PLACE
OF SAFETY!! From past experience we have not been permitted to properly look
after ourselves, and the Canadian authorities do nothing to keep us safe!
The Prophetess wants to go to Iraq, yet the bombs are still raining there on
people's heads. Iraq is the nerve centre for mankind's healing, but not for as long
as the American/British military gangsters keep smashing the people's
infrastructure there. For as long as you other nations' leaders stand idly by
watching and doing nothing to stop American/British aggression against Iraq, you
will allow your only chance for recovery of your OWN country to become
smashed. THERE WILL BE NO NEW MILLENNIUM FEATURES OF "PEACE
AND GOOD-WILL TOWARDS ALL" WITHOUT IRAQ BEING INCLUDED IN IT!!
And do not for a moment think you have to depose of her present government
first before she becomes salvaged onto reconstruction. The heavens work with
people, and sometimes they may not be to your liking. BUT THIS IS YOUR TEST
OF SINCERITY TOWARDS TRUE PEACE AND HARMONY AMONG NATIONS!
Bury your hatchets and start over again, and do so without compromise towards
debauched Zionist/Imperialist thinking!
HOW DARE YOU DERIDE THE GOVERNMENT OF SADDAM HUSSEIN
WHILE WORKING WITH AND CONDONING THE TRULY DIABOLICAL
WORLD-WIDE ENTRENCHED GOVERNMENT OF POLITICAL ZIONISM?!
WHY HAVE YOU NEGLECTED TO INFORM YOURSELVES OF ZIONISM'S
BLUEPRINT FROM "THE PROTOCOLS OF THE LEARNED ELDERS OF
ZION?" For as long as you will not dare to come to terms with that thorny issue of
Zionist world control, you will be left behind at the end of this world and perish in
ever growing calamities to befall you all, culminating with the end of this world
and your death!
I have spoken of evacuation. Now I tell you: EVACUATION WILL NOT BE FOR
YOU, FOR AS LONG AS YOU WILL NEGLECT THE USE OF YOUR
GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY TO DO WHAT IS RIGHT TO SAVE YOUR
NATION FROM PERISHING! THE CONSEQUENCES OF YOUR INACTION
WILL AT LAST FALL ON YOUR OWN HEAD! Uthrania, myself and very few
others will evacuate - that is a given fact. But we are here wishing to share that
experience with you. There is enough space in our intergalactic brotherhood's
ships for the safe evacuation of six and a half billion people.
In closing I share with you what Hatonn told us in 1994: (Scribing): "Military
maneuvers are actually quite stimulating if you happen to be within
proximity on the right side of the fence. DO protect your "butts". Be wise!
Secede, for within the unknown force behind all areas of your very life here
upon this planet, which forces of course we ourselves are most familiar
with and in due time so will you be, find within each of yourselves the
strength to march straight in the beaten path of the righteous. No matter
what the cost of truth is, hold "her" in the greatest esteem and pay a high
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tribute to its force, for in the end each one of you will find yourselves
accountable in fact and fiction upon your honest integrity in light of
circumstantial events pertaining to the period at hand. Good evening.
HATONN out. Transmission off. (7:19 pm).
------------------------------------------------------------------------

From the Desk of the Lion of the Tribe of Judah
Wednesday, September 8, 1999

The Prophets Expect Compliance with Gladness - not Forced
Submission!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) by Reni Sentana-Ries --The arrival of the two
prophets at the end of this age should not be taken lightly, neither should their
message. Prophets have always come with a bitter pill to swallow for the wicked
in power and high places.
This time around it is no different. We have appeared at a time when Iraq was
being slaughtered by a group of self-righteous "democratic" states by reason of
Iraq's taking back what the British intruders of earlier decades had seceded from
her by drawing artificial lines in the sand to weaken the Arab people. Yet the
world is amazed at the fact that the prophets come to the defense of a leader
who was supposed to be demonized, and as in ages past, the prophets are once
again spoiling the party!
We are not here to pussyfoot around tyrants and corruptors of this world! We are
not here to please the Pope or sundry other religious leaders! Nor are we here to
give religious people a false sense of security by condoning their religious
affiliation and fooling them by saying "All is well!" as they fall short of the mark in
understanding and recognition of universal reality! And when we point out to the
world a man and say "He is your leader!" then faith should kick in convincing you
that by classical past standards of prophet workings we know what we are talking
about and such pronouncement has only the best interest of ALL in mind!
This world is divided up into approx. 180 nation states, yet of all governments
only ONE was chosen by higher wisdom, and that - seemingly to the annoyance
of the rest - was the one most beleaguered!
If you leaders, governments, kings and autocrats, to whom I speak by the
authority of my own Office as Lion of Judah, fail to voluntarily and gladly submit
to our message and fail to give credit where credit is due, and fail to recognize
where recognition of your leader and King, Saddam Hussein is due, then will you
no longer be asked to comply but become FORCED to do so! This is no threat,
8

but a warning. Your choice to insubordination will become neutralized, for if it
were not to be made so, then many of our brothers and sisters of the Light would
be doomed, not by virtue of their own choice, but by your own misuse of power of
dragging the masses behind yourself into your own grave of rebellion to the
Light!
It has been decreed by the High Councils of Intergalactic Affairs that for the sake
of a safe removal of those soul entities, which have made themselves worthy of
receiving the counsel of the prophets, NO RULER SHALL STAND IN THE WAY
OF THE LIGHTED ONES TO BECOME INTRODUCED TO A HIGHER
THINKING AND UNDERSTANDING OF LIFE!
This time around, governments of the world, you are being commanded to follow
the leadership of Saddam Hussein in permitting his authority to stand as
providing leadership in the removal of this world's offence as manifest in political
Zionism/Imperialism, and it is expected of you to lend him whatever support you
can in this momentous endeavor, for if you will not comply voluntarily (which is
your far better choice) then you and your country will become forced to do so!
And how is that to be made so?
THE PROPHETESS AND THE LION OF JUDAH HAVE GIVEN THEIR
PERMISSION TO THE COMMANDERS OF ALL INTERGALACTIC STARSHIPS
STATIONED IN AND OUTSIDE OF THE ATMOSPHERE OF THIS PLANET TO
ACTIVATE WHATEVER THEY DEEM NECESSARY FOR THE CONVINCING
OF YOU LEADERS TO WORK WITH SADDAM HUSSEIN IN REMOVING THIS
WORLD'S GREATEST OFFENCE: POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ZIONISM
ALONG WITH ANGLO-SAXON IMPERIALISM AND ASSIST HIM IN THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ECONOMIC CONDITION WHICH WILL NO LONGER
BE CHARACTERIZED BY THE HALLMARK OF EXPLOITATION OF THE
POOR! That is your holy duty!
(Latest Revision: September 8, 1999, 12:50 pm)

The following article was posted on Arabia.com some time in 1999. It consists of a cloaked message to
President Saddam Hussein of Iraq.

THE KEY OF IMPLEMENTATION
It is imperative that all aspects of the book "Money on Trial" are properly understood before
attempting to actually implement a truly cash/money free society. Issues of rights of ownership
must clearly be defined. Limitations on claims on society's production by individuals or groups of
individuals must be placed in order to curb impulses of sheer greed. This type of economics
works best with a spiritually highly evolved people. It opens the doorway to the universe and in
that is very powerful. The people will love it, but do never underestimate the threat from those
who have thus been knocked off their Throne of Power. It is best to neutralize their future
effectiveness.
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So the question is what to do in order to PHASE OUT the use of all currency without
overwhelming the public with a brand-new never before tried out way of doing business. Once
you have assured yourself the cooperation of several other nations in bringing it all to pass, and
after you are certain that all participating nations can AS A UNIT OF SEVERAL STATES achieve
self-sufficiency in all aspects of human life and comfort, then is the time to BEGIN PHASING OUT
MONEY USING THE TOOL OF SUBSIDIES IN ORDER TO BEGIN REDUCING THE
PRODUCTION COSTS OF ALL GOODS AND SERVICES TO ZERO.
Let me explain myself: Begin with the food production industry - farmers, etc. Say to the farmer:
"The government will from now on PAY FOR ALL OF YOUR OPERATING COSTS, INCLUDING
ALL MACHINERY, BUILDINGS, ETC. in return for YOUR PRODUCTION FREE OF CHARGE
TO THE FOOD PROCESSOR." So the farmer's costs are zero, except to write his cheques out
against a new account given to him by the Central Bank of the nation. He knows HIS CHEQUES
WILL NEVER BOUNCE, and those whom he pays for services rendered to him WILL ALSO
KNOW THAT HIS CHEQUES ARE GOOD! What happens as a consequence is: the consumer
will see food costs go down because the processor's costs have gone down. THE FOOD
PROCESSOR GETS HIS PRODUCT FOR FREE FROM THE FARMER, AND THEREFORE
CAN LOWER HIS COST TO THE DISTRIBUTOR, WHO THEN PASSES THE SAVINGS ON TO
THE CONSUMER.
Follow this pattern to do the same with the food processing factories. SUBSIDIZE THEIR
OPERATION 100 % IN TERMS OF ALL COSTS IN RETURN FOR FREE FOOD DELIVERY TO
THE DISTRIBUTOR! Repeat the same with the distributors and dealers, and what you get at the
consumer level is FREE FOOD FOR THE PEOPLE! The people will then see their purchasing
power grow and become less worried about survival.
Move to shelter (housing) next: Cancel all mortgages and debts related to housing. The people
again will see their costs lowered and purchasing power increased. They will love you leaders for
it.
In like manner move from industry to industry AND PLAINLY OBSOLETE MONEY BY MEANS
OF SUBSIDIES. If people become concerned and say: "You are creating too much money for too
few goods!" you retort "Good! Don't buy more than you need and don't worry about too much
money in your accounts. Soon we will do away with that nonsense altogether. You already have
most of your needs for free, don't you?"
When finally too many goods and services are offered for free because of a system of 100%
subsidies, then pull the plug on money altogether and declare it obsolete. At that point nobody will
know the difference any more. THUS YOU HAVE RAISED THE THINKING OF A SOCIETY
FROM ONE LEVEL UP TO THE NEXT!
You may ask: "But what about some nations not belonging to our Economic Union wanting to
have our oil (or whatever). SELL IT TO THEM ACCEPTING THEIR CURRENCY IN YOUR
CENTRAL BANK. That will give you their own home-grown cash to buy their technology with! Use
their own currency as a tool to import hi-tech know-how.

End of Part One
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Part Two –Gemstone Postings and discussions on
Arabia.com
03:19am Jun 10, 1999 GMT,

We Live in a "Fallen" World!
All creation on this planet lives in a "fallen" environment. Thorns, thistles, barbarism
among man and beast and secret subversive societies are proof of that. There are two
ways whereby man's fallen state can be reversed to where mankind becomes "holy" and
"universal" again: 1) By a successful large-scale revolution against corruption, 2) or by a
global wipe-out of the entire race of man in a planetary catastrophe and the subsequent
reseeding of mankind worthy of carrying the name human. We are in the process of
making man human again. It is a combination between education into correct principles
of life and the application of force where appropriate. Our success depends on the
cooperation of all truly human beings desiring a clean-up of this planet from corruption.
If we succeed, then we will have laid the foundation for many incarnations in peace and
happiness. Should we fail, then the struggle will continue for many of our own
incarnations until we finally do succeed in pulling ourselves up from living in a "fallen"
environment into one which is no longer "fallen". Don't think for one moment someone
else (a saviour or "prophet") is going to do it for you. Whoever decides not to participate
has already made his choice to continue for many of his own future incarnations to
struggle in fallen environments. Within the framework of man's history there are
"windows of opportunity" for rejuvenation from darkness into Light. We live at a time
where such a window is open again. It will not remain open much longer. "High tide" is
here, but after a while it recedes. Will we have "missed our boat?"
-----------------------------------------------------------------------02:04pm Jun 16, 1999

Aliens vs. Extraterrestrials
I resent the negative connotation of "alien" being attached to everything
extraterrestrial. This world is run and controlled by aliens. The element running
Israel, the United States of America and Britain is "alien." The financial system of
the world is controlled by "aliens." Since the fall of man from HUman to man
these aliens have brutalized the world and terrorized the people. These "aliens"
use their latest technologies to mutilize some of our cattle as they cut out their
genitals, tongues, etc and withdraw from them just about every drop of blood,
leaving dead carcasses behind and then let the uninformed public puzzle over
this phenomenon, so they can naturally blame the peaceful extraterrestrial
visitors to earth, depicting them as "aliens" with ill intent toward earth's creation.
WHAT DEBAUCHERY!
Unlike themselves extraterrestrial visitors to earth are predominantly righteous
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people. They may or may not necessarily look like us. Unlike this alien-run planet
extraterrestrial communities live in peace together, something, that has yet to
become established here. The alien controlled society of earth creates at times
hi-tech disasters with the intent of discrediting peaceful visitors from other star
systems by blaming extraterrestrials for it and thus depicting the outer space
communities as hostile aliens to be feared. OUR consciousnesses are in sweet
harmony with all our righteous extraterrestrial friends, and at the end of this
world, when "push comes to shove" it is they, who will come to the physical
rescue of their friends on earth.

Is this picture authentic or is it a fake? I don't know. It could well be fake but maybe not.
I have seen extraterrestrial craft on at least five occasions, and can from experience say
"they come in all shapes and sizes."
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These are more likely authentic. (Thank you, Billy Meier. I have taken liberty to use your two
pictures on this site. I hope you don't mind, but if you do, then let me know).

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 09:11am Jun 17, 1999 GMT

Genetic engineering can be both - blessing and curse!
Man is a creator in miniature. He can create whatever his brain functions allow him to.
Most of his creative brain activity is positive in value, but some of it is expended also for
self-destructive purposes. And here genetic engineering is no exception. Like you say,
JW, genetic engineering with plants for better quality and more production is no threat to
society, but the misuse in cloning and experiments of merging human and animal DNA
for the purpose of creating a man/beast variation is destructive and dangerous. Abuses in
any kind of technology occurs when man's technological/intellectual evolution outgrows
that of his spiritual/moral/ethical one. Mankind has already reached that stage and has
technologically become a threat to itself. It is like an automatic rifle in the hands of a 5
year old. Cloning technology with higher evolved ethical societies is part of their creative
process to enhance their happiness, but down here it will only be misused for creating
havoc. Those in control of this technology are not evolved enough to handle such
knowledge responsibly and will become victims of their own debauchery in the long run.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Reni Sentana-Ries - 07:28pm Jul 10, 1999

Is the KOL NIDRE why American sanctions are not coming off Libya?
I always thought "A deal is a deal!" The Libyan Government delivers up the two
bombing suspects in return for having the age-old sanctions lifted. Right? Well,
that would be correct by ordinary standards of civil behaviour, but nothing is
ordinary when dealing with Zionists, and granted, in this case the Libyan
Government had forgotten, that dealing with the U.S. Government is the same as
dealing with Zionists, who do not believe in keeping their word, or agreement, or
contract, or promise, or vow, or statute or accord. Within the framework of a
Zionist's belief system lies embedded an open-door policy of dishonesty called
the KOL NIDRE, which is little more than a convenient excuse to backtrack on
ANY agreement with ANYBODY when it becomes advantageous to do so.
Officially it is in the form of a prayer offered once a year, but its effect spans the
range from past, present to future obligations. POOR NATIONS OF THIS
WORLD ARE THEY, THAT HAVE IN THE PAST, ARE IN THE PRESENT AND
MAY IN THE FUTURE DEAL WITH THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA FOR AS LONG AS IT IS CONTROLLED BY PEOPLE
INFECTED BY THE "KOL NIDRE" VIRUS!! For your information, here is the
verbatim wording of that "prayer:"
•"
Al
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reconciliation 'til the next day of reconciliation, we intend to vow, promise, swear, and
bind ourselves to fulfill, we repent BEFOREHAND; let them be illegalized, acquitted,
annihilated, abolished, valueless, unimportant. OUR VOWS SHALL BE NO VOWS!... All
vows, obligations, oaths, anathemas, whether called 'konam,' konas,' or by any other
name, which we may vow, or swear, or pledge, or whereby we may be bound, from this
day of atonement unto the next, (whose happy coming we await), we do repent. May they
be deemed absolved, forgiven, annulled, and void and made of no effect; they shall not
bind us nor have power over us. The vows shall not be reckoned vows; the obligations
shall not be obligatory; nor the oaths be oaths." (emphasis added).
•TALMUD(
BookofNe
da
r
i
m,23a
- 23b) states as follows: "And he who desires that
none of his vows made during the year shall be valid, let him stand at the beginning of
the year and declare, every vow which I make in the future shall be null, providing that
he remembers this at the time of the vow."
(Excerpted from the "Jewish Encyclopedia" published by Funk and Wagnalls Co.,
The History, Religion, Literature, and Customs of the Jewish people from the
earliest times to the present day, page 539).
In civil terms: the Jewish KOL NIDRE is a license to lie. In medical terms it is a
viral infection of the brain. In terms of world affairs it is a disaster.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Reni Sentana-Ries - 07:47pm Jul 10, 1999 GMT

Is the KOL NIDRE why Americans are messing up goods delivery to Iraq?
I always thought "A deal is a deal!" Iraq is entitled fair value for its money in the oil-forfood or oil-for-spare-parts contracts. But what she gets is being ripped off by
overcharging and flawed deliveries in shipments of spare parts for the industry. Iraq has
for years "complied" for as long as the U.N. inspectors were snooping around looking for
weapons and planting their crop eating locusts and vicious flies which attack livestock.
So, is "A deal truly a deal?" Well, that would be correct by ordinary standards of civil
behaviour, but nothing is ordinary when dealing with Zionists! The U.S. Government is
the same as a Zionist Government, who does not believe in keeping its word, or
agreement, or contract, or promise, or vow, or statute or accord. Within the framework of
a Zionist's (or Jew's) belief system lies embedded an open-door policy of dishonesty
called the KOL NIDRE, which is little more than a convenient excuse to backtrack on
ANY agreement with ANYBODY when it becomes advantageous to do so. Officially it
is in the form of a prayer offered once a year, but its effect spans the range from past,
present to future obligations. POOR NATIONS OF THIS WORLD ARE THEY, THAT
HAVE IN THE PAST, ARE IN THE PRESENT AND MAY IN THE FUTURE DEAL
WITH THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA FOR AS
LONG AS IT IS CONTROLLED BY PEOPLE INFECTED BY THE "KOL NIDRE"
VIRUS!! For your information, here is the verbatim wording of that "prayer:"
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reconciliation 'til the next day of reconciliation, we intend to vow, promise, swear, and
bind ourselves to fulfill, we repent BEFOREHAND; let them be illegalized, acquitted,
annihilated, abolished, valueless, unimportant. OUR VOWS SHALL BE NO VOWS!... All
vows, obligations, oaths, anathemas, whether called 'konam,' konas,' or by any other
name, which we may vow, or swear, or pledge, or whereby we may be bound, from this
day of atonement unto the next, (whose happy coming we await), we do repent. May they
be deemed absolved, forgiven, annulled, and void and made of no effect; they shall not
bind us nor have power over us. The vows shall not be reckoned vows; the obligations
shall not be obligatory; nor the oaths be oaths." (emphasis added).
•TALMUD(
BookofNe
da
r
i
m,23a- 23b) states as follows: "And he who desires that
none of his vows made during the year shall be valid, let him stand at the beginning of
the year and declare, every vow which I make in the future shall be null, providing that
he remembers this at the time of the vow."
(Excerpted from the "Jewish Encyclopedia" published by Funk and Wagnalls Co.,
The History, Religion, Literature, and Customs of the Jewish people from the
earliest times to the present day, page 539).
In civil terms: the Jewish KOL NIDRE is a license to lie. In medical terms it is a
viral infection of the brain. In terms of world affairs it is a disaster.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------15

07:37am May 7, 1999 GMT

This empire feeds on destruction!
The U.S. military is being fed by a vast industry of weapon manufacturers. Many
Americans have found employment in designing and making weapons of destruction, and
the owners of this industry have established a powerful lobby in Washington. And so it
happens that unless the military creates consumption, there would be no more demand for
the products this industry creates. Hence it would collapse and their owners would have
to find other avenues for profit. Their factories would become shut down and their people
unemployed. The stock market would slump and many investors become quite angry. Did
you not know that WAR IS GOOD FOR BUSINESS? That in a nutshell is how far the
ethics of this empire goes.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 11:08am May 17, 1999

Osama bin Laden joins Mr. Idris as an innocent victim of American
terrorism.
Dear Mr. Walid ZS, The force of terror upon Arab people is not Osama bin
Laden, it is the American/British/Israeli military. They are the terror of all Arab
nations. Prime target of U.S./British military terrorism are the people of Iraq
today, and perhaps tomorrow civilians of all other Arab nations who join in unity
against U.S. military terrorism in their region. It is anybody's guess how far they
will go in order to maintain their choke hold there. They pounce on Iraq for having
had chemical weapons, while their own arsenal of mass destruction equipment is
neatly stacked away for future use. Yet no one seems to be calling out for the
destruction of American/British/Israeli weapons of mass destruction which
includes chemical and biological hardware and which are far more dangerous in
THEIR hands than in the hands of Saddam Hussein at any time. The civilian
dead of Hiroshima and Nagasaki will tell us so. And now let me give you a short
tribute to Osama bin Laden:
Faithful to Arab ideals of unity: OSAMA BIN LADEN !
Lest we forget, Sheikh Osama bin Laden plays a prophetic role in helping to
bring about the unity of all Arab people. His disgust with western Zionist
domination over his brothers qualifies this noble man a place of special
recognition. As a true patriot of his people he has a big heart for the good of all
Arab people. He is being falsely accused of having masterminded the death of
many African people in the bombing against the two U.S. embassies. American
Government injustice pronounced him guilty without proof and administered
quick injustice to him in the bombing of his Afghanistan seclusion. We ask: Why
were the Israelis allowed to assist in the rescue and investigation yet all
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assistance by local authorities was rejected? What evidence had to be quickly
removed from the two sites in order to throw the blame on Osama bin Laden?
Prophecy told us ISRAEL WAS THERE TO BOMB! And we know ISRAEL WAS
THERE TO... INVESTIGATE...? The timing was set for maximum casualties.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------03:25am Jun 9, 1999 GMT

Who is guilty of the first offence?
The question is: is Moammar Gaddafi or those who have done him and his Arab brothers
injustice guilty of the first offence? No one resorts to "terrorist" action unless provoked.
The element which introduced terrorism into Palestine is the element which caused a like
response and began the vicious cycle of violence. This terrorist cycle has grown to
include the military forces of Anglo-Saxon powers as they now inflict terror on a large
scale not only in Iraq, but also in Yugoslavia.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 03:58am May 21, 1999 GMT
Will you make it into the New Era?
My friends, we live at the crossroads of one era to another, and that means the end
of an age and the beginning of another. In the past such eras were divided by great
calamities which befell the peoples of this earth (globally) in the form of a great
flood, global warfare among civilizations using atomic bombs en masse, meteorite
impacting or planetary fly-bys causing natural catastrophes of all descriptions. There
will be an end to this world upcoming, but you alone will decide by your attitude to
the messengers of Light and truth whether this end will be for you a beginning of
advancement or digression.
Since it is obvious that we cannot take our physical bodies with us when calamity
strikes, there is one thing however over which we do have control, and that is our
THINKING! In this "thinking" process we can either be shallow, uninformed, filthy,
carnal or destructive - or we can pull ourselves up "by our own bootstraps" (so to
speak) and reform it to think in terms of being "in-depth", informed, clean, positive
and wholesome. The latter character qualities are the ingredients determining our
advancement to a higher level of thinking fit for a universal (intergalactic) holy
human being. The word "human" means Holy Universal Man = HU-man. The end of
our lives are merely a foundation for our next set of lessons in another life stream,
whether it be on this planet (should it remain standing) or on a different planet
somewhere in this Milky Way System or beyond. My point here is this: WHAT YOU
ARE HERE TODAY IS WHAT YOU WILL TAKE WITH YOU IN YOUR DNA AS A
FOUNDATION FOR YOUR NEXT INCARNATION, FOR YOU ARE THE SUM TOTAL OF
ALL YOUR INCARNATIONAL EXPERIENCES IN THE WAY YOU ARE ACTING
NOW!! And the challenge in each life stream is to GET RID OF YOUR CHARACTER
FLAWS, FOR THEY WILL DRAG YOU DOWN WHEN YOU RE-EMERGE FROM BEHIND
THE VEIL OF FORGETFULNESS IN ANOTHER INCARNATION! And why do I tell you
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this? Because I see some of you have difficulty in recognizing truth and therefore fail
to pull yourselves up to the next level of higher thinking. - Reni Sentana-Ries

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 02:27pm May 21, 1999 GMT

Some food for thought...
No one can understand correctly the events in the Middle East unless in context of true
prophecy from the past as well as present. A correct analysis of the situation and events
in that region is only possible within the framework of an accurate understanding of
spiritual matters. The players in the Middle East today are all those individuals who in the
past have either been the political power brokers of corruption (politically and
religiously) on one hand, or have been the benefactors, patriots and saviours of the people
on the other. Understand that the players are the same, just reincarnated without
remembrance of who they were then.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 03:27pm May 22, 1999 GMT
You must understand incarnational possibilities!
As entities of the Universe we are beings of balance between light and darkness.
That does not mean that we must at all times be at warfare from within our own
natures as the "dark" side of our make-up is perpetually trying to rule over and
dominate the "lighted" aspect of our beings. Our goal in this contest between
Light and darkness is to rule over and be a master of negative possibilities of our
being, and this is necessary in order for us to grow back into a oneness with all
beings of the universe who enjoy life in the fullness of all truth perfected.
And so we find that the Creation is split right down the middle in two halves of
manifestation - the manifestation of Light, and the manifestation of darkness as
the equal and opposite to Light. Our third dimensional world is a world of collision
between Light and darkness, and that serves the purpose of TESTING for
entities incarnating down here. Their challenge is to learn to rule over and control
the darkened aspect of their own selves. If they learn to do that with consistency,
they progress in their evolution, if they succumb to the opposite, then future
lifetimes will guarantee them time and circumstances to do so. However these
tests are usually severe and very painful.
In higher dimensional planes of existence we find a more pronounced separation
between Light and darkness (also called the positive and negative), and
therefore to experience life in an elevated existence of Light is spoken of as
"living in Heaven". Keep in mind though, that each plane of existence has this
duality, and therefore we speak of a counterpart to "heaven" as being "hell",
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reserved to those entities, who have elected to experience life (so to speak) in
the expression of works of darkness in a higher plane of existence. You may
have noticed that I have been speaking of "Light" and "darkness" instead of the
value assignment of "good" and "evil". In a universal sense both are expressions
of creative power and equal in terms of consequences. That is why we speak of
"balance" for there can be no "Light" if there is no "darkness" and conversely
there can be no "darkness" unless there is "Light". The term "sin" is a religious
creation and does not exist in the vocabularies of higher evolved civilizations on
most other planets.
And why do I tell you all this? The most revered and respected personages of the
past have the ability to express themselves in an aspect YOU may interpret as
"works of darkness" after (perhaps) YOU have mistreated them severely in an
earlier life stream! This is "karma" (also called "justice") coming back down on
your own head for an atrocity committed by yourself against that person. Now,
you put 2+2 together, and combine their natural inclination to do good with their
ability to right a wrong of the past, and you may well see character attributes in a
man you do not like at all. My advice to you is: let justice rule when it feels it
must, and after it has restored its own balance, you will be happy to benefit from
the character quality of a highly evolved entity of Light in the form of a man by the
name of SADDAM HUSSEIN!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 04:43pm May 23, 1999 GMT

Von Herr Mueller an Abu Baker
Dear Mr. Baker,
I am not aware of a connection between my writing style and pro-government Arabia
media of 30 years ago. If there is one, then it must be coincidental. You brought up a sore
issue with me when you mentioned EDUCATION. Our educational system is diabolical
because is BASED ON COMPETITION. This approach breeds division among our
children in our own schools, where they then become divided between those that are
"smart", those that are "average" and those that are "dumb?". That perception of
themselves is then being carried into their adult life, where the same approach is being
used in the realm of higher education. Then they enter the business world and again are
being confronted with nothing but COMPETITION. And the result is that our neighbour
cannot be viewed as a human being any more, but a COMPETITOR, which must be
surpassed, and if that is not possible, ELIMINATED! And now you know which element
I would remove out of the educational system. IT DOES NOT MATTER HOW LONG
IT TAKES TO LEARN, WHAT MATTERS IS THAT WE ACHIEVE THAT WHICH
BRINGS US THE MOST JOY TO HAVE ACCOMPLISHED! I do not care one whit
whether it takes for a brilliant one 6 years to achieve a grade 12 education or 25.
Important is that it gets achieved. Each pupil should be allowed to move forward at a
pace he or she is comfortable with and not be pressured to perform against 40 others who
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are all at different levels of intellectual ability. Peer pressure brings stress on our children
and is the starting point for hating each other.
Yes, our centers of higher learning are also institutes for political indoctrination and
conditioning of the mind to think "politically correct".
Lastly you are of the opinion that Israel has no right to exist on Palestinian land and share
this opinion with the younger generation of Arabs and Palestinians. You say "Moslems
paid their blood as a price to liberate Palestine and they are the only one who can
determine Palestine future." I object and say "Moslems" should not have done so, but as
Palestinians, regardless of religious alignment, they have. Had you used the word
"Palestinians" I would have agreed with you, but now you are making it a religious issue,
and that is in error.
One more thought: JUSTICE and MERCY are equal. To apply one is not more correct
than applying the other when decided upon by WISDOM.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 10:00pm May 24, 1999 GMT

Democracy vs. Liberty
To think there is liberty in democracy is a fallacy. Democracy is stupidity.
Democracy is weakness and fragmentation. It is also a tyranny of its own
kind, for it expects rigid party loyalty from its elected members, and

punishment comes down on those who dare listen to the voice of the
people. Its propaganda creates a world of brainwashed artificial

enthusiasts thinking democracy will solve all their problems once they
have achieved it. But when democracy has arrived as they demanded,

they find a world of contention with too many wanting to be chiefs and
not enough "Indians".

The affairs of a democratic country are run by confrontation instead of
cooperation. The system is incapable of working harmoniously and its

party system guarantees merely short-term dictatorships which are voted
out of office when the people are fed up and then see them replaced by
another short-term dictatorship.
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Democratic leaders never know what is really going on in their countries,
because the bureaucracy under them never informs them of things they
should know for the protection of the people. Their politicians are

opportunists out for milking the public trough for all it can offer and then
surround themselves with immunity from prosecution for the damage
they have done to the nation. That fact alone opens the doorway for

powerful elitists to assume control, as they never have to stand before

the people and become elected. Very convenient, would you not say? And
so the hidden real rulers of this world call politicians "idiots".
The system itself is tailored to be run by only one profession: LAWYERS. A
democracy is rife with fraud, back- scratching and pork-barreling and

does not allow for true leadership of positive quality. A democracy has no
intrinsic power to do good and in that is only capable of scattering the
life of a nation.
DEMOCRACY MAKES NO ALLOWANCE FOR RIGHTEOUS LEADERSHIP and
for that reason alone must be rejected as an option to the running of a

country. Only governmental stability can achieve liberty for the people,

for only a stable government is capable of controlling the smooth flow of
affairs at all times. The moment a government is subject to be

overthrown by the people through an election, that government will

always feel insecure and allow unaccountable bureaucrats the real power,
for their offices are never up for election.

A righteous ruler is always loved by his people, be he a King, Caesar,

Sultan, Prime Minister or President, but his office must be guaranteed
stability until he volunteers to hand his reign over to another worthy
leader of his choice.

And a righteous leader will never allow others to make him the target of
mockery as is customary in western democracies throughout the
newspapers' cartoons. That dishonours him and undermines his

credibility with the people. A true leader's strength is the love of his
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people. True freedom can only come to the people under the firm hand of
righteous rule!

* Revised October 13, 1999, 5:34 pm
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dave Fagan - 07:37pm May 26, 1999 GMT (#8 of 30) <Reply>

A genuine question, Reni Sentana-Ries
Are the bibles of Thomas, Mary Magdalene, etc, legitimate? Also I understand the senses
well. I don't understand time. I can recognize the existence of other dimensions,
sensitivities, even polarities, however I cannot relate to them without time. It is our trap
in time that causes us to perceive our reality. How does one take time out of this reality to
perceive other potential realities??
Reni Sentana-Ries - 10:53am May 27, 1999 GMT (#9 of 30) <Picture: Reply>

Thank you for asking, Mr. Fagan!
I am not familiar with what the "bibles" of Thomas and Mary Magdalene say. However if
they are records faithfully describing many sets of events, we call them true records,
reflecting only the limitations of the writer as observer. Such truthful records do not
constitute "scribings" or "scripture". We have many truthful records everywhere, yet we
do not elevate them to the status of "bibles" (religious connotation of a record considered
reliable and spiritually authoritative) just because they are true. I reject the idea that a set
of (perhaps) truthfully recorded events (like the Bible) should be made spiritually
authoritative, just because the bulk of information in it are true recordings of secular
events connected with a few bits of spiritual concepts, which, even if true, are
nonetheless hopelessly inadequate to generate a true picture of reality. Imposing these
writings upon the mind of man puts the mind of man into a straight jacket for limitation
to only that, which the writings say, throwing the rest of mind evolution potential for man
into the garbage bin.
Uthrania is a scribe. When she scribes she produces "scribings", also called "scripture" by
the religious community. Yet her and I are fiercely opposed to the notion that her
scribings should become binding upon the consciences of man, for that would make a
religion out of her truthful scribings. And why do we take this position? BECAUSE
NOT EVEN 10,000 VOLUMES OF TRUE SCRIBINGS ARE ADEQUATE TO
SATISFY THE POTENTIAL OF MAN'S MIND TO UNDERSTAND UNIVERSAL
REALITY! The only way man's potential for understanding truth can be released is by
DISCONNECTING HIS MIND FROM SUBSERVIENCE TO THE LIMITATIONS
IMPOSED UPON HIM BY SO CALLED HOLY WRITINGS!! NO WRITING IS
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"HOLY" FOR AS LONG AS IT PRESENTS ITSELF AS THE ONLY FORM OF
TRUTH!!
Without "time" there is no sensing of "being". The sensing of time is universal
throughout all dimensions. If it were not so, then there could not be any experiencing (by)
the consciousness of being "alive". We could also not speak of "eternal life". And just as
consciousness has no beginning and will have no end, so it is with "time" and "life". Your
and mine consciousness have had no beginning and therefore is stands to reason that our
lives will never end, because our consciousnesses will never end.
Physical "death" has nothing to do with what I am saying. We have the liberty to reemerge from behind the veil (of death, so called) at will. The only restriction may be by
that of the High Council (of lighted beings) deciding what incarnation is best for us to
learn the next set of lessons FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR CHARACTERS
AND MIND EVOLUTION. The only time we feel like being "trapped" in time is when
we can't be happy, no matter how hard we try, for the purpose of being alive is to be
happy, but that is hardly possible in this miserable world (
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The last question I do not feel adequately qualified to answer. I will ask the prophetess to
handle that one.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 11:50am Jun 6, 1999 GMT
Safeguarding the Human Race From Tyranny
In past history rulers of nations and empires were the law of the land. Their decrees
were not subject to debate. Under their rule the people were either blessed or
cursed, depending on the monarchs' disposition. Then a hidden hand incited
revolutions duping the people with slogans and after much bloodshed which included
the violent removal of monarchies, the people were duped once more into the
adoption of constitutions, making them believe that under "democratic" rule they
would enjoy freedom and gain control over their lives. Surviving monarchs became
just figureheads residing in the midst of democratized nations.
The hidden hand did not object to the finest constitutions ever written, for it full well
knew how to effectively neutralize any good ever written in any constitution. Their
"educated" sons became lawyers, monopolized the legislative, executive and judicial
powers of any democracy, constitutions became amended to open flood gates of
subversion and within a few decades the objective of setting up democracies via
constitutions became lost in the creation of tyrannies with a different face.
And so it happened that today the people have not realized their dream of true
liberation from political oppression as they were hoping, for one form of tyranny was
merely replaced by another far worse. They had jumped out of the frying pan and
into the fire. Their democratic institutions became breeding grounds for subversion
by a powerful hidden hand and the fall of man had become perpetuated (or so it
seems).
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In the past I have spoken of "righteous rule". Righteous government can only be
realized by righteous man/woman. A constitution may reflect righteousness on
paper, but it has no life on its own unless represented by righteous man. In a contest
between a decree written by righteous men and a host of unrighteous men
controlling the process of implementation one can easily see that there is no contest.
Righteousness is unenforceable by decree written on paper. It only has power where
represented by righteous man. And so the corrupters of humanity call all politicians
"idiots." Some have good intentions, but their influence can never have a lasting
effect.
I have also given you the meaning of HUman: Holy Universal man. If the ruler of a
nation is not one reflecting the true meaning of "holy" and "universal", then how on
earth can one expect righteous rule and contentment for the people? Remove these
two attributes from man, and what you have is chaos and disintegration. The course
then becomes one towards doomsday. So, what is the solution? REINSTATE
RIGHTEOUS, "HOLY" AND "UNIVERSAL" MEN BACK INTO LEADERSHIP OVER
NATION STATES! EMPOWER THEM WITH THE RULE OF LAW - AND WHAT
YOU HAVE IS RIGHTEOUS RULE, CREATING PEACE, A FEELING OF SECURITY
AND PROSPERITY FOR THE PEOPLE! YOU WILL ALSO HAVE PEACE AMONG
NATIONS, FOR ONE RIGHTEOUS RULER WILL NEVER FIND OUGHT TO BATTLE
ANOTHER OF HIS OWN KIND!
RIGHTEOUS RULE MUST BE UPHELD WITH A FIRM HAND AGAINST ITS FOES, WHERE
NECESSARY.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 12:27am Jun 9, 1999 GMT (#11 of 30)

With Reference to Mr. Fagan's concern re: Saddam Hussein
Saddam Hussein has an IDENTITY, and that identity I have already described to you. It
extends not only thousands of earth years into the past, but also upward into higher
dimensional realms of existence. In his manifestations of the past he has been a
benefactor of humanity, for which he was mistreated. In higher dimensions he is a very
powerful archangel of lighted essence, consistent with his incarnational roles as
benefactor. And so whenever he incarnates into the realm of fallen man, he is being hated
and betrayed and has his true character of benevolence for the people assassinated by his
numerous enemies. As he fights back he is being branded a murderer and ruthless killer.
People believe the lies about him and wish him dead. Saddam Hussein cannot be judged
by what he does, only by who he is. And since his identity is one of celestial majesty, his
actions undertaken in self defense against those who wished him dead are justified by his
inherent right to rule and his right to not be murdered.
Saddam Hussein is so much Light, that many looking at him see the darkness in their
own souls exposed by his Light and hate him for it. Understand, Mr. Fagan, that this is a
prevailing subconscious reaction which many times surfaces into the conscious realm of
man's responses. The continued bombing of Iraq is a conscious reaction to the presence
of Saddam. When Light will have prevailed over darkness, then the bombing will stop
and a new day for the Iraqi people will have dawned and all Arab nations will have
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joined together under the wisdom of his leadership.
The true character make-up of benefactors like Jesus, Mohammed, Buddha and others is
usually distorted by religionists into that of pansies and sissies lending the other cheek,
always "forgiving" everybody for all wrongs done to them. Since justice is equal to
mercy, wisdom at times dictates that "the other cheek" should indeed not be lent.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 12:34am Jun 9, 1999 GMT

Re: Saddam Hussein
Dear Sami and Bassi,
While I have not been in Iraq and never worked as engineer for the Iraqi army, I have
been where you have not, and that is behind the veil of space and time! Only very few on
this planet qualify to make that journey to empower them with information the general
public is not privy to, unless those of us who have been there report back to share the
information with people like yourself. There we learn of realities not obvious to the
physical eye nor comprehensible to the limited mind. You judge Saddam Hussein by
what you can observe with your senses, and so do many others. I do not judge him at all
for I have seen where he fits in pertaining to the destiny of not only the Iraqis, but that of
the entire human race. He has been endowed with a mission greater than any other on
earth - a mission worth protecting at ANY cost, because your own and your children's
future in happiness depend on his success! Had you informed yourself of all the writings
from the pen of Saddam Hussein, you would have found out a long time ago, that he had
nothing but the best in mind for his people. And, no, I am not ashamed of a man who
"fights the imperialistic invaders" with all of his might, for they are the ones who
perpetuate the fall of man.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 12:39pm Jun 29, 1999 GMT
Hate mail (1)
At 01:46 6/29/99 -0700, you wrote:
Reni Sentana-Ries,
You are an idiot. You know nothing about God, His nature or His plan for this earth.

Your rantings on the internet are insane. You are not the Lion of the tribue of Judah for

you are neither a Jew nor the Messiah. The Muslim faith is absurd and the arab claim to
Abraham equally so. You are descended from Ismael from Hagar who was a slave and
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her son a bastard. Isaac received the promise and it can never be revoked. You are a

bastard descended from the supreme bastard. You hate the Jews because of who they
are in God. You are blind, deaf, ignorant and dumb. Truth is not your birthright but
being a bastard is.

Reni Sentana-Ri
es’reply:
Dear Massa,
I wished you would give me your name in fairness to the fact that my name and location
is all over the web. But now to the issue at hand.

I don't think an idiot can write the way I do. Your concept of who and/or what "God" is is
muddled. God's nature is righteousness, purity, justice and also mercy. His plan for this

earth is happiness for all people, but that plan has been foiled by evil men who rule this
world, of which all of those work within the framework of the Zionist elite.

I don't rant on internet, I use my intellect to present to the world a workable alternative

to the mess wicked people have made our habitat into. My thoughts can hold their own
against the most brilliant of what human intellect can come up with.

I AM "The Lion of the Tribe of Judah" and your claim to the contrary is hollow. And how

do I know can that be so? Firstly, BECAUSE I AM A GERMAN, AND GERMANS ARE OF THE
TRIBE OF JUDAH! You should read up on ancient Israel history to notice that the

Assyrians removed a large percentage of Israelites "into the north countries." From there
they dispersed and formed what we know today as the European nations, among whom
the tribe of Judah established Germany. Most Jews, except the Sephardic line, are not
even descendants of Abraham. The Khazars converted to Judaism from Sephardic
proselyting and lost memory of their Asiatic connection.

You are correct: I am not a Jew, I am an Israelite of the tribe of Judah. And then you are
correct again: I am not the Messiah, I am an enlightened one from the past with full
intent on making this world a better place to live in, but therein I am not alone.

The Muslim faith is not absurd. It is rather close to the truth of all things, however not
entirely accurate. When the true, original "Islam" becomes restored, then Islam will be

what it really is: THE TRUTH without religious connotations. In the days of Abraham the
"birthright" was stolen by Isaac from Ishmael. The blessings of all truth are on Ishmael,
not Isaac, the way your corrupted Bible reports it in error. You are also mistaken when

you say that I am descended from Ishmael, for I have no Arab blood in me. But I have an
Arab heart, for my heart is with the truth. To Hagar's son was done a grievous injustice
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by Abraham's action to enslave her, and you do him not more justice by calling him,

Ishmael, a "bastard." If Isaac had truly received "that promise" then the descendants of
Isaac would be righteous people. But are they? God's promises all depend on the
performance of true righteousness. That is the hallmark of divine blessing.

The "supreme bastard," from whom you claim I am descended, must be a very righteous
person, yet you hate Him by insulting Him like that! Do you hate everyone that is

righteous? I do not hate the Jews, I hate the works of many, who call themselves by that

name, for their deeds are not righteous. If these truly unrighteous Jews have a god, then
that god must be a devil.

If I were "blind," "ignorant" and "dumb," people like yourself could indeed hold your

ground when it comes to an intellectual contest, but you can NOT, because your logic is
flawed. Contrary to what you say about me Truth IS my Birthright, and my works will
earn me my exaltation.

And finally: unlike yourself, I place my real name to my letter. - Reinhard Gustav

Mueller, Lion of the Tribe of Judah, who lives in Edmonton, the Province of Alberta in
Canada.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 12:25am Jun 30, 1999 GMT
Not-so-hateful-any-more mail ! (2)
At 15:30 6/29/99 -0700, you wrote:
Reni Sentana-Ries,
God has a plan for the restoration of all things unto himself. After the fall in the Garden
of Eden by Adam and Eve, he promised a messiah that would restore them which would
come through the seed or offspring of the women. It is very important who the mother

as well as father of this person would be. Hagar could never be this person. You do not
understand God nor have any fellowship with him but only with the thoughts and
writings of unjust men because we all unrighteous in his sight due to Adam. The

messiah had to come through a righteous line of people that God instituted on the
earth. He had to be born of a free women and not a bond women which Hagar was.

Ishmael was born due to the intellectual thinking of Abraham and Sarah in an attempt to
fulfill God's promise to them because it was so long in coming and they were both past
the age of childbearing. Ishmael was not nor will ever be the fulfillment of God's

promise to Abraham. Isaac is that son and he inherited Abraham's blessing and was a
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continuance of that righteous line of descent. YOU are in error of not only scripture but
of God himself.

Reni Sentana-Ries's response:
Dear Massa,
God's plan for the "restoration of all things unto himself" pertains to the multitudes of
gods and goddesses, not to the exclusion of yourself as a god, who as inhabitants of

this planet have "fallen" into a state of perpetual transgression of the universal law of
Oneness. As you realize this, it makes you individually responsible for your own

reclamation from this state of fallenness into sin (so called). And that responsibility for
your soul's spiritual welfare rests squarely on your own shoulders. For as long as you

see the godhood as residing outside of yourself, causing you to also worship someone
other than the same Creator spirit within yourself, you will continue to feel and see

yourself as a separate being, disconnected and forlorn in a vast sea of space and time.
It is YOU who must learn to save yourself and restore your thinking to where you begin

reclaiming your godhood status in Light, and for the guarantee of not failing to reclaim
your soul from the "fall" you must not depend on any so-called "saviour," messenger,
sage, messiah, prophet or "son of God" to do it for you. And here by your humility in

accepting and living the truth will you create your salvation for YOURSELF (and no other

person beside yourself) rather than running the risk of disappointment for having relied
on a so-called "savior" to do it for you.

I have just touched on the most grievous error in the Bible, and what may have begun as
a small and seemingly insignificant alteration of holy text to begin with, became lateron
a watershed of falsehoods from religious leaders in charge of those at one time holy

writings. And by these unauthorized alterations to the Bible the record has become a

story book - something we call "fiction" today. And the fact that its writings span some

3 to 5 thousand years does not mean its content is truthful and reliable by standards of
universal reality. So much for point one.

Point Two: I will include the story of Adam and Eve, who are considered to be the first
ones on this planet, equal to that of the rest of the Bible: FICTION. And here you may

ask me what I may have to offer in its place which is reliable? My answer is this: When

this planet became inhabitable for the first time for humans, certain ones from various
locations in this and other galaxies were dropped off here for the purpose of

experiencing many incarnations and to see whether they would uphold their loyalty to
one another regardless of ethnic diversity and remain true to principles of truth and

justice. They failed, and that failure was their "fall," and when they reincarnated back
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down upon the face of this planet, a veil was placed upon their consciousness in order

that they learn to "listen to the spirit within" and thereby climb back up the ladder back
into holy Oneness with the Creator.

Jacob was shown that ladder in a vision. The initial placement of a variety of ethnic
peoples from all over the universe explains the diversity of species, and so mankind on
earth could not have sprung from one set of common parents. Even genetic engineers

can tell you that. Earth was to become an intergalactic information exchange center for a
variety of human species, who were to learn to live together peacefully. Did they make
their grade or fail? I have given you the answer. Next point.

No doubt many aspects of Abraham's life with Sarah, etc. are true, but bear in mind that

the blessings and promises unto a good life with many seeds and much contentment are
predicated upon individual righteousness, and here Isaac's seed has fallen very short.
The historical record of Israel as related in the Bible is proof of that, and so is Israel's
conduct today.
How then can you say that "God" has continually bestowed blessings on Israel and made
them "his chosen people" when the records have for millennia seen Israel's children as

nothing but the target of God's wrath for killing and stoning his true prophets and never

embracing attributes of righteousness and compassion? And Israel's disposition of today
is no different. If it were not so they would live by universally acceptable standards of
ethics and also recognize me as one of their righteous prophets. But do they?

Then you say: "The messiah had to come through a righteous line of people that God
instituted on the earth. He had to be born of a free woman and not a bond women which
Hagar was." Very confusing, and not only for the uninformed! Prophets are messengers,
but never "messiahs" or "saviors." They are people like you and me, except enlightened
with truth and endowed with certain gifts the ordinary people do not possess. Their

message is usually hated by the people, and for the most part they live very miserable

lives - usually in poverty because the ruling class hates their message and undermines
their livelihoods. If a prophet is believed and honored by the people, they become

blessed, if he is hated, the people become cursed. And that curse upon the infidels is
not the prophet's doing but merely a consequence of rejection of the prophets'
message.
And lastly: You may have noticed an interesting situation. The Prophetess is of the

House of Ishmael and I am of the House of Israel (Judah). Yet we are in no doctrinal

conflict situation. We both are prophets (although I do not possess the gift of scribing).
What unites us in our callings as prophets is our common recognition of universal
reality.
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I enjoyed speaking with you. - Reni Sentana-Ries, Lion of the Tribe of Judah.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:55am Jul 1, 1999 GMT

The Cost of Eventide to be shouldered by Master Gabriel!
From the records:
March 25, 1997 (7:31 pm)
Greetings, Seila, my beloved daughter of the skies!
Alluding now, daughter, to all concise acquisitions of the ranks of the Almighty in
status among the full credentials of credence between the gods and goddesses of the
Creator,
I hereby bequeathe to you bothe, and by the authority of mine own hand alone do I
mightily suggest to bothe, ye, AND your long bethrothed in the art of picturesque
waiting,
That mine own glorious and sublimal contribution would be to hereby through the
records of prostrate divining,
That bothe, to ye bothe and your sons and daughters alone, see to the prompt - as of
the NOW - in all displayal of the arts of the gods,
Perform within a powerful essence of mine own undertaking, so as to shoulder the
COST of equilibrium BACK TO NO MAN save that of the most prominent and
influential bearers of eventide!
Therefore I selectively and quietly commend to you the full retraction of liberal
justice to be taken over the waybearers of man's uncomely civilized structure,
And place the entire responsibility of error to be metted out against such unto mine
own shoulders of reprisals.
This is my undying gift to ye all. And we will leave it at that. LORD AND MASTER
OF THE ARCHANGELIC CONSENSUS OF LIBERTY OVER ALL. Adieu, and
look forward back in time to seeing ye all in the eastern platitudes of delight. Amen.
GABRIEL out. Plus 4. (7:45 pm).
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Will it be JUSTICE or MERCY?
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Reni Sentana-Ries - 09:36pm May 23, 1999

Hello, Abu Baker. The dream of true Arab Unity is just a stone throw away, and it
will not be one under the "shadow of (today's type of) Islam"! True Islamic
understanding is re-emerging, which is less dogmatic and kinder than the rigid
dogmatic one of today. You listed 3 obstacles, and I will address them all.
1) You say: "It is clear Arabian leaders are not willing to give up their chairs for
the sake of unity." Of all participating Arabian nation state leaders no one is
asked to "give up his chair" after the reintegration of Kuwait back into Iraq. They
will co-operate voluntarily with the new leader of the Federation, because THE
INDIVIDUAL STATES ARE GOING TO BENEFIT ECONOMICALLY AND
POLITICALLY FROM SUCH A FEDERATION. Economically, because they will
find a better way of doing business than under draconian rules of the IMF, and
politically all will become stronger as a unit, for the people will support their
leaders at home, since their cooperation has made them economically free from
the burden of survival.
2) Yes, the west will view the new Union as a competitor and spend billions to
destroy it, but it will not succeed, for the economic system of the west bears the
burden of competition, taxation and usury, whereas that of the new Arab
federation will not be bogged down with such front-end costs.
3) And not even Israel will be able to prevent the formation of such a union. She
will have to become cleansed from Zionistic control if she wants to survive at her
present location. And with the Zionist controllers gone out of her midst, peace at
last will be restored into Palestine, for no more atrocities against the people of
her neighbour states will be permitted.
At the root of all problems in Palestine lies the philosophically instilled attitude of
Jewish racism, which gives them the religious notion that they are better than the
Arabs, and therefore have the right to mistreat and kill Arabs. There should be a
bonfire in the midst of Jerusalem burning all copies of the books of the Talmud.
THE RABBINIC WRITINGS OF THE TALMUD ARE THE JEWS' BIGGEST
HEADACHE, for that is where their attitude comes from!
4) I do not believe that today's Arab leaders want their people to be uneducated.
The biggest problem Arab leaders have today is the fact that their home
economies have fallen under the control of the IMF and World Bank International
Financiers. And they are all Zionists. Today's Arab leaders know, that without
Unity among them, including perhaps unity with that of many other nations, they
will not be able to rid themselves of financial subservience. Finally you ask
whether the Arab leaders feel what the nation feels. Of course they do! They just
have not been able to come up with the correct solution to their problem. When
they have, then will they "break the siege and turn the dream of Arab Unity into
reality." (Those were YOUR words).
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A dialogue has occurred between Reni Sentana-Ries and the Prophetess,
one which is too important to leave in an obscure location.
The Prophetess - 09:47pm May 23, 1999

Mr. Mueller. May I bring to your attention the pasted copies of your message.
Publicly I must ask you why you have stated the following:
1)" ............................Of all participating Arabian nation state leaders no one is
asked to "give up his chair" after the reintegration of Kuwait back into Iraq. They
will co-operate voluntarily with the new leader of the Federation, because THE
INDIVIDUAL STATES ARE GOING TO BENEFIT ECONOMICALLY AND
POLITICALLY FROM SUCH A FEDERATION. Economically, because they will
find a better way of doing business than under draconian rules of the IMF, and
politically all will become stronger as a unit, for the people will support their
leaders at home, since their cooperation has made them economically free from
the burden of survival." [end quote of Reni Sentana-Ries]
May I remind you when you said "They will co-operate voluntarily with the new
leader of the Federation, because THE INDIVIDUAL STATES ARE GOING TO
BENEFIT ECONOMICALLYAND POLITICALLY FROM SUCH A FEDERATION"
that statement could only be based on the presumption that every leader in the
Middle-East have only the best considerations for both a politically sound
economic lifestyle as well as those leaders of today listening well and heeding
those concerns which the people have been putting forth for decades now, to put
it rather mildly. In other words, should those leaders who are at the head of our
nations at this time "not" put the people and their concerns at the "top" of their
agenda then obviously those same leaders will not be willing either to co-operate
with any of the sound judgments of those other national heads who are a part of
the Federation of United Arab States. So, keeping your "throne" so to speak is
truly a conditional matter. Nothing more. And Nothing less. Do also remember,
we are "Arab" nations - not Arabian nations. There is a difference here. Next:
3) ".......... She will have to become cleansed from Zionistic control if she wants to
survive at her present location. And with the Zionist controllers gone out of her
midst, peace at last will be restored into Palestine, for no more atrocities against
the people of her neighbour states will be permitted." [end quote of Reni
Sentana-Ries] The point in question is: you have stated: "...if she wants to
survive at her present location." She of course meaning Israel. Are you meaning
to state that Israel will remain of its own country? May I remind you that "Israel" is
sitting on Palestinian land. Israel expected "a prophet" who would bless THEM!
What they get instead is a "prophetess" who CONDEMNS THEM for what they
have done to their Arab brothers and sisters! In all their arrogance and ruthless
behavior toward the Arab states ISRAEL NOW FORFEITS THE ENTIRE
BLESSING OF MY HAND AND WILL INSTEAD STAND TO BE JUDGED
BEFORE MY PEOPLE!! Uthrania Seila Arab prophetess and scribe
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Reni Sentana-Ries - 10:00pm May 23, 1999

Responding to the Prophetess's concerns: Dear Prophetess. You are of the
opinion that current leaders of Arab states who are unwilling to join the new
Federation initially will not be able to keep their "thrones", whereas I said they will
voluntarily cooperate. May I ask you how you intend to accomplish their removal?
I will never advocate the forced removal of any national Arab government, except
to say that I do believe the people will demand from them the link-up to the new
Federation, because they do not want to remain hungry bystanders to the
economic security their brothers and sisters "across the border" are enjoying.
Your next concern fills me with somber emotion. I speak of freeing Israel from the
clutches of her Zionist oppressors and you speak of judgment upon Israel's head
for what Israel, the Zionist state, has done to your people. You do not elaborate
of what that judgment consists of, but I perceive it to be nothing good for the
Israeli people. And so would you consider the option of pronouncing judgment
upon the Zionist perpetrators of injustice toward the Palestinian and Arab people,
rather than intimating a calamity upon Israel's citizens of unprecedented
proportions. Any direct military action against them will cost the lives of many
Arabs, and there is no guarantee that such an undertaking would be successful.
Or are you holding forced evacuation of ALL Israelis as an option for removing
the present-day cancer from the body of your people?
You say they expected "a prophet" who would bless them, and what they got was
a prophetess who condemns them instead. Now, they may not have a
prophetess in yourself, seeing you are filled with outrage toward them over their
mistreatment of your people, but I AM THE LION OFTHE TRIBE OF JUDAH! I
have the right to chastise their conduct, I have the right for demanding the
removal of the offence of Zionism out of their midst, I have the right to call for the
public burning of their diabolical Talmudic writings, I have the right to demand
from them a purging of their misguided thinking of racial superiority(?) - AND I
WILL EXERCISE MY RIGHT TO NOT COME TO THEIR DEFENCE IF ISRAEL
DOES NOT CLEAN HOUSE!!
The State of Israel is Zionist. The philosophy of the Jews is Talmudic. And in
these two aspects of misguided thinking lies the danger for the continued
existence of the State of Israel and of Jews occupying Palestinian lands. My
question to you, Prophetess, is this: Will you grant the Israeli people participation
in the new economic order set up by the Federation of the United Arab States if
the people of Israel purge the iniquity from out of their midst as the State of Israel
becomes dissolved under Palestinian rule and Israeli people begin to recognize
the wrongs done to their Arab brothers and cease thinking of themselves as
superior?
The Prophetess - 10:07pm May 23, 1999
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LION OF THE TRIBE OF JUDAH! MY FATHER AND I ARE ONE! WE ARE NOT
HERE TO BARGAIN UPON THE LIVES OF OUR PEOPLE ANY LONGER!
WHEN MY FATHER SPEAKS I SPEAK AND THERE IS NO LONGER A
DIFFERENCE IN TECHNIQUE! WE ARE ONE IN THE SAME SPIRIT AND THE
SAND AND JERUSALEM WILL BE LAID ASUNDER IN FAVOUR OF A NEW
GENERATION OF IRAQ. AND JUST WHY IS THIS, DEAR ONE?! SIMPLY FOR
THE MEMORANDUM OF TRUST AND WASTE, AND NO LONGER WILL I NOR
MY FATHER GABRIEL STAND FOR ANY MORE RABID DESIRES UPON THE
HEADS OF MY PEOPLE! THEREFORE, DO NOT TEMPT MY HAND WITH
YOUR LETTERS OF COMPROMISE, FOR I AM A JEALOUS GOD AND I WILL
NEVER SUBJECT THE TERROR TO BE REPEATED TWICE! Uthrania Seila
Arab prophetess and scribe!

The Prophetess - 10:10pm May 23, 1999
GABRIEL'S WRATH UNEQUALLED [my father Lord and Master Teacher Gabriel
speaks]
IT IS INDEED THE ILL WIND THAT BLOWS NOBODY GOOD. HOW LONG I
HAVE WAITED! AND WILL WAIT NO LONGER! CONTEMPTUOUS TOWARD
THOSE FEW WHO SLAYED MY SON. WE WILL KNOW NO MERCY,
THOUGH THEY PLEAD AND GROVEL ON THEIR BELLIES AS SNAKES.
THIS IS THE DAY OF WRATH!! TEMPTUOUS IN DESIGN!
HOW WE DO ABHOR, THOSE, WHO WOULD BETRAY US, WHO WOULD,
AS HAMMER US DOWN INTO THE WOOD PULP, AND DIG US A GRAVE IN
THE EARTH!! AND THEIR MEAGRE WAGES WILL BE DEATH!! THE ABYSS,
WOULD INDEED TREAT THEM KINDER THAN I!
THE ROYAL NAVAL ACADEMY - AND TO LOOK AT LOUISVILLE - WE
HAVE SETTLED MATTERS, AS IT WERE. HOW THINK THEY, THEY TEMPT
US, WITH THEIR GUILE.
WE WILL NOT BE MOCKED.OUR HAND COMES DOWN, AS THE
DANGEROUS TWO HEADED SERPENT, AND CAPTURES, THEIR SOULS,
OF INIQUITY. DO NOT THINK FOR ONE MOMENT I AM ALONE IN THIS.
YOU MAY PLACE THIS AS ANY CHAPTER YOU SO DESIRE, BUT THIS
WILL NOT BE THE END - OF THE BOOK - OR OF ANY BOOK OF WHICH WE
HAVE WRITTEN, TOGETHER. THERE IS - NOT "ONE"! WHO
UNDERSTANDS, GABRIEL'S WRATH, SAVE PERHAPS, JMMANUEL. FOR I
BEAR THE SAME SCAR AS A REMINDER, IN THE PALM OF MY RIGHT
HAND, AS A REMINDER TO ME OF ALL THE TIMES WE HAVE SENT OUR
BRETHREN DOWN IN THE GUISE OF PROPHETS, AND YES, EVEN
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PRIESTS. BUT DID YOU KNOW THEM AND REVERE THEM AND LISTEN TO
THEM?! NAY! YOU BLIND FOOLS. INDEED YOU HAVE THE BLIND
LEADING THE BLIND IN EVERY AREA OF YOUR LIVES.
THIS WILL NOT CONTINUE ON THIS SPHERE! THOSE SPEARS SO
BROADCAST OVER YOUR NETWORKS - YOUR BROADCASTING
SYSTEMS - IN THE NAME OF MY SON - IT WILL FALL UPON YOUR HEADS.
FOR AS YOU LOOK UP FOR YOUR REDEMPTION - SO WILL YOU MISS IT!
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dialog on Saddam Hussein
Dave Fagan - 06:01am May 24, 1999 GMT (#6 of 14)
Clarification
I have a little trouble understanding prophecy. Do I understand correctly that you say Iraq
and that enlightened maniac Saddam Hussein will lead an Arab Federation of Justice and
Mercy? I'm not joking or mocking, I'm serious. I have a little trouble grasping oneness
and internal lights. It took a while to absorb karma and silver threads, although karma
was simple enough. Balance, moderation, would add a nice touch.

Reni Sentana-Ries - 09:13am May 24, 1999 GMT (#7 of 14) <Picture: Reply>

Watch your words, Dave, don't call Saddam an "enlightened maniac"!
Saddam Hussein is one of the highest evolved individuals ever born. In higher realms he
is the most powerful being pertaining to the affairs of man. His authority is natural and
his presence is overwhelming to many. I advise you to not ever speak about him in a
contemptuous critical manner. He is here not to destroy the Arab people, neither is he
here out of lust for power. He has come in order to remove an offence perpetrated upon
the human race which is almost as old as human known history - an offence which has
everything to do with the misery of our daily lives. The world has overlooked his good
intentions and fallen prey to the propaganda run against him by the established overlords
man's fallen state of affairs. My defense for him is based on a reality about Saddam
Hussein, which you are not privy to unless you can work in realms of realities beyond
that one in which you now live.

Dave Fagan - 11:46am May 26, 1999 GMT (#8 of 14)
Evolution>Saddam Hussein
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To even think that Saddam Hussein represents evolution to a higher plane is definitely a
step outside reality. As for alternate realities, my buddy is always telling me to try a few
mushrooms. You haven't been playing with any colorful vegetation or overexposed to
any unusual fumes, have you?? It is logical that the cradle of civilization (MesopotamiaIraq) could bring forth a new Arab leader, even a world leader, according to Edgar Cayce,
born in 1962. Sorry, Saddam as a higher evolved human doesn't work for me.

Reni Sentana-Ries - 02:30pm May 26, 1999 GMT (#9 of 14)
Saddam Hussein>Dave Fagan

Dave Fagan - 06:38pm Jun 8, 1999 GMT (#10 of 14)
Reni Sentana-Ries, Prophetess
I have great respect for the answers you have both given to my questions, and see much
wisdom in what you say, excepting Saddam Hussein. I do not possess an insight into
spiritual realms, so I see Saddam for what he is in his earthly incarnation. He has big
Swiss bank accounts, Mercedes Benzs', many palaces, all the trappings of a materialistic
megalomaniac. Perfect example of "It's good to be the king". I do not see his good works,
and I do not mean that he should lend the other cheek. If you run a country and expect
respect, you should kick a little ass occasionally. I am perplexed because, as I said, I
think you have both answered my many questions with wisdom. To me it appears that
your support of Saddam is inconsistent with everything else you write.

Reni Sentana-Ries - 03:42am Jun 10, 1999 GMT (#11 of 14)
Saddam Hussein is a True and Worthy Leader!
We are pleased to hear, Mr. Fagan, that you give words of understanding and wisdom the
credit they deserve. We will not hold it against you that you in all sincerity cannot
understand how we can possibly back President Saddam Hussein and still be consistent
with what we teach. HE IS A GOOD MAN, for we have been behind the "curtain" of
time and dimension and know who he is, what he stands for and what his mission is in
this incarnation. I suggest to close this topic of discussion and watch the developments in
the Middle East, particularly those in Iraq. You will see that after the terrorist
American/British military has been kicked out of the Gulf, Pres. Saddam Hussein's
leadership will make the Middle East blossom in all its righteous glory.
End of dialog on Saddam Hussein
Reni Sentana-Ries - 11:33am May 26, 1999 GMT (#1 of 24)
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The American Service Men MUST GO HOME! (part one)
At this exact time in the lives of the people of the United States of America, and in
particularly so the lives of the service men in the Gulf region, whom you, Mr.
President, have sent in there to claim that, which is not yours, do I speak to you not
as Reni Sentana-Ries, but as the one holding the Office of THE LION OF THE TRIBE
OF JUDAH, and warn you for your own good as well as that of the citizens of your
country, to STOP BOMBING IRAQ IMMEDIATELY!! You are committing genocide upon
a nation, just like your fathers have committed genocide upon the civilians of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. If you will not order your military operation out of the Gulf
region, then you must be prepared to return your men in coffins for what you have
done to Iraq with impunity, and bury many of your citizens along side with them!
And now, Mr. President, we will take you back to January 6, 1998, when one of your
Masters informed us of the following you might be interested in. But do not forget to
check the files of your own CIA/NSA for a duplicate copy they have stolen from our
computers of what we are now informing you of publicly.
(quote):
The last on mine itinerary of the night, so to speak, before the complete and total
darkness encompasses them all to hell and back in the slaughterhouse of the East,
so to speak, (because they really are standing upon "all" of Allah's ground, you see,
and when it comes right down to the battle of who fights against who for what ends
to what means) the AMERICANS WILL! BE SENT HOME WITH THEIR TAILS BETWEEN
THEIR KNEES, In any case, I shall watch with much interest upon the huge view
screen of the past all their compromises of promises for "liberty for all" take one
huge giant leap down the drain of indistinguishable disgust.
Well, let us wrap up this one. And you had better be ready, you three, (for Sean will
be home at that time as you have been given and we speak liberally about none
other). In pretense is he living out his nightmare of how far will he go for you. In the
long run he is preciously running out of time. Why, because the agents discriminately
have turned him into a scapegoat of their own spying presence on you and he has
completely dismissed that effort entirely! Why? Only because he must serve the
sentence of keeping you aloft from his little squarely bottomed habitat, so he has no
given reports to file back to them.
He wishes with all his might you had kept away from the progress of this report but
understands also in duplicate that he might just starve before the application East
comes forward to his release as well. Might I also add, that our little fair haired one
of the bronze intrigue will never go the eight miles to the school ground of our
choice, for time allotted to him has got to be cut short, for his safety of life generally
depends on it....
------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 12:32pm May 26, 1999 GMT(#2 of 24)
United States of America, BACK OFF!! (part two)
(Exerpt from the record of January 6, 1998 as scribed by the prophetess Uthrania
Seila continued):
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“
Indeed then let us proceed on the numerical scene of all world affairs including this
time the four Sentana-Ries twins. And though this seems of somewhat an unnatural
affair of statement, the time will quickly come within your radius of "understanding",
should we say, of all nuisensical "talk" between our kind and theirs. So you will
bridge the gap upon all world fronts we now gamely lay down the ground product of
your structure from this point of your poverty (seemingly) onward. This you will
comely understand in a shortened span of time as well. For as the nail hit the "donkey" upon the groin of his posterity, so didst the three of ye all with a fourth ahidden
in the rye didst to see of yourselves to fully equip the prince of peace without a
shadow of a doubt as to the legitimacy of "our rule" over even his own nation divine.
And that overshadowing should preclude ahead of any other to date. Until they are
ready to hear the words of their lords and gods, many will continue on with their
daily strife "against" all we have ever stood for, and that is where the rock will
shatter of itself by the mere footprint laid upon it when the "christed ones" come to
visit.
The prophet of design which is you again is to have crept away quietly on the wings
of a dove turned prophetess, and the minute we make the exchange (your life for
ours) will be the moment of "discovery' of lit truth barriers torn down around your
conscientious cranium of deep memory recovery of just who you truly are and why
you have been sent to us by the gods of yesterday. And the hooting and hollering
will comely begin when the prostrate cancer of the gods strikes their foot amidst the
overbearing United States proclamation which goes something like this: "Good
people of America! I, your President and companion of all nations, had to
make of ourselves a compromise so as to enable your sons and our
daughters to remain no longer in a critical situation of Middle Eastern
abyssal affairs. It simply is not worth the effort to restrict Saddam Hussein
any longer and the blessing of America is not worth losing one life over."
(end quote).

Reni Sentana-Ries - 03:16am May 31, 1999 GMT(#3 of 24)
America, YOU WILL LEAVE!!
Mr. President,
You are without justification and cause to continue your bombing activity against the
people of Iraq. If you order the operation shut down you will have spared the lives of
many of your service men and civilians. But if you refuse to do so, then be informed,
that the end result will be the same: YOUR MILITARY MACHINE IS SEEN TO DEPART
BACK TO YOUR DISGRACED UNITED STATES OF AMERICA! I will volunteer for your
benefit as well as that of the world an excerpt from our recordings from Wednesday,
Dec. 17, 1997:
(quote)
...Good evening, Seila, and sorry to break in on you on such a time as this, but we
thought you both would be much interested as to the formation of those minds in the
great far Eastern affairs, and that is that (in capital bold please, at that) THE ENTIRE
CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE ARAB NATIONS AND PAST PARTICLE EUROPEAN STATES
OF THE JOINED COMMUNE OF ALLIES OF THE FORMER UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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HAVE JOINTLY AND COLLECTIVELY PULLED OUT OF EVER ENGAGING THEMSELVES
TOWARD SUCH AN ALLY AS THEMSELVES DIVIDED ON BEHALF OF THE
ANGLO/EUROPEAN OIL INDUSTRY IS CONCERNED. In a total and full obligated
consciousness I, Hatonn, have gratefully observed for mine own prolonged effort in
misery that the collapse of the esoteric United Nations is about to reappear in its
NEW format as the "Allied Nations of the West NO LONGER EXIST" but give rise
indeed toward the indecent exposure of non-litigation toward the western European
ties abroad to the kicking them all out of there toward homeward bound United
States.
(end quote)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 04:26pm Jun 16, 1999 GMT (#5 of 24)
To NON-zionist Leaders of the USA and Britain Only!
Excerpt from "Hidden Secrets are Valuable to All!", November 9, 1994, Goodfare,
Alberta.
...for those who indeed of the deserving kind, and of who in fact we blame NOT for the
miserable injuncture served upon all of mankind: Change your ways, for we are not
wanton to further contribute to your fact those changes of which you alone would be
responsible for contributing to. Listen up here, gentlemen of earth, for it is not
coordinated response to refer any of you to the High Council of Jupiter or Pluto for any
more extensive "What should we do FOR you, or ABOUT you?" No Gentlemen, time is
really up. YOU do call the shots NOW. But we warn you, IF YOU PROVIDE US NO
MEANS FOR A SAFE CLEANING UP OF ALL ATMOSPHERIC ABHORRENCES,
BECAUSE YOU CERTAINLY STRIVE YOUR DUTIFUL BEST TO CONTINUE TO
BOMBARD US WITH NUCLEAR WASTE PRODUCTS, THEN FAR BE IT FROM
US TO FORM A SURVEILLANCE TEAM TO EVEN TRY TO RECTIFY YOUR
PROBLEMATIC AREAS!
KORTHROX signing off on frequency tripoid 7. Thank you, Seila.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 03:09am Jun 19, 1999 GMT (#8 of 24)

Omar Masry,
Osama bin Laden is my brother! He is not guilty of bombing the two
African embassies in broad daylight causing so many deaths and
injuries of African people! To me he is a patriot of his people, standing
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up against American/British/Zionist tyranny and militaristic terrorism.
Should he ever become the equal and opposite reaction to western
terrorism imposed upon the Arab people, then the plane loads of body
bags filled with westerners are but a paltry payment for the lives of
hundreds of thousands of Palestinians/Arabs murdered by
Israeli/American/British military operations in the Middle East. And in
all of this justice before God would not even have been violated!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:02am Jun 20, 1999 GMT (#9 of 24)
After the MIR failure comes the ISS (white) elephant!
From the records: February 4, 1998.
Question: What is the purpose of the ISS space station? Is it another weapon of atrocious
consequences to the human race?
Hatonn: Well, gladdened is my spirit above all for you have asked a very unique and
shortened question and answer question period for me to deal with. The next substation,
shall we call it, is nothing to worry about, for it will never exist in all its extremities of
blueprint theory. Remember that famous city in the heavens to descend down upon the
earth for the pick of the heap or elite of the gods? Well, it was mentioned in your Bible of
long ago. It is a heap of rubble as sure as the night is long and the day runs amidst the
turmoil of ignorance. But heap upon your digestive system from our words to your mind
that they create naught but a repetition of Babylon's tower of Babel in the sky. Just a
heap of rubble they create. But we have fun in Alabaster's skies just watching them.
Personally I would not like to step upon even one grating of it for fear it might fall into
perdition once the earth makes her rounds of bathing itself in the cleanliness factor of
womanly distribution! - Good night, and thank you for asking. Sincerely, Hatonn. (Back
to the grind table of these "idiots..." (sigh)).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:31pm Jun 23, 1999 GMT (#10 of 24)
Osama bin Laden: NOT GUILTY! Israel/Mossad/Netanjahu alliance IS!
From the records: (Part One):
August 8, 1998 3:03 pm
Question: Yesterday there occurred 2 dreadful bomb blasts against American embassies

in 2 separate African states within minutes of each other. Allegedly no American citizens
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got killed in one of the bombings, but hundreds of locals lost their lives with several

thousands injured in both of the bombings. Israelis only are allowed to help with the
investigation. Was this atrocity an inside job by the CIA with the intent to blame the
Arabs, using reverse psychology strategy?

Uthrania Seila: Brethrenhood, we have a question we would very much like answered.

Will you take it? And to whomever comes graciously in to answer this question, I will ask
you this: WHO DARES TO TREAD ON THE GODS' HOLY GROUND?!

Reply: Well, meandering around in the darkness still, are they not, Reinhard G. Mueller?

You may be equally as surprised to hear later on the broadcaste news out of Britain
north and west that the select capacity of both the Muslim factions as well as firmly
equipped Iraqi soldiers of the northeast faction of militant Muslim 'fundamentalists'
(which they concur readily are to blame after all) are not only as innocent as the breeze
is long but instead of so much as an 'inside' job being done in each of these swell cases
we have instead alluded most heartily to ISRAEL itself being of the most informed and
persuasive measure to have held a firm hand in both selective bombings of north and
south Egypt as well.
But that will not be readily exposed on either of your four news broadcasts BEFORE they
equatingly GET YOU OUT OF THERE ON THE DOUBLE!
...."The heinous ones out of Israeli west bank as well as the globetrotters out of the
American pining for solutions, solutions to our own unwitting crime against the Arab
nations, hath brought us thus far with even Saudi Arabia at the helm of major
international dispute with Saddam. Our Queen and even calligraphy printing of the awful
article texts would not save our hides now! And so, Mr. President, please have a swift
recovery of both our sons as well as daughter WELL OUT of the gulf regions of Antarctica
BEFORE THEY BLAST YOU INTO HELL ALONG WITH US!!" Spoken like a true patriot
American. Are they not then suggesting, Reinhard/Uthrania, that their lives are at stake,
both, here as well as abroad? In any case the fixation with who did it, or royally did the
CIA of all American statistics coordinate this whole event down to the last drop of
another/others despair of life? Most certainly not even at this time are they that crazy!
So when the s***, so to speak, hits the fan, and the Israelis who are cordially monerating
the disaster areas, both, in Iraq south north as well, you will be akined to the rabid firing
of laser mouths toward Israel itself when the American scientists of all forensic
discovery FIND that one of the Israelis themselves was found left a particle intact among
all the rubble of distress. And then will you see the braiding from the eye of the lustful
worm snatch its ultra desire toward a more feasible interlude with "YOU HOLY BASTARDS
OF LIGHT, SO YOU TELL EVERYONE YOU ARE, YOU DID THIS AND TRIED EVEN TO BLAME
IT UPON US! GO TO HELL AND LET THE DOGS WIPE YOU OFF THE FACE OF THE EARTH,
ISRAEL!! In other words - and let our final comment make our commission quite clear...."
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....
So the brine upon the fist of the meat saw of itself in apologies equitable toward the
whole entire human race to be backed even strongly before Britain has a chance to even
voice its debauched concern toward "WHO IN THE HELL, MINISTER OF THE PROJECT,
CAME UP WITH THIS HORRENDOUS AND RIDICULOUS CRIME! AND WE ARE BEING BLAMED
AS WELL!" So Britain once again will hang her unseemly head in ultimate shame...

(End quote)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:38pm Jun 23, 1999 GMT (#11 of 24)
Osama bin Laden NOT GUILTY! Israel/Mossad/Netanjahu alliance IS!
From the records: (Part Two):
August 16, 1998 9:29 pm
Uthrania: Brethrenhood, please what does the phrase mean: "When the sun goes down in
the East...."? I do ask: Wo dares tread on the holy ground of the goddess, Uthrania Seila?

Commander Korthrox turning in here, love. In all stark nakedness of true reality,
unsurmountable acquisition to your, shall we say, most unencrypted works of arts hath
finally arrived veribly a week earlier in time than formerly predicted. Sun, or rather "the
Son to go down among the Eastern 'vocation' of all malice toward that of its own kin of
the Hebraic people stifles not only one meaning of itself to the fore: Benjamin Natanjahu
IS the prospect of inundated 'evil' to rise higher even among even the ranks of the
wealthy, and they don't, no, don't like it one bit. His talks at Camp David with the
journalists (American bandits and their offshoot British posterity) and Palestinians.
So, "son in the east" simply refers to the proclamation of Arafat as well as the
American/British nauticles repeating most solemnly to "Mr." Great Natinjahoo of all
debauched parliamentary increments that they, the United States, abhor the finicky way
Mossad does "business tactics" with American Ambassadors from the far-off U.N.
buildings, and 5 to 6 innocent men are sitting in jail for a double trouble crime they
didn't commit and to make matters worse, the Americans falsely accused bin Laden's
men of high treason practically in front of nearly the whole wide world! So when the
son-of-a-bitch Israeli whore Benjamin Natanjahoo goes down a wave of utter despair as
he looks at the American/British 'alternative' for him and his country/state, he nearly
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goes into immediate shock wave production as he reads:
"Dear Mr. Natanjahu, we have found out by use of our own CIA intelligence service that
it was brought to the national attention of our hierarchy out of Washington, that
ISRAEL'S OWN TERRORIST GROUP THE MOSSAD ARE INDEED OF THE UTMOST LIBERTY TO
DEFEND THEMSELVES TOWARD THEIR PART AND PORTION OF THE ENTIRE RENEGADE
BOMBING OF THE TWO (...) BUILDINGS ON BOTH, (...) AS WELL AS (...) and then to top it
off, Mr. Natanjahoo, your own government policy with you we believe at the helm
overseeing the operation. Hereby, we, the United States of Congress withdraw any
military or secret intelligence support for Israel to which you may have laid claim to
through treaty Act 4711 in the past. This is a grave concern to the entire Arab States as
well as our boys here at home!" Signed, William Clinton, President of United States of
America. "Good-bye, Mr. Netanyahu, and take your document along with you as you
travel east - TODAY, please! Your ride has been arranged and waiting at the side gate.
Have a good flight." Out. (10:06 pm).
------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 02:17am Jun 24, 1999 GMT (#12 of 24)

From the desk of the Lion of the Tribe of Judah
America at War with the World!
The United States of America has become a warmongering nation. During the
last 100 years the U.S. has been outside of its own borders fighting the people of
Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Vietnam, Panama, Chile, Iraq, Iran, Yugoslavia,
Nicaragua, Libya and Cuba - only to name a few. The nature of American
interference in the internal affairs of nations spans the entire cross section from
military action in the form of bombings by the Air Force, ground troop invasions,
assassinations of national heads of state by the CIA, kidnapping of national
leaders, blackmail, deception and blatant public statements of intent to remove
certain forms of national governments and replacement with one of their own
choosing. The hostile attitude of U.S. foreign policy got more than 50% of this
world's population under U.S. economic sanctions. In their dealings with other
nations they target foreign national resources for profit exploitation, and if that
does not work right away, they use international manipulation to get what they
want in the end. Usually covert CIA interference collapses national governments
which dare to resist their demands. Their currency they have made the world
standard for money and use it freely for purposes of economic blackmail.
More than 200 years ago a wise man Benjamin Franklin made an unforgettable
public statement warning the young country of the United States of America to
not let a certain type of people with a debauched mindset into their country,
because if they did, all Americans would become their slaves within 200 years.
That prediction has been literally fulfilled, for New York was never closed to
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illegal immigration of Jews. Now the people of the United States are their slaves.
Modern USA has become a high-tech industrial machine cranking out the most
deadly and sophisticated weapons of mass destruction man can imagine. While
the industry which builds them is "privately" (jewish) owned, this sector of the
industry has become so powerful that it needs now to engage the nation into
conflicts anywhere in order for this industry to have continued business. Unfair
exchange rates now guarantees the American people cheap access to other
countries' commodities, the fact of which frees up its own people for employment
in weapon factories and space projects.
Right from the time of the nation's birth corrupt banking practices were imported
from England. When certain patriotic presidents came along to do away with it,
they were murdered. Abraham Lincoln for instance claimed the U.S.
Government's right to create a credit society and became assassinated.
President John F. Kennedy paid with his life for similar efforts few people know
about except those who remember Dollar bills with the inscription "United States
of America" instead of "Federal Reserve Note." Almost all wealth in the U.S. is
owned by a few families, and all of them are Jewish. When the Forbes Magazine
identifies the wealthiest men in the world they completely missed to list the
names of all private bankers, who control the world's corrupt banking system.
Upholding that system is what the United States of America of today is all about.
America's cry today is "Eliminate Iraq's weapons of mass destruction!" while they
themselves harbour within and without their own borders weapons of mass
destruction deadlier than anything Iraq ever intended to manufacture. And who
decided to inundate Iraq with "mass destructive" radioactive waste from spiked
bombs? The supposedly "righteous" United States of America and Britain, the
countries which scream the loudest to disarm an already disarmed Iraq. These
bombs were released for several purposes:
1) To sicken and weaken the Arab/Islamic populations by causing genetic
deformations and premature deaths
2) Have no country (Iraq) for the Prophetess left to go to
3) Regain control of Iraq's oil reserves
4) Remove the legitimate Government of Iraq under Saddam Hussein to assure
he does not combine with the Prophetess to make the Arab/Islamic world strong
and free from US/Israeli/British dominance.
5) To assure that it would not be Iraq which ushers in the new millennium.
Any government which continues bombing a defenseless nation like Iraq in a
relentless fashion with or without the use of spiked bombs FOR ANY REASON is
committing genocide against a nation und MUST BE TRIED BEFORE A COURT
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SET UP FOR TRYING WAR CRIMINALS AND THOSE COMMITTING
GENOCIDE. The United States and Britain are not at war with Iraq, for Iraq has
long lost its capacity to effectively fight back. Not even in the animal world does a
conflict continue when one contestant has made his point of superiority! THE
AMERICAN AND BRITISH GOVERNMENTS, WITH THE HELP OF KUWAIT,
TURKEY AND SAUDI ARABIA ARE COMMITTING GENOCIDE AGAINST THE
PEOPLE OF IRAQ!! De Haag, you now have legitimate candidates for your halls
of justice!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:12am Jun 26, 1999 GMT (#13 of 24)
Some Rulers create War when in Trouble!
Natanjahu's trouble was not so much losing the election, his real trouble will come to
him, and he knows it, once it becomes verified by American intelligence that it was him,
Israel's Zionistic Prime Minister Natanjahu, who was behind the bombing of two U.S.
embassies in Africa in his almost successful attempt to have Arab patriots blamed for it
and unleashing American anger against Arabs and Arab patriots in particular. And fear of
becoming discovered has driven him to start a war with Lebanon under the pretense of
Hez
bol
l
a
h
’
smissiles, which were only fired after more injustice had been dished out by
Israeli occupiers of South Lebanon. Natanjahu hopes to achieve a dual purpose in starting
a war with Lebanon:
1) To become remembered as the Prime Minister of Israel, who in his last few hours of
his Office, goes down in history as the saviour of Israel, in order that should his acts of
terror against the USA become discovered, he will have much sympathy and protection in
his Zionist State, and see his other misdeed quickly forgotten.
2) To divert public attention away from American/British atrocities in Iraq by having it
shifted on Israel's action in Lebanon. At the time of the bombing Israeli agents helping
the Americans clean up the mess neglected to remove one vital piece of evidence from
one of the rubbled sites, whereupon Natanjahu is given the American boot, our prophecy
states. See postings #10 and #11 in "Politics" under the heading "United States of
America, BACK OFF!"
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 06:43pm Jul 6, 1999 GMT (#19 of 24)
U.S.A. Foreign Policy = Contempt for National Sovereignty
What in May 1998 was advocated by U.S. Senators (at a hearing of the U.S. Senate's

Foreign Relations Committee and the Energy and Natural Resources Committee) became
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unofficial White House Policy the moment Iraq fired back at air space intruding military
planes to exert her right to national sovereignty. By Iraq's action of self-defense White
House policy makers thought they had the excuse they were looking for to enforce its
contempt for Iraq's national sovereignty by responding with an undeclared war of
endless bombing, and all this with the intent of bringing down the legitimate
government of that foreign nation.
Now the world's national leaders know they are no longer safe within their own borders
if their type of government or national policy program carries no stamp of approval in

Washington. Nations other than the United States of America and Britain are no longer

permitted their right of exercise to sovereignty, which includes the right of controlling
whatever goes on in their country. The following is an article out of Washington, D.C.:

U.S. SENATORS CALL FOR SADDAM'S OVERTHROW
May 21, 1998
WASHINGTON, DC :
Today, An IBC correspondent in Washington DC, reported that , Senators Sam

Brownback and Frank Murkowski called for the US to develop a policy to overthrow

Saddam Hussein. Senator Brownback, chairman of the Foreign Relations Subcommittee

on the Middle East, said that there was strong support in the U.S. Congress for a policy
to oust Saddam, whom he identified as the core of the problem in Iraq. Senator

Murkowski, chairman of the Energy and Natural Resources Committee, charged that the

administration was "prolonging the regime of this despot" and asked, "How is the world
going to free itself of Saddam Hussein?"

These questions were raised at a joint hearing today of the U.S. Senate's Foreign

Relations Committee and its Energy and Natural Resources Committee. Testifying before
the committees, U.S. Under Secretary of State, Thomas Pickering, explained that U.S.

policy was to maintain sanctions until Iraq "has complied with its obligations under the
range of Security Council resolutions," and that "based on Saddam's record, we have no
reason to think he will comply. . . That means, as far as the US is concerned, that
sanctions will be a fact of life for the foreseeable future."

Many senators felt that that did not go far enough. Senator Chuck Hagel complained

that maintaining sanctions "is not a foreign policy; it is a tool of policy," asking, "What is
our policy?" Senator Pete Dominici complained that "the whole scheme seems rather
porous and the longer the time that passes, the less it is apt to work."
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Former Assistant Secretary of Defense, Richard Perle, testifying before the committees,
also called for overthrowing Saddam. He warned of the threat Saddam poses to the

region and explained that only a policy whose objective was Saddam's overthrow would

restore regional support for US policy on Iraq. He advocated support for the democratic
Iraqi opposition.
David Kay, former chief nuclear weapons inspector in Iraq, warned that Iraq was not

Libya, rather, it was Germany after World War I, with a vast, indigenous program for the
production of proscribed weapons. As Kay explained, "The problem in Iraq is a political
problem, which can only be addressed by removing Saddam Hussein."
for more information contact: Washington, DC, Tel. (202) 338-5517

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Goals and objectives of U.S. foreign policy are evidently in direct conflict
with what the Archangel Lord and Master GABRIEL intends to see
accomplished with respect to Iraq and her Government, including all Arab
states. To refresh our memory, please read of his own words in my next
posting.
Reni Sentana-Ries - 06:48pm Jul 6, 1999 GMT (#20 of 24)

Lord GABRIEL has his own SUPERIOR ideas about Iraq and Saddam Hussein!
"I am here to inform both the INC as well as other dissident groups that no longer will
any form of opposition toward Saddam Hussein, President of the Republic of the
Sovereign state of Iraq be forthcoming nor any other violation of Iraqi policy be herewith
developed unto the crying ears of any of those who deem themselves to appropriate
wisdom ABOVE that of the Holy God and the Masters of far reaching influence over the
Arabic nations of soon to be divine healing for all to come under and magnify in love and
majesty toward that of each sector of their fellow Arabs! You must realize, dear brethren,
that no matter how often you strive to undo that which has already been designed
through a much higher knowledge than any of you possess at this stage of your
journeying, you will never once be taken in principle and serious conduct by those who
hold the KEY to the solution.
The nations divided will not split asunder to the fact of bringing Saddam Hussein down to
his knees! Why not? Indeed has it not so often been written that any format of injustice
squelched the national desire to reap those set consequences that another most stronger
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nation has put a solemn price upon its own sorry head, and state of affairs in the east will
no longer contribute to the henchmen of debauchery in any such so-called effort to undo
those words which have been spoken by my hand alone!
DO NOT MOCK ME ANY LONGER THEREFORE, YE RABID ONES OF THE
DOUBLE EDGED SWORD, FOR I HAVE COME DOWN IN PRINCIPLE AND DIVINE
HEALING FOR THE NATIONS AND I DO NOT LIKE MY HOLY NAME SCOURGED
BY MY FELLOW MEN WHOM I HELPED IN THE CREATON PROCESS OF AN
ENTIRELY NEW AND LIBERATED SOCIETY OF IRAQ, PALESTINE, THE GOLAN
HEIGHTS, LEBANON, AND KURDISH WARFARE! WATCH THEREFORE ALL THAT
YE SPEAK FOR I WILL NOT BE IN THE LEAST CONFUSED WHEN THE TIME
COMES FOR PATRIOTIC SCOURGING - AS YOU ONES OFTEN TEND TO CALL IT OF THE NATIONAL DIVIDE!
I AM LORD AND MASTER TEACHER GABRIEL AND MY EYES HAVE SEEN
SHELTER FOR THE POOR OF HEART AND PICKED UP THE REGIMENTATION OF
THOUGHTS OF ALL THOSE WHO WENT BEFORE ME IN HEEDING THE
AWESOME WORDS OF MY OWN PREDECESSORS EVEN BEFORE MINE OWN
BIRTH! WHAT RIGHT DO YOU HAVE TO CURTAIN MY WORDS AND DOCTRINES AS YOU SO MERRILY CALL THEM - WITH IDIOSYNCRACIES OF YOUR OWN ILL
THOUGHT-OUT DEEDS?! DO YOU THINK I DON'T HEAR YOUR TEARS OF
ANGUISH FOR YOUR FELLOW MAN, MY BRETHREN?! OR IT IS THAT SO MANY
OF YOU TEND TO PLAY WITH GOD'S REPREMAND UPON YOUR OWN HEADS
ALONE FOR DISPARAGING "ME", GABRIEL, FROM THE FRONT OF THE TRACKS
TO THE BACK WHEATED SWORD OF VILLAGERS, AND ALL BECAUSE YOU DO
NOT UNDERSTAND THE HIGHER CAUSE AND EXACTLY IN ANY SUCH CASE
WHAT ON EARTH IS TRULY TRANSPIRING OVER THE ILL-KEPT GENERATION OF
THIS WORLD!
YOU ARE THE LIBERATORS OF YOUR OWN SOULS! THEREFORE TAKE OF THE
UTMOST AND EXTREME CARE IN FRANCHISING THAT ONLY WHICH TRULY IN
WISDOM AND EFFORT DOES BELONG TO YOU ALONE, AND LEAVE WELL
ENOUGH ALONE IN THE CAUSE OF ANOTHER'S WHICH IS OUT OF YOUR
CALIBRE OF DESIGN THROUGH THE AGES OF LONG DISPUTE, AND WE WILL
HANDLE THE CRYPTIC BASTION ITSELF!
HOW DARE YOU DEMEAN ME BEFORE THE PEOPLE OF THIS SO-CALLED MET
FORUM! YOU HAVE NOT MET MY WRATH DOWN UPON YOUR OWN HEADS AS
OF YET, BUT CURTAIL NOT YOUR LIBEL TONGUES TOWARD THE ENEMY OF
FRIENDS, AND YOU WILL BEWITCH PARDON DOWN UPON YOUR OWN HEADS
OF UNREDEEMABLE THOUGHT PATTERNS TO BURN ASUNDER WITHIN YOUR
OWN SOUL OF CANTANKEROUS WOUNDS! The enemies of your character who
pronounced such death sentences upon your heads for the purposes of redeeming a more
intricate sound judgment toward those understanding of the climax of affairs of the
prostitute whore of the nations divine - namely Zionism and ALL OF ITS WORLDWIDE
BENEFITS! AND YOU LIE HOWLING LIKE A DYING PACK OF HUNGRY WOLVES
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JUST BECAUSE YOU ARE NOT ABLE TO SOLVE THE WORLD CRISIS IN A MUCH
FRIENDLIER MANNER. NOW I WILL HEAR NO MORE OF THIS CHILDISH
PRANTERING ALLUDING UPON SUBJECTS OF TOPICS OF DISCUSSION WHICH
EACH ONE OF YE ARE WELL QUALIFIED TO IGNORE FOR THE SOLE SAFETY OF
THE GENERATIONS AROUND YE ALL IN THE NEXT NEW MILLENIUM, AS YOU
CALL IT. GABRIEL out."
•Thos
eone
swhopl
aywith fire from the Fourth Quadrant will tend to end up with thirddimensional burns! - SHORTANN.
(The words in this posting were scribed by the Prophetess Uthrania Seila, Arab
prophetess and scribe).
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reni Sentana-Ries - 08:07pm Jul 9, 1999 GMT (#22 of 24)
United States' Sanctions = Opportunity for Other Nations!
The United States of America is progressively isolating herself from the rest of this world.
Her arrogant foreign policy in the treatment of other nation states seems to call for
"sanctions" whenever there is disagreement between any nation and U.S. foreign policy
think-tanks. Recently even Canada was threatened with "sanctions" by the Clinton
administration, and now the Taliban from Afghanistan have become the new target of
official sanction policy by the Clinton administration. Half of this world's population is now
under economic embargo policy of one form or another, which provides an excellent
opportunity for them to form their own economic union. Following is a list of countries
under some form of economic sanctions by the United States of America:
•U.
S.Uni
l
at
er
alEconomi
cSanct
i
onsAsofOct
ober19,1998
SANCTIONS PRESENT
•Af
ghani
st
anAl
ger
i
aAngol
aAr
menia Azerbaijan Bahrain Bangladesh Belarus Belize
Burundi Canada Colombia Costa Rica Democratic Republic of Congo Djibouti Gambia
Georgia Guatemala Haiti Honduras India Italy Japan Jordan Kazakhstan Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan Lebanon Liberia Maldives Mauritania Moldova New Independent States of
the former Soviet Union Oman Panama Paraguay Qatar Romania Russia Rwanda
Somalia Sri Lanka Taiwan Tajikistan Tanzania Thailand Tunisia Turkmenistan Uganda
Ukraine United Arab Emirates Uzbekistan Vanuatu Venezuela Yemen Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia
SANCTIONS PRESENT AND PENDING
•Cambodi
aChi
naCubaEgy
ptI
r
anI
r
aqLaosLi
by
aMy
anmar(
Bur
ma)Mex
i
coMor
occo
Nigeria North Korea Pakistan Saudi Arabia Sudan Syria Vietnam
SANCTIONS PENDING
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•I
ndonesi
aSwi
t
zer
l
andTur
key
When alienation from U.S. mistreatment becomes sufficient for these sovereign nations
to shake off the illusion of indebtedness to industrialized western "rich" nations (or the
IMF or World Bank), then we will see a shift by all countries oppressed by the U.S. Dollar
to form their own economic union and accept their respective currencies as payment for
trade amongst each other. In this next battle for economic survival by the "have-not"
countries the United Nations better watch out to no longer become the long arm of the
U.S. for imposition of any more sanctions lest the day comes when one half or more of
their membership will have gone!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:22am Jul 11, 1999 GMT (#24 of 24)
The Great American Bungle
January 1, 1998, 6:45 pm, Wetaskiwin, Alberta
Commander HATONN: ..... And now buried throughout the rubble of ALL escapades of
the echelon of high upon the world scene - let injury to possibilities by far outrank all
those memorandum of insensibility to that of even more world progress. So you see, little
ones, our words didst of themselves all come true to the dot, so to speak, in the overall
casing of who got to you first! And like the shackles which worn the wheat all around the
pure kernel of its interior, you must be the first selection to bear them all a hefty price to
be paid if only because of their most lucrative surrender to "otherworld policy"
WITHOUT a misdemeanor to be tacked to their own reputation in as far as "other' mid
eastern nations muster within their doors of locked intent toward the western far away
hemisphere.
YEA! YE ALL ARE THERE WITHIN A BROADSCOPE OF THEIR SIGHTS TO SAVE
THE DAY - AND NOT TO BE REMINDED TIME AFTER TIME THAT IT WAS YE, AND
YE ALONE, WHO ACTUALLY (IN SECRET) "CULLED" PAPERS OF THE U.S.
ARMARY, CRUDELY PUT HERE, SAVED THEIR BACON INTRICATELY, AS NO ONE
ELSE COULD HAVE CONTEMPLATED THE WARRING FACTION RIGHT UPON
THE PLACEBO OF THEIR OWN DOORSTOPS OF MANDATORY FIGHTING
ACTION!
(.....) Georgeos Ceres Hatonn - still remaining "behind closed doors" on this one gigantic
American bungle! Sign off for the night, Uthrania Seila, and a well and happy and
prosperous new year to the Brigade of the Lucrative 12th century and up! Remember
those past eon days, loves?!
(Scribed by the Arab Prophetess Uthrania Seila).
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Reni Sentana-Ries - 07:01pm May 28, 1999 GMT (#1 of 7)

United Nations, sink Iraq and your days are numbered!
United Nations, in days long past the nations have flocked to you believing you
will bring them SECURITY. You created a SECURITY COUNCIL consisting of only a
handful of the most powerful states, and then you super privileged the bullies
with VETO POWER to render all good sense ineffective.
Iraq was humiliated in 1991 by your decrees and ever since have the people of
Iraq experienced your interpretation of SECURITY in the form of hunger and
bombs. But remember, the nations have watched how cruel you can become,
and IF YOU WILL NOT LIFT THE SANCTIONS AGAINST IRAQ IN SPITE OF U.S.A.
VETO, YOU WILL BE LEFT DESTITUTE OF MEMBERS AND PRESIDE OVER EMPTY

CHAIRS!! Oh...! You do not believe me? Well, I know better, for YOUR MASTER
has told us otherwise. This is your last chance to lift the sanctions on Iraq

before the explosion of disgust will hit you in the face like a creamed pie! I will
post this warning to you under Reni Sentana-Ries. United Nations, don't make
me roar as the Lion of the Tribe of Judah! I am waiting......!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Dave Fagan - 07:22pm May 29, 1999 GMT (#2 of 7)
The Lion Of The Tribe Of Judah
I thought Haile Selassie was the Lion of the Tribe of Judah. As I recall it was part of his
official title. Is this just a coincidence?

Reni Sentana-Ries - 11:10am May 30, 1999 GMT (#3 of 7)
Mr. Fagan: Re: Haile Selassie
No doubt the Ethiopian ruler was a good man who's rule over Ethiopia was screwed up
first by the Italians and then by the British. The enemies of civilization deemed this man
and his convictions a threat to their tyranny and so his country (and rule) got undermined
in one big hurry when his novel ideas on economics became too much of a threat to the
international(?) establishment of control. The real reason for his defeat and the
subsequent demise of his country never became known worldwide thanks to the
controlled media. Remember the millions of starving Ethiopians of two or three decades
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ago? Guess who did that to them. He bore the title "Lion of the Tribe of Judah" with
dignity. Today I am the holder of this Office from a higher plane, and my effectiveness
will be global.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 08:01am Jun 13, 1999 GMT (#4 of 7)

Let me help you decide!
United Nations, almost 2 years ago Uthrania recorded the recovery of your
senses with respect to the mistreatment of Iraq. Let me share with you what I
found in our records:
(quote)
...We must tell you now that the date and time of your existence in poverty will
end just as soon as the United Nations makes its final move against the entire
consensus of American Government (Pentagon too) at large and fissure out the
complex design of which they (interiorly) have set out in spandex fashion for
themselves. That is when the boomerang hits them back square in the face and
they join you for retraction back into the light, and the lesson has been well
learned.
Expect a gracious welcome when you get there, for the pie upon the face of the
culprit has excluded even his dear friends and allies, and he is now a
waiting/sitting duck, so to speak. Retrograde at the most hindsight station is what
he needs to pull back his reins 'decently' and give others a chance to live their
lives the way THEY may seem fit. And then do the fire weapons go down in the
books of the history archives and my dream and yours will have almost ended
this episode of earth's gravitational history and we then may as well go home,
don't you think?
(end quote)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 05:01pm Jun 23, 1999 GMT (1.)
Ploy Unmasked!
The bankers' brutality against society and nations has in the past known neither limits nor
mercy. And just as western governments have intrinsically no ability to do "good" unless
forced to do so by the people, so it is with banks.
Some may say: "It is the countries which are forgiving some debts, not the banks!" Oh
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yes? Governments are run by the banks, and in whatever the bankers do they are making
the governments scapegoats for their own practice of usury upon ALL people!
What we have seen in Cologne is merely an expression of fear of becoming discovered
for their practice of immense money fraud on all nations. Nothing that happened there
was done out of compassion for the people. If that was indeed the case, then we would
not have had to wait till now for some relaxation of financial thumb screws for
impoverished nations.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 08:57pm Jun 16, 1999 GMT (3.)
Usury sends the People into Poverty!
The only way I know how to look at interest the banks are charging is from a
technical ethical viewpoint, a viewpoint which merely considers the question:
"What damage does bank interest do to the people in general? Is interest

charging a sound way of doing business or does it contain sinister elements,
which not only hurt the borrower, but also society at large?"
Once these questions become correctly answered, then we can safely conclude
whether the charging of interest is right or wrong. Finding the correct answer

then will also explain, why Allah in his wisdom condemned such practice in the
Q'ran without providing an explanation for why he forbade it. Here the wisdom

of The Holy One invariably outdoes man's comprehension, and therefore man's
wisdom dictates to himself to be obedient without the intellectual mind being
able to comprehend WHY Allah speaks certain things at times for the general
good of all.
All bank interest is usury. Even a paltry 1%. Why? you may ask. BECAUSE EVEN
THE CHARGING OF ONE PERCENT PER ANNUM WILL BANKRUPT THE COUNTRY -

IT ONLY TAKES A LONGER TIME!! How? you may ask. Because the charging of the
minutest percentage of interest will over a certain period of time result in a
depletion of money from circulation, causing bankruptcies, societal permanent
escalating debt, slavery for the people and ultimate economic collapse.
The reason we don't see the evidence of ultimate collapse from western banking
practice yet is the fact that western governments are being made the scapegoat
for banking malpractice. How? THEY GO INTO EVER DEEPER INCREASING DEBT
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WITHOUT EVER DECLARING BANKRUPTCY! How many trillions of Dollars is the
USA government in debt to the banks? And that is merely one institution. All this
debt is subject to interest charges, and since the interest cannot be paid any

more, the banker says: "I lend you more money, so you can pay me the interest!"
And the political idiot says: "How gracious of you!" And under his leadership the
country disintegrates. And throughout all this debauchery in high places it is not
the big-wigs taking the brunt of bad financial policy, IT IS THE PEOPLE, BECAUSE
FOR THEM IT MEANS POVERTY!!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 06:36pm Jun 19, 1999 GMT (4.1)
Mr. Nasser,
The Islamic alternative to present banking malpractice is all over this forum. Look up
under the Business section the folder called "IMF and World Bank International
Financiers - a deadly plague!", then under "privatization" and also click into the
"Lebanon" discussion forum. Apart from that references to a fair and Islamic way of
banking have been sprinkled into this forum at many locations. It is just a matter of
finding them.
A.Nasser - 10:00pm Jun 19, 1999 GMT (4.1.1)
Not ready yet !!!
Mr.Mueller, No doubt,there is an islamic ulternative to the existing unhuman financial
and banking systems; but this ulternative is still a romantic theory that will not be taken
seriously unless it is tested in the market. It will take decades of testings before the
islamic system is able to compete with the capitalist system which has been put into
practice for more than a century. This doesn't mean that we shouldn't start finding out
how to implement it. In the mean time, we have to use what we have at hand because we
are already far behind in most fields. Thank you.

Reni Sentana-Ries - 05:32pm Jun 20, 1999 GMT (5.)

Implementation means to just start somewhere!
Mr. Nasser, how difficult you think it would be for a government in firm
control of its internal affairs to
1) Strike all interest charges down to zero
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2) Strike out all government debts to zero
3) Ease the tax burden proportionately to reduced costs of running the
government, thereby having increased the people's purchasing power
4) Direct credit creation toward areas of greatest need
and 5) Maintain balance between the nation's productive capacity and its
money supply?
If you can tell me that these simple steps take decades of market
experimentation to prove their benefit, then please explain. We don't have
decades to goof around, because this world is coming to an end. My
approach is to not make a matter more complicated than it really is.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 06:19pm May 11, 1999 GMT (4.1)
Saddam Hussein is no thief nor is he out for his own glory!
He has no billions stolen from the Iraqi people and has always placed the needs
of the Arab world above that of his own! He is consistent, predictable and no
back-stabber like the British! If he walked into Kuwait it was because not only
were the Kuwaiti/Americans stealing his oil guiding their drill bits sideways
tapping into Iraq's oil pools, but the British had been guilty of the first offence
creating artificial lines in the desert sand dividing one Arab brother from another.
And when he tried to annul this offence, he was greeted with American and
British bombs. BRITISH IMPERIALISM IS THE CULPRIT HERE, and it is his
right to re-write a debauched British history of unwarranted imposition upon Iraq!
And when they noticed he was trying to right a wrong, his country became the
target of covert CIA (American) and MJ5/6 (British!) operations backed by
several hundred million Dollars to be spent to overthrow and kill him in his own
country! And as these diabolical Anglo-Saxon efforts became uncovered,
thousands of Iraqi traitors working with these agents became liquidated. Is that
why you call him a murderer, just because he approved of capital punishment for
treason? You are a fool if you do!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 11:45pm May 12, 1999 GMT (5.)
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Iraq, you have great economic potential!
IRAQ, there are problems you can solve on your own without dependence from outside
supply of commodities or finance. Take stock of all of your resources in terms of natural
resources in the form of oil, gas, copper, gold, uranium, aluminum, minerals, etc. Then
take stock of potential for self-sufficiency in the area of food supplies for all your people.
Ask yourself whether there is potential for greater production (irrespective of financial
resources, please).
Is there dormant arable land? Are there people unemployed who could be farmers?
Examine your labour pool resource, not only from the viewpoint of people willing to
work, but identify them as to their expertise, i.e. engineering, science, leadership
qualities, pharmaceutics, or what have you, and identify the nation's needs for services in
those areas. Direct the nation's people resource toward the filling of the nation's greatest
needs.
If it is food supply you need, then exploit all arable land for the purpose of growing food
- using your labour pool resource.
If the nation has need for pumps or electric motors to keep the oil flowing, then extract
the people's resources and know-how to make those items inside Iraq, using whatever
industry is left to do so.
IRAQ, DO NOT CONCERN YOURSELF WITH ISSUES OF MONEY TO BRING
ABOUT THE THINGS I HAVE SUGGESTED. YOUR PEOPLE WILL DO
EVERYTHING THAT NEEDS TO BE DONE WITHIN YOUR BORDERS FOR AS
LONG AS THEY KNOW THEY WILL HAVE MONEY-FREE ACCESS TO ALL OF
THEIR BASIC NEEDS IN TERMS OF HOUSING, FOOD, TRANSPORTATION,
CLOTHING AND UTILITIES.
When these minimum requirements to the sustenance of life are provided for, your people
will do everything else that is needed for the rebuilding of the country. Remember, Iraq,
NO ONE WILL ASK FOR A PAYCHECK WHEN EVERYTHING A PAYCHECK
BUYS WILL BE PROVIDED JUST FOR THE ASKING!
No society needs money, the ants and the bees don't and they do well, so tell your people
that their production belongs to them as producers - free for the taking - and only then
will they see themselves not left out from being beneficiaries of their own production!
And how will you get there? REMOVE THE MONEY LINK BETWEEN
PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION, and you will soon become the economic envy
of the world and the crowning jewel of humanity which you once were millennia ago in
ancient Mesopotamia. Allah blesses you when you return to your own ancient roots of
being what you are, an evolved people, and doing what you can do best: DOING
THINGS RIGHT!
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 10:05pm May 7, 1999 GMT (2.1.1.1)

Basil, you say General Electric "generates money"?!
Goodness gracious!! What am I wasting my time for posting! You placed your
article on the 6th after I had mine on "Credit Creation" a day earlier! Do you just
spout off without reviewing perhaps a more intelligent viewpoint others have to
offer? If you do that, then you are likely to look foolish. But should you claim
you have read my article, then why did you not refute my statements and

continued on to say " General Electric generates more money than the state of
Israel, I believe..." First pick bones with what I have to say on the matter before
making such a statement. GENERAL ELECTRIC GENERATES NOT A SINGLE NICKEL
AND NEVER HAS, AND NEITHER DOES THE STATE OF ISRAEL! Only Banks

generate money into circulation. G.E. shows profits, but that is not the same as
generating money. G.E. does profit only from money in circulation and all that
money is owed to the banks. Be careful when making such statements. - Reni
Sentana-Ries.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 10:22pm May 4, 1999 GMT (3.)
Financial Internationalism is dying!
At this point merely lack of cooperation with the IMF and World Bank is needed in order
to bring about a glorious liberation from their blackmail.
Many countries have had it up to their necks with the international financiers' bullying of
nation states. They come and promise a "solution" with their filthy money, but their
promise of salvation from economic "downturn" is a farce, for after temporary "help" in
the form of more debt had been granted, the "chickens come home to roost", so to
speak, with more than ever unrepayable debt around the nations' necks.
Credit is something individual nation states can create for themselves. They don't need a
Zionist financier to do it for them! One of the biggest mistakes the nations of this world
have made is to have accepted the insane notion that all world trade must be paid for in
U.S. currency. Why can German exports not be paid for with Iraqi dinar, and why can
Iraqi oil exported to Germany not be paid with German Deutsch Marks kept in Iraq's
central banks? The same goes for trade between Chile and Nigeria.
A fair and consistent exchange rate agreed upon between countries is all that is needed
for smooth trade among all. Each country can easily accommodate the currency of any
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other country it trades with. That way a U.S. initiated economic embargo would hurt no
nation except their own. And who is the United Nations anyway to dictate to any nation
state who it should not deal with. ALL EMBARGO AGAINST ANY NATION STATE HAS
BEEN INITIATED BY THE UNITED STATES, IN WHOSE CURRENCY ALL
INTERNATIONAL TRADE TAKES PLACE. And here the U.S. has economic embargos
out against nations totaling half the population of this planet. That should tell us
something about their abuse of power, after too much recognition was given to the
international financier. (By the way, don't all bankers live somewhere in some country
which makes them citizens of that state? If that is so, what aspect of their business
should give them "international" citizenship?). As for me, I would send them packing! Reni Sentana-Ries.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 10:59pm May 5, 1999 GMT (4.)
CREDIT CREATION - Hallmark of a Sovereign Nation !
The fundamental of finance is credit creation. All monies in circulation have a beginning.
This beginning of money, which is called "credit" at the banker's end, is always a "debt"
with recipients of such credit. All credit is subject to interest charges, which makes the
repayment of any loan a mathematical impossibility. Why? Because NO ONE CREATES
MONEY INTO CIRCULATION MERELY BY BEING INDUSTRIOUS! ONLY THE
BANKER ISSUES NEW MONEY! And since the money lender will never create the
interest portion of a term debt into circulation, any economy is bound to collapse after a
while for lack of hard cash (credit) to finance the basic economic requirements of a
nation.
See, when a 1000 Dollars loan translates into 1500 Dollars paid back to the lender after 5
years, then some other borrower got cheated out of 500 Dollars he needed to pay back his
own debt, FOR ALL MONEY IN CIRCULATION IS OWED TO THE BANKS AND
WAS AT ONE TIME OR ANOTHER BORROWED INTO EXISTENCE, whether it be
a private citizen, business man, industrial owner or any level of government. Their
borrowed money is the money in circulation. And just because some borrowers are
successful in paying back their loans with interest on time, that does not mean that he
created the extra 500 Dollars by being industrious. Some other borrower was made a
guaranteed loser by the first one's success. The reason we don't notice a total collapse of
western economies is that all Governments go progressively deeper into debt, which on a
short term offsets the technical inability of a multitude of borrowers to repay their loans
with interest.
And how does the before-stated information relate to IRAQ? Very simply in that a
sovereign Iraq has the power to create its own credit responsibly and without cost to an
international banker. For ANYTHING WHICH IS PHYSICALLY POSSIBLE CAN
ALSO BE MADE FINANCIALLY POSSIBLE. The only real assets of a nation are not
its financial resources, but rather its natural resources lying within its boundaries in the
form of minerals, oil, gas, arable land, people with know-how, and so on. And these real
resources can indeed be extracted by means of a responsible way of handling the national
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issuing of credit based on the nation's resources. Yet this form of handling the nation's
money supply - even where properly administered - is only a stepping stone in the
evolution of a society to a higher level of economics: one that is functioning without cash
currency at all. Perhaps more on that later. Reni Sentana-Ries.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------james romanow - 08:36pm May 16, 1999 GMT (4.1)
exchange rates
Dear Reni Sentana-Ries:
You appear to believe that there is no problem with Germany and Iraq paying in each other's
respective currencies. This presumes both an international banking system and a rate of
exchange.
It is true given the above. However both nations need faith in the other's rate of exchange.
Fixed rates of exchange have historically been subject to leakage when they diverge from the
perceived real rate. Denial of such a real rate sooner or later leads to the whip crack devaluation
that the Russian Ruble faced in '80s and Southeast Asia faced in the '90s.
How do you see the creation of credit by a bank affecting this picture?
And what by the way does any of this have to do with privatization?

Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:53am May 17, 1999 GMT (4.1.1)
Dear Mr. Romanow,
To start out with, my article has nothing to with privatization. It was the system operator
(webmaster) who placed the IMF / World Bank issue under this heading and so I decided to use it
as a springboard for my thoughts. And now to your concerns.
Yes, I do believe in the possibility of nations dealing with their respective currencies in their trade
relations. What I despise is U.S. Dollar monopoly in the area of international trade. Exchange rate
fixing should be a matter between trading nations and not for the handful of international
financiers to decide as they subject various currencies to much pressure from under-evaluation
for as long as the U.S. Dollar is their standard for measuring the value of other currencies.
There is a difference between an international banking system and an inter-NATIONAL banking
system. The first one is controlled by the financial elite whereas the second one is controlled by
national governments deciding upon the value of their currencies. The confidence in "each
other's" currencies is easily established provided the trading nations control their credit properly
and without value deterioration through inflation.
When a currency is stable the rate can be fixed for a long time. What you call "whip-crack"
devaluation is caused by unsound monetary policies (usually inflation) or an irresponsible form of
credit creation (the printing of too much money all at once, mostly to pay for government
overspending). Where such conditions exist one cannot have a fixed exchange rate. Faith in each
other's currencies has nothing to do with creating a stable trade environment. Only sound
financial decisions can achieve that.
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Lastly, credit creation is always going on for as long as governments, industry, business and
private individuals keep borrowing. The amounts of public borrowing can have an effect on an
exchange rate if too much of it is going on all at once. The factors which destabilize a country's
currency more than borrowing are 1) the rate of interest on loans, and 2) the amount of direct plus
indirect taxation. I hope I have made myself clear enough. - Reni Sentana-Ries.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 11:07pm May 7, 1999 GMT (1.)

It is not too late to put the house in order!
The dependence of oil producing Arab states on oil exports for a fair

price per barrel is like a guillotine hanging over their necks under present
rules of economics. Oil prices are fixed by the owners of the industry in

the west, and the price for crude is a political tool directed toward certain
nation states as well. The supply vs. demand ratio only plays a secondary

role in price fixing. If what I say was not true, then the price per bushel of
wheat would be about the same as that of a barrel of oil, for at one time
in the 50's they were about the same. But farmers are targets for

hardship, the oil industry is not. Therefore the price for a barrel of oil has
kept up handsomely with the cost of production whereas producing a
barrel of grain has not.

The Arab states must find a way of shaking their dependence on oil
exports. As a UNIT OF MANY STATES they need to review their self-

sufficiency in all commodities, which are now being imported with cash

from oil revenues. This requires the redirection of surplus funds for the
creation of plants and factories PRODUCING AT HOME WHAT IS NOW

BEING IMPORTED. Surely the Arab states can become self-sufficient in
many areas upon a proper review of their own in-house production
potential. Couple that with a proper management of finances NOT

DICTATED BY THE IMF OR WORLD BANK, then Arabia will be that much

closer to true liberation. However none of this can come to pass unless
the individual Heads of (Arab) States exercise their right to sovereignty. Reni Sentana-Ries.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
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ON LEBANON
Political Ignorance Confirms the Death of a Nation!
Reni Sentana-Ries - 12:43pm Jun 19, 1999 GMT
Lebanon is about to die, and its ignorant officials in Government circles have everything to do with it.
Lebanon's Government is about to pass a "Privatization" bill which will mean the sell-out of its publicly
owned utilities to wealthy Jews, intending to plant themselves into their banks.
Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:17pm Jun 19, 1999 GMT (1.)
Lebanon's Privatization Intent
By Reuters
Tuesday, May 11, 1999: The Business Channel
Lebanon Embarks on Privatization Policy BEIRUT (AFP) -- The Lebanese government will begin
examining plans this week to privatize dozens of industries in a bid to kick start the stagnant economy and
fill the treasury's empty coffers.
The cabinet on Wednesday will review a draft law on privatizing utilities such as electricity, telephones and
water, as well as public transportation and Lebanon's ports and airports.
The Al-Safir paper said Monday the government also intends to privatize two oil refineries and sell its
shares in Middle East Airlines and firms belonging to the Intra Bank, most of whose other shareholders are
Kuwaiti.
Under the draft law, a commission made up of the relevant ministers and chaired by Prime Minister Salim
Hoss will establish a timetable for the privatizations and oversee their implementation.
The government is hoping to stem the flow of public funds into badly run services while at the same time
reducing the spiraling debt and the budget deficit.
Some of the money from the privatization will be set aside for social services spending, while some will go
to developing neglected regions of the country and reanimating the stock market.
The main trades union organization, the General Confederation of Lebanese Workers, and Hariri's bete
noire in parliament, MP Najah Wakim, even accused Hariri of wanting to get his hands on large swathes of
the public sector.
He attempted to circumvent their opposition by using the Build-Operate-Transfer scheme for cellular
phone network, or the concession granted to a Canadian firm to run the post office for 12 years.
In both cases the service reverts to the state after being run by the operator for a fixed term.
5.11.99 R.R..
Copyrights (End of Article)

Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:43pm Jun 19, 1999 GMT (2.)
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A brief analysis of the problem
1. Lebanon failed to use its sovereign/constitutional right to "coin legal
tender and regulate the value thereof."
2. Lebanon permitted private ownership of banks.
3. Lebanon fell victim to banking usury.
4. Lebanon borrowed from "international financiers."
5. Lebanon is using her property as collateral for government debt.
6. Lebanon permits "international financiers" to dictate the value of her
currency against the US Dollar.
7. Lebanon resorts to heavy taxation of her people to pay for national debt
interest charges.
8. Lebanon cannot understand that ANY debt is fictitious - never real.
9. Lebanon, what will you do after there is nothing left to "privatize" (selling
to the Jews) and you still find yourself owing billions, for whatever funds
you were given selling everything you owned, merely paid interest on your
debt for a while?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 02:03pm Jun 19, 1999 GMT (3.)
The Solution is Evident!
Locate countries with which to form a new economic union. Identify combined
resources guaranteeing self-sufficiency in food, raw materials, energy,
technology, labour, education, housing, etc. Create a brand new common
currency. Establish its value. Issue all credit for free based per capita. Disallow
cross currency trading with the US Dollar, disallow foreign ownership, disallow
future's market speculation, disallow stock markets, place ceilings on profits,
encourage automation and pay displaced workers from automated processes,
regulate the issuance of new credit based on natural market demands, use barter
to import technology from western countries, subsidize cost of running the
government via issuance of new currency as demand for currency grows
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proportional with natural growth of the home economy, this for the purpose of
easement of tax load on the people, and dismiss foreign workers as they become
replaceable by trained locals. Never privatize utilities and never charge interest
on loans. And lastly: Tell the international banking thieves that you will no longer
allow them to steal your people's resources with their dirty money trick.
DECLARE THE DEBT NULL AND VOID!!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:01pm Jun 27, 1999 GMT (4.)

Concerning Netanjahu's knee-jerk reaction...
The Netanjahu-ordered bombing attack against your country fills me with
sorrow and anger. I wished now I had waited with my postings until after
he was firmly out of office.

In light of Lebanon's apparent helplessness against more attacks of this
sort my advice to the Lebanese government and Hezbollah is to refrain

from any further direct military type of action against Israel, which at this
time would be interpreted as an act of revenge for the bombings.

Lebanon needs no further counter revenge attacks upon her delicate

infrastructure. Such position does not mean an admission of defeat, it
means the cooling off of heads in order to plan out an appropriate
response.

For now Israel needs to become isolated, economically and politically and
the more nations join in to accomplish that, the better. Israel must feel
what it is like to be no longer wanted as a member of the world

community. Israel must be placed into "solitary confinement" and be
made invisible, for invisibility is never a culprit of much of anything.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 02:08pm Jun 28, 1999 GMT (5.)

The Marginalization of Palestinians in Lebanon MUST STOP! (Part
One)
Copy of article:
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Palestinians, Lebanon's Age-old Scapegoat
LEBANON (Agencies) -- Lebanon was on the brink of civil war in early 1975. A lot of fingers where being
pointed. But they all seemed to point in the same direction. Towards Lebanon's Palestinian refugee
community.
Israel's genocidal campaign in southern Lebanon in 1978 with all its repercussions was also blamed on the
Palestinians.
History repeats itself
Stigmatized, marginalized and demonized, unidentified members of Lebanon's Palestinian community have
now been accused of masterminding the killing this month of four judges that shocked even a nation
hardened by decades of strife.
At least two men with machineguns broke the windows of Sidon's supreme court during the trial of a
Palestinian and shot dead the judiciary panel and the prosecutor.
Before the blood had dried or an investigation was launched, security officials linked the attack to
Palestinians and put extra troops around nearby Ain El-Hilweh, the largest refugee camp in Lebanon.
Palestinian refugees in Lebanon say, the latest crackdown is proof of the state's deep-seated prejudice.
Guilty until proven innocent
No one seems to have forgotten or forgiven the Palestinians for fighting all sides in the 1975-1990 civil war
despite suffering one of its worse atrocities -- the 1982 massacre of hundreds of refugees by Israeli-backed
Lebanese militiamen in Sabra and Chatila camps.
The Palestinians were often used as scapegoats for Lebanese infighting, and community leaders say the
attack on the judges is an example.
"Palestinian-Lebanese relations have always been rocky.
But is all of Lebanon good except for the Palestinians?" said Sohail Al-Natour, a writer and intellectual.
"When the authority is weak, it tends to blame everything on the weakest members."
Demographic realities
Lebanese officials, citing the role the Palestinians played in the war, want to limit their numbers.
They fear the mostly Sunni Muslim community will upset the demographic balance of a country where
sectarian sentiments run high.
Many camp residents, whose families have now been in Lebanon for generations, resent the only country
they can call home.
"Why are we being imprisoned in our camps without any information to condemn us?" said Abu Bashar, a
member of the opposition Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine.
Lebanon's refugees are the worst off
The United Nations estimates there are 3.4 million Palestinian refugees in the Arab world, including the
West Bank and Gaza, who fled after the 1948 creation of Israel.
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In some ways their lot in Lebanon is the most grim. Lebanon has 357,000 registered refugees in 12 squalid
shanty towns where sewage courses down the streets and the smell of garbage is omnipresent.
Palestinians are denied civil rights and receive no aid from the Lebanese government. They are banned
from 74 types of jobs, ranging from lawyers and doctors to menial tasks such as mixing cement and ditch
digging.
"We're not monsters. Why are we so unwanted? Why are my children without a future? Is it my fault that I
was forced to come here?" said 60-year-old Bahia with tears in her eyes.
Little cash, much resentment
The United Nation's Relief and Works Agency has set up schools and hospitals in the camps, but scarce
funds are limiting its role.
Arafat's PLO used to send substantial aid until just before its 1993 peace deal with Israel.
The dwindling cash has fed resentment against Arafat and driven many into radical groups backed by
Syria, the main power in Lebanon and a staunch opponent of unilateral peace deals with Israel.
Armed camps
A 1960s Lebanese-PLO accord bans the army from the camps, where residents have taken security into
their own hands.
Each faction has its mini-militia. Youths clutching Kalashnikov rifles, their fatigues festooned with hand
grenades, stand in dirt streets or lounge outside offices reeking of damp and urine.
With so many rival factions in camps, Lebanese officials say their suspicions about the Palestinians are
justified.
"Who knows what goes on in the camps? These places are armed islands, republics within Lebanon," said
a security official.
Palestinians concede the violence harms their image, but say the authorities are prejudiced in the first
place.
Many even accuse Lebanon, under US-Israeli pressure to resolve the refugees issue before it comes up in
final Arab-Israeli peace talks, of trying to eradicate them.
"We all dream of returning to our homeland," said Yassin, looking at a picture of his home town near
Nazareth. "But I think it will be very, very difficult to do that."
(Reuters contributed to this story)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 02:35pm Jun 28, 1999 GMT (6.)

The Marginalization of Palestinians in Lebanon MUST STOP!
(Part Two)
To my friends of the Government of Lebanon!
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I have informed myself briefly on a sore-point issue in your country concerning
the presence of your brothers, called "the Lebanese refugees" who are
vegetating in your country. And why are they "vegetating?" BECAUSE YOU, MY
BROTHERS, HAVE IN THE PAST NOT TREATED THEM AS EQUALS! UNLIKE
YOURSELVES THEY HAVE HAD THE MISFORTUNE OF HAVING BEEN
DRIVEN OUT OF THEIR HOME TERRITORIES BY THE UNHOLY ALLIANCE
OF BRITAIN, UNITED NATIONS AND ISRAEL. The fact that now they reside on
what you call "your land" is no fault of their own. And, by the way, is the land
yours or is it Allah's? Don't say, I don't believe in Allah, my God is Christian! Then
it is nonetheless your Christian God demanding from you to treat your
unfortunate brothers and sisters humanely like you would your own.
I will not reason with you any more concerning the ethics of this matter except to
say that there are certain things I expect you to do to rectify this situation so you
can have the blessings of God/Allah restored to you:
1) Integrate them fully into Lebanese society as citizens with all rights,
privileges and duties.
2) Provide them with full access to all of the land's educational facilities.
3) Go into their towns, cities and camps with your utilities companies to
give them proper sewage disposal, clean water supply, electricity (if you
can) and remove their garbage like you do to every other community. Raise
their substandard living conditions.
4) Begin setting up new businesses and industrial ventures around these
communities to provide for them income opportunities to give them hope
again.
5) In all facets of life and beingness TREAT THEM AS EQUALS, FOR THEN,
AND ONLY THEN WILL THE BLESSINGS OF THE CREATOR RETURN
ONTO YOU YOUR POWER TO BECOME A HEALTHY AND VIBRANT
NATION, CAPABLE OF DELIVERING A FEELING OF SECURITY FOR ALL
OF YOUR PEOPLE!!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 10:22am Jul 2, 1999 GMT (7.)

Productive Capacity should govern Economic Health, not Credit
Availability!

Upon reading the July 1 article on Lebanon's credit rating I still don't
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understand what that has to do with Lebanon's economic health. Here is
an excerpt of what I read:

(quote) "The downgrade was inevitable because the situation on the fiscal

and monetary side has deteriorated. The current regime has tried to cut
the budget deficit but absence of administrative reform and new capital,
plus the growth of the debt meant continued pressure on Lebanese
pound rating," said Hassan Khalil, an investment banker based in London.
Kamel Abdallah, head of strategy at Beirut Riyadh Bank, agreed: "The
patience of analysts and thus markets is running out. They expect the
government to show discipline in implementing its program in a timely
fashion." (end quote).
All I hear about is financial problems. I don't hear talk about not enough
lathes and boring mills in the country to build machinery needed for

fixing the damaged generators. Or, "Do we have enough manpower to do

construction work?" or "Is there a shortage of copper for new windings on
the burnt generator?" or "Do we have Engineering know-how to do the
construction drawings for repairing our bombed bridges?"

I want to know from Government officials in Lebanon to tell me why the
shortage of money should be a factor in preventing the use of available

labour and material resources to fill your country's needs wherever they

may be. And if "money" is what is needed at this medieval stage of man's
evolution, then why does the Lebanese Government not use her

constitutional powers to legislate it into existence? Please, I wish
someone informed would reply to me.

At this point let me leave you with some food for thought: The

economic/business climate in the U.S.A. has been "healthy" and "high" for
quite some time now. Why? BECAUSE THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED

STATES MONETIZES HER NEEDS AS REQUIRED WITHOUT REGARD OF WHAT
IT DOES TO HER BALANCE BOOK! Whatever funds are needed to finance

the space and military industry are being made available regardless of the
Government's balance book standing of indebtedness to the Federal
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Reserve, which has cranked out the needed cash to pay for Government
expenses to the tune of several trillion dollars. Yet at no time is the

Federal Reserve demanding from the Government "balanced budgets" or
declaration of bankruptcy. The US Government will always continue
"business as usual" regardless of her debt, even if it escalates to a
thousand times a trillion. It is called "monetizing the economy" or

"creating money out of thin air." Their "budget balance book" is just a

smoke screen for other nations to say: "Look, we play by the same rules
as we expect YOU to!" But in reality that is not so.
And what does in finality the U.S. Government debt consist of? JUST A
FEW LINES OF INK ON A PIECE OF PAPER!!!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Suzanne Al-Masri - 03:18pm Jul 2, 1999 GMT (8.)
To Mr. Mueller- from a Lebanese
Hello Sir, how are you doing mate? Do you have any idea what you have done to me?
Last night, the word 'birthright ' was going around and around in my head, through my
dreams and everywhere. I mean, what has got into me? And when I woke up, I was trying
to figure out where the word 'birthright' had come from, and now I just found out from
where. From this place...are you a doctor?

Reni Sentana-Ries - 11:03pm Jul 3, 1999 GMT (9.)
Hello, Suzanne
Man's (this also includes women, of course!) thoughts are more powerful than standing
armies! Our thoughts radiate out into the universe creating either good or mischief.
Thoughts are neither limited by space nor time. Once we have released them, they travel
and travel on and on, creating responses of likeness in others who are RECEPTIVE to
them. Here our brain (better: mind) works like a two-way radio transmitter, receiving and
re-broadcasting thoughts (call them "ideas" as well) over and over again, creating and recreating as we put these thoughts into action (manifestation). In most cases we do not
know where certain thoughts come from, i.e. who the originator is, but that does really
not matter, for important is that we manifest our creativity as we use them to our
advantage using the soundness of ethics as a filter.
On this forum I have configured my address with the inclusion of "." That is a very
powerful thought. It can most certainly heal and liberate your soul to where you actually
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begin to FEEL liberated as a human being. "Liberated from what?" you may ask.
ERROR. And as the truth comes to you error diminishes its hold on your soul, and you
then can discover your roots as a Lebanese lady, or your link back to your worthy
ancestors, or see yourself for what you really are: a goddess of the universe! It really does
not matter, for it only does you good!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Oussama Abdallah - 12:23pm Jul 11, 1999 GMT (10.)
Reply to Reni Sentana-Ries from lebanese man.
Dear Reni Sentana-Ries , My English language is not very well to reply you ,but I understand the meaning,
I want to tell you that Miss Suzanne al-masri still too young to reply you, as my known from her letters she
is 17 years and the Lebanese politic situation is very complicated , you should believe that the others plays
in Lebanon and no body can prevent them. I hope that you receive one reply to convince you . Thanks Miss
Suzane, Thanks DReni Sentana-Ries ( I am sure your are not lebanese )

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Mr. Abdallah,
Thank you for responding in Suzanne's behalf. I enjoyed speaking with this young
intelligent lady and believe that she will make a very positive contribution to the
reclaiming of the finest of Lebanese culture.
I sense a deep concern in your letter over political affairs in Lebanon, and wish to leave
with you a few words of hope for your beloved country: THE GROUNDWORK IS
BEING LAID FOR A BRIGHTER DAY FOR NOT ONLY LEBANON, BUT MANY
COUNTRIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND BEYOND! CORRUPTION AND
POVERTY WILL BECOME SWEPT AWAY AS WITH A WHIRLWIND AND YOU
AND THE PEOPLE OF THIS PLANET WILL BE GIVEN ONE MORE
OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE THEMSELVES READY - SPIRITUALLY AND
EMOTIONALLY - FOR THE GREAT DEPARTURE FROM THIS STRICKEN
PLANET BEFORE NATURE STRIKES OUT AND REPAIRS WHAT MAN IN HIS
IGNORANCE HAS RUINED! What I am saying is this: for one more brief last time the
concerns of the impoverished masses will be addressed properly and professionally,
which will give them the opportunity to prepare for what is coming by becoming truly
enlightened about themselves and their environment - AND THEN THE END WILL
COME!
(I am not Lebanese, but of German extraction. I am not a Doctor, but an ex-engineering technician found
worthy by the gods of this universe to bear the title "Lion of the Tribe of Judah." And, by the way, I do
believe that political affairs in Lebanon are very bleak at this time.)

------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Author Topic: IMF and World Bank International Financiers are a
deadly plague!
posted 16 May 1999 04:18 AM
Under this heading we will go back to basics. We will learn like children
the ABC of money and perhaps then understand better the immensity of

the monster the world has fallen victim to. Some nations are desperately
looking for their way out of a fix the banker has manipulated them into,

and if they only could unite in confronting the handful of international(?)
bankers and cease kowtowing to this imaginary phenomenon of

"international community" (whatever that is), then we will be that much
closer to a resolution of national problems pertaining to finance.

With proper analysis of the problem the solution becomes self-evident.
Of course I invite your input presented in a manner worthy of an

intellectual debate. However do not become alarmed if my postings are of
unorthodox content and sharp as a razor blade. So let the fun begin! Reni Sentana-Ries.

Let's begin with IRAQ and her possibilities
IRAQ, there are problems you can solve on your own without dependence
from outside supply of commodities or finance. Take stock of all of your
resources in terms of natural resources in the form of oil, gas, copper,

gold, uranium, aluminum, minerals, etc. Then take stock of potential for
self-sufficiency in the area of food supplies for all you people. Ask

yourself whether there is potential for greater production (irrespective

of financial resources, please). Is there dormant arable land? Are there
people unemployed who could be farmers? Examine your labour pool
resource, not only from the viewpoint of people willing to work, but
identify them as to their expertise, i.e. engineering, science,

leadership qualities, pharmaceutics, or what have you, and identify the
nation's needs for services in those areas.
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Direct the nation's people resource toward the filling of the nation's
greatest needs. If it is food supply you need, then exploit all arable land

for the purpose of growing food - using your labour pool resource. If the
nation has need for pumps or electric motors to keep the oil flowing,

then extract the people's resources and know-how to make those items
inside Iraq, using whatever industry is left to do so. IRAQ, DO NOT

CONCERN YOURSELF WITH ISSUES OF MONEY TO BRING ABOUT THE
THINGS I HAVE SUGGESTED. YOUR PEOPLE WILL DO EVERYTHING THAT

NEEDS TO BE DONE WITHIN YOUR BORDERS FOR AS LONG AS THEY KNOW
THEY WILL HAVE MONEY-FREE ACCESS TO ALL OF THEIR BASIC NEEDS IN
TERMS OF HOUSING, FOOD, TRANSPORTATION, CLOTHING AND
UTILITIES.

When these minimum requirements to the sustenance of life are provided
for, your people will do everything else that is needed for the rebuilding
of the country. Remember, Iraq, NO ONE WILL ASK FOR A PAYCHECK

WHEN EVERYTHING A PAYCHECK BUYS WILL BE PROVIDED JUST FOR THE
ASKING! No society needs money, the ants and the bees don't and they
do well, so tell your people that their production belongs to them as

producers - free for the taking - and only then will they see themselves
not left out from being beneficiaries of their own production!
And how will you get there? REMOVE THE MONEY LINK BETWEEN
PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION, and you will soon become the

economic envy of the world and the crowning jewel of humanity which

you once were millennia ago in ancient Mesopotamia. Allah blesses you
when you return to your own ancient roots of being what you are, an

evolved people, and doing what you can do best: DOING THINGS RIGHT!
Reni Sentana-Ries - posted 16 May 1999 04:47 AM Jordan
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National Sovereignty - an essential element of nationhood
The time has come where in view of much rhetoric from Trudeau, Bush,
Kissinger and others, individual nation states have to make up their

minds whether or not they wish to protect their national sovereignty
from all efforts by the one-worlders to strip them of this once held
sacred trust. Factors like "international law", "international

community", "new-world-order", "universal human rights", or "what ranks
higher: national sovereignty or human rights?" are issues upon which

many national leaders compromised their sovereignty away. The U.N.

today uses "human rights" as an excuse to set aside national sovereignty.
That serves no nation any good.
The advocates of a one-world society view national sovereignty with
much scorn, for that placement of priority runs opposite to the elitist

thinking of dominance over national governments. They find the issue of
sovereignty repugnant to their view of how the world should be run BY
THEM!
So if the national leaders wish to retain control over their national
affairs, then it behooves them to unite as one against the foreign

imposition of alien thinking coming from those elitists who from behind
the scenes endeavor to subject the nations under their despotic

control. Democracy and international finance are their vehicles with
which they impose their tyranny over nation states. The efforts of

dislodging national sovereignty are spearheaded by the United States and
Britain, who are using the United Nations and in particular the U.N.

Security Council (whose security?) to perpetuate this tyranny upon all
nations. The plan here is to weaken individual governments with the

adoption of a system of democracy, which scatters national governmental
powers because of its fragmenting effect through the party system which
then in turn shifts power in favour of internationalism and its tyranny.
The ill effects of internationalist control we see in the ill treatment

of Iraq, Yugoslavia, Libya, Russia, Panama, Chile, Palestine and others.
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Democracy is being hailed as the savior of the world, yet its true face
is as ugly as sin. Look at Italy, for instance. Italy has for the last

50 years never seen a stable government, and her democracy will forever
prevent this nation from running her internal affairs successfully,

because her government is always kept weak. These internationalists
think western politicians are all stupid idiots - and they are right,

because THEY DO NOT EVEN NOTICE THAT THEY ARE BEING FOOLED AND
MANIPULATED BY A HANDFUL OF POWERFUL PEOPLE FROM BEHIND THE
SCENES.
I have noticed lately that certain Russian leaders wanted to take their
financial affairs into their own hands but were successfully blackmailed
by the "international financial community" which detested the idea of a
Russian-made solution to their financial woes. So, was Russia allowed

her sovereign right to create and control her own currency? NO. And here
we have a case of: what Russia was able to do on its own without cost to

their people was now done by the IMF international money machine WITH
COST to the Government and the Russian people. And what is that cost?

MORE INTERNATIONAL (so called) DEBT!! What is the element which kills
the life of a nation? THE NATION'S ABSENCE OF SOVEREIGNTY!
Reni Sentana-Ries - posted 16 May 1999 05:30 AM Jordan

CREDIT CREATION - Hallmark of a Sovereign Nation !
"The fundamental of finance is credit creation. All monies in
circulation have a beginning. This beginning of money, which is called
"credit" at the banker's end, is always a "debt" with recipients of
such credit.

All credit is subject to interest charges, which makes the repayment of

any loan a mathematical impossibility. Why? Because NO ONE CREATES
MONEY INTO CIRCULATION MERELY BY BEING INDUSTRIOUS! ONLY THE

BANKER ISSUES NEW MONEY! And since the money lender will never create
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the interest portion of a term debt into circulation, any economy is bound
to collapse after a while for lack of hard cash (credit) to finance the basic
economic requirements of a nation.
See, when a 1000 Dollars loan translates into 1500 Dollars paid back to
the lender after 5 years, then some other borrower got cheated out of
500 Dollars he needed to pay back his own debt, FOR ALL MONEY IN
CIRCULATION IS OWED TO THE BANKS AND WAS AT ONE TIME OR

ANOTHER BORROWED INTO EXISTENCE, whether it be a private citizen,
business man, industrial owner or any level of government. Their

borrowed money is the money in circulation. And just because some
borrowers are successful in paying back their loans with interest on time,
that does not mean that he created the extra 500 Dollars by being

industrious. Some other borrower was made a guaranteed loser by the
first one's success. The reason we don't notice a total collapse of western
economies is that all Governments go progressively deeper into debt,
which on a short term offsets the technical inability of a multitude of
borrowers to repay their loans with interest.
And how does the before-stated information relate to IRAQ? Very simply
in that a sovereign Iraq has the power to create its own credit

responsibly and without cost to an international banker. For ANYTHING
WHICH IS PHYSICALLY POSSIBLE CAN ALSO BE MADE FINANCIALLY

POSSIBLE. The only real assets of a nation are not its financial resources,
but rather its natural resources lying within its boundaries in the form of
minerals, oil, gas, arable land, people with know-how, and so on. And

these real resources can indeed be extracted by means of a responsible
way of handling the national issuing of credit based on the nation's

resources. Yet this form of handling the nation's money supply - even

where properly administered - is only a stepping stone in the evolution
of a society to a higher level of economics: one that is functioning

without cash currency at all. Perhaps more on that later." Reni SentanaRies.

Reni Sentana-Ries - posted 16 May 1999 05:50 AM Jordan
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And how did all this trouble begin?
At one time people used precious metals like gold and silver for money.
It simplified the process of crude barter like 10 chickens for one sow.
But people had a need for safekeeping their gold coins, etc., and so

some saw an opportunity to became custodians of other people's gold.
These custodians then would issue a certificate for the amount of gold
held by them in trust. The certificates were much easier to use than

gold coins when doing business. Any owner of a certificate could at any
time go to a custodian of gold in order to redeem back into gold his
certificate.

But there was a charge for the service of keeping gold, and so there
developed a situation where there were many more certificates in

circulation than there was gold in their vaults It must also be understood
that all certificates were owned by the custodian in the form of a debt

(because of the charge), for the custodian issued more certificates than
he could back in gold - something the people did not know. The

custodian never worried about it, because people hardly ever went to
redeem any certificates.

Eventually the value of certificates was many times that of gold which

backed it, but the people did not care, because they found the certificates
so convenient to use. That is how gold-backed paper money was born.

The custodian was the most powerful man in town, for everybody trusted
the value of his fraudulently issued certificates. When the gold standard

was finally abandoned, all gold held by these custodians (banks) fell into
their hands without anybody questioning the ethics of it. That's why all

the gold is owned by jewish bankers after having pulled "a fast one" on

the people who entrusted them with their gold. That's enough for now.
Reni Sentana-Ries - posted 16 May 1999 05:54 AM Jordan
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Debt Repayment - A MATHEMATICAL IMPOSSIBILITY! (Part One)
Under the present financial system the charging of interest on borrowed
money can be likened to a barrel of water, which is to be kept full at
all times, the fullness of the barrel representing a healthy economy

with adequate amounts of money in circulation to meet everyone's needs.
This barrel (economy) has a supply line at the top (infusion of brand
new currency or capital through public debt acquisition) and a drain
line at the bottom (repayment of debts with interest charges).
If the currency controllers were conscientious men seeking the best
interests of people of the nation, they would always assure the

availability of correct amounts of money available for the supply of

everyone's basic needs. And here an oversupply of funds would mean a
dislodging of economic balance to create price gouging and profiteering,
and an undersupply of funds would generate recessions, unemployment,
depression and starvation in the midst of an abundance of material
availability (also called "stagflation." This word is made up of

"stagnation," because not enough money goes around to meet the

people's needs, and "inflation," because production costs cannot be

curtailed when whose costs invariably include rising taxes and escalating
interest charges on corporate loans.).
Now, a closed economy with a constant number of workers or business
men, say 100,000 in number, would in this case have 100,000 individuals
available to go into debt against the money lenders in order to create
sufficient funds in circulation to assure a healthily balanced economy
for a while. The supply line has been opened for the barrel to be

filled. Everyone works, makes money and spends it back into circulation
to supply his or her basic needs. Debts are being repaid successfully,

because not all have gone into debt at the same time. For ten years this
closed economy has worked well and created much prosperity, for the

money lenders noticed, that the amounts of debts and interest paid on
loans were equal to the amounts of capital infused through new debt
acquisition.
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At last, after the lapse of 10 years there were no more people left to
go into debt to the money lenders, for everyone who had gone into debt
to the credit creator was found in desperate attempts to snatch up from
money in circulation whatever he could to firstly meet his financial

obligation to the lender lest his property be confiscated. As time went

by money became a commodity in short supply, as people scrambled to
pay the banker not only what in funds they owed dollar for dollar, but

also the "interest" on their debts. Now, interest could not be paid in the
form of labour, or food, or houses to the banker, rather the banker

demanded money as the only legitimate form of payment, something the
people should have known they could not do, since the banker never saw
it needful to introduce the interest in the form of currency along with
the capital.

The barrel of the economy became drained of its cash, as no more new
capital could be infused, as there were no more people left to go into
debt to provide the guarantee for continued supply of capital. Of

course, eventually our sample community of 100,000 potential debtors

collapsed. They all had neglected to check the banker's mathematics, and
therefore failed to discover his trick to cheat them out of life and

limb. And so in the end it was the currency creator, who became the

legal owner of the assets of the people and the people starved for want
of food.

Reni Sentana-Ries - posted 16 May 1999 05:58 AM Jordan

Debt Repayment - A MATHEMATICAL IMPOSSIBILITY! (Part Two)
INTEREST ON ANY DEBT CAN NEVER BE PAID BY THE PUBLIC, BECAUSE THE
CREDIT CREATORS NEVER CREATE THAT COST FACTOR TO THE
ACQUISITION OF A DEBT INTO CIRCULATION!!

WAKE UP, PEOPLE OF THIS ONCE MIGHTY NATION! WAKE UP, PEOPLE OF
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THE WORLD! YOUR PROPERTIES ARE LEGALLY FALLING INTO THE HANDS
OF THE MONEY CREATORS, BECAUSE YOU ARE NOT THE ONE WHO

CREATES MONEY TO PAY THEM THE INTEREST ON YOUR DEBTS!! DEBT

REPAYMENT IS A MATHEMATICAL IMPOSSIBILITY!! THE SOONER YOU WILL
DISCOVER THIS MOST DESPERATELY GUARDED SECRET OF THE
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIERS, THE GREATER YOUR CHANCE

WILL BE TO FINALLY THROW THEIR YOKE OFF YOUR NECKS AND STOP THE
PLUNDER OF YOUR NATION BY STRIPPING THEM OF THE POWER OF THEIR
INIQUITY: USURY!!
In our little example the "drain" at the bottom of the barrel was
greater than the amount of water piped in at the top. When finally the
barrel became empty, the economy collapsed and the banker was the

only one left to claim for himself the greatest profit ever in the form of
harvesting the people's assets upon their financial demise. In conclusion

of this topic, hear what the credit manager of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Atlanta, Mr. Robert H. Hemphill, had to say:

"If all bank loans were paid, no one would have a bank deposit, and

there would not be a dollar of currency or coin in circulation. This is

a staggering thought. We are completely dependent on the commercial
banks. Someone has to borrow every dollar we have in circulation, cash

or credit. If the banks create ample synthetic money, we are prosperous;
if not, we starve. We are absolutely without a permanent monetary

system. When one gets a complete grasp upon the picture, the tragic
absurdity of our hopeless position is almost incredible - but there it
is. It (the banking system) is the most important subject intelligent

persons can investigate and reflect upon. It is so important that our

present civilization may collapse, unless it is widely understood and
the defects remedied very soon!"

"Little thieves are put in the stocks, great thieves go flaunting in
gold and silk... Therefore is there on this Earth no greater enemy of
man than a gripe money, and usurer, for he wants to (be) God over all
men.... But the usurer and money-glutton, such a one would have the
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whole world perish of hunger and thirst, misery and want, so far as in
him lies, so that he may have all to himself, and everyone may receive
from him as from a god, and be his serf forever!"
Dr. MARTIN LUTHER (1483-1546)
Reni Sentana-Ries - posted 16 May 1999 06:03 AM Jordan

Who is this Magnificent Creditor? (Part One)
The governments of all "rich" nations are in debt. In Canada each family
carries over $70,000 Dollars of public debt via the federal government
alone. Double that figure to include the public debts provincial

governments have accumulated and we are looking at an astronomical

figure of one hundred and forty thousand dollars of government debt per
family. None of the western as well as east block countries are debt

free. Almost all corporations and businesses are in debt, and so is a
large percentage of the adult population.

At this point consider the nation as a unit and let us freely add up all
current debt loads of society and divide this number by the number of

adult working people, and in this writers estimation the per family total
accumulated debt load hovers around the $200,000 Dollar mark, all of
which is subject to current interest charges. If that rate of interest is a
"modest" 10 %, then the family must come up with $20,301 Dollars

annually for 30 years before the debt bill to the banker is paid. With an
average family income of less than $30,000 Dollars such an up-front cost
is unaffordable in light of current cost of living expenses and a taxation
level approaching an average of 40% of middle class income.

Now, if society at large is in nothing but financial "red ink," then who
in the world has had the ability to come up with all that cash to

finance the entire human race into debt? And even if we were to identify
that oligarchy by name and number, what magnificent contribution to
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humanity have they made to acquire wealth to where the entirety of

humanity lies prostrate at their feet? Has such wealth and power been
earned or stolen from the people by means of a money trick - THE
MISUSE OF POWER OF CREDIT CREATION?

It is unreasonable to assume, that acquisition of such control over the

nations has been achieved by ethical means. The international bankers

have constructed a system, which forever requires more and more people
to assume new debts in order to keep the world economies going. The

day when no more people can be found for successful manipulation into

new debt acquisition will be the day when their system will either collapse
or they will be compelled to begin to "forgive" debts in order to maintain
control. Of course, the "forgiving" of debt is a dicey issue with them, for
they deem themselves not to be in the business of compassionate
services nor of the extension of mercy to anyone.
Reni Sentana-Ries - posted 16 May 1999 06:29 AM Jordan

Who is this Magnificent Creditor? (Part Two)
Have we ever asked ourselves why only individuals, businesses,

corporations and governments are solicited and/or inclined toward the
providing of disaster relief donations in events of natural disasters

such as earthquakes, hurricanes and tornadoes, yet never do banks
participate to ease the burden of people in their afflictions? This

writer has yet to learn of one example, where a bank has come forward
and participated in financial disaster relief for the people by putting

their efficient power of credit creation to good use for the benefit of
the people in distress! No, the currency custodians are not in the

business of extending compassion. The murders of Abraham Lincoln, J.F.
Kennedy and Alberta's Premier Aberhardt are a grim reminder of that
reality!

In order to ultimately control the entirety of all the world's natural
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resources, the banks have begun to bargain with debt ridden
governments.

In the case of Brazil they dealt for control over her most precious

natural resource, the Amazon forest, in return for unpaid debts to their
privately owned credit institutions. This example will definitely serve
as a pattern to be followed by other countries. When Canada's

politicians deem the national debt as too much of a burden upon the
nation, they will then in the end pledge away that country's natural

resources (which is being held as collateral in the meantime) in return
for the banker to take a pen to cross out her national debt and allow
the nation a fresh start into more debt misery!
Although personal accountability of participants in this ultimate crime
against humanity is absolute reality before the Universe, this writer

finds it pointless to attach names and faces to the money custodians,
for responsibility for the situation of misuse of credit creation rests

squarely with people, who are willing to function under those draconian

conditions. They have allowed themselves to be divided (fragmented) and

then conquered. They volunteered to become victims. And it is the people
only, who can bring about reversal from ultimate economic destruction.
How? DEFRAGMENTATION IN ALL ASPECTS OF SOCIETAL LIFE! UNITY!
ONENESS! More on that later.

Reni Sentana-Ries - posted 16 May 1999 06:34 AM Jordan

The Myth on Inflation - EXPLODED!!
There is hardly another word in the financial industry around which the
bankers have created so many lies as we find in a phenomenon called
INFLATION. The banker says: "We must curtail the issuing of credit by
raising interest rates, in order to curb inflation." Then he says to

national leaders:: "If you print too much of your own money you cause

inflation because you will have 'too much money chasing too few goods.'"
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The first statement is idiotic and the second is a half truth, and
therefore also a lie. So let's begin with the idiotic one: What is

"inflation"? Inflation is the erosion of purchasing power, where the

consuming public finds prices rising on goods and services as time goes
by. And therefore the people demand "more money" in order to reclaim

that lost portion of purchasing power. We then have strikes and demands
for higher wages.

But what causes inflation? INFLATION IS CREATED WHEN THE COST OF

GOODS AND SERVICES ARE RISING BY FACTORS OUT OF THE PRODUCERS'
CONTROL, AND WHERE THE PRODUCER HAS NO CHOICE BUT TO PASS THE
ESCALATING COSTS ON TO THE CONSUMER! And what are these out-of-

control costs? Interest charges by banks on loans, and taxes imposed by
governments of all levels must be added on to the production cost of any
item, and the sum total of all costs make up the selling price. And so

every time we purchase anything, we pay a large percentage of direct and
indirect taxes and interest charges as part of the purchase price. And all
this AFTER our incomes have already seen a substantial reduction

through the application of a direct tax as well as interest charges on
loans we may have with banks.

Conclusion: Nothing causes inflation except taxes and banking usury. By
these two factors the worker's bread basket is raised higher and higher,
until it is almost out of sight!
And so as all are struggling with holding down a 9 to 5 job the banker
sees "almost FULL EMPLOYMENT" and speaks the fateful words: "Raise
rates, because if we don't, the people will have too much money and
create inflation. We must slow down economic activity and thereby
wrestle inflation to the ground, for when there is less money in

circulation then the prices will come down!" The gullible believe this
twisted logic, and among them are all sorts of "experts". HOW IN

HEAVEN'S NAME CAN PRICES COME DOWN WHEN PRODUCERS ARE NOT

GIVEN A BREAK IN TAXES AND INTEREST CHARGES AS WELL? Should the
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producer lower his prices as less money buys fewer of his products he

goes for broke, for neither government nor banks will reduce their levies
just because he sells fewer goods. In fact a rise in interest rates (to curb
inflation, remember, the banker says) has just the opposite effect,

because it causes the producer's price to rise also! And what is the fruit
of the bankers' fight against inflation? BANKRUPTCIES with all its stress
and personal disruption of life, which ought only to be worth living.
Reni Sentana-Ries - posted 16 May 1999 06:40 AM Jordan

How to REVERSE Inflation
Since the disastrous years of Trudeau's reign in Canada we have heard a
lot of malarkey coming from Government and banks of just how they

would go about "fighting" inflation and "wrestling it to the ground!" The

confusion around this issue is staggering. INFLATION IS NOT "FOUGHT" IT
IS REVERSED!! Once we have correctly analyzed its cause the reversal is
easy.

Step 1) The national governments must reassume their constitutional
right to control and regulate their own currency. For most countries

this is easily done, because such powers are already entrenched in their

constitutions. JUST USE IT, FOR GOODNESS SAKE! Be careful though to not
do it alone lest the combined military forces of nations under control
of the "International Financial Community" (so called) lands at your

doorstep to throw bombs on your head. They have done it to Germany,
they have done it to Japan, they are doing it to Iraq and Yugoslavia, and
they will do it to you and your country unless you act in unison with
many other oppressed (by them) nations.

Step 2) Having implemented step one proceed to cancel all governmental
debts allegedly owed to the "International Community". Just write them a
letter and say you owe them nothing. Tell them, they are thieves of your
people's properties and they have usurped temporary control over your
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nation by means of a dirty trick with money they created out of thin

air. Tell them, that their billions lent to them cost them no more than
the ink in their own expensive pens, and that from now on you will do

the same for your own country BUT WITHOUT HURTING THE PEOPLE LIKE
THEY DID! Tell them also that you will believe any more of their lies no
longer.
Step 3) After ridding yourself of all debts to any banker lower the
taxes on the people's income proportionately, seeing that that cost

factor to running your national affairs no longer exists. You have also
effectively lowered the production costs of all goods and services

INSTANTLY and thereby effectively REVERSED INFLATION! Then proceed

on by responsibly regulating the issue of credit in order to stabilize and
balance your economy suited to your country's productive capacity and
needs.
Reni Sentana-Ries - posted 16 May 1999 06:46 AM Jordan

A word on money hoarding (profiteering)
Let us not think for a moment that by "making a lot of money" nobody
gets hurt in the course of it, but rather let us remember that profits
come from people already struggling (for the most part) with rising
costs of living. Mr. Bill Gates (for example) is being admired and

envied by all who learn of his personal fortunes large enough to pay off
national debts of nations, yet people forget that excessive profits are

just as much a drain on the money supply than usury. And why is that?

Because ALL BANKED MONEY IS MONEY DRAWN OUT OF CIRCULATION! It
sits there doing nothing unless it is being spent back into circulation.

And as it sits dormant in a bank account the people, who have borrowed
it into existence can either not pay back their loans or are being forced
into bankruptcy.

MR. BILL GATES' MONEY IS NEEDED IN CIRCULATION IN ORDER FOR
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PEOPLE TO BE ABLE TO PAY BACK THEIR LOANS! If Mr. Gates had been

more modest in his profit expectations, then he would have left a much
larger portion of his profits in the people's pockets by selling his

products for less and thus helped in reversing inflation (increase in

cost to the consumer). But granted - the greed problem of Mr. Gates is
tiny when compared to the disastrous effects of banking usury. BANKS

AND BIG BUSINESS ARE LIKE ENORMOUS VACUUM CLEANERS ON FUNDS IN

CIRCULATION, AND THEY DON'T SEEM TO CARE ONE WHIT OF HOW MUCH
MONEY THEY SUCK OUT OF AN ECONOMY! WHATEVER THEY CAN

LEGALLY GET AWAY WITH IS WHAT THEY WILL TAKE AND LEAVE THE

PEOPLE ALWAYS "SHORT ON MONEY"! The difference between Mr. Gates
and the Banks is that Mr. Gates may just spend his fortune back into

circulation, but the banks never keep record of the billions they extract in
usury. And if the man in the street wants his money back he paid in

interest to a bank, he has to go back to back that bank and BORROW
AGAIN THAT WHICH HE HAD ALREADY PAID (in the form of usury).
Reni Sentana-Ries - posted 16 May 1999 06:51 AM Jordan

Starvation in the midst of abundance!
The financial elite knows that money is the connecting link between a

society's production and THAT SAME SOCIETY'S CONSUMPTION. And here
the society which produces is the same that also consumes, for we are all
members of that society. In the past we have proven to be capable of

enormous production if given that opportunity. Our engineers help us
with automation and robotics in order to free up manual labour so we can
have more holidays. The purpose of automation is to free up people from
mundane labour so they have more time to themselves. However, since
MONEY IS THE LINK BETWEEN PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION it is

theoretically possible for the hate-filled banker to remove that link and
deny society access to its own production in order to make many go
hungry in face of overfilled food stores. One can only compare the

ridiculousness of this situation to a farmer's family producing chicken,
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vegetables, beef, carrots and so on, and along comes a government

official at suppertime saying: "You can't eat unless I give you a permit to
do so!" The permit was denied, and our farmer's family went hungry -

THEY WERE DENIED ACCESS TO THEIR OWN PRODUCTION - AND THAT IS
WHAT IS HAPPENING TO SOCIETY TODAY UNDER EXISTING BANKING
RULES!
THERE IS NO RIGHTEOUSNESS NOR JUSTICE IN THE BANKING SYSTEM OF
TODAY - JUST MISUSE OF POWER! The food and department stores are

brimming with commodities for consumption, and so is the real estate

market, the car lots, the travel industry, etc. All are vying for customers
(consumers) to take some of the surplus off their hands so they don't

have to close shop and haul everything off to the dump. AND YET THE
MASSES OF THE PEOPLE WANDER AIMLESSLY THROUGH THE SHOPPING
MALLS WISHING THEY HAD THE MONEY TO FILL SOME OF THEIR
PERSONAL NEEDS FROM THEIR OWN PRODUCTION!!

They all have helped to put it there, but once it ended up on the shelf
of another, their own production became inaccessible to them as

consumers. Why? BECAUSE THE LINK WAS MISSING IN THEIR POCKET

BOOKS! And so many began to see starvation in the midst of abundance!
Reni Sentana-Ries - posted 16 May 1999 06:54 AM Jordan

Automation - A real dilemma by today's financial standards!
The present financial system makes no allowance for the release of ALL
human brain capacity. It forces intelligence back into the dark ages of

superstition, locks man's evolution behind bars and throws the key away!
How so? you may ask. Don't we live at a time of unprecedented

technological discoveries? Not really, for all that elite-financed and
monopolized high-tech stuff is firstly being used for keeping the
banker's system in place.
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Automated satellite banking, high-tech weapons for smashing nations

that rebel, national security surveillance (spying), etc. Some spin-off from
this research is permitted back to the people like the internet system, but
that is about all. The rest is definitely out of reach for the common man.
Even automation and robotics?

YES, EVEN AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS HAVE BECOME A CURSE TO THE

PEOPLE! IT IS ONLY UNDER A SEVERELY REVISED FINANCIAL SYSTEM THAT
THE PEOPLE CAN ACTUALLY BENEFIT FROM AUTOMATED PROCESSES!!
And why so? BECAUSE ROBOTS AND AUTOMATION PROFITS THE

INVESTORS AND OWNERS OF INDUSTRY AND NOT THE WORKER! The
windfall goes into foreign bank accounts but not into the peoples pockets
to buy them more of their own production or vacations at their favorite

resorts. Yet in the end the "chickens come home to roost!" for a robot is
not a consumer, only a worker is. But the worker got displaced out of his
income by the robot and therefore has no income to purchase what the
robot has produced. So if there is no adequate consumption possible,
then why have robots (automation)? UNLESS A ROBOT'S PROFIT IS

DIRECTED INTO THE WALLET OF THE WORKER, THE WORKER CANNOT BUY
WHAT THE ROBOT PRODUCES! And that is exactly why we live in a world
of overabundance of everything (robot produced) and yet the people go
still without basic essentials of life.
And how do the chickens of automation come back home to roost? THE
RESULT OF NOT LETTING THE WORKERS HAVE ACCESS TO THE ROBOTS'

PRODUCTION OUTPUT CAUSES PLANT CLOSURES AND SHUT-DOWNS. New
tires for the old car are needed, but all the worker can afford is used

tires, because he has not enough money to buy new ones. And so the
new-tire plant in Nova Scotia gets shut down (example only).

One more thing before I close this topic off. At the beginning I said:

"The present financial system makes no allowance for the release of ALL

human brain capacity." In the past the elite has made tremendous efforts
to discover the secrets of anti-gravity space travel. And so it happens,

that whenever they can lay their hands on either a crashed extraterrestrial
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space craft (i.e. Roswell) or undamaged ones (Area 51) they make the

military work with the brightest scientific minds to figure out the secret AND FAIL!! Why? BECAUSE THEIR OWN BRAINS ARE NOT SMART ENOUGH!
These secrets require the liberation of everyone's brain capacity in order
to be discovered - including those of the Masters!

Reni Sentana-Ries - posted 16 May 1999 06:58 AM Jordan

And "The Icing on the Cake" is a prophetic bright spot!
I have not given you all of my secrets. You must now put your (national)
heads together and decide what you are going to do with this

information. Do you wish to raise humanity to a higher level of
thinking? - or not. Your actions will show to all whether you are a

friend or foe of humanity and whether you understand the true nature of
human brotherhood.

I have spoken to you as your friend and have proven to you all that that is
what I indeed am to you. I have not withheld from you that which is most
crucial for you to know at this time, which is of equinoxal significance.
And now YOU will decide whether the entire human race will evolve

upward to that next plane of higher thinking, or whether you and your

brothers and sisters will remain not only stagnant in your evolution, but
will be compelled to digress backwards to learn all over again many

painful lessons of the past for many lifetimes to come. Honestly, I do not
envy you for the task which lies ahead of you all. It will be nothing less

than fighting fire with fire. But as one who has been permitted a glimpse
into the future I will be kind enough to share with you that glimpse so

that you will not become discouraged when the going gets rough: Here it
is:
(quote)

"WE, OF THE ROYAL FACTION OF DEBAUCHED TANKARDS, DO
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HEREBY PLACE WITHIN OUR SEAL THAT MANDATORY
STATEMENT OF FULFILMENT, WHICH HAS LEFT US WITHOUT
WORDS TO EVEN PROTECT OURSELVES WITHIN THE PLUMAGE
OF DESPISED REVOLUTION!
"THIS, MY BROTHERS OF ELITIST FACTION, WAS IN FACT PLACED
WITHIN OUR GRAVE SITE FOR ALL THOSE WHO MEDIATE AT THE
FRONT, THAT FROM THIS POINT FORTH WE HEREBY (IN)
BROADSIDE HAVE EXPOSED OURSELVES BY OUR VERY
MANDATE.
"THE PEOPLE ARE WISE, IN (THAT) THEY WILL PLACE ON OUR
GRAVE SITES THAT EPITOME, WHICH STATES VERY SIMPLY THAT
'ONLY THE STARS IN THEIR WISDOM GAIN PRUDENCE TO RULE
OVER US, FOR WE ARE THE EPITOME OF THEIR GLORY!'"
(end quote)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Renuka - posted 18 June 1999 11:57 PM Jordan
Reni Sentana-Ries, All your postings make for very interesting and illuminating reading. But there
is one solution to all the financial and banking problems which are the woe of the world - Islam! In
Islam "Faida" or interest is forbidden. Instead, "Zakat"(a kind of wealth tax) and "Sadaqa" (charity)
are recommended. What a wonderful world it would be if the modern banking system could be
wiped out and the Islamic precepts followed! But will the greedy and corrupt ever allow this to
happen? I think not.Reni Sentana-Ries

Reni Sentana-Ries - posted 28 June 1999 06:58 AM Jordan
Dear Renuka, in order to effect a change in this world the governments of the
nations will have to revolt against the crooked system of today and implement a
new one which is free from every feature which makes this one debauched. Call
it "Islamic" or not, it will have to be done or there is no hope for the poor in the
next millennium. We have many other issues covered in the forum of arabia.com.
Please visit there.

From Lord St. GERMAIN to Reni Sentana-Ries
Reni Sentana-Ries - 12:13pm Jul 4, 1999 GMT
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Under this heading I will post from our records references to revised
financial affairs.
Reni Sentana-Ries - 12:15pm Jul 4, 1999 GMT (#1 of 4)
Thursday, November 10, 1994 (11:12 am. From the records as scribed by
the Prophetess Uthrania)

Hello, dear Uthrania. We have come specifically to give to Reni our
message from beyond all comprehensional means. Let us please start this
proceeding. At your service Lord Germain presiding.
LORD St. GERMAIN:
It is to our utmost displeasure that you ones so do find yourselves fixed
within the source of enlightenment with no income of any sorts to bare. It
is therefore our advice to you at this given time in the time/space
continuum to continue the proceedings of all alternative income
requirements, namely the source of establishing to your credit the quick
publication of two books hence of which ye have and are being given at
this time.
The other need, of course, is to always remain within comprehensible
resource structures or areas of which attainment to further heights of
glory will further you success in the establishing of credits beyond as well
as above your circumstantial limits of today. METHODOLOGY IS INDEED A
GIVEN CRITERIA OF FORCEFUL LIMITATIONS WHICH ARE TO INDEED BE
FOUND AND ACQUIRED BY YOURSELVES OVER A PERIOD OF TIME, AT
WHICH TIME ALL PROPHETIC CURRICULUM WILL PROVE OF ITSELF TO BE
OF A LIMITLESS QUALITY OF PERFORMANCE WITHIN THE JURISDICTIONS
OF SELF-AWARENESS.
To save on any further questions at this point I would elate to inform ye
of the furthestmost plane that any hindrance on the part of you bothe
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would only serve indeed to curtail the work apart from all natural sources
of income of which you yourself may incline all natural aberrations to be
of the quick formation of. This includes at this point the natural
requirements of fruitful living expenses, and contrary to all known
diplomatic regime, it is nevertheless forthcoming of your nature yourself
to recognize the efficiency of power in which your yourself like to work.
Above all do not be discouraged, for naught is laid in the Book of Life
which cannot be altered unto your satisfaction. Esteem not the rich of the
world but on the contrary, allude to all satisfactory methods of the
continuation of ministering to and helping others around your fare. You
will not in the least be expected to do without while your focus dwells
within universal mind.
It is to this dialogue that we wish at this time to pay firm tribute to you
and yours for your seemingly unselfish work on our behalf. Be wise
however and remember that gainatory response of all those around you
will in fact do naught but serve to enhance your retugeme (resume?) to
the furthermost in participationary embrace, though you struggle to
maintain the utmost in empirical fashion of a subjected living standard.
The world has not ended for you yet, and many dreams will arise in the
least expected way, but for now concern yourself only with those things
of a most imperative nature which serve to enhance, bothe, your living
structure as well as your menial resources to enable your continuance of
existence as you know it. The glories which succeed you in your efforts
will soon be brought down and to see your eyes flash in amazement will
be satisfactory to our claims upon your time, effort, and fashion upon our
part. Thank you for your time. Well earned. Adieu. Master Lord St.
Germain at your service. (11:28 am)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:26pm Jul 4, 1999 GMT (#2 of 4)
Lord St. GERMAIN shares words of wisdom
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Saturday, February 19, 1994 (Scribed by the Prophetess Uthrania Seila. From
the records)
Lord St. GERMAIN:
As it now comes into focus, the eclipse of the universe has begun.
The Ascended Masters are the brilliance of the universe.
If only the orifice would be removed then all creation would be singing in its
entirety, filling the cosmos with the vibrational joy that the other universes hereby
experience at this time.
Joy is an experience in itself. Overcome negativities and fears, and evolve in the
way and the rate that the other creations have gone through.
It is all in conjuncture with the essence of that which is known as on the plane as
the "godhead." This is not to be understood as the only reality concerning the
cause and effect of this daily planet. If you portray a multitude of direction, you
will begin to see the corresponding reality take effect in conjuncture with the
ultimate universe which can be seen as the rest of the universe per se.
The essence of all creation is manufactured in such a way as to not discriminate
upon diversity of worlds. And we therefore label each individual as having
portrayed its individuality, and here we speak of the separate and individual
worlds as having been completed and being part and parcel of the global
expanse of the universe. These will be referred to in the further lessons in which
the expansion of the mind or the consciousness will not be eluded and will not be
discriminated upon, for these things are important for our individual growth. And
as we grow, it will be understood to a further degree exactly what our mind would
encompass throughout the different realities or dimensions.
All time is not all space but rather in the opposite flux of the situation. And these
are rather truths that we will touch upon, but only in the birth of their essence. As
to begin their complexity could create a dangerous interlude if we go too deep
too fast and too soon for the developing of the new consciousness, especially in
the other areas. This will indeed not be interrupted as we further proceed during
another lesson. Keep all mind clear. Work on your expansions. This is important,
for the more you open yourself up to the Light that streams in with the
information, the wider that small portal will come for you, and therefore you will
be able to receive even more information. This is necessary also to your growth
and to the growth of the planet and those whom you come in contact with...
Come now, if we were to join time and space together, we would have a radius
7.3.
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The furnace of life is the epitome of quality.
The mysteries of the Universe are yours for the taking, Seila. Just reach up and
touch the expanse around you and assimilate into it. Let it envelop your
consciousness and begin to live in the 7th dimension as befitting your recent
status. Join with the brethren, the sisterhood in our own levels.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 03:58pm Jul 4, 1999 GMT (#3 of 4)
Dialogue between Lord St. Germain and Reni Sentana-Ries (abridged)
June 25, 1994, Riley, Alberta (Recorded session)
Reni Sentana-Ries: We have our recording equipment ready. Feel free, Lord Germain, to
say whatever is on your mind.
Lord St. Germain: We do thank you. I am much looking forward to the time, of course,
when I may elevate you up into, as we like to call it, "cosmic classroom." I'm sure you
would be most intrigued. We have such things, as you would deem it, "field trips," as we
take you out into the cosmos and explain to you the sensations at the vibrations, the
harmonics, the colour-coordinated contexts. This, of course, is covered in the first 3 to 4
lessons. You will begin to have an innate understanding on an elementary basis, of
course. As we you could say almost inject you with the essence where you become one
and a part of it. At this time however I would like to avail myself to you for any questions
that you may have now, please proceed.
Reni Sentana-Ries: Of course, one of the questions on our minds, and have been for quite
some time, is our financial situation and how it can be resolved, although Lord Adonai
instructed me to have faith and go by my intuition, also being reminded at this time of the
possibility of benefiting of the privileges due the elite with regards to the issuing of
credit. Mission Control is involved in those efforts. Is there any way that we should look
in that direction for financing?
Lord St. Germain: We are talking more or less, whether you realize it or not, on the
fundamental basis of the utopia of as we call it the "money making exchange." We do so
through alchemy. However the proven fact to date you need to work up to it, or rather,
alchemy is inside of each one. You have your capabilities. And indeed you can create, but
before you are ready for that expansion of thought, because thought is what controls, it is
thought which grants your destiny. You must first learn to expand, for without expansion,
how can you reach for the greatest heights?
Reni Sentana-Ries: Do you have any suggestions regarding the expansion of
consciousness? Are there certain exercises that you can recommend?
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Lord St. Germain: The expansion of consciousness. That has always been a favorite of
mine. For it is the essence inside of you. You must draw the love essence or as we term it,
the love entity, into yourself, because it is love that expands, love, that makes you let go.
And you cannot expand without the "letting go," that is the letting go of ego, which you
have already done or you would not be here in this form speaking with me. Letting go of
self! What do we mean by that? In very simple terms: letting go of your consciousness to
let your subconscious supersede. For wherein you reach up into your chakras and love
draws you up, for love is the universe and the essence of such and the essence of the
Creator. And once you learn this, and this, if you want something to practice as you put
it, THIS IS THE KEY. Try it in the different door knobs of your chakras. Learn love, learn
what the love essence is. Once you have done that, perhaps then I can pull you up, is with
a rope at first, into the cosmic classroom. Yes.
We do thank you again. It is important for you both to know we watch every word that is
penned. We watch every word that is read, when it is edited as well. We have
circumstances intact. Unfortunately, we do not give you precise dates and times, but this
is just one of those things. May the God and Goddess of the universe be with you.
Germain out.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday, July 20, 1994 2:33 am
From the Fractional Five: We enjoy looking down upon him (Reni). If he will expand his
consciousness, then he will one day walk with us through the portal.
Lord St. Germain: You, Reni, will become fragmented within the personification of
utopia. DEMISE WILL BE OVER - ENDED. Selah, Lord Germain.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 11:48am Jul 7, 1999 GMT (#4 of 4)
Lord St. GERMAIN / Reni Sentana-Ries continued
Thursday, September 8, 1994 (12:11 pm)
Lord St. Germain: On the date set by you, Reni, is the furthestmost time of extracting
your pleasures. We have prompted you in the past fourty years of your life to excrete the
daily dues owed us and have often permitted you to be of the compliant nature of
attributing those partially owned funds of yourself unto the detriment circumstances of
others. Nonetheless, it is, as we say now, your turn to be on the receiving end of all
elaborate expenses, and HEREWITH - SIGNED AND SEALED BY MY OWN HAND
- WILL I ATTRIBUTE TO YOUR WORTHINESS THE MUTUAL FUNDS OF MINE
OWN SET ACCOUNTING PRACTICES. When you receive that which you have so
duly worked for and proficiently earned lifetime after lifetime, then will I follow with a
few well noted but severe instructions for its implementation. Keep yourself at bay and do
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not for a moment break faith with your calculated effugene, for as the cock crows shall
not one iota of mishap occur towards your efficient routine. We are in the happenstance
of your favour toward your hard working efforts on our behalf, and its is often stated up
on high that it is Reni alone, who manufactures the greed of the tyrants to homogenize
their efforts to the extreme limit of goodness among the poor in stricken spirit.
Seila too does contribute but to a portion of endrendox..... sending her firstly to the stars
in order to pronounce her faith in the lacking of integrity of her familiarizers and place
her within the realms of her brother. Nevertheless, we will attribute all sources of wealth
unto your hands directly, and do not forfeit the right - ever! - to latch onto that which is
yours and Seila's.
Do not think for a moment that we have played such a vital part in the nuances of your
critique, for it has been solely by the texture of your own hand that these very words have
been designed to be written for your benefit at this time and place in your livelihood.
Succumb not to the wants and wiles of dexterior motives and take the greatest care of our
dear Lord Master Sananda's precious sister, for she alone is the light of his life. As he
has in the past so will he continue to in the future to be the main source of her guardian
protector for He relishes the thought for ever seeing her again in harmony within
universal aberrances. Good Night to you bothe, and next time we meet will bring about
bountiful blessings contritely speaking - in the extraordinaire stylus way.
Dash not the hopes and contexts of others field lines of work just because yours alone
differs from the rest, for they too are in the proclamating of manufacturing their own
extremities of aberrational fervour toward the walk-out of their life essence. Adieu for
now dear ones. Sananda truly accompanies me in sending down his greetings and
everlasting love, as does the whole of the essence of Mission Control. Blessings be
heaped unto you bothe and forget not Abdulla in his oneness within the universal tide
era. Germain out on telepathic frequency circuitry 0.4 radius metrex. Salu. (12:37 pm)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:10pm Jun 23, 1999 GMT (#2 of 31)
All forms of violence is "terror."
The difference between one form of inflicting terror upon people vs. another is that one is
sanctioned by "internationally" (I hate that word) accepted rules of conduct (rubber stamping by
leading Zionist nations) and the other that is forbidden BY THEM. Bombing buildings and
air planes of western Anglo-Saxon nations by those who are victims of Zionist/Jewish protocols is
called "terrorism," whereas bombing cities like Hiroshima and Nagasaki, flattening Iraq, Albania,
Serbia, Germany, Vietnam, Japan, etc. is called "war." And here the victims fighting back
are "terrorists" while the aggressors justify their massive terror by calling it warfare, self-defense
or "eliminating a tyrant." American/British conduct in Iraq is Government sanctioned continued
unpunished terrorism upon her people: GENOCIDE!!
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------------------------------------------------------------------------

Democracy in Jordan? How sad!
Just look at where democracy has taken Jordan. The country is torn
between several fronts: As a democracy they have to please the West,
they are expected to compromise on Israel, they don't want to be viewed
as "the bad guy" with many Arab states, and the full and total adoption
of western financial dominance is sinking the country into unemployment
and unrepayable, escalating debt!
Because of democracy Jordan is covered with a blanket of death, and yet
there are not even American/British bombs dropping on the people! With
that kind of system who needs bombs anyway? Death and destruction comes
as a natural by-product! A saying goes somewhat like this: Give the devil a
little finger, and he takes the hand, the arm and eventually the whole body
with him to perdition…
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Mark Abdo - 08:27am Jun 11, 1999 GMT (1.1)
Mueller, Hold on.
Democracy and human rights respect does not exist in Jordan. People in Jordan needs these
basic rights like any other humans, not for the sake of pleasing any one. You are completely off
the subject. Your name is Mr. Hard Stone not Mueller.
BTW, Please don't use Mr. here, this is a title from Master/Slave age. OK we are all equal human
beings.
Mark Abdo

Reni Sentana-Ries - 06:31pm Jun 11, 1999 GMT (1.1.1)
Mr. Mark Abdo,
Twenty years of my life I spent in Germany and over 35 in Canada. In Germany it
is customary to address a stranger with Mr. or Mrs., Miss, etc. out of pure respect
and courtesy for the person. It is a cultured way of speaking among strangers
and discourages rudeness and insulting language out of respect for the person.
My experience in Canada, where such culture does not exist, I have observed no
courtesy or culture among strangers, but prevailing rudeness:
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"Hey, you idiot, don't you see I need my welding cables untangled to get to the
far end of the vessel?!" shouts the welder tradesman to his 3rd year apprentice.
That is Canada for you.
In Germany the same welder would say to his helper: "Mr. Kreuzer, would you
please untangle the cable for me, so I can weld up the rest of the vessel?" The
difference is culture and man's respect for his dignity.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bruce Sanford - 10:49pm Jul 7, 1999 GMT (#39 of 40)
PLEASE EXCUSE FOR MY ENTERING INTO THE FRAY
Obviously you all the passionate discutants did not read the ADOLF HITLER FOUNDER OF ISRAEL (at
the <www.hollyland.com>)(hollyland.com) for there in is a reference to the LION(S) OF JUDAH fighting
with ISRAEL for governnance over the Entire World and Reni Sentana-Ries belongs to them for he
calls himself A LION OF JUDAH. As such it is understandable why he also wants to be an advisor to
President of Iraq in the shadow of his beloved Prophetees to the same extent as he has had assured
Australian Aborigines of his good intentions to protect them (see WARAMBOOLS on this board). Shortly,
the LIONS have great hearts but the outcome of is their god Yahve's tyranny and ensuing holocausts
witnessed by the HOLY TORAH. Do the LIONS are not obedient (ob)servants of?

Reni Sentana-Ries - 03:02pm Jul 15, 1999 GMT (#40 of 40)

Dear Bruce Sanford,
No, I have not read the book on Adolf Hitler, Founder of Israel.
As far as your inference of a contest between Jews and Germans to rule the
world is concerned I can tell you, that there is no such contest, for firstly the
Germans have no such ambitions and never did, secondly elitist Jews have
ruled this world (except China) for centuries and in that ambition of theirs
never really had effective opposition. They have simply outfoxed the
aristocracy of nations.
If I find myself in the position of an advisor to today's governments then that
is something I have not consciously aspired to do, it just evolved to be that
way. My advice is very general, and all advice is public and available to all
equally, and in that the Government of Iraq finds herself having no particular
advantage.
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My extended hand of friendship to the Aborigines of Australia is the same
hand that reaches out to the American Indians, the Eskimos of Northern
Canada or Chinese and Tibetans. My position as Lion of the Tribe of Judah
is an advisory one and contains no REAL power. I rule by the power of
persuasion, logic and reason, and those rulers that see no logic in my public
statements, or have political reasons for not accepting my advice, are outside
of my sphere of influence.
I am also not trying to precipitate tyranny or "holocaust" upon any people,
but I expect ALL PEOPLES to live by a standard of ethics which will
guarantee them freedom from the possibility of that ever happening to them.
ISRAEL TODAY DOES NOT LIVE BY A PHILOSOPHY WHICH CAN
GIVE HER THAT SENSE OF SECURITY. Israel's absence of feeling
secure is not the Arab's fault, just like it was not the German's fault when
Jews became persecuted there. It was the Jews' fault who conducted
themselves by a socially unacceptable standard within the national borders
of Germany. The Jews in Germany and Russia became an alien nation
within two nations, and while this alien "fifth column" power succeeded in
Russia by killing off her monarchy, it failed to do so in Germany under
Hitler, and was made to pay a heavy price for Germany's insubordination to
the "fifth column" power of the Jews.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 04:12pm Jul 9, 1999 GMT (#34 of 40)

WARNING to Laith and Qirdad!
Uthrania Seila, the Arab prophetess of all of the Brotherhood/Sisterhood
of Light, is at this time under heavy protection, and I am not amused that
you, Qirdad Mirdan and Laith Al Seleh, are uttering public death threats
against the lady, who is the most powerful person of the Arab world in

her role as Allah's holy prophetess, mediating between Himself and his
people like Mohammed of 12 centuries ago! Should you or your

cohorts so much as ATTEMPT to come within mere firing range of the

Prophetess with the intent to do her harm, you will NOT come out of it
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alive. You also insult her holy being and speak blasphemies against Lord
Gabriel and the holy Creator.

As a reminder and warning to you and your ilk, who have decided to join
the fools of the past, who have killed God's true prophets of past ages,
let me remind you of what I as the Lion of the Tribe of Judah wrote to
Iraq.netters in past days of their own folly:

Your laughter on Seila will turn into a ghastly howl when you will see with
your own eyes that indeed she is what she always claimed to be: ALLAH'S
ARAB PROPHETESS, SENT TO YOU FOR YOUR LAST CHANCE OF FREEDOM
FROM POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS SUPERSTITION - and you blew it!! Go

then down into the annals of history and time to join the many of your
fathers, whose only reputation consisted of stoning true prophets to
death for not being able to endure their message!
And here is a special warning to you two and all of your own hateful kind
from the Archangel Gabriel himself:

Lord and Master, the Archangel GABRIEL:
....Be of a watchful eye for us, for your brother Sananda will be seen from
afar to approach within your vicinity. Be watchful, my beloved daughter,
for those of strictly your own kind, for they will bring you further Light.
WHOMSOEVER DARES FROM THIS EQUATION ON SO MUCH AS TOUCH A
SINGLE HAIR UPON YOUR DUSTY BROWN HAIR WILL BE GUARANTEED A
LIFE SPAN OF ONLY A FEW SECONDS EARTHLY TIME! ...................Master
Gabriel, your father.
The three ugly letters written by Laith al Saleh, Quirdad Mirdan and cohort were deleted
from this record.
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Reni Sentana-Ries - 08:32pm Jun 28, 1999 GMT (#2 of 4)

Rediscover your COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS!
The article above is heart wrenching in its display of reality in Iraq. In order to
understand the Prophetess correctly in her fiery condemnation of even the
slightest injustice done toward any of her kin you need to learn more about what
"collective consciousness" is all about and then proceed to develop that long
forgotten yet still slumbering resource in yourself. The more scattered and
fragmented your own consciousness is, the less you will be able to feel of and
participate in the suffering of your fellow man around you. You will live a life
almost without compassion and feeling. Your ambitions will be selfish and your
emotions will be detached from the plight of others around you.
The Prophetess has a highly developed sense of collective consciousness, which
tears at her heart as she sees what is being done to her people in Iraq in
particular. This collective consciousness can also be called a "spirit of oneness."
In higher evolved societies of other star systems this consciousness of oneness
is so strong, that even physical pain, or conversely, the emotion of joy of one is
shared and physically felt by all.
We on earth are a long way away from that kind of strong emotional collective
sensing, however an increased awareness of the need for a greater portion of
sensing the desperation of the people in Iraq on the basis of feeling one with
them may just help us along the road to a greater degree of compassion for our
fellow man.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------The Prophetess - 02:44pm Jun 30, 1999 GMT (#3 of 4)
Words by Lord and Master Teacher Sananda Esu Jmmanuel
[Quote]
HELP YOURSELF TO THE WINE!
Brilliant is your scheme to duplicate the words of which you use as treason, placing upon
the altar of truth that which manifests itself as being of my blood! Not in the least amused
am I at this, for what I said was:
"Place upon the altar of non-acclamation that variable truth, that all ordinances - other
than that which I profess as being of my way and the way of my father's - and obliterate
that half formed truth from forming an episode of its own into reverberating dialogue.
And by this my friends, I simply mean that the true source of consciousness must uphold
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the true essence of procreating within the universal vibrations all that merits it's goodly
worth. Naught indeed, do ye ever intend on sending even one iota of a derogatory remark
upon the ethers of consciousness, without serious repercussions."
And to my disciples did I add:
"THIS WINE, WHICH I DRINK, AND SHARE WITHIN THE BROTHERHOOD OF ALL
DIVINE LIGHT, DO I OFFER UP TO MY FATHER, EMBRACING THE TRUTH OF
ALL REALITY. DO THIS, YE ONES, THE SAME!"
"AND OF THE BREAD DO I BEQUEATH TO YE A LIKENESS OF THAT TOKEN OF
THAT MEAT OF THE BODY, WHICH SUFFERS IN LIKENESS WITH ALL MEN OF
NATURAL AND BODILY CAUSES. YE ARE IN ALL MANNER FLESH OF MY FLESH."
"IN A WAY THAT MEN NEED NOT PERISH BY THEIR OWN HANDS, DISGUISE THE
EFFORT OF THE UNHOLY WITH NAUGHT BUT THEIR OWN STRINGENT EFFORT,
TO PROPORT UNTO YOU THAT DESIRE TO AFFILIATE YOUR SUSTENANCE
WITH A HOLY RECKONING. GIVE GLORY THEREFORE UNTO THE SUPPLIER OF
ALL WHICH LIES BEYOND THE REASONING OF MEN, FOR UNTO YOU DO I
SUPPLEMENT YOUR DIET WITH FOOD FOR THE SOUL!"
Not at any time did I concoct the story, that the wine of drink and the food for eat was in
the least to represent the stricken state of my body. Nauseating at the least is the idea that
you would, in my place, reiterate my words into a like-mindedness with that of your
father, the devil. A boatload of conspirers are ye all, and for the record then will your
names so be stricken out of the final accord of the Book of Life, which every man, woman,
and child, places record upon each and every thought, word, and deed, into complete
placement for the ever searching journey into the realms of "what is truth, and what is
not."
Your epitaph has finally been formulated, and an acquittal of a sorts is upon your head
as I lead my people by hand and by head away from your domains of unrighteous justice!
By way of literary contempt for my words of this day you decide to place yourselves as
the "god-sent" of the world, caution ye with this: The next one, who does see of himself to
react with a swift and unstable attitude henceforth will see himself brought to his knees
before public display by one or another of my people! For my people know my name and
are called of my choice, and that in declaring of the truth, of which I speak, have chosen
to submit unto themselves the true prophecies of the past in all their untarnished form of
today!
Then will these, my people, not serve within themselves to overreact insofar as the demise
of an entire nation of thieves, who, in the past, present, as well as future, have done ought
but to contribute to the demise of an entire nation of the flock of the Nazarene? Naught
only have ye ones done to these, my people, but throughout the very nations, which
despise of your unethical conduct toward their cultures, have ye displayed yourselves to
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have reacted toward their curt responses of "Who are you?" with the words "We are of a
higher court, and will therefore supplement your people with gifts and posturing, if you
return your gifts into our midst with humility and thankfulness, and turn from your
wicked ways and serve our god!"
Gracious beings, do you not know of that which you have done to others? You
cantankerous lot of reptilian snakes! Ye ones have in fact sought to establish for
yourselves an empire entirely run by throwing lots as to who will "cream the crop" before
the sun goes down! Now, if that in itself is not a paraphrase of all extraordinary precepts,
then I find myself not in the mood to even relish thoughts of that which degree ye
will find yourselves in when my retirement is over! Through you and your kind will I net
an agreement with the angels as to which domain of hell, manufactured through your
own atrocities, you will end up in. So be it therefore, that the saints stand together in
reckoning the laws of God!
I AM THAT I AM. SANANDA out for this current display. Pick up protocols
tomorrow. Adieu.
[end quote, scribed by the pen of Uthrania Seila Arab prophetess and scribe]
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 03:06am Jun 10, 1999 GMT (#9 of 38) ! Posted on the discussion
forum of Arabia.com.

You are underestimating the quality of Arab leadership
Dear Abdul, the Arab world got messed up by western imperialism drawing
artificial lines in the sand and dividing one Arab brother from another. The
rulers of these fragmented states then became duped into acceptance of
western currency with all its ills of usury, debt and taxation.
But remember, those are mistakes of the past which will not necessarily be
repeated. I have NOT lost faith in true Arab leadership, one, which will unite
all Arab brothers under a common ideal of what their societies should look
like. When all have grasped that ideal, then watch true unity of Arab brother
nations come to pass under excellent Arab leadership. Western ways of
doing things are poison for the soul of a true Arab.
Reply:
abdul bar - 09:28am Jun 10, 1999 GMT (#10 of 38)
Leadership
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Reni Sentana-Ries, I would like to take issue with your following statement: <<Western
ways of doing things are poison for the soul of a true Arab.>>
I do not think the issue is the 'soul' of an Arab; rather it is the social/mental state one finds
one's self in. The 'soul' is a by-product of the social and emotional well-being of one's
community. If a community is characterized by openness, tolerance, and etc, then, the
'soul' of that community and its members will have enough built-in defenses to ward off
threats. The {Western} ways of today remind me very much of the Arab culture when it
was vibrant and active. Furthermore, how do we know that the {Western} ways of today
are really a stage that symbolizes a level of social development, and not Western or Arab
as we often refer to them? After saying all the above, I have a feeling that you have used
the word "soul" in a metaphoric way!
{Poison to the soul????}, seems too abstract or unclear for me to swallow!
Reni Sentana-Ries - 10:21pm Jun 10, 1999 GMT (#11 of 38)

Dear Abdul Bar,
When I speak of "soul" of an Arab, I intended to mean it in the sense of an
Arab's emotional or moral nature. A person whose "soul" is not healthy is
sickly and unstable in body and spirit. The Western world is devoid of
"soul." In that world there exists an illusion of prosperity, for they seem to
have everything one needs for a "good life," but behind that facade busyness hides the ugly reality of servitude to economic despotism which the
people slave away under, driven by sheer necessity for survival.
All this has robbed Western culture of its "soul" and made them mean,
selfish and brutal. The "soul" of a nation needs nurtured in order to resurrect
its cultural beauty. And the only way one can do this is by making the
people happy again. Openness and tolerance is not enough to restore the
"soul" of a nation sufficiently for the people to keep slavery to a debauched
system from their midst. What you observe as Western efficiency is nothing
but the end product of exploitation by financial/economic overlords, having
killed the "soul" of the people and presiding as slave masters over masses
robbed of their culture.
abdul bar - 08:06pm Jun 11, 1999 GMT (#12 of 38)
Emotional/moral nature of NON-Arabs vs Arabs!
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Reni Sentana-Ries speaks of Arab soul in the following sense: <When I speak of "soul"
of an Arab, I intended to mean it in the sense of an Arab's emotional or moral nature.>
"...Arab's emotional or moral nature", you say. Does that mean other people do not have
emotional or moral nature or that other's emotional and/or moral nature are different
{inferior/superior} to/from that of the Arabs?

Reni Sentana-Ries - 02:13am Jun 12, 1999 GMT (#13 of 38)

Dear Abdul Bar,
Not at all, Abdul. All people have a "soul" in the form of their culture. The
"soul" of a nation is always positive and wholesome, regardless of race. It is
reflected in cultural uniqueness and is never a threat to the soul of a different
culture. A cruel economic system however can make that soul sick and
dying. And a society without a "soul" has no culture and is dead. The soul of
no culture is superior, howbeit distinct. My reference to the "soul" as being
of emotional or moral nature was gleaned from the Franklin dictionary, and
may have been inadequate in describing its true meaning.

abdul bar - 02:16pm Jun 12, 1999 GMT (#14 of 38)
cruel economic system
Assuming that we agree that arab countries have economic systems, I wonder about,(A
cruel economic system however can make that soul sick and dying), how the economic
systems in the arab countries nurture or deprive the individual and/or societal arab soul?

Reni Sentana-Ries - 08:02pm Jun 13, 1999 GMT (#16 of 38)

Cruel Economic System
That is easy to answer: The importation of the western way of "doing
business" into the heartlands of Arab people kill their "soul" in the
sense of making Arab people slaves to the system:
They have a 9 to 5 job, or be unemployed, the paycheck has little purchasing
power, is insufficient to feed the family and pay for shelter, father pays taxes
to boot, is dead tired at night to play with the children, gets stressed
out and is snappy to his wife and children, family becomes alienated,
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financial demands cannot be met, house payment comes before good food,
transportation costs are rising, but paycheck remains the same, every
move they make costs money, and on and on it goes... That is the life
which kills the soul of a nation.

abdul bar - 07:16am Jun 14, 1999 GMT (#17 of 38)
Soul...Non Economic definition.
Reni Sentana-Ries, you seem to be saying that Capitalism trashes the soul of a nation. In
essense, you are opposing the rational calculation of the individual in his/er persuit of
what is deemed beneficial to that person? Or is it you are saying individual
<<rationality>> should be subservient to the whims of the collective? Sort of tribal setup?
Here is a paragraph I copied from an article by Edward Saeed on the Palestinian issue. It
seems to have something to do with Soul.
Fanon was right when he said to Algerians in 1960 that just to substitute an Algerian
policeman for a French one is not the goal of liberation: a change in consciousness is.
And the likelihood of that change is slowly being eroded in the current vogue for
seminars, funding missions, and project reports. We need to concentrate on the collective
destiny of the Palgoal of liberation: a change in consciousness is. And the likelihood of
that change is slowly being eroded in the current vogue for seminars, funding missions,
and project reports. We need to concentrate on the collective destiny of the Palestinian
people, however utopian and irrelevant it may now see

Reni Sentana-Ries - 06:00pm Jun 15, 1999 GMT (#18 of 38)

Abdul Bar,
Yes, Capitalism trashes the soul of a nation. Capitalism is "profits for
the owners of industry, but not the people." Capitalism is serfdom for
the people. Capitalism makes people produce not for the purpose of
filling their own basic needs, but to generate more purchasing power for
those, who already have more than enough of this world's luxury.
Capitalism denies the people access to their own productive capacity. It
puts people under survival stress and makes bad fathers and husbands out
of good ones. It is a breeding ground for family decay and its children
are frustrated and alienated with society, because it cannot offer them
the "soul" of cultural security.
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abdul bar - 07:21pm Jun 15, 1999 GMT (#19 of 38)
Happy Cows Do Not Produce More Milk
Reni Sentana-Ries, you say: <<Capitalism denies the people access to their own
productive
capacity.>>
It seems that you think productivity under capitalism is an alienated and a false form of
productivity; such activity is a heartless or "soul-less" chore. Assertion such as this, if I
read your statement correctly, flies in the face of the unsurpassed artistic and literary
output of individuals under capitalism. Science and technology, of say, the USA, the
prophet of capitalism, is second to none.
Are you saying that members of a tribe in Afghanistan have more access to their
productive capacity than dairy farmers in Ohio or in Holland? I think the idea behind
your statement was coined/meant for a different time and social arrangments that no
longer exist. It was meant for a linear perception of change which history has shown to be
inadequate if not down right wrong.

Reni Sentana-Ries - 03:03am Jun 17, 1999 GMT (#21 of 38)

Reply for Mr. Abdul Bar,
The technical answer to your question you will find in the Business forum
under the folder of "IMF and World Bank International Financiers - a deadly
plague!" No, I am not saying that members of a tribe in Afghanistan have a
greater access to their productive capacity than dairy farmers in Ohio, for
Afghanistan operates under the iron hand of capitalism in the sense that
there capitalism as well as religious misguidance guarantees poverty for the
people.
It is interesting that you perceived my statement to be belonging "to a
different time which no longer exists." I have come to return to the people
access to their own production (with the help of many noble friends).
Eons ago that access was lost and no era in man's history has come
along to give it back to them. A sincere and final effort is being made
now to restore it. But remember one thing: When evacuation time
comes, only the faithful to ideals of a righteous society will qualify for
removal.
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abdul bar - 02:13pm Jun 17, 1999 GMT (#22 of 38)
Before The Evacuation????
Reni Sentana-Ries: You say you have come to: return to the people access to their
productivity.
how? what is this 'EVACUATION'?

Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:38pm Jun 18, 1999 GMT (#23 of 38)

Mr. Abdul Bar,
I said "production", not productivity. There are two ways to do it: Revamp
the financial system from a debt-based system to a credit-based system, or
abolish all currency everywhere and make the purchase order your recorded
means of payment. On small items like food and hardware for the people,
which are items usually paid for by cash of course no purchase order is
required. They would all be free for the asking.
Common sense says that one leaves the house when it is on fire. This
“
house" (earth) is about to "get on fire", so to speak, and it is always
common practice among intergalactic societies to leave when their abode is
about to become demolished.
Remember the meteorites hitting Jupiter in 1995 I believe it was? Their
residents took to their (space) ships and left well before the impact to return
when it is safe again. And since we don't have space craft like they do, we
highly depend on our extraterrestrial friends to come before the "breakers"
hit the continents in order to transport us to safety. I have much more
confidence in their expertise of removing me to safety than I would
otherwise if granted a ticket to the ISS space module.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------What is your relation to this Prophetess, you seem to be a spokesperson
for her...How did you get chosen? a male spokesperson? or is she you?
The mind is gender neutral, if you know what I mean. {no offense
intended}
Reni Sentana-Ries - 07:22pm Jun 19, 1999 GMT (#34 of 38)
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Reply (2) to Abdul Bar,
No, I am not the Prophetess's spokes person. She not only got tired of
responding to negative postings, but has more important things to attend to.
The answers I am giving you are mine, and not hers. Yes, the "universal
mind" is akin to "God." With respect to an event as important as the
evacuation of Jupiter prior to the meteorites' impact it is not difficult for her
to contact individual consciousnesses either involved in the evacuation or
those who know all about it. I merely chose to call her contacts "universal
mind." That is all.
Her call to prophethood has nothing to do with women's liberation. The idea
that only men should be prophets is as obsolete as the universe is old. That
understanding is a sorry remnant of outmoded male paternistic attitude and
has nothing to do with how God runs his universe.
Equality between man and woman is absolute. The fact that she is with me
now is evidence of pure divine intervention for the purpose of her protection
as well as the manifestation of my own calling as the Lion of the Tribe of
Judah. Call it divine ordination, if you will.
Yes, this planet will become unstable in its rotational spin. Watch the North
Star. When it begins to throw arcs you know that the end is near! The
prophetess and I, including all of our loyal friends, will have evacuated by
the time oceanic tidal waves strike the continents.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------abdul bar - 07:51pm Jun 19, 1999 GMT (#35 of 38)
One of the Tribes is Lost.
Reni Sentana-Ries....is Lion of the Tribe of Judah.
What an awesome responsibility!
I wonder how HER answers to the questions would be. She is doing MORE important
things, you say? What more than getting new believers in Her?

Reni Sentana-Ries - 09:30pm Jun 21, 1999 GMT (#36 of 38)
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Follow the Spirit within, the Prophetess says!
Uthrania does not seek followers - she has said that on many occasions.
What she expects however is that people "follow the spirit within" for
that spirit never leads one astray, since that is the part of the human
being, which is in dire need of evolvement. I have also heard her tell
people many times that "all knowledge is within you!" And from the basis
of that type of self-recognition it will become easy to follow the
spirit of truth within.
"It is that 'truth within' which links you back home to the Creator."
she says. The "more important things" of her duties of today are not
subject to gossip over the net. She stands aloof of concerns whether she
is "liked" or "disliked" for the message she has for her people. The
consequences of doubt toward her message will always be on the heads of
those who make of themselves infidels.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 12:52pm Jul 16, 1999 GMT (#17 of 21)
Laith, timing is essential for any good endeavor to succeed.
During the last 3 decades Saddam Hussein with the help of the Baath party and the RCC has laid
the ground work for what is happening today. The devastation upon Iraq as a nation was not his
fault, but rests with religious fanaticism on one hand (exportation of Islamic revolution) and
Zionism/British-American Imperialism on the other. Saddam's ideals were not imperialistic, but
rather nationalistic, and he never displayed ambition to invade neighbour countries for the sake of
ruling over them.
Kuwait cannot be counted in as a separate country, for it was stolen from Iraq by the British, and
he merely went in to reclaim Iraq's territory. The other reason for Iraq's take-over of Kuwait was
Kuwait's thievery of Iraq's oil by side-drilling into Iraq's oil reserves. The eight year war with Iran
was a price to be paid for maintaining Iraq's freedom from political rule by religious fanatics.
Had Iraq's Government not survived against the severe onslaught from state enemies in the form
of Islamic radicals, Zionists, CIA covert operations using Kurds and Shiites plus all those
uninformed Iraqi turncoats/traitors, then all hope for a better future for Iraq as well as many other
Arab and non-Arab nations would have become lost.
Saddam had no choice but to survive intact, for he was selected by the Masters of this Universe
as Leader for a political/economic set of nations functioning in political/economic harmony (as
opposed to confrontation/competition). His survival was also necessary for the Prophetess to
become heard world-wide and the Lion of the Tribe of Judah to be noticed as the spiritual
representative of all caucasian nations.
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The people of this world have to become 1) ENLIGHTENED by truth, and 2) set free from abject
poverty. Saddam, the RCC, the loyal Iraqi patriots and Iraq as a sovereign nation had to survive
intact in order to carry the aforementioned blessings to the world.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 10:35am Jun 1, 1999 GMT (#1 of 18) !

You argue while your house is on fire!! (Speaking on the contention between
India and Pakistan over the Province of Kashmir)

When will you two governments ever wake up to the realization that
INDIA IS NO THREAT TO PAKISTAN and PAKISTAN IS NO THREAT TO

INDIA, JUST AS YOUR RIGHT HAND IS NO THREAT TO YOUR LEFT HAND
AND YOUR HEAD IS NO THREAT TO YOUR FEET?!

It does not matter who CONTROLS Kashmir, what matters is whether the
people who live in Kashmir are happy!! If there should be any rivalry

between the two of you, then it should consist of a contest between who
can best deliver that happiness. INDIA AND PAKISTAN, YOU ARE

BROTHERS WHO OUGHT TO RISE ABOVE PETTY ISSUES OF RELIGION OR
ECONOMIC JEALOUSY.

You both have a common enemy much more powerful than any of your

neighbour states. And here I am not even speaking of the United States
and Britain - I SPEAK OF A TYRANNY WHICH HAS PLACED EVERY

COUNTRY ON EARTH IN BONDAGE TO ITS DIABOLICAL FINANCIAL

DECREES - AND YOU TWO ARE DEPLETING YOUR STRENGTH IN FIGHTING
EACH OTHER!!
Listen to me, my brothers, IT MAY JUST TAKE THE COMBINED MILITARY
FORCES OF ALL COUNTRIES DESIRING FREEDOM FROM FINANCIAL

SLAVERY IN ORDER TO SHAKE THAT POISONOUS VIPER OFF YOUR DOOR

AND EVERYONE ELSE'S DOORSTEP WHO WISHES FOR ONCE TO ENJOY TRUE
LIBERTY!!
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The strength of both of your nations are needed at this time in order to
deal with the enemy of civilization. Don't look for petty issues to fight

and squabble over. Your problems are bigger than Kashmir. You are also
MY brothers and sisters, and I don't like it when you argue because both
of you are unhappy!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 11:26pm Jun 5, 1999 GMT (#3 of 18)

Dear Mr. Mowla,
When it comes to the issue of bringing happiness to people I don't
understand why you deem it necessary that Kashmir must belong to
India in order for 200 million Indian Muslims to not see bad days. I do
understand however that the rule of a Caliph could make a difference
in bringing that about. People's happiness is less determined by their
religious persuasion than by prevailing economic circumstances of
their home environment. Theoretically a Hindu India should be equally
efficient in bringing about a happy environment for people in Kashmir
than a Muslim Pakistan. If that cannot be said by either, then lack of
understanding of economic principles by their respective governments
coupled with religious bigotry is at the root of Kashmirian unhappiness.
Today the situation is this: Uthrania Seila is the prophet(ess) for the
Arab people. That position gives her the natural right to have a say in
the lives of her people when moral and ethical issues as well as the
emotional health of her people are being dealt with. She carries all
qualification of a true Caliph - and not only that - her placement into
this world at this given time extends over all Hindus as well. And why
is that so? Because she is Vishnu come back at the end of this age to
also give the people of India guidance. Her Arab ethnic nature does
not diminish that fact. Many times when I speak with her she tells me
of her extreme displeasure that her posterity from ancient India are
fighting and making their lives miserable. Should the contentions
between those two peoples continue, then she will speak out and call
them to their senses with all authority of Vishnu of ancient days. So
you see, there is no need for warfaring over matters of religion. The
Masters of the past are here again to give the people guidance and
wish to do this as an expression of true love for their people.
------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Reni Sentana-Ries - 02:14am Jun 10, 1999 GMT (#7 of 18)

Questions for Bigmouth,
In times like these with the world in a mess and at the end of an era - what
do YOU propose then must be done in order to salvage mankind from the
Fall and introduce a new era of peace and prosperity, which, by the way, is
expected to happen by about 75% of this planet's population around the year
2000 in its beginnings? And why do you insult Uthrania by discrediting her
calling as "the brain child of a sneaky Jew?" She has always said she was
Arab. Who do you think is the sneaky Jew behind her effort?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 10:29am Jul 1, 1999 GMT (#16 of 18)

Saeed, you are missing my point!
In all I say and post on these forums I speak from a higher plane of
ethical conduct which does not yet exist in sufficient force for the two
rivals Pakistan and India to stop fighting and recognize themselves as
belonging to one brotherhood. In that I am like a "voice crying in the
wilderness," and people like yourself think I am crazy for even
expecting such ethics from them.
But I don't care, because it is the personal responsibility of every
human being to be at peace with himself and, for that matter, EVEN
ALL OF CREATION!
Does that make me at fault then if I rise up to demand from them a
return to sanity? I think not, and if you think I am insane for doing so
then see for yourself whether that opinion of yours is shared by many.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 02:06pm Jun 29, 1999
Good man you are, JS! I hope the Prophetess's postings from her scribings are
not perceived as "religious," for if they are, then they will become misrepresented
and so will we ourselves be. Neither the Prophetess nor I are religious.
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To us only one thing matters, and that is reality, and reality is never religious.
When you say " Religion will not improve our people politically, economically, and
militarily......only politics can do that." I hope you don't mean the application of a
corrupt western style of politics.
A politician is one who is by nature a manipulator of public affairs towards his
own gain. The others are statesmen. A statesman's nature is to do his people
good, whereas a politician inflicts injury upon society he is temporarily in charge
of.
The reason Germany and Japan have been so successful after the war is
because the people of both nations are easily enslaved in return for guaranteed
survival. And here they work their little hearts out to prove to the world their
worth. But little do they understand that their natural inclination of being
industrious has been usurped by money people taking advantage of that trait to
profit from it. Our goal in life should not be to become fully employed in
regimentation, but rather to work towards forming a society lacking of no item of
luxury and still have lots of time for ourselves in learning and reflection upon the
finer things of life and building our cultural uniqueness.
Advanced technology, automation and robotics can give us that much soughtafter lifestyle of comfort, security and ease-of-mind, provided we learn how to
direct the benefit of automated processes back into the hands of the people in
the form of their own production. And here I am not talking about "taking from the
rich and giving to the poor." The education you are talking about should also
include education in the higher values of (spiritual) life - i.e. an understanding of
realities of the universe! A big chapter! I hope to talk with you again, JS. ...my
best regards! (Last sentence slightly modified from the original posting).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------j s - 12:03pm Jul 19, 1999message to Laith, the sharamoot sand monkey with no education I
hope you were not making fun of Jesus by using H. as his middle initial. You are a piece of trash
that has no legitimacy in Iraq (thank god) or any Arab state for that matter and if you ever decided
to go and visit there, you will definitely not be safe.
I, on the other hand, can go there and visit and as a proud Arab, I would have nothing to fear.
You need to get a damn education and if not, you need to be locked up like an animal until you
learn your lesson. I am SO HAPPY with what is done in Iraq on an every day basis with people
like you. I LOVE it! The whole Arab Nation needs to be adopting these policies because Arabs
need a stick on their heads at all times these days. This way, we can clean up the FILTH like you
and make the Arab people strong again!rooh hut kharra ala rasuk ya kharra ibn
sharmoota!english translation: Go put shit on your head you son of a whore!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 12:05am May 11, 1999 GMT (#9 of 23)

Bruce, you mean well, but.....
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....all religionists are misguided. All believe in a poisonous mixture of truth and
error. They have been given a meal, delicious and appetizing to behold, but the
enemy has come and poisoned it! And those who fall for the delicacy of this meal
are dying in error, AND THEY DON'T EVEN KNOW IT!
Just look at the fruit of "Christianity"! All we see is division, contention and
bloodshed of the present and past. Look at the religion of Islam! These people
cannot recognize truth even if you rub their noses in it! Why? BECAUSE THEY
HAVE LIKEWISE BEEN POISONED BY THEIR RELIGIOUS LEADERS OF THE
PAST TO BELIEVE MANY THINGS WHICH ARE NOT ACCURATE BY THE
STANDARD OF UNIVERSAL REALITY!!
The Jews expect a true prophet of today to write consistent with the Torah, the
Christians expect to see a true prophet of today upholding the Bible, the LatterDay-Saints expect their Book of Mormon upheld by the revelations of a true
prophet and the Muslims say Allah has ceased to call prophets any more, but
expect any new discoveries in knowledge to be in harmony with the Q'ran.
Yet a true prophet like Mohammed IS NOT BOUND BY ANY PRECONCEIVED
NOTION OF WHAT TRUTH IS - be that notion religious, political, historical or
purely spiritual. All religions have some truth, but none have all the truth. The
truth in fullness can only be revealed by a true prophet, but no true prophet will
give the people more truth than they are ready for. Otherwise the most holy
words will be cast out before the "swine" to be defiled. And what in finality is the
test for a true prophet? Not public recognition of the type you are expecting of
her, not recognition by religious leaders or Heads of State, not the verdict of the
religious masses - but MANIFESTATION!
You and others better hold your tongue before quickly pronouncing Uthrania
Seila a false prophetess lest you condemn yourself before the world for having
discredited a true prophet as a false one when that prophet's words begin to
MANIFEST for all to see.
And now let me quote to you the words of Nighthawk when Uthrania came under
severe attack by people from Iraq.net who have the BBS forum monopolized
there: He says:
"Your laughter on Seila will turn into a ghastly howl when you will see with
your own eyes that indeed she is what she always claimed to be: ALLAH'S
ARAB PROPHETESS, SENT TO YOU FOR YOUR LAST CHANCE OF
FREEDOM FROM POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS SUPERSTITION - AND YOU
BLEW IT!! Go then down into the annals of history and time to join the
many of your fathers, whose only reputation consisted of stoning true
prophets to death for not being able to endure their message! - Nighthawk."
(end quote).
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 06:33pm May 25, 1999 GMT (#13 of 66)

Zionism falls within the laws of physics
To Farabi, Dave Fagan and Abdussalam, Every action demands an equal and
opposite reaction. Zionism has fought with fire, assassinations, wars, bombs,
technology, deceit, betrayal, blackmail, bribes, and everything else which is
unethical in order to achieve its goals. In other words: Zionism has used FORCE!
Saddam understands laws of physics and applied FORCE against Zionist
imposition. Zionism reacted using its traditional means of FORCE. But Zionism's
resources of the use of force are not unlimited. As it depletes its energy of force
causing destruction in Iraq and Yugoslavia it becomes weaker.
Furthermore Zionism never had an ethical advantage in the area of philosophy
and reason. It cannot prevail on even the most feeble argument of ethics and
civility. Other nations and the people can see for themselves that the philosophy
of Zionism is empty of even one morsel of ethical strength.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 11:38pm Jun 11, 1999 GMT (#27 of 66)

Dear Sami Ala-Dean,
Your skepticism has nothing to offer the world to make it a better place. You
have no solution for the mess this world is in. The prophetess Uthrania and I
do, and it is written all over this forum! A successful implementation of
everything we are presenting at this location upon the world scene will not
only raise Iraq out of its ashes, but salvage mankind from its fallen
condition.
How can one speak of a New Era, if that era does not include a state of
happiness for the people to enjoy? And after all is said and done, one thing
will remain as firm and tall as Mount Everest, and that is: NO ONE, NOT
THE CATHOLIC CHURCH, NOT ISLAM, NOT CHRISTIANITY, NOT
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, WHO ALL GEAR UP TO
INTRODUCE TO HUMANITY THE NEW MILLENNIUM WITH MUCH
FANFARE, WILL SUCCEED IN USHERING IN A BETTER TIME FOR
THE PEOPLE OF THIS PLANET! Why? BECAUSE THEY NEED THE
KEY TO DO IT!! What I'm saying is this: UNLESS UTHRANIA AND I
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ARE PERMITTED TO COME TO THE FOREFRONT OF WORLD
AFFAIRS, THERE WILL BE NO NEW ERA FOR HUMANITY!! You
may say: "But you splashed the secrets of your program all over this forum.
The smart ones may just figure it out, implement it, and - BINGO - have a
new era without you two!"
Wrong! The last few pieces of the puzzle are like an ace up our sleeve, and if
that ace will not be added to the rest of the deck, then the game is lost for the
world, and you all will march into doomsday! And don't tell me, there will
be a bright future for you because you are young and have much energy and
a long life to live. Just ask the scientists for how much longer this planet will
hold out against the abuse by man. If they are honest they will tell you,
because they are good in mathematics - (if they are allowed to tell you, but I
know they are not). I know the answer, but I will not tell you. I am not in the
business of spreading fear, but rather hope, and showing the people how
they can survive the "crunch," so to speak. Presumptuous? Not at all, for we
are the masters of our craft.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 07:08pm Jun 13, 1999 GMT (#30 of 66)

Don't hide behind a narrow issue!
Dear Sami Ala-Dean, as tragic as the calamity on the Iraqi people is, what
is going on at this time in man's history goes beyond just Iraq and who

does and who does not rule in Iraq. Iraq will recover after the Americans
are gone, just like Germany and Japan did after their devastations (also
inflicted with American help). Mesopotamia (Iraq) is the "cradle of

civilization," and the new civilization (era) will be built from the ruins of
Iraq under the leadership of the same man, who continually is being
blamed for Iraq's trouble.

His good intentions with not only Iraq, but all Arab states he could never
materialize, because almost all refused to work with him by reason of

their selfish alliance with the Zionist west. But soon he will be vindicated
as an innocent man and be able to fulfill his life-long dream of a unified
Arab world. He will find to his own amazement, that the nature of his
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union in true national brotherhood with other Arab states extends far

beyond Arab peoples, for many other nations will come running wanting
to become part of the "good thing" and not be left out of the blessings of
true liberty. And he will have no problem accepting them, for the nature
of the new alliance is so easily expandable to also include countries,

whose population is neither Arab nor Muslim. History is formulated more

by events than by time, and here the Prophetess and myself think more in
terms of events (past, present and future) all combined into one final
outcome.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 07:45am May 24, 1999 GMT (#16 of 62)

Good question, SJR!
However it would not be wise for me to reveal my incarnational identity to the
public, other than to say that I am the Lion of the Tribe of Judah. Let the Mystic
remain a mystic.
My source of information? I opened my eyes to see and my ears to hear. That
must be an ongoing process in a person's life, for not all truth comes to us
instantly as we train ourselves to listen and see. The information I share with you
took me over 50 years of walking around with my eyes open and my ears
unstopped. And so I share with you some insights in the hopes of helping you a
little along the way of discovering truth for yourself. The opportunity to learn is
here, just seize it and help yourself in your own soul progression UPWARD. THE
TRUTH IS OUT THERE! Just go and look for it. - Reni Sentana-Ries.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 09:47pm May 25, 1999 GMT (#13 of 40)
THE PROPHETESS WANTS TO GO HOME!
The Prophetess wishes to go home to be with her own kind of people. The country she has
chosen to go to is Iraq. She expects the respective governments (Iraq and Canada) to make all
necessary arrangements for safe passage as quickly as possible. I, Reni Sentana-Ries, under
who's custody and protection Uthrania has lived for the last five and a half years, wish to see full
cooperation by all government officials who are involved in her transfer to the country of her
choice. - (Signature) Reinhard G. Mueller.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:14pm May 16, 1999 GMT (#10 of 136)
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Mr. mm, Saddam never acted subservient to anyone!
Saddam Hussein has been the most consistent Iraqi leader I have ever seen.
He has only one agenda, and that is his own. For as long as he has been in
power he always told the people about the evils of Zionism. He has never
been two-faced and never will be. The CIA has a character profile on him
and that is why American bombs on Iraq don't stop raining: HE WILL
REMOVE THE WORLD EVIL OF ZIONISM, AND WHOEVER
STANDS IN HIS WAY OF ACHIEVING THAT GOAL WILL BE
REMOVED ALSO! This should be a sufficient enough warning to people
who are defending Zionist policies and goals.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 10:09am May 17, 1999 GMT (#12 of 136)
Omar Masry,
You make my blood boil calling Saddam a puppet and a donkey's ass, you insolent liar! If he
were what you call him he would have been knocked off his throne a long time ago, yet the
combined effort of the two Zionist puppets Bush and Clinton have not been able to remove him!
And they never will, for Saddam Hussein will pull the Arab nations together and lead them in true
Arab unity.
You have the mentality of an ostrich when the temperature is too hot. And while the track record
of some Arab nations has been one of alliance with western power and western money, that does
not mean they will continue to do so, for you must always remember, their leaders are Arab, and
have an Arab conscience and can recognize when Allah speaks to them through one of his
Masters. That is a factor you have not calculated into your equation of contempt for King
Fahd. - Reni Sentana-Ries.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 05:01pm May 17, 1999 GMT (#14 of 136)

To Khan Naveed,
On several occasions I have explained why a strong man like Saddam is needed
to lead the Arab States in face of Zionist perpetual aggression. It would not be
fair to the readers to keep repeating myself every time someone contradicts me.
The problem in the Middle East is not Saddam Hussein, it is Jewish American
British Financial Zionism enforced by their militaries. And you expect him to step
aside in order to stop the bombing? What guarantee do you have that the
bombing of Iraqi civilians will actually stop? The western political system is as
corrupt as the philosophy which controls them. Kuwait was stealing Iraqi oil
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and has been an Iraqi province before the British drew artificial lines into the
desert sand to isolate it from its homeland.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 04:29pm Jun 8, 1999 GMT (#30 of 136)

What do you mean: No light at the end of the tunnel for Iraq?!
Neither Iraq nor her government is guilty for what is being done to her as
a nation. Western military terrorism driven by selfish motives is the

culprit at the helm of all injustice towards Iraq. Universal rules for justice

will guarantee Iraq a full reprieve from arrogant Anglo-Saxon imposition,

and then Iraq will rebuild what was destroyed and shine in all glory of her
renewal as an example to all nations as having endured a great injustice
and prevailed in the end with Americans and British leaving in disgrace.
There is light at the end of the tunnel, for Iraq has on her side what the

American/British do not have: JUSTICE, NOR DO THEY HAVE A PROPHET

TO LEAD THEM SAFELY INTO THE NEXT ERA!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------Reni Sentana-Ries - 03:55am May 28, 1999 GMT (#1 of 39)
Follow the guidance of your prophetess Uthrania
The words of the Creator have given us a blueprint to follow. In it is divine wisdom. At times that
wisdom is full of surprises when presented to the limited mind of man. Yet therein lies man's
challenge: Learning to trust in higher wisdom, even though we cannot comprehend at first
sight its source of higher intelligence. The information must be accurate, then accepted and
acted upon. The result will not only be as expected, but also as predicted. That is how man
functions in his capacity as creator. It is alchemy in its purest form - also called quantum physics a creative process.
The new leaders of the Arab nations have a golden opportunity to apply what I have just said and
be successful in leading their people to prosperity and contentment. Unity is not weakness, it
shows strength of character combined with ego set aside. The people will love it. And I believe
that kind of unity has the energy sufficient to make the entire community of nations participants of
its blessings.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------abdul bar - 06:10pm Jun 18, 1999 GMT (#25 of 39)
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……….
As far as your statement: Their residents took to their (space) ships
and left well before the impact to return when it is safe again, I would
like to know how is this known to us humans. Why do you think we may
have to leave earth,,,why is the house on fire?

Reni Sentana-Ries - 02:26am Jun 19, 1999 GMT (#32 of 39)

Replying Abdul Bar
The Prophetess Uthrania Seila communicates with what you might call "the
universal mind." Why do we have to evacuate planet earth? Because it will
become unstable in its rotational spin.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------(copy of Laith's statement)
Laith Al Saleh - 07:07am Jul 22, 1999 GMT (#68 of 71)
Out with these Bastards! To hell with this prophet bs!
Dont you get it, you goons! The Iraqi people, as represented by a number of us here, reject your
cockamiemie religion! We have no time for your Hashish and your opium, we have reality to
build! Go back to the sewers where you belong, you whoresons! YOU ARE NOT WELCOME
HERE! You are not welcome in Iraq!

Reni Sentana-Ries - 07:01am Jul 23, 1999 GMT (#73 of 73)

What upset you so much, Laith?
I just wrote down a few ideas for the creation of a better society to live in and you
are flipping out in a temper tantrum! Would you rather continue living in this
world's hellish conditions as the 21st century arrives?
Furthermore the Prophetess and I are no bastards and our callings as prophets
are also no B.S. as you term our craft. And, no, we don't "get it." You don't like us
because your soul is black, and what we stand for is good, but we now get the
impression that you don't like things that are good. You seem to prefer bad
things.
A "goon" is a thug with intent to harm people, but I think you will have a difficult
time with proving that about us from all our postings, and not even in a million
years with all the help of your jewish friends will you succeed to convince the
people of ill intent for there is none.
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Then you made a rather ridiculous statement, which says that you and your
friends' posting here are representative of the Iraqi people. Really? For how
many years have you lived in New Zealand? If Iraq had been filled with your kind
of people, Iraq would have no civilized population today. So don't be quick to
conclude that the Iraqi people would reject the things the Prophetess and I say
on this forum, for it is better to let them speak for themselves than to pretend you
do it for them! They might just kick you in the teeth for saying such an outrageous
thing about them!
I looked up the word "cockamiemie" and could not find it - misspelled like that. I
think you mean "cockamamie." Right? Just ask around whether many people
share your opinion about our message being trifling and of little value in nature
as we speak of matters as serious as the end of this world! And we have also
never claimed that what we say is a religion. Every intelligent reader on this
forum can tell you that.
You may not want to spend your time in reading our heavy and serious material
because you don't want to become informed on matters of universal reality, but
that only adds to your problems in your aspiration of becoming the next ruler over
Iraq. Iraq already has an enlightened leader, but as you reject what we have
posted here, you condemn yourself to darkness, and a benighted ruler is the last
thing the intelligent people of Iraq would want. They have enough trouble as it is
with the Anglo-Saxon benighted mindset than to ever be asking for yours!
You live 4000 miles away from Iraq and pretend to speak for the Iraqi people? I
bet they'd cringe in disgust should they ever find out some day the things you
spoke to the Arab Prophetess and the Lion of the Tribe of Judah. For when they
will compare what we have spoken with your own aspirations as expressed all
over these forums, then they will in anger vow to never let the likes of you across
their holy border.
Then you say you are building a reality? Yes, but it is merely your own, and will
never fit into the lives of the Iraqi people, for your reality is as disgusting as your
language - sewer reference whoresons and all.
And lastly let me ask you this: Are you speaking for the webmaster and the
readers when you say that we are not welcome on this forum? Maybe you speak
for Zionist Jews! We know they don't like what we say here. And the Iraqi
government - do you speak for Saddam Hussein to boldly say we are not
welcome in Iraq? Are you the President of Iraq to make that statement?
What are you doing in New Zealand then? Are you in command of the Iraqi
police, military and officials to enforce what you speak?
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End of Part Two
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Part Three –Antithesis to Zionism

Antithesis to Zionism
by
Reni Sentana-Ries, The Lion of Judah

Man's Greatest Test for Evolutionary Advancement Correctly
Identified!
"It must be noted that men with bad instincts are more in number than the good, and
therefore the best results in governing them are attained by violence and terrorisation, and
not by academic discussions. Every man aims at power, everyone would like to become a
dictator if only he could, and rare indeed are the men who would not be willing to
sacrifice the welfare of all for the sake of securing their own welfare." - The Learned
Elders of Zion

"This quotation from the Protocols contains a description of
man's greatest test for evolvement, in that those who fail
condemn themselves to another bout of lessons at the wheel of
awful incarnations in order to learn from many horrific
experiences all over again that by well enforced universal
standards it is unacceptable to 'sacrifice the welfare of All for the
sake of securing one's own welfare.'"
- The Lion of Judah

The Greatest Zionist Error Ever
"Whether a State exhausts itself in its own convulsions, whether its internal discord
brings it under the power of external foes - in any case it can be accounted irretrievably
lost: IT IS IN OUR POWER. The despotism of Capital, which is entirely in our hands,
reaches out to it a straw that the State, willy-nilly, must take hold of: if not - it goes to the
bottom." - The Learned Elders of Zion (End quote)

"The assumption that no nation can survive without capital
(money) supplied by the Zionist Bankers at a destructive penalty
remains their most profound miscalculation of the Zionist
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movement, for not only is it possible to control capital (money) to
meet the needs of All, but the inherent flexibility of any
intelligent society contains within itself the ability to look after its
needs WITHOUT capital - just as the cultures of bees and ants
can well do WITHOUT IT!"
- The Lion of Judah

Righteous Rule is Reality and Strength Indeed!
"The political has nothing in common with the moral. The ruler who is governed by the
moral is not a skilled politician, and is therefore unstable on his throne. He who wishes to
rule must have recourse both to cunning and to make-believe. Great national qualities,
like frankness and honesty are vices in politics for they bring down rulers from their
thrones more effectively and more certainly than the most powerful enemy. Such
qualities must be the attributes of the kingdoms of the goyim, but we must in no wise be
guided by them." - The Learned Elders of Zion

"The virtues of frankness and honesty combined with righteous
rule are not by nature a mix which by necessity translate into
stupidity and weakness fit for the fall of a throne. If that indeed
were the case, then heaven had no power to coexist with hell. All
it takes for righteous rule to prevail is the application of a fist
equal to that which in the past has prevailed against all that is
good."
- The Lion of Judah

Armageddon
"Our power in the present tottering condition of all forms of power will be more
invincible than any other, because it will remain invisible until the moment when it has
gained such strength that no cunning can any longer undermine it." - The Learned Elders
of Zion

"WE, OF THE ROYAL FACTION OF DEBAUCHED
TANKARDS, DO HEREBY PLACE WITHIN OUR SEAL
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THAT MANDATORY STATEMENT OF FULFILMENT,
WHICH HAS LEFT US WITHOUT WORDS TO EVEN
PROTECT OURSELVES WITHIN THE PLUMAGE OF
DESPISED REVOLUTION!
"THIS, MY BROTHERS OF ELITIST FACTION, WAS IN
FACT PLACED WITHIN OUR GRAVE SITE FOR ALL
THOSE WHO MEDIATE AT THE FRONT, THAT FROM
THIS POINT FORTH WE HEREBY BROADSIDE HAVE
EXPOSED OURSELVES BY OUR VERY MANDATE.
"THE PEOPLE ARE WISE, IN THEY WILL PLACE ON OUR
GRAVE SITES THAT EPITOME WHICH STATES VERY
SIMPLY THAT 'ONLY THE STARS IN THEIR WISDOM
GAIN PRUDENCE TO RULE OVER US, FOR WE ARE THE
EPITOME OF THEIR GLORY!"
(Quotation by HATONN, Esquire of the Nations.
Scribed by the Prophetess Uthrania Seila.)

Zionism Runs on Democratic Fuel
"The abstraction of freedom has enabled us to persuade the mob in all countries that their
government is nothing but the steward of the people who are the owners of the country,
and that the steward may be replaced like a worn-out glove. It is this possibility of
replacing the representatives of the people which has placed them at our disposal, and, as
it were, given us the power of appointment." - The Learned Elders of Zion

"We have stated before that democracy is tyranny and merely
gives an illusion of freedom for the people to become entrapped
in as the Zionist Elite controls the administration of all affairs in
the country from the secrecy of their established conspiracy."
- The Lion of Judah
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United Nations Organization = International Zionism
"It is indispensable for our purpose that wars, so far as possible, should not result in
territorial gains: war will thus be brought on to the economic ground, where the nations
will not fail to perceive in the assistance we give the strength of our predominance, and
this state of things will put both sides at the mercy of our international agentur; which
possesses millions of eyes ever on the watch and unhampered by any limitations
whatsoever. Our international rights will then wipe out national rights, in the proper sense
of right, and will rule the nations precisely as the civil law of States rules the relations of
their subjects among themselves." - The Learned Elders of Zion

"National sovereignty is the most sacred trust any ruler can
engage himself in to protect. By its nature and definition national
sovereignty excludes even the notion that it should subject itself
to a super-government other than that of the principle of
Universal Oneness of all Lighted Beings throughout Creation.
A forceful imposition on sovereignty must be countered by a
rejection of the imposing body and not merely by a barrage of
words incapable of effecting a remedy. No national ruler will live
in peace together with his people unless 'millions of watching
eyes' belonging to the 'international agentur' have become
permanently blinded."
- The Lion of Judah

Righteous Despotism - An Essential Element of Paradise
"The blind cannot lead the blind without bringing them into the abyss; consequently,
members of the mob, upstarts from the people - even though they should be as a genius
for wisdom, yet having no understanding of the political - cannot come forward as
leaders of the mob without bringing the whole nation to ruin. Only one trained from
childhood for independent rule can have understanding of the words that can be made up
of the political alphabet.....
It is only with a despotic ruler that plans can be elaborated extensively and clearly in such
a way as to distribute the whole properly among the several parts of the machinery of the
State: from this the conclusion is inevitable that a satisfactory form of government for
any country is one that concentrates in the hands of one responsible person. Without an
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absolute despotism there can be no existence for civilization which is carried on not by
the masses but by their guide, whosoever that person may be. The mob is a savage and
displays its savagery at every opportunity. The moment the mob seizes freedom in its
hands it quickly turns to anarchy, which in itself is the highest degree of savagery." - The
Learned Elders of Zion

"Righteous rule can only be administered by persons imbued
with righteousness. It is not possible to achieve it by means of a
constitution, for a constitution places implementation of
righteousness into the hands of others with ill intent toward the
people. Therefore must the ruler have within his Office the power
to enforce righteous principle by despotism directed toward the
wicked, who wish to overturn paradise for gratification of selfish
desires."
- The Lion of Judah

Criteria for Maintaining Order in the Land
"In order to incite seekers after power to a misuse of power we have set all forces in
opposition one to another, breaking up their liberal tendencies towards independence. To
this end we have stirred up every form of enterprise, we have armed all parties, we have
set up authority as a target for every ambition. Of States we have made gladiatorial arenas
where a host of confused issues contend....A little more, and disorders and bankruptcy
will be universal....
Babblers inexhaustible have turned into oratorical contests the sittings of Parliament and
Administrative Boards. Bold journalists and unscrupulous pamphleteers daily fall upon
executive officials. Abuses of power will put the final touch in preparing all institutions
for their overthrow and everything will fly skyward under the blows of the maddened
mob." -The Learned Elders of Zion
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"A nation's stability and the security of her government is
predicated upon uncompromising loyalty of all her subjects,
whose duty it is to jealously guard their righteous ruler from all
harm against paid or unpaid 'agenturs' contracted directly or
indirectly by a fifth column power of alien origin, which in its
efforts creates havoc in preparation for the nation's subjugation
to the secret hand of international Zionism.
And here a righteous ruler's greatest protection is the love of his
subjects in return for creating an economic environment (where
possible) of self-sufficiency in all basic necessities, which not
only makes being alive tolerable, but rather enjoyable."
- The Lion of Judah

The ''Rights" of the People Under Zionism is that to POVERTY!
"We have included in the constitution such rights as to the masses appear fictitious and
not actual rights. All these so-called "People's Rights" can exist only in idea, an idea
which can never be realized in practical life. What is it to the proletariat labourer, bowed
doubly over his heavy toil, crushed by his lot in life, if talkers get the right to babble, if
journalists get the right to scribble any nonsense side by side with good stuff, once the
proletariat has no other profit out of the constitution save only those pitiful crumbs which
we fling them from our table in return for their voting in favour of what we dictate, in
favour of the men we place in power, the servants of our AGENTUR.... Republican rights
for a poor man are no more than a bitter piece of irony for the necessity he is under of
toiling almost all day gives him no present use of them, but on the other hand robs him of
all guarantee of regular and certain earnings by making him dependent on strikes by his
comrades or lockouts by his masters." - The Learned Elders of Zion

"The enforcement of 'human rights' by the super- government is
not for the purpose of endowment of this world's population with
rights for their protection from abuse, but for the displacement of
national sovereignty belonging to individual nation states.
As unrest is fomented by agenturs of the international supergovernment (U.N./USA/Britain), afflicted governments will in the
process of maintaining law and order either be paralyzed to deal
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with insurrection effectively or become bombed and invaded by
alien military under the pretext of restoring of ‘
human rights'.
"Chartered Rights are for the protection of Zionists and their
collaborators as an escape from justice. Under dominance of
Zionism’
s 'World Order' the people have no rights except the
right to serfdom and poverty."
- The Lion of Judah

Warning and Invitation to All Aristocratic Leaders
"The people under our guidance have annihilated the aristocracy, who were their one and
only defense and foster-mother for the sake of their own advantage which is inseparably
bound up with the well-being of the people. Nowadays, with the destruction of the
aristocracy, the people have fallen into the grips of merciless money-grinding scoundrels
who have laid a pitiless and cruel yoke upon the necks of the workers." - The Learned
Elders of Zion

"You kings and rulers of the nations have reached your moment
of truth, which places your own soul and that of your nation into
your hands as YOU decide on success or failure after thousands
of your own wretched incarnations, on the following matter:
“Will you seize your opportunity presented to you NOW to cast
out the enemy of your nations from off your holy soil and muster
the courage to cut off all diplomatic ties to any and all
institutions which have been established for your people's and
therefore even your own subjugation to the Zionist Devil's
dictates?
“If you do so, don't think you will cast yourself with your country
off the edge of the cliff, so to speak, for the void you fear will be
filled quickly with the strength of a new-found union of many
nations, who's leaders have likewise decided on a new beginning
for themselves and their beloved nations on the basis of a brandnew yet ancient and proven foundation for a paradisical society.
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Therein only will you participate in the victory of the 'Battle of
Armageddon' and recapture of paradiseto come for all
incarnations on behalf of your own soul and the souls of your
people!"
The Lion of Judah

The True Face of International Zionism Unmasks Itself in all its
Ugliness!
"The aristocracy, which enjoyed by law the labour of the workers, was interested in
seeing that the workers were well fed, healthy and strong. We are interested in just the
opposite - in the diminution, the killing out of the goyim. Our power is in the chronic
shortness of food and physical weakness of the worker because by all that this implies he
is made the slave of our will, and he will not find in his own authorities either strength or
energy to set against our will. Hunger creates the right of capital to rule the worker more
surely than it was given to the aristocracy by the legal authority of kings." - The Learned
Elders of Zion

"Out of the 'fire' and back into the 'frying pan' will just not be
good enough this time around! The prophets of today do not
advocate the return to traditional aristocratic rule which feeds
the workers well so the privileged can have an easy life at the toil
of well-fed masses.
The principle of Universal Oneness of a species under the Law of
the One Creator of Love and Light calls for the restoration of
that which was lost in the 'Garden of Eden' which reclaims
mankind from its fallen condition and as such goes beyond a
mere return to aristocratic prowess."
- The Lion of Judah

The Gun Which Hitherto Had Killed Now Fires From the Wrong End
of the Barrel!
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"By want and the envy and hatred which it engenders we shall move the mobs and with
their hands we shall wipe out all those who hinder on our way.
WHEN THE HOUR STRIKES FOR OUR SOVEREIGN LORD OF ALL THE WORLD
TO BE CROWNED IT IS THESE SAME HANDS WHICH WILL SWEEP AWAY
EVERYTHING THAT MIGHT BE A HINDRANCE THERETO." - The Learned Elders
of Zion

"Petty beliefs no longer matter in sight of Truth as she moves
forward and flattens like a dozer every misconception in her
path. She sets aside even the most fantastic predictions made by
incarnated demons of the past, for even then they were only
capable of one thing and that is of speaking the lie!
Today I am The Lion of Judah and speak on matters concerning
Zion's predictions of the past, which is my right, and by my
authority from the Office which I hold I make this statement in
absolute earthen finality that ZIONISM'S SOVEREIGN LORD
WILL NEVER COME TO RULE THE WORLD OF THE NEW
ERA AFTER THE PRECEPTS OF THE PROTOCOLS OF
THE LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION, FOR HIS DEMON
SPIRIT WAS FORESEEN TO BE DEFEATED IN THE FINAL
BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON AT THE END OF THIS AGE!
The gun he used in the past to kill now fires from the other end
of the barrel."
- The Lion of Judah

Zionism = Fragmentation; True Islam = Oneness
"The goyim have lost the habit of thinking unless prompted by the suggestions of our
specialists. Therefore they do not see the urgent necessity of what we, when our kingdom
comes, shall adopt all at once, namely this, that it is essential to teach in national schools
one simple true piece of knowledge - the basis of all knowledge - the knowledge of the
structure of human life, of social existence, which requires division of labour, and
consequently the division of men into classes and conditions." - The Learned Elders of
Zion
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"When the 'kingdom' comes (so to speak) there will be no
'goyim' (sic) which have lost the habit of thinking, and the people
of the 'kingdom' (new era) will need no Zionists to prompt them
with suggestions from their 'specialists' (agents).
“Then there will be no schools teaching division among man into
that of classes of rich and poor or those that are privileged vs.
those that are down-trodden. Now we begin to heed the wisdom
of the prophets, and as a hen shelters her chicklets beneath her
wings, so do we shield the least from storms of Zionist hatred and
heal the wounded with love, that there be no longer division in
the family of man."
- The Lion of Judah

One More Revolution - Final and Sanctified!
"This hatred will be still further magnified by the effects of an ECONOMIC CRISIS,
which will stop dealings on the exchanges and bring industry to a standstill. We shall
create by all the secret subterranean methods open to us and with the aid of gold, which is
all in our hands, A UNIVERSAL ECONOMIC CRISIS WHEREBY WE SHALL
THROW UPON THE STREETS WHOLE MOBS OF WORKERS
SIMULTANEOUSLY IN ALL THE COUNTRIES OF EUROPE. These mobs will rush
delightedly to shed the blood of those whom, in the simplicity of their ignorance, they
have envied from their cradles, and whose property they will then be able to loot. 'Ours'
they will not touch, because the moment of attack will be known to us, and we shall take
measures to protect our own.....
Remember the FRENCH REVOLUTION, to which it was we who gave the name of
"Great": the secrets of its preparations are well known to us for it WAS WHOLLY THE
WORK OF OUR HANDS! Ever since that time we have been leading the peoples from
one disenchantment to another, so that in the end they should turn also from us IN
FAVOUR OF THAT KING-DESPOT OF THE BLOOD OF ZION, WHOM WE ARE
PREPARING FOR THE WORLD." - The Learned Elders of Zion

"Yes, you Scum of the Earth, you will have another revolution to
face, christened by yourself as 'DESPISED,' yet the 'KingDespot' at the head of it will not be one from the London school
of your own preparation and liking, for under his leadership of
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thoughts, being inverse to yours, will they multiply to surround
you handful of satanists in sheer numbers as gods, so as to
corner and crush you in an instant by virtue of their holy wrath."
- The Lion of Judah

"Learned Elders" Invisible?
"Who and what is in a position to overthrow an invisible force? And this is precisely
what our force is. Gentile masonry blindly serves as a screen for us and our objects, both
the plan of action of our force, even its very abiding-place, remains for the whole people
an unknown mystery." - The Learned Elders of Zion

"Invisible?
Rothschild Families - Rockefeller Families - Federal Reserve International Financiers - Club of Rome - Trilateral Commission
- Skull & Bones - United Nations Organization - North Atlantic
Treaty Organization - International Monetary Fund - World
Bank - Jewish Congress - European Union - B'nai Brith - Anti
Defamation League - Council of Foreign Relations - Wiesenthal
- State Government of Israel - Bilderbergers - World Trade
Organization - etc., etc., etc."
- The Lion of Judah

Zionism is Demonism breeding Atheism
"IT IS INDISPENSABLE FOR US TO UNDERMINE ALL FAITH, TO TEAR OUT OF
THE MINDS OF THE GOYIM THE VERY PRINCIPLE OF GODHEAD AND THE
SPIRIT, AND TO PUT IN ITS PLACE ARITHMETICAL CALCULATIONS AND
MATERIAL NEEDS." - The Learned Elders of Zion
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"The spiritual is inseparable from the physical aspect of life and
both must complement each other lest the effect is misery.
One cannot have joy of life on spirituality only, detached from
the comfort of the physical, nor is there fulfillment of life found
in comfort of the physical without reality in the spiritual to
nourish the mind.
When material needs are no longer an issue with the people by
virtue of having all needs of the physical met in abundance, then
the spirit of man will relax and get his mind ready for
expansion."
- The Lion of Judah

Zionism is Dead without the Presence of Money
"In order to give the goyim no time to think and take note, their minds must be diverted
towards industry and trade. Thus, all the nations will be swallowed up in the pursuit of
gain and in the race for it will not take note of their common foe.
But again, in order that freedom may once for all disintegrate and ruin the communities
of the goyim, we must put industry on a speculative basis: the result of this will be that
what is withdrawn from the land by industry will slip through the hands and pass into
speculation, that is, to OUR classes." - The Learned Elders of Zion

"Nowhere is Zionism more vulnerable than in the area of
MONEY. All aspects of debauchery presented by them are based
on the presence of finance created by their own hand.
If only mankind could rid itself of this 'root of all evil' by
conducting economy based on purchase orders for payment, then
Zionism's structured demonism on earth would collapse instantly
for the benefit of the people's access to their own production."
- The Lion of Judah
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The King's Dignity and Honour IS Restored!
"In the times when the peoples looked upon kings on their thrones as on a pure
manifestation of the will of God, they submitted without a murmur to the despotic power
of kings: but from the day when we insinuated into their minds the conception of their
own rights they began to regard the occupants of thrones as mere ordinary mortals. The
holy unction of the Lord's Annointed has fallen from the heads of kings in the eyes of the
people, and when we also robbed them of their faith in God the might of power was flung
upon the streets into the place of public proprietorship and was seized by us." - The
Learned Elders of Zion

"The hallmarks of a true king are dignity, honour, righteousness
and love for his people. Those are godly qualities or 'the quality
of a god.' It was proper for the people to view 'their king' with
love and admiration, for his decrees gave them prosperity and
protection. A true king is a highly evolved being sent to the
people from the gods of Light and as upholder of righteousness is
also a prophet.
"Saddam Hussein is King of Iraq and in his prophetic anointing
also King of kings by virtue of his Office being at the forefront of
the unification of many nations under a revised economic
system, bringing freedom from the tyranny of International
Zionism. Only a righteous King can hold that Office."
- The Lion of Judah, a Leader, not King.

Unity is now a Beautiful Reality!
"We ourselves all the while have kept our secret organisation in the shade. However, it is
probably all the same to the world who is its sovereign lord, whether the head of
Catholicism or our despot of the blood of Zion! But to us, the Chosen People, it is very
far from being a matter of indifference. FOR A TIME PERHAPS WE MIGHT BE
SUCCESSFULLY DEALT WITH BY A COALITION OF THE GOYIM OF ALL THE
WORLD: but from this danger we are secured by the discord existing among them whose
roots are so deeply seated that they can never now be plucked up.
We have set one against another the personal and national reckonings of the goyim,
religious and race hatreds, which we have fostered into a huge growth in the course of the
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past twenty centuries. This is the reason why there is not one State which would
anywhere receive support if it were to raise its arm, for every one of them must bear in
mind that any agreement against us would be unprofitable to itself. We are too strong there is no evading our power. THE NATIONS CANNOT COME TO EVEN AN
INCONSIDERABLE PRIVATE AGREEMENT WITHOUT OUR SECRETLY
HAVING A HAND IN IT." - The Elders of Zion

"Zionist entrapment of nations is over and successful blackmail
of national leaders is a thing of the past. From now on the rulers
of nations will begin to stand straight and tall before their people
with a clear conscience, acting and speaking in behalf of their
people's best interest. The military and police forces of these
nations will rally behind their rulers who share with generals
and officers insights into matters of national security against
subtle or blatant Zionist attempts of reversing the prevailing
trend of nation after nation freeing themselves from Zionist
shackles laid on them by the 'Chosen Ones' of the demon god.
“Rulers will faithfully share with their people information they
need to know for their own safety, and a spirit of love will bond
the ruler and his people into ONE. Matters of poverty will be
dealt with instantly and correctly and the dignity of the individual
will become restored."
- The Lion of Judah

The Righteous Anointed King Rules by no Man's Permission!
"PER ME REGES REGNANT. 'It is through Me that Kings reign.' And it was said by the
prophets that we were chosen by God Himself to rule over the whole earth. God has
endowed us with genius that we may be equal to our task. Were genius in the opposite
camp it would still struggle against us, but even so a newcomer is no match for the old
established settler: the struggle would be merciless between us, such a fight as the world
has never yet seen. Aye, and the genius on their side would have arrived too late. All the
wheels of the machinery of all States go by the force of the engine, which is in our hands,
and that engine of the machinery of States is - Gold. The science of political economy
invented by our learned elders has for long past been giving royal prestige to capital." The Learned Elders of Zion
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"Indeed do kings reign by the appointment of the prophets, and
those whom the prophets anoint become the 'chosen ones' to
work within the framework of the universal structure of Oneness
in conjunction with the Lighted Brother- and Sisterhood on earth
and beyond through the counsel of the prophets!
"And therein lies the 'genius equal to the task,' where the
'newcomer' is not the prophet who speaks the word of the
Masters in chastisement of Zionism, but the Zionist, who in his
misguided understanding believes to be chosen of God by reason
of past success in cunning wickedness.
“And here the (Zionist) newcomer has arrived too late to be an
equal to the genius spirit of restoration of the Law of One among
man. And hence all 'wheels of the machinery of all states go by
the force of the engine, which is' the prophet of the Law of One
and Love and Light and Truth.
"The 'science of political economy' invented by the Masters of
this Universe has 'long past been giving royal prestige' TO THE
VICTIMS OF ZIONIST DIABOLISM!!"
- The Lion of Judah

Zionism's Freedom to Spread Money comes with the Price Tag of
World Slavery
"Capital, if it is to co-operate untrammeled, must be free to establish a monopoly of
industry and trade: this is already being put in execution by an unseen hand in all quarters
of the world. This freedom will give political force to those engaged in industry, and that
will help to oppress the people." - The Learned Elders of Zion
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"When it is Jews controlling the issue of credit on behalf of all
nations, it becomes a natural consequence that the world of
business and industry also falls into their hands as legal owners.
Thus virtually ALL property is owned by Jews via their
connection to the Elders of Zionism. And their purpose of
ownership is PROFIT, for only profit allows the acquisition of
more property. And since ownership of property in the form of
industry, business and land demands PEOPLE, the labour pool
to run their industry are non-Jews (goyim (sic)).
The objective of employment is OPPRESSION, because in order
to maximize profits the cost of labour must be minimized. And
when wages are minimized, the people suffer from lack of basics
to the sustenance of life. It is insane to make the right to life
conditional to working for a Jewish owner for pay, usually
insufficient to cover basic essentials for raising a family. It is
even more insane to permit that right to life to become completely
removed as they are allowed to create depressions.
Your forefathers are here again to remove from your shoulders
the Jewish yoke of heavy burden and toil, but your hour of
liberation will not come unless you, slaves of the Jews, work with
us and all who have a heart to set you, the captives, free."
- The Lion of Judah

Laith & Co. - Example of Agentur Protocols Directorate
Implementation
"The principal object of our directorate consists in this: to DEBILITATE THE PUBLIC
MIND BY CRITICISM, to LEAD IT AWAY FROM SERIOUS REFLECTIONS
CALCULATED TO AROUSE RESISTANCE, to DISTRACT THE FORCES OF THE
MIND TOWARDS A SHAM FIGHT OF EMPTY ELOQUENCE." - The Learned Elders
of Zion
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"Although on a tiny but significant scale, the conduct of Laith &
Co. in this Arabia.com forum as well as on Iraq.net is a perfect
example of change agent and thought control activity conducted
by Zionists.
Any sound idea emerging for the reclamation of the human race
back into harmony with itself and its universe must in
accordance with Protocol directives be extinguished by means of
criticism, discreditation by misrepresentation, ridicule,
distraction from the issue at hand, demeaned, side tracked,
avoided, belittled, undermined, lied about, and disappeared. And
all is called for for the purpose of avoiding a backlash against
Zionism's debauchery."
- The Lion of Judah

Talk, Promises, Talk, Promises, Talk, Talk, more Promises, Talk,....
"In all ages the peoples of the world, equally with individuals, have accepted words for
deeds, for they are content with a show, and rarely pause to note, in the public arena,
whether promises are followed by performance. Therefore we shall establish show
institutions which will give eloquent proof of their benefit to progress." - The Learned
Elders of Zion

"Men of honour combine their word of agreement with action in
fulfillment of the contract and refuse to play mind games. That
principle of nobility in character finds its counterpart in Kol
Nidre philosophy, where any promise or contract can be freely
broken at any time of convenience if personal or group gain can
be obtained from such a breach.
And so the Elders of Zion have devised a scheme for dealing with
the problem of public accountability by setting up a multitude of
(governmental) departments - one or more for each problem in
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the land - in order to give the public the illusion that something is
being done about the grievances.
Yet all the while problems never go away, for they are designed
NOT to, and promises are intended not to be kept. Israel's peace
talk negotiations are a classical example of how Kol Nidre
philosophy works. No man of honour should put up with talk not
followed by performance."
- The Lion of Judah

Zionism at Last has Found its Match!
"The authority of the, to us, alien religions and doctrines of faith we have through very
successful propaganda, subjected to a merciless criticism and mockery. We have brought
the culture, civilization, traditions and thrones of the Christian nations to stagger. We
have done everything to bring the Russian people under the yoke of the Jewish power,
and ultimately compelled them to fall on their knees before us."
- The Central Committee of the Petersburg Branch of the Israelite International League.
(Published in 1920)

"If indeed the Prophets were Christian, if they were Muslim or
Hindu or Buddhist, you Scum of the Earth had a fighting chance
to prevail with your Demonism against the lot of them! BUT
THEY ARE NOT!! The Prophets are not religious, and your
mockery against them has become the only straw to hang on to
before you drown, FOR AS YOU MOCK, WE SPEAK THE
TRUTH!
“We know what you are! YOU ARE THE PERSONIFICATION
OF ALL THAT IS EVIL! We are the personification of all that
that is good! You work within the realm of manifestation of
fragmentation - we work within universal manifestation of reality
and Oneness. You scatter your energy where we solidify and
focus. You weaken as you become discovered, while we are
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strong as the people see the reality of your nakedness and
strengthen in righteousness! You blind the eyes of man to see
nothing - while we open the eyes of Man to see the Universe in its
beauty and harmony!
“WHERE YOU OFFER HELL, WE GIVE THE PEOPLE
HEAVEN!"
- The Lion of Judah

All Will Become Partakers of Abundance at Long Last!
"The second secret requisite for the success of our government is comprised in the
following: To multiply to such an extent national failings, habits, passions, conditions of
civil life, that it will be impossible for anyone to know where he is in the resulting chaos,
so that the people in consequence will fail to understand one another. This measure will
also serve us in another way, namely, to sow discord in all parties, to dislocate all
collective forces which are still unwilling to submit to us, and to discourage any kind of
personal initiative which might in any degree hinder our affair." -The Learned Elders of
Zion

"The day your filthy money bags will be replaced by purchase
orders will be the time for reckoning as foretold in ancient holy
script! Your worthless gold you will throw into the streets and
your money bags will become as empty.
“On that blessed day count yourself lucky should the poor spare
your lives and show mercy of which you had none as the heel of
your boot rested on their necks for millennia.
”And as in the past you succeeded to scatter their energy by
sowing discord among them, so will they see what you have done
to them the day they unite and dismantle your Protocols and fall
for your ploys no more!"
- The Lion of Judah

From the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion:
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(quote)
When we have accomplished our coup d'etat we shall say then to the various peoples:
"Everything has gone terribly badly! All have been worn out with sufferings. We are
destroying the causes of your torment: nationalities, frontiers, differences of coinages.
You are at liberty, of course, to pronounce sentence upon us, but can it possibly be a just
one if it is confirmed by you before you make any trial of what we are offering you?"
. . Then will the mob exalt us and bear us up in their hands in a unanimous triumph of
hopes and expectations. Voting, which we have made the instrument which will set us on
the throne of the world by teaching even the very smallest units of members of the human
race to vote by means of meetings, and agreements by groups will then have served its
purposes and will play its part then for the last time by a unanimity of desire to make
close acquaintance with us before condemning us.
To secure this we must have everybody vote without distinction of classes and
qualifications, in order to establish an absolute majority which cannot be got from the
educated propertied classes.
In this way by inculcating in all a sense of self-importance, we shall destroy among the
goyim the importance of the family and its educational value and remove the possibility
of individual minds splitting off, for the mob, handled by us, will not let them come to the
front nor even give them a hearing. It is accustomed to listen to us only who pay it for
obedience and attention.
In this way we shall create a blind, mighty force which will never be in a position to
move in any direction without the guidance of our agents set at its head by us as leaders
of the mob.
The people will submit to this regime because it will know that upon these leaders will
depend its earnings, gratifications and the receipt of all kinds of benefits.

The People Become One in Absence of Money

(Oct. 25, 1999)

"The people have raised a howl about the necessity of settling the question of Socialism
by way of an international agreement. DIVISION INTO FRACTIONAL PARTIES HAS
GIVEN THEM INTO OUR HANDS, FOR, IN ORDER TO CARRY ON A
CONTESTED STRUGGLE ONE MUST HAVE MONEY, AND THE MONEY IS ALL
IN OUR HANDS." -The Learned Elders of Zion

"The people no longer want your kind of 'socialism' and they are
tired of seeing their society broken up into 'fractional parties'
delivering them into your filthy hands of subtle control and
crowd management. You will get your 'contested struggle' and it
will be one where the filthy money in your hands is not going to
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help you any more, for your money and your gold will end up
useless in the streets to be trampled on under foot by your victims
of the past!"
-The Lion of Judah

In Our Kingdom the King and the People are One! (Oct. 25, 1999)
"We might have reason to apprehend a union between the 'clear sighted' force of the goy
kings on their thrones and the 'blind' force of the goy mobs, but we have taken all the
needful measure against any such possibility: between the one and the other force we
have erected a bulwark in the shape of a mutual terror between them. In this way the
blind force of the people remains our support and we, and we only, shall provide them
with a leader and, of course, direct them along the road that leads to our goal." -The
Learned Elders of Zion

"You insult my people calling them 'goy mob!' You speak
contemptuously about the King as though he were no more than
the object of your manipulations! You demonize the most
righteous and try to turn his people against him. You isolate his
country from all trade with the intent to starve his people and
then you bomb them. You poison them with nuclear waste, you
spread diseases in their country, you invent flies which eat their
cattle and spread locusts to eat their crops. And then you smash
their power plants and ruin their sewage treatment in hopes of
giving them diseases for which you withhold medication using
your 661 group of contract stallers! And all this you do in order
to throw the anger of the suffering people against their King.
"I have news for you! From now on the Government and the
governed will be One!! And no longer will the governed be kept
in the dark of what is going on in their own beloved country! No
longer will you fool the multitude of people, for they will be
informed of all they need to know for their own safety from your
demonic schemes, no longer will there be terror between the King
and his people!
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“We will teach them the truths of the Universe! We will give
them the standard of economics by which the Federation of Free
Planets is run! We will restore to the people their heritage and
right to true freedom and will let them FOR ONCE AND FOR
ALL TIMES enjoy the beauties of being alive!!
"To experience hell we'll leave to yourselves and your
henchmen. You are experts in creating it - so, you might as well
live it!"
-The Lion of Judah

Zionism is Jews' Worst Enemy!

(Oct. 24, 1999)

"DE FACTO we have already wiped out every kind of rule except our own, although DE
JURE there still remain a good many of them. Nowadays, if any States raise a protest
against us it is only PRO FORMA at our discretion and by our direction, for THEIR
ANTI-SEMITISM IS INDISPENSABLE TO US FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF OUR
LESSER BRETHREN. I will not enter into further explanations, for this matter has
formed the subject of repeated discussions amongst us." - The Learned Elders of Zion

"Zionism has muddied the waters of all law, for all civil law
bears Zionism's footprint and the enormous volume of laws is
used for management of the goyim (sic). And therein Zionists
'have already wiped out every kind of rule except 'their own'.
"The severely fragmented mind of a Zionist even sets himself
apart from his Jewish brothers and uses them as scapegoats for
Zionism's debauchery in the event of a goyim (sic) backlash
against their impositions, trusting that the offended goyim cannot
distinguish between Jewish mischief and that belonging to
Zionism.
“The doctrine of Anti-Semitism comes to their rescue when the
heat is on, and those taking the 'heat' (persecution) in their
behalf are the Jews. When bullets fly as the wrath of the nations
rises to a boiling point, the Zionists will use the multitude of their
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'lesser brethren' for human shields in hopes of rising again to
reign supreme after a casual head count of their fallen brethren.
"Their strategy is one of blackmail and isolation, which we call
'fragmentation.' When blackmail no longer works and even their
'lesser brethren' rebel for being Zionist cannon fodder, will be
the day when all we see left of Zionism are a few unarmed men
fearing for their very lives."
-The Lion of Judah

Now is the Time for Turning Tables!

(Oct. 24, 1999, * Revised Oct. 25, 1999, 7:13

pm)

"For us there are no checks to limit the range of our activity. Our Super-Government
subsists in extra-legal conditions which are described in the accepted terminology by the
energetic and forcible word: DICTATORSHIP!
"I am in a position to tell you with a clear conscience that at the proper time we, the lawgivers, shall execute judgment and sentence, we shall slay and we shall spare, we, as head
of all our troops, are mounted on the steed of the leader. We rule by force of will, because
in our hands are the fragments of a once powerful party, now vanquished by us. AND
THE WEAPONS IN OUR HANDS ARE LIMITLESS AMBITIONS, BURNING
GREEDINESS, MERCILESS VENGEANCE, HATREDS AND MALICE.
"IT IS FROM US THAT ALL-ENGULFING TERROR PROCEEDS. WE HAVE IN
OUR SERVICE PERSONS OF ALL OPINIONS, OF ALL DOCTRINES,
RESTORATING MONARCHISTS, DEMAGOGUES, SOCIALISTS, COMMUNISTS,
AND UTOPIAN DREAMERS OF EVERY KIND.
"We have harnessed them all to the task: EACH ONE OF THEM ON HIS OWN
ACCOUNT IS BORING AWAY AT THE LAST REMNANTS OF AUTHORITY, IS
STRIVING TO OVERTHROW ALL ESTABLISHED FORM OF ORDER. By these
acts all States are in torture; they exhort to tranquility, are ready to sacrifice everything
for peace: but we will not give them peace until they openly acknowledge our
international Super-Government, and with submissiveness."
- The Learned Elders of Zion

"We hear you. You say 'democracy' but mean 'dictatorship' as
you control through blackmail and intimidation democracy's
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'idiots' through the open back door away from public view and
knowledge. But we know you depend on democracy's 'revolving
door' governments for your survival, for a stable government
might just shut the 'back door' on you, and where then would
that leave your supremacy of rule? If democracy is all you can
come up with for a guarantee of your survival, then you have not
done your homework yet!
"You say to Iraq: 'We will not give (Iraq) peace until (Iraq)
openly acknowledges our international Super-Government - and
with submissiveness!' When has Light ever bowed to darkness?
Yes, for years you have tried to bomb Iraq into submission to
your despotic United Nations decrees - without success, except to
say that you have lost all credibility for doing so. And while on
your relentless mission of inflicting pain on Iraq, you have
exposed yourself for who and what you are. Before the eyes of
the people we can now match your actions with your Protocol
Theories for World Conquest as coming from your own pen, and
the world can finally take a brief glimpse into the depths of your
depraved mind!
"You say there are no checks to limit your activity. We say: You
don't control gravity - the Commanders of the Star Ships do. You
don't control the weather or natural disasters - *the commanders
from our intergalactic Star Ships do with our consent. You don't
control what comes out of the pen of the Lion of Judah - he does.
Neither have you controlled the prophets' appointment of the
King of kings and that of the Tsar of Russia. You also don't
control the actions of the Government of Iraq nor the thoughts of
many national leaders, who are familiar with your schemes and
don't like one bit what you are doing. You also don't control the
nuclear reaction from the atomic bomb which one day may fall
on your head if you continue with your rascality.
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"And as you boast of the sentiments closest to your ruthless
heart, so will you reap back onto your own plate that of which
you speak: DICTATORSHIP ON YOUR HEAD BY THE
MASTERS OF THIS UNIVERSE, THEIR RULE OF LAW,
THEIR JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE ON YOUR DEEDS,
THEIR WORD AS TO WHO SHOULD BE SLAIN AND WHO
SHOULD BE SPARED, THEIR RULE BY FORCE OF WILL,
AND THE PARTY TO BE 'VANQUISHED' WILL BE YOURS!
AND YOU WILL BE GIVEN TO FEEL OF THE MASTERS'
'LIMITLESS AMBITIONS' TO CLEANSE THIS PLANET
FROM THE LIKES OF YOURS, WHO ARE FULL OF
'BURNING GREEDINESS, MERCILESS VENGEANCE,
HATREDS AND MALICE.'
“IT SHALL NO LONGER BE THE PEOPLE WHO ARE
FILLED WITH THAT ALL-ENGULFING TERROR, FOR IT
HAS LONG BEEN DECREED THAT 'THE CHANGE IN
COUNTENENCE WILL BE ON YOUR FACES AS THE
JUDGES OF ALL RIGHTEOUSNESS DECREE YOUR
FATE!!"
- The Lion of Judah

Finance is Zionism's Greatest Weakness!

(Oct. 23, 1999)

"We shall surround our government with a whole world of economists. That is the reason
why economic sciences form the principal subject of the teaching given to the Jews.
Around us again will be a whole constellation of bankers, industrialists, capitalists and the main thing: millionaires, because in substance everything will be settled by the
question of figures!" -The Learned Elders of Zion

"Without exception all civilizations belonging to the Intergalactic
Federation of Free Planets operate their economic system in the
absence of money. If it were otherwise, intellectual and spiritual
progression would become impeded. In order for the human
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intellect to grow into a oneness with the universe around him, he
must be free. And here being free means more than not being
imprisoned or being free to participate in a 9-to-5 rat race. It
means being free from all concerns for one's physical welfare as
well as oppression of the mind, which constantly calls out for
expansion into the Light. Only that kind of freedom can provide
man's spirit with the ability to soar like an eagle and explore the
universe in a literal sense. Only then become the secrets of
technology and of the mind unlocked to the fullest of man's brain
capacity for the benefit and blessing of all!
"The Elders of Zion recognized the importance of keeping the
people in economic stress, not only for a guaranteed survival of
their parasitic lifestyle, but also in order to control technological
advances in a direction suited to their own purposes. Conduct
economy outside of their money system, and Zionism is disarmed
without so much as firing one shot - (to the exclusion of the shots
fired in response to theirs)!
"Zionism's power lies in 'the world of economists, bankers,
industrialists, millionaires,' and graduates from the London
School of Economics, yet a truly liberated economy needs none
of them. It only needs guns to keep this new-found paradise
secure from all their efforts of subversion."
- The Lion of Judah

The Hand Bitten Once too Many Times is Ready to Strike Out! (Oct.
21, 1999)
"In a word, to sum up our system of keeping the governments of the goyim in Europe in
check, we shall show our strength to one of them by terrorist attempts and to all, if we
allow the possibility of a general rising against us, we shall respond with the guns of
America or China or Japan." - The Learned Elders of Zion
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"We have seen you in action as the world's foremost terrorists.
We have also seen your cunning in duping the nations into
submission to your programs. We have seen you command the
armies of all democracies and felt of your power of subduement
of Germany, Italy and Japan, but we have never seen you
command the armies of China, and soon you will not control the
armies of Japan, the Middle East, Africa, Indonesia, North
Korea, and more. And you will even lose your feeling of being
sheltered in London, New York and Tel Aviv.
“Go into your atomic bomb shelters, if you wish. The bomb might
not get you there, but the earthquake will break them to pieces
and in will rush the flood waters to get you. Once too many times
have you bitten the hand that feeds you and now it is ready to
strike out at you.
"We have already seen your fall from the power of your iniquity
and written about it, and to us that is a thing of the past."
- The Lion of Judah

The Genius of the Masters Spell Out Defeat for Zionism (Oct. 21, 1999)
"There is no-thing more dangerous than personal initiative. If it has genius behind it, such
initiative can do more than can be done by millions of people among whom we have
sown discord." -The Learned Elders of Zion

"The genius of the Master Plan for the reclamation of humanity
out of your vice grip by far surpasses anything you would ever
call genius among your own ranks. The guards are now
changing and the new crew will steer the ship out of the storm
and back into the calm waters of a life in peace - away from
harassment and iniquity of your schemes. We prophets work
within that Master Plan and have recorded your words which
simply state:
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'ONLY THE STARS IN THEIR WISDOM GAIN
PRUDENCE TO RULE OVER US, FOR WE ARE THE
EPITOME OF THEIR GLORY!' "
-The Lion of Judah

The Wrath of the Nations will take Zionism to the Grave (Oct. 20, 1999)
"Our State, marching along the path of peaceful conquest, has the right to replace the
horrors of war by less noticeable and more satisfactory sentences of death, necessary to
maintain the terror which tends to produce blind submission. Just but merciless severity is
the greatest factor of strength in the State: not only for the sake of gain but also in the
name of duty. For the sake of victory, we must keep to the programme of violence and
make-believe. The doctrine of squaring accounts is precisely as strong as the means of
which it makes use. Therefore it is not so much by the means themselves as by the
doctrine of severity that we shall triumph and bring all governments into subjection to our
super-government. It is enough for them to know that we are merciless for all
disobedience to cease." - The Learned Elders of Zion

"What 'sentences of death' of the innocent are less 'noticeable
and more satisfactory' than the crude incitement of war? Is it the
cancer of financial indebtedness to your money lords, or the
people's addiction to drugs and alcohol who think it gives them a
reprieve from the stress of life? Is it the bankruptcies your system
creates or slave labour from industrial sweat shops? Is it the
stressed-out fathers abusing their wives and children out of pure
frustration with family economic affairs? Is it the rat-race of a 9to-5 job or the psychological death of unemployment and welfare
support payments, totally inadequate to meet basic needs and
being limited in duration? Is it the children of the nations being
herded into public day care, because both parents must work for
meager pay to put food on the table? Is it the corruption of our
educational system with mandatory text book material written by
Zionists that will provide for the death sentence of the nation
'less noticeable and more satisfactory' to your taste? Is all that
the 'terror' intended to produce 'blind submission'?
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"Indeed! And now comes the Wrath of the Nations for what you
have done to them!! The 'doctrine of severity' which you so
ardently call for will be the doctrine enforced by the righteous
upon your own pitiful heads, and that will then be the end of
earth's irritant Zionistic obnoxious manifestations."
- The Lion of Judah

"Right by Might" Fails Before the Law of Universal Justice (Oct. 20,
1999)
"Our right lies in force. The word 'right' is an abstract thought and proved by nothing.
The word means no more than: 'Give me what I want in order that thereby I might have a
proof that I am stronger than you!' " - The Learned Elders of Zion

"Right by Might?" Is that why the accused of Nuremberg were
murdered for a war of which you laid the foundation at the
'Treaty of Versailles?' Is that why your American and British
henchmen are still enjoying their retirement from military service
after sending those seeking refuge in Austria from Communism
back across the border into the machine gun fire of the Red
Army? Is that why Eisenhower was never tried for ordering the
withholding of food from German imprisoned civilians and
POW's all over Europe, killing them in greater numbers than
what perished during World War II ? Is that why deHaag's court
only tries the crimes of the vanquished and never those of the
victors? Is that why many of America's imprisoned are being
used as raw material for medical experimentations and why the
sick soldiers ill from what you call "Gulf War Syndrome" cannot
obtain compensation? And not in the least, is that why Albright,
Clinton and Cohen still rule America after ordering relentless
bombing of the defenseless nation of Iraq without being
remanded before the court in deHaag for genocide?
The end of this age will see a restoration of justice.
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- The Lion of Judah

An Eye for an Eye and a Tooth for a Tooth! (Oct. 20, 1999)
"We must be in a position to respond to every act of opposition by war with the
neighbours of that country which dares to oppose us: but if these neighbours should also
venture to stand collectively together against us, then we must offer resistance by a
universal war." - The Learned Elders of Zion

"His Blood be Upon Us and Our Children!" Is that not what you
cried out into the Universe two millennia ago while shedding the
blood of a righteous man? The curse stands firm in accord with
your own words. The only difference is that at the time it was the
blood of one man - while now it is the blood of millions. 2000
years was insufficient to reform yourselves into human beings,
and so we decided to close the books on you and seal your ilk
onto perdition. And there we will give you lots of time.
"The French Revolution, the Russian Revolution, World War
One, World War Two, Korea, Vietnam, Hiroshima, Afghanistan,
Congo, Ethiopia, Palestine, Chile, and now Iraq. Blood is what
you shed, and blood is what you get - your own.
"You pride yourself of commanding the armies of this world in
your defense, and as you have turned this world into lakes of
blood you always knew where to hide from the turmoil. But that
was then. You thought with the atom bomb in your hands only,
you could go on harassing the nations. But now your victims
have the same power to strike out against you in like manner,
and you have nowhere to hide any more. Continue to step out of
line with your warmongering and the blood of the dead of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki will haunt you into your own grave of
dust."
- The Lion of Judah
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Standardized Deception (Oct. 20, 1999)
"The principal factor of success in the political is the secrecy of its undertakings: the
word should not agree with the deeds of the diplomat." - The Learned Elders of Zion

"And now I speak to our friends of the Light: Have you not
noticed that the more numerous your contractual agreements are
with Zionist nations, the more solid your bondage to their system
of iniquity becomes? On the surface it may seem you profit,
however be not be deceived by the facade, for when you look into
the affairs of your nation, you see nothing but a multitude of
toilers busy in a constant battle for survival.
“Your government is subject to membership obligations to UNO,
perhaps NATO, then IMF, WTO, World Bank, European Union,
UNESCO, etc., etc. and notice that the more organizations you
are a member of, the more your liberties are eroded. The heavier
your business obligations are, the more intensely you become
dependent on more of the same for survival. They tell you "It is
good for business!" while injecting the poison of debt into the
life blood of your country. And therein lies the power of Zionist
deception, where "the word should not agree with the deeds of
the diplomat."
- The Lion of Judah

The True Face of Hell is 950,000 Centuries Long! (Oct. 20, 1999)
"What we want is that industry should drain off from the land, both, labour and capital
and by means of speculation transfer into our hands all the money of the world, and
thereby throw all the goyim into the ranks of the proletariat. Then the goyim will bow
down before us, if for no other reason but to get the right to exist." -The Learned Elders
of Zion

"All the heartache, the stress, the agony, the tears, the crime and
the killing which you have brought on the people of the nations
on this planet with your diabolical money trick and the Protocols
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will in accordance to all laws of justice, applicable and agreed
upon by the High Councils of this Galaxy and beyond, be yours
to inherit in successive life streams for the minimum duration of
nine hundred and fifty thousand centuries of time before you will
meet with another equinoxal opportunity such as this to
graciously grant you a way out of entrapment from today's snare
of your own making!
"When you are sane again, and you have sufficiently learned
your lessons of not taking for yourselves that which belongs to
others, will be the day when from our ships in the skies we will
come to you and invite you on board to share in our glory!"
- The Lion of Judah

Time is Irrelevant for the Learning of Ethics (Oct. 20, 1999)
"To complete the ruin of the industry of the goyim we shall bring to the assistance of
speculation the luxury which we have developed among the goyim - that greedy demand
for luxury which is swallowing up everything.
"We shall raise the rate of wages. (This) however will not bring any advantage to the
workers, for at the same time we shall produce a rise in prices of the first necessaries of
life, alleging that it arises from the decline of agriculture and cattle breeding.
"We shall further undermine artfully and deeply sources of production by accustoming
the workers to anarchy and to drunkenness, and side by side therewith taking all measure
to extirpate from the face of the earth all the educated forces of the goyim.
"In order that the true meaning of things may not strike the goyim before the proper time,
we shall mask it under an alleged ardent drive to serve the working classes and the great
principles of political economy, about which our economic theories are carrying on an
energetic propaganda.
"....The intensification of armaments, the increase of police forces - are all essential for
the completion of the aforementioned plans. What we have to get at is that there should
be in all the States of the world, besides ourselves, only the masses of the proletariat, a
few millionaires devoted to our interests, police and soldiers." -The Learned Elders of
Zion
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"We know you cannot feed yourselves by a fruitful labour of
your own hands, for you must live among nations as parasites in
order to survive. And therein lies your lesson which you have
failed to learn until now.
“But your isolation is in the making, for we have begun to do
what is necessary for you to face yourself with a reduction of
your ego and make you equal to the targets of your contempt.
Then we will see how you will handle your new situation. And
unless you learn ethics, the hammer is brought down to bear
upon your heads!
"Yes, you will get your militaristic police state. But that will not
occur until we have you safely locked into future life cycles of
your promised 950,000 centuries - not to run them, but to be at
the receiving end of each other's brutality."
- The Lion of Judah

All "Monopolies" and "Mergers" will be of Service to the People!
(Oct. 19, 1999)
"We shall soon begin to establish huge monopolies, reservoirs of colossal riches, upon
which even large fortunes of the goyim will depend to such an extent that they will go to
the bottom together with the credit of the States on the day after the political smash...." The Learned Elders of Zion

“On the day after your ‘
political smash’for stealing the people's
inheritance and right to economic security, your ‘
huge
monopolies’will just sit there - idle most of the time, busy
sometimes - howbeit the assets will be there for the people to
supply themselves with everything you had taken for granted as a
life in luxurious comfort.
The grace of that Day will make you equal to all, and should you
not prove yourself worthy as a good custodian over what you call
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‘
huge monopolies,’then your services will be no longer required
and someone else will be selected who is equal to the task of
‘
being of service to the people!’
"
- The Lion of Judah

U.N./E.U. Entrapment for the Nations (Oct. 19, 1999)
"In every possible way we must develop the significance of our Super-Government by
representing it as the Protector and Benefactor of all those who voluntarily submit to us!"
- The Learned Elders of Zion

Is that why you Zionists created the "United Nations
Organization" and the "European Union" to give the nations a
false sense of security for "voluntary submission?" The trap you
have lain for them will snap back at your own greedy fingers, for
he, who has the right to join, also has the right to leave when
mistreated!
- The Lion of Judah

The Righteous Aristocracy is Back to Reclaim What Belongs to the
People! (Oct. 19, 1999)
"The aristocracy of the goyim as a political force, is dead - we need not take it into
account; but as landed proprietors they can still be harmful to us from the fact that they
are self-sufficing in the resources upon which they live. It is essential therefore for us at
whatever cost to deprive them of their land. This object will be best attained by
increasing the burdens upon landed property - in loading lands with debts. These
measures will check land-holding and keep it in a state of humble and unconditional
submission." - The Learned Elders of Zion

“Ahh, so you thought we were ‘
dead’after you killed us in cold
blood with your revolutionary insurrections! Who told you that
debauchery has a right to rule over anything? In 1789 and 1917
you may have murdered us with the help of your mob, but now
we are back to claim for ourselves what belongs to us and the
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people, and in an instant you will be found staring at the end of
our barrel! Pray to your Jehovah that we will have more mercy
on you than you had with us, for should we administer justice in
return for your killings, you will be dead!
“And on the Day we take back all you have robbed us of, we will
return the lands to the people to live thereon and be free, and
there shall no longer be wardens out there to say: "GET OFF
THIS LAND! IT BELONGS TO THE CROWN!"
- The Lion of Judah

End of Part Three
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Part Four –INA Canada Editorials by Reni SentanaRies

From the Records:
...This refers naught to you, Elizabeth, but rather at this first time to the hicksters
of national forest dogs, U.S.A., who wilfully and wantonly aggravate the gods of
the firmament to the tee with their roughshod practitioner way of activating and
enjoying every single and complex crisis they create and intend to create, and all
for the ghastly living expenses upon their own hybrid and deteriorating soul
structure of the next wheel of livelihood NAUGHT! So morbid as it might seem
right now, the goddesses upon the firmament have stricken each of their lives
down the drain of another pretentious nine-hundred and fifty thousand
centuries before they can come up again for another gasp of fresh molten air, if
you get our meaning loud and clear. And this is why they do not seem to care or
matter it at all, according to our previous records divine, where they retract the
penalty of God toward themselves, even articulately at this point in their own
given time records. On to the next. Imperialism, by the way will never again
fasten itself upon the ire of Russian acclaim, because, as we have already said
once before, ...have you given Usamah Bin Ladin the message?
(Scribed on October 11, 1999 by the Prophetess Uthrania Seila Hussein)
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Flaws in Rubin's Rhetoric!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 16, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries
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With reference to White House spokesman James P. Rubin's public
remarks on Iraq and President Saddam Hussein as reported in an
article from the New York Times dated September 14, 1999, under the
heading of "As Iraqis Starve, U.S. Asserts, Their Leaders Live in
Luxury" by PHILIP SHENON, I will briefly comment as follows:
Mr. Shenon writes: (Quote) "The United States.... said Monday that it had
new evidence showing that President Saddam Hussein had spent money to
build a sprawling amusement park to entertain his political followers instead of
feeding hungry Iraqis." (End quote).
Firstly, the United States says nothing! The United States therefore
speaks nothing on Monday nor on any other day of the week, for the
United States has no brain nor has she a mouth to speak anything, and
I wished reporters like Mr. Shenon would quit equating the words of a
State Department propagandist with that of the entire population of the
United States!
Secondly, the installation photographed near Baghdad via satellite or
spy plane has not conclusively been identified as to what it is, therefore
how can Mr. Rubin even say it is an amusement park for President
Hussein's "political followers?" And even if it were an amusement park
for the people, Washington has dozens of them! So what is the
problem? Rubin's point is dismissed as propaganda.
Thirdly, "....instead of feeding the hungry Iraqis!" Mr. Rubin says. This
inflammatory statement is designed to stir the emotions of the listeners
and readers and is full of flaws. Should there be any "hungry" people in
Iraq, then it is only because of Anglo-Saxon inspired U.N. embargo
against the nation as well as that of incessant bombing of industrial and
civilian installations in Iraq.
Furthermore the complex in question was constructed using Iraqi Dinar
and not American dollars as Mr. Rubin falsely claims by his reference to
dollars! He has forgotten that it is not money, which feeds a hungry
stomach, it takes bread, meat and milk to do that. What good is money
if the borders are shut to import food to feed "hungry Iraqis?" Is it not
true that control over funds from the sale of Iraqi oil has been taken
away from the Iraqi Government? So why then the reference to millions
of dollars? Those now in control of Iraq's money eagerly block and delay
contracts for the importation of food and many other necessities. James
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Rubin's propaganda line against Iraq's government is without foundation
of fact or reality.
Then Mr. Rubin, the U.S. State Department liar, goes on to say: (Quote)
"Despite its claims that the people of Iraq are dying due to a lack of food and
medicine, Saddam Hussein doesn't hesitate to spend hundreds of millions of
dollars for the entertainment of Baath party officials and cadres," said James P.
Rubin, the department's spokesman. (End quote).
The blatant aspect of this lie is in the fact that "Saddam Hussein" (as he
calls the President) controls no "hundreds of millions of dollars" in order
to spend them on an entertainment centre, because (as mentioned
before) all U.S. currency from Iraq's oil sales are handled by Iraq's
enemies at the United Nations. I am most certain that all construction
costs for the facility have been paid for by Iraqi Dinar.
If President Hussein has found a new way of directing the Dinar to
where it does the most good for his people, then all the better for him
and Iraq as a nation!

Other Nations' Resources a "National
Security" Matter of the United States?
On Monday, September 13, 1999, "The Business Channel" writes:
(quote)
MOSCOW (Agencies) -- The US has been investing heavily both on the
political and economic levels in an effort to developing the Caspian basin as a
great oil province and, lessening its dependence on OPEC crude.
The US commitment to developing the Caspian basin is seen as vital to the
enhancement of America's national security interests, but the latest fighting
between Russian troops and separatist rebels in Dagestan is just another blow to
the US efforts. (End quote)
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 15, 1999 by Reni Sentana-Ries

The oil reserves of the Middle East have long been declared of "vital
interest to the national security of the United States" which in itself is
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nothing less than a declaration of war against all Middle East nations
exporting oil to the U.S. in the event they were to say to the Americans:
"Get off our land and plunder your own resources, you bastards, and
don't come back until you have learned how to behave!"
Iraq is being made an example of this bizarre USA "national security"
policy. Potentially any nation with significant natural resources can have
her resources confiscated or locked in by this arbitrary American
classification of other nations' resources. The question of legal
ownership of these resources is being arrogantly usurped and property
rights connected with national sovereignty supplanted.
Now that even sustained bombing of Iraq is ineffective in supplanting
the Government of Iraq (which in this case functions as the guardian of
Iraq's oil and gas wealth), the Jewish/American multinational
corporations and their long arm, the White House, are forced to look
elsewhere for more oil profits and find that only with difficulty can they
implement their "national security" ploy on Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and
Turkmenistan, not because these three countries are not willing to let
America plunder their resources, but the logistics for overland
transportation become difficult because of earthquake dangers and
political instabilities.
I advise the governments of these three nations (or provinces of Russia)
to carefully examine White House foreign policy and its effect on their
own resources with respect to the possibility of having them declared an
American "national security" matter before inviting American Companies
over in large numbers to exploit Caspian oil wealth.
The logic of the matter of just how a resource pool belonging to a
foreign sovereign country can be a threat to the United States of
America to be declared a national security matter defies all
comprehension. Gas reserves underground in Kazakhstan do not have
a habit of exploding to blow the United States or the White House away,
and no American "national security" is being threatened just because
Iraq, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan have an abundance of
oil underground.
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U.N. 'Security Council' (?) Barking up the
Wrong Tree in London!
By Reni Sentana-Ries
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 12, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

Iraq is free, Iraq is sovereign, Iraq is independent, Iraq has a
government upheld by consent of the prophets, hence Iraq can run her
internal affairs as she pleases, have whatever weapons she feels are
necessary for the safety of her people, deal and trade with whomever
nation she wills and has the power to decide by whatever correct
philosophy she wishes to live by!

Iraq is free!!
On Wednesday members of the "Security Council" will meet in London
(of all places) to decide on Iraq's future. We feel it needful to deal with
this insult against the dignity of the Iraqi people and their Government
and will lead our readers back to the fundamentals of nationhood. The
following are excerpts from the Reuters article:
(Quote)
Saturday, September 11 4:47 AM ET
Key UN Powers To Meet On Iraq Wednesday In London
By Bernie Woodall
UNITED NATIONS (Reuters) - The five permanent members of the U.N.
Security Council agreed Friday to hold a meeting on Iraq in London next week,
including China which had refused to attend a similar gathering in Washington,
diplomats said.
Both British and U.S. officials said the goal of the meeting, scheduled for
Wednesday, was to conclude a new Security Council policy on Iraq by the end
of September when foreign ministers of the five veto-wielding countries meet
on the edges of the U.N. General Assembly....
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Britain will be represented by a political director, Emyr Jones-Parry, while
Undersecretary of State Thomas Pickering will attend for the United States.
The 15-nation Security Council has made no headway in restoring arms control
functions in Iraq since mid-December U.S.-British bombing raids. No weapons
inspector has been allowed back in Baghdad since then.
The British-Dutch draft resolution would suspend Iraqi sanctions on exports,
such as oil, if Baghdad complied with key disarmament demands.
The sanctions, imposed in August 1990 after Baghdad's troops invaded Kuwait,
are linked to weapons demands......
Nevertheless Britain has indicated it might consider easing sanctions on
imports providing arms inspections resumed and financial controls were in
place.
(End quote)
All governments seem to have lost sight of fundamentals in matters of
nationhood! As prophets of the end time we uphold sovereignty as
being an inalienable part of nationhood! That being the valid standard
for all nations, then pray tell, what in the world are the U.N. Security (?)
Council members doing in London discussing ANY matter concerning
Iraq's internal or external affairs, never mind even deciding on her
destiny as part of the community of sovereign nations!?
The entire United Nations charade must be dismissed for what it is: an
insult to the dignity of Iraq as a sovereign state, and if the rest of the
community of nation states are not waking up to the fact that a thief has
entered their territory claiming property rights which do not belong to
him, then they become next targets of U.N. despotism as conducted by
alien philosophies of Zionism and Imperialism combined from behind
the scenes!
Iraq exports oil. But Iraq does not get paid! Someone else gets paid and
decides what should be done with Iraq's money! - Insult!
Iraq has air space. But Iraq is denied the right to decide who flies in it! Insult!
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Iraq chases the intruders of her airspace out and in return for doing so
gets bombed! - Outrage!
Iraq has a government in disagreement with all debauched principles of
Zionism and Imperialism. And so the nations' bullies representing every
iota of that debauchery say: "Let's kill Iraq's leader! Let's bomb his
country until hopefully one of our bombs hits his bunker!" - Outrage!
The United Nations has gone astray from all noble principles which at
one time have attracted the nations to it for membership and has since
become the world's foremost organization of betrayal of that
membership!
A few months ago I spoke this warning: UNITED NATIONS, SINK IRAQ
AND YOUR DAYS ARE NUMBERED!! The U.N. is sinking Iraq and
the U.N. has thereby outlived its usefulness and must sink in the
stead of Iraq! As holder of the High Office of the Lion of Judah it is
my dutiful call to all governments at variance with United Nations'
philosophy to rescind their membership in it.

"International Community" - What is that?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 11, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

What is meant by "the international community"? This term keeps
coming up more frequently than ever before in western news reporting.
The users of this term seem to suffer from an inferiority complex which
makes it necessary for them to associate their statement with blatant
inference of automatic endorsement of nations, governments, peoples
and authorities all over the world, for is that not what the "international
community" is? Presumptuous and arrogant in the least in what they
expect you to believe, would you not say? I belong to that "international
community" and yet until this day I have to still come across one
statement made by a politician or political pundit to which I could agree
as they endeavor to lend their statement as bearing the authority and
will of the (so called) "international community."
In case you have not as yet made up your mind as to the meaning of
"international community" then let me give you my own: "International
community" means Jews. It also means Zionist Jews. It means
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"international bankers" and Jewish owners of "the Capital" (property,
money, etc. in all countries). It means "speaking of those who are
politically correct" because they have graduated from mind-conditioning
training schools of thought control like the London School of Economics,
Yale and Harward University, and others. International community
means "the voice and will of the United Nations."
Yet that is not what they tell you. You are to believe that "international
community" is the ultimate authoritative voice and will of all unified
nations, and in that the phrase is nothing but a blatant lie, for the
unification of all nations is not a reality yet and never will be unless that
process of unification takes place under the leadership of the prophets.
So, do not any longer be intimidated by someone approaching you with
the claim that what he says bears the consent of all nations, for that
consent is merely limited to that of international Jews.

Likewise: "National Security" - What's that?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 11, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

"National Security" means a totally different thing to those working on
the inside of high politics than what the people believe it to mean. The
same applies to "international security." To one who speaks of "national"
security it means security of the "hidden hand" or "fifth-column power"
ruling the country. To those who speak of "international" security they
refer to the security of international institutions controlling world events
and activities with respect to the ruination of countries politically or
economically, as the case may be.
Yet the lying intent in either case is to portray the understanding that
"national security" means the safety and stability of the country and its
people, and conversely, "international security" is pretentiously intended
to mean the security of nation states from internally or externally
induced turmoil.
And so the people of this world are again fooled by these buzz words
into believing something which indeed is not so. This world is run on
mind games and deception.
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Friday, September 10, 1999

Analysis of the Latest "Hate Saddam"
Zionist/Imperialist Campaign
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Reni Sentana-Ries

Today (Sept. 9, 1999) the Iraqi National Congress (INC) tries to make
propaganda mileage out of a US Government report which in a 20 page
report finger points President Saddam Hussein and his Government as
"one oft
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eedom andhuman
rights" and the article goes on to state (quote) "Dr. Salah A. Shaikhly,
spokesman for the Iraqi National Congress, stated that the international
community must take immediate and urgent action to protect the
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aq.
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case that the regime of Saddam Hussein is systematically repressing
the Iraqi people by various means of murder, torture, intimidation and
terror. This report adds to the mountain of existing evidence that clearly
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”(End quote).
In full accordance with mandatory requirements of the Protocols of the
Elders of Zion the "goyim" (sic) must be made to believe that they have
"human rights" and that these rights are worth to go to war for against
those governments which endeavor to keep their house clean from
elements hostile to autocratic rule. And so the religious element of the
country which is most susceptible to Zionist duping, is being bombarded
with buzz words like "freedom," "human rights," "democracy" and "ruleof-law." Such brain-washing is designed to manipulate their sentiments
and cause them to turn on their own government.
With the help of more than 200 Million U.S. Dollars given by the USA
Government to the CIA , unrest and insurrection is supposed to be
created in Iraq. The religiously fragmented faction of Iraqi society
becomes targeted by Zionist/Imperialist agents and made to believe that
life would be so much better if Iraq were "truly democratic" and without
Saddam Hussein. And therefore true to Zionist objectives many
religious men and women become victims of American lies and upon
acting out their treason and disloyalty toward their own government, are
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being neutralized in their effectiveness, true to the law of physics which
simply states: every action calls for an equal and opposite reaction.
And at that point the effects of Zionist master plan implementation for
conquest of all nations must kick in as a follow-up measure for ultimate
liquidation of any ruler who dares to defy the Protocol of Zionist world
dominance - and that effect is: "Accuse the ruler of 'crimes against
humanity' as he appropriately deals with traitors in his own country!
Place his country under sanctions to weaken it and make his people
turn against their Government! If that does not help to bring him to his
knees before us, the Zionist overlords, go to war against him and smash
his country completely. And all the while make the world believe it was
done in defense of 'their human rights' to 'rid the world of a dictator!'"
Sounds familiar, does it not?
Was not the same dirty trick played against Germany's Hitler? Were it
not the Polish Jews inciting trouble along the border of Germany? Was
Hitler not denied his rightful claim to a land corridor between the main
land and East Prussia, and was not the military pact between England
and Poland the dirty Zionist trap for Hitler to become caught in, a pact
which Britain deemed as a convenient excuse to become militarily
involved in the event Germany went against Poland? It seems we have
seen it all before, but in the case of Iraq even the combined forces of
Zionism and Imperialism are biting off more than they can chew and
they will choke on their own greed.

A Familiar Pattern
EDMONTON (INA Canada) Reni Sentana-Ries, September 10, 1999

Here we go again! The people of Timor have become to believe the
Zionist lie, that under "democratic" rule they would be so much better off
than under the struggling Government in Jakarta. And so the one
worlders from the United Nations had gone in to Timor and encourage
the people there with hollow promises for independence under
democratic "self-determination." Again the strength of a country
(Indonesia) became undermined by U.N. Zionist efforts of splitting up
the nation as they have done in Kosovo against Yugoslavia, with
Kosovinians paying for their folly by having their country bombarded to
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destruction. And the world does not even realize that the people, which
supposedly NATO came to rescue were the ones suffering at the hand
of the alleged benefactor Kosovonians called for to help.
Who is being bombed in Iraq? The one time friends of the Americans:
the Kurdish in the North and the Shiite in the South. President Clinton
made very threatening remarks today towards the Government of
Indonesia. According to the pattern of world conquest the U.S. and
Britain will militarily intervene under the pretense of "human rights" and
"democracy" for the Timorians and possibly by force establish
independence for Timor under strict subservience to Zionism's bankers
and having achieved the political weakening of sovereign Indonesia as
a bonus. Two birds with one stone, right? Not if we can help it.

Tuesday, September 7, 1999

It is "Do or Die" for Nations under Zionist
Knuckle
(Quote) "Harrison, Prestowitz and the CIA's shared views on
international economic relations were very well manifested in a land
mark speech by former CIA boss Robert Gates at the economic club of
Detroit on April 13, 1992. In that speech Gates said that "In laying out
these intelligence requirements our senior policymakers repeatedly
stressed the importance of understanding the plans, intentions, and
strategies of foreign governments as well as the economic pressures
and opportunities faced by foreign leaders," the report says. Gates
further added that "Policymakers also want to know about predatory or
subversive targeting of US markets, technologies, investments and
research and development." according to the report." (End quote)
Quote taken from: Economic Intelligence: The CIA Goes Over Its Head,
WASHINGTON (Agencies), Monday, September 6, 1999: The Business
Channel

Commentary
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EDMONTON (INA) Reni Sentana-Ries

The U.S. Zionist financial overlords are spying on you nations in an
effort to find out whether you are taking defensive measures to the
U.S.A. money power as it keeps your nation awash in a sea of red ink.
Since no nation's currency is accepted as payment for international
trade and all currency exchange rates are controlled by the elite
bankers in New York and London, the nerve center of Zionism, nations
have a hard time to keep their financial house in order and their
populations supplied with basic necessities for the sustenance of life.
A bird's eye view of financial affairs of all countries tells us that a
financial tyranny has become firmly entrenched upon all nations, which
have freely tied themselves to the dictates of the IMF and World Bank.
In the area of finance all governments have lost control of their country's
destiny, just as Mayer Amschel Rothschild in his correct understanding
of the power of money accurately stated: "Give me the power of credit
creation, and I care not who makes the laws."
The nations have lost their freedom to the international (Jewish) banking
community, consisting of a few handful of Zionist bankers, who are
ruthlessly and tirelessly implementing the Protocols of the Elders of Zion
on the backs of all nations. In their despotism as a fifth column
government among all legitimate governments the ultimate authority to
govern rests no longer with rulers or kings. However, once recognition
and understanding of such situation hits home with the aristocracy of
nations, and their sentiments rests with the welfare of the people under
their care rather than displaying the selfish attitude of protecting their
own well padded bank accounts as they are constantly being filled by
the bankers (foreign aid) in return for sustaining the tyranny, then efforts
away from the watchful eye of the CIA/MI5/6/Mossad, etc., may well
result in the liberation of many countries from western inspired tyranny
of finance.
We make no difference between finance, economy and trade, for under
rules currently in force, he who has no money, also cannot eat, buy,
trade, have an economy or live. In order to obtain liberation from "The
Great Tyranny of Finance" it becomes inevitable to phase money out of
circulation and begin replacing it with purchase orders. Even the
righteous control of money under correct principles of issue is merely a
crutch to the realizable ideal of "economy without currency." The secrets
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are now out in the open for those to learn from who must know them in
order to free people under their care and thereby themselves.

U.N./U.S./British Efforts in Blocking
Supplies to Iraq is Running Amuck
Baghdad, Sept 5, INA (18:00)
(Quote) The U.S and British representatives at the 661 Committee put
on hold two contracts valued at $107,710,000 during the meetings held
in late August and early September, a Trade Ministry spokesman said.
In a statement to INA, the spokesman said the two contracts, registered
with the Committee Secretariat with serial numbers 501165 and 53339,
were for the supply of laboratory equipment worth $87,360,000 for
Health Ministry, concluded with a French company, and oil-sector spare
parts worth $20,350,000 with a UAE company. He noted that the
contracts were signed within the allocations of Phase V of the oil-forfood programme, which expired in May 1999. (End quote)

Commentary
EDMONTON (INA) Reni Sentana-Ries

The 661 UN review committee was set up in order for the elite
controlled United Nations to have a mechanism whereby contracts for
the supply of Iraq's basic essential commodities would become delayed
at will in order to have a tool to effectively begin a literal genocide upon
the Iraqi people. Already the devastating effects the embargo has on
Iraqi citizens is becoming more and more known throughout the world,
particularly since the congressional team out of Washington has arrived
back home with a damning report on US/British continued media
unreported military air strikes and sanctions as official White
House/Pentagon foreign policy towards Iraq.
The pretense under which this hostile policy is being upheld has lost all
power of convincing, particularly since the USA and Britain possess
more biological and chemical weapons combined than possibly all the
rest of the world put together. King Saddam Hussein the First is not so
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much the issue with western policy makers as is western/Jewish
corporate greed to own and control Iraq's oil and gas reserves.
So, what is the solution out of the squeeze not only Iraq finds herself in,
but in extention of matters, all oil-rich nations? COMBINE AND UNIFY
INTO ONE POWERFUL BLOCK OF POLITICAL/ECONOMIC
NATIONS OPERATING UNDER A DRAMATICALLY REVISED
FINANCIAL SYSTEM TO THE EXCLUSION OF THE U.S. DOLLAR AS
WORLD TRADE CURRENCY!
For as long as any nation under embargo sees herself dependent on
the lifting of sanctions for survival of her people to a life in minimum
dignity, an understanding of true salvation from Zionist/Jewish
oppression has not been realized yet. The mere presence of Jewish
controlled money is evidence of bondage, and not until all oppressed
nations unite and implement a brand new way of doing business among
each other, their liberty bell has not begun ringing. The moment of truth
is here for all peoples of this planet to decide now for themselves
whether to beg for mercy from the all-powerful draconian Zionist
oppressor by continued subjection to his diabolical scheme in return for
mere existence, or rather implement the necessary reforms for putting
all Zionistic bankers world-wide permanently out of business.



EDITORIAL
PAGE
copied from lion02.htm



Warning: Jewish Bankers out to get their(?)
gold back!
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 23, 1999) by Reni Sentana-Ries

All new gold production ends up in greedy hands of Jewish bankers
before anyone else can lay claim to it. This is a free gift to them in return
for monetizing it (creating credit with the stroke of a pen, effortless). Yet
since gold is a precious metal on the open market it is unavoidable that
some of it ends up outside of Jewish control through gold purchases.
And so we find some national governments buying gold in considerable
amounts, supposedly in support of their national currencies. This gold is
not directly under Jewish control, unless that government is lock, stock
and barrel run and operated by their henchmen.
With gold Zionism plays a game all of its own. When in the seventies
and eighties the price per barrel of oil rose to almost 40.00 Dollars, the
bankers did likewise increase the price per ounce of gold virtually in
unison with the prevailing cost of oil. Why, you may ask? Because the
bankers wanted to recapture their money back under their own control,
which at the time fell into the hands of Middle East oil Sheiks. The Jews
knew that by raising the price of gold way beyond the cost of production
much of the windfall profits from oil would become invested in their
expensive gold, which it did. So many oil rich nations purchased a lot of
overpriced gold, and thus the bankers got their cash back, which had
shifted into Arab oil accounts.
But then the time came when the price per barrel of oil began falling
again, and along with it the bankers reduced the cost of gold. The gold
holdings of oil states were however not reduced, for there was still
enough cash coming in to pay all the bills. Eventually oil became so
cheap, and gold as well, that the big oil exporting countries ran up huge
debts against the Jewish bankers. And so, since no cash is around in
significant amounts to purchase more gold at even this cheap a price of
barely over 250.00 Dollars per ounce, the banker has nothing to fear
from too many customers buying up his gold for too little money. So, for
now the gold remains with the banker for as long as there is no run on it.
However his strategy was to get the gold back under his control from
sales to countries, which had too much cash from oil coming in. Slowly
but surely, as the years went by, they all became manipulated into debt
and locked into interest charges. The public purse of Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait and others is now so severely squeezed, that selling the gold for
even the paltry price of 250.00 Dollars/ounce becomes a possibility with
them. AND THIS IS THE MOMENT THE SLY JEWISH BANKER HAS
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BEEN WAITING FOR: FORCE THE NATIONS TO SELL THEIR
ALMOST WORTHLESS GOLD BACK TO HIM - GOLD, WHICH WAS
SOLD WHEN THE PRICE WAS HIGH, IS NOW ABOUT TO BE
BOUGHT BACK AT AN INCREDIBLY LOW PRICE AND A HUGE
LOSS TO THE ORIGINAL BUYER!! Good business sense, right? He
laughed all the way to his bank when he sold it, only to laugh again
when... he buys it back?!
But will the nations sell their gold and give him the pleasure to laugh
once more? If it were my gold, I would not sell it back to him. I would
keep it and chase him out of my country with a stick!!
(This article was written as a tribute to the man, who went public with this scandal
in the United States, and in return for doing so became incarcerated without trial.
U.S./Zionist intelligence knows who I am speaking of.)



And this is how Kuwait lost its oil revenues
to Jewish bankers!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 23, 1999 by Reni Sentana-Ries

Kuwait has financial trouble after decades of pumping oil for export all
over the world. How is that possible? Here is the answer:
1) An agreement between Kuwait and the USA makes it mandatory that
all of Kuwait's surplus oil revenues are to be kept in U.S. Dollar
accounts of New York banks. These banks form holding companies and
then "invest" Kuwait's surplus oil money by lending it to third-world
countries using the names of the holding companies. Kuwait's money
gets registered under the newly formed holding companies, the
borrowing countries or industries default, the holding companies declare
bankruptcy, and the banks which have squandered the money on
Kuwait's behalf say: "It was not us, it was the holding companies, which
lost the money! We owe you nothing!"
2) Those in control of Kuwait's oil revenues invest not to free the people
by reducing their cost of living, but finance their pet projects and their
own bank accounts with big salaries, and therefore few ventures are
profitable to retain the initial investment. In other words: The surplus
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funds are not invested to subsidize the people's cost of living, but
wasted in other ways.
3) And lastly, pay close attention and hang onto your hat, for this is the
biggest rip-off of Kuwait's money: The banker offers "credit" when more
of Kuwait's money was spent than what was coming in. Kuwait's
government accepted debt against its oil production. The debt rose to
where the surplus funds from oil exports fell behind the cost of debt
service charges (usury). And so it happens, that Kuwait can no longer
sell enough oil to pay the banker's interest charges, which technically
means Kuwait's oil production ends up in the bankers hands, AND IN
FINALITY THE WEST(ERN BANKER) GETS ALL OF KUWAIT'S OIL
FOR FREE UNDER THE PRETENSE THAT INTEREST FOR THE
NATIONAL DEBT MUST BE PAID FIRST BEFORE OIL PROFITS ARE
REALIZED ON KUWAIT'S BEHALF!
It is the Jewish banker's money trick which permits all profits from
Kuwait's oil production to fall into his own hands under the label of
"INTEREST ON THE DEBT!"

Partial copy article: (Quote)
Wednesday, September 22, 1999: The Business Channel
Kuwait Minister Warns of Economic Problems
KUWAIT CITY (AFP) -- Kuwait's government on Wednesday stuck by its
decision to hike prices on basic services despite mounting criticism from
MPs, warning that the emirate's economic problems were "too huge."
"The government will defend its economic policies because the structural
economic problems we have are too huge even for a camel to carry,"
Foreign Minister Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah told Al-Qabas newspaper....
(End quote)



News of the Graven Sort for All World
Leaders!
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EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 22, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

The year 1999 marks the end of a horrible era for all mankind and the
beginning of a new one. Whether the new one will be worse than even
the old, or one filled with grace and goodness for all people, lies in the
hands of 188 governments to decide on behalf of their people. Upon
careful review of all information which the prophetess and myself have
posted under URL http://www.datanet.ab.ca/users/sentana as well as
under http://members.spree.com/moneyontrial/prophetess2000 the
leaders of this world will in their hearts conclude that no essential piece
of information was withheld by us, for them to make a clear choice for or
against voluntary co-operation. So far NO CO-OPERATION HAS BEEN
FORTHCOMING EXCEPT FROM THE GOVERNMENT OF IRAQ!! Yet
the leadership of the Iraqi Government cannot save the world by itself
without a significant support from many nation states (governments).
That lack of support for Saddam Hussein, whom we, the prophets, have
truthfully declared as being the most prominent reincarnate of the past,
will translate into the beginning of the end of the world via natural
catastrophes.
The commanders and masters from the star ships, with whom we work
in close liaison, have lost their patience with earth's leadership and
informed us today that this planet will now begin her catastrophic
rotational course from alignment into that of a wobble. They are highly
displeased with the absence of positive governmental response to their
counsel and guidance as provided through the prophetess and myself.
Hence from now on the prophetess will speak, and as she speaks the
commanders from the star fleets will implement. Because of the
seriousness of the matter at hand which will destroy this planet if the
displeasure of the goddess is compelled to continue to rest on the
heads of stiff-necked, arrogant and uncooperative governments, who
care more about their IMF/World Bank supplied U.S. Dollar bank
accounts than of the welfare of the people, then this world is going to be
brought to an early closure. Closure is irrevocable, however early
closure depends on governmental co-operation.
Do not even think of stopping Uthrania by force, for doing harm to her
will precipitate instant doom upon your heads. She holds the keys to the
pyramids of Egypt, as well as to that of the End of this World. This age
can close in either an orderly fashion with many rescued, or in an
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ultimate expression of godly wrath belonging to the masters and the
prophets.



Inefficiency of Turkey's Jewish Money
System Uncovered!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 21, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

Turkey's earthquake survivors shiver in tents. Their homes and
apartment buildings have been demolished or are unsafe to dwell in.
Apartment building owners exploit the desperation and raise rent as the
crooked demand vs. supply formula kicks in driven by greed. The
impotent Government lets this outrage pass under the pretext of "free
enterprise" and offers the victims 220 Dollars per month as subsidy to
the high rent charges. Those are the facts reported, and here is my
analysis:
The situation is ridiculous: 40,000 families need an apartment for the
winter. They live in tents. Thousands of apartment owners have vacant
suites. And so the tent dweller in need of solid shelter looks up from his
tent door below to a huge intact apartment building with vacant suites.
Yet his family cannot move out from the tent and into the solid building
because the building owner wants more money than what the
government offers in subsidy. So he has to remain in the icy tent while
the apartment owner continues to heat vacant suites.
Conclusion? The consumer (quake victim) in need is barred access to
what the producer (landlord) offers for consumption (a suite) yet both
cannot connect because the money link between production (the
landlord's suite) and consumption (the family man who needs a suite) is
missing. And as the days go by temperatures drop, his son contracts
pneumonia and dies while the landlord looks on, all the while heating his
empty suites.
That is the face of financial Zionism in all its standard ugliness, and it
seems no country dealing with the IMF, the World Bank and the Federal
Reserve is exempt from the effects of debauched Jewish financial
principles.
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As holder of the High Office of the Lion of the Tribe of Judah I solemnly
call upon all suppressed nation states to review the inescapable
negative effects of international (Jewish/Zionist) finance, approach
President Saddam Hussein and assure him of your cooperation in his
efforts of setting up a new economic union of many participating nation
states under economic principles, which carry none of the ill effects of
today's money system and rescind your membership in the United
Nations, which is a Zionist sub-organization upholding the Zionist world
financial order of chaos and hardship for all people everywhere, and do
this in order to endow yourself with the finest and best intellectual
brilliance has to offer in running your country and thus permit your
people to participate in all that the new P.O. System of Economics has
in store for the blessing of your people.
Partial copy of article:
Turkey Struggles To Shelter Victims
Fri 17 Sep 1999
ANKARA, Turkey (AP) — Amid reports that children living in tent camps
were becoming sick from the cold weather, Turkey said Friday it was rushing
40,000 winterized tents for the thousands left homeless by last month's
devastating earthquake.
Housing the survivors of the Aug. 17 quake has become a crucial issue in
western Turkey, as the days grow colder and rainstorms drench tent camps.
The government has offered $220 in monthly quake aid to help people rent
apartments, and a one-time payment of $1,310 to help survivors repair slightly
damaged houses.
But still, thousands have been forced to live in flimsy shelters, and children are
becoming sick as the weather worsens, said Ismail Baris, mayor of the hard-hit
town of Golcuk. He gave no figures....



America's Negative Group Karma - an
Ongoing Manifesting Reality!
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(Wrath on America, Part Two)
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 21, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

Today the Federal Reserve U.S. money system is America's biggest
problem. In order to facilitate the quickest help for millions of devastated
Americans along the East coast all available physical resources must be
drawn on quickly before winter sets in and before America's homeless
start freezing to death in the cold. Yet that is difficult to do under
America's present financial system. Monetizing the needs of the people
has never been a concern with decision makers of high finance.
The crops are ruined from drought and flooding, millions of farm animals
perished, many roads are impassable, rail beds are soft and dangerous
to use, food is scarce or unavailable in Floyd-struck areas and
reconstruction can only begin after all waters have receded. Yet only
money can set that wheel in motion, something many don't have in
sufficient amounts to rebuild their damaged homes.
So, Americans may find themselves in a situation where even though
the resources for reconstruction are available, the unavailability of funds
for that purpose will impede the process of people's recovery at a time
when the onset of winter makes quick restoration of homes and farms
an absolute must.
America's consciousness is being hit by the consequences of many
negative karmic debts, which manifest in a way where almost all
become affected by them.
In 1995 we asked the Mancharians about group karma and obtained the
following answer:
Director: Does the plight of many people starving from hunger contain a
common karmic origin?
(Question rephrased).

Mancharians: Mmmh. Very good indeed, for now you are
beginning to understand the process of simulation. Here we
do speak of group development, whether there is individual
development, or progress combined with negative and
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positive karma for that individual within him or herself, as
you would put it. So do you have group karma, where you
may have performed within the consensus of a large
gathering. Whether the negative or positive, all must be
experienced. Some do prefer to incarnate in togetherness
for the upholding for each other's spiritual growth, for
taking a responsibility for the plight of another. And here is
the sharing of process.
It is a difficult time indeed, but here we have the
beginnings of the pulling together of the consciousness,
group-type of consciousness. At least they are trying to, for
without One hand helping the other as much as they can, all
will fall. And even so, many do so of plagues, or hunger or
thirst.
And here we do have the seed of compassion beginning to
be understood. And for any, who shake their heads and say:
"I'm glad that is not me or you," be careful, for it may be
your next experience, though not necessarily on this plane!
Sometimes we progress and we find ourselves periodically
going back to dimensions, simply because we have negated
at that time and have decided to forego a certain
experience. For when you progress and you elevate
yourself to the position of being a universe, is it not
necessary then, before you run a school, or perhaps a high
school or college, to understand perfectly every function in
it, in order to get along with the teachers? Perhaps if you
happen to find yourself in a principal position. And is this
not what the "Principal" means - the "main position?"
Should you not understand any problems, which might
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come up or any attributes of perfunctionary arbitration, you
need to understand every aspect of what is going on. You
need to permeate yourself throughout your school, and
know each pupil, each teacher, each book, and where each
pen and paper is, and what your secretary may happen to be
typing, and indeed to be able to type yourself and run (the)
whole "show" so to speak, in case everybody comes down
with the plague that day. Do you understand?



"Indyk, keep your hooked nose out of Iraq's
affairs!"
"You ignorant fool have not even evolved sufficient to understand that
Iraq's affairs are none of your business! Iraq is a sovereign state and as
such outside of your jurisdiction, and if you attempt to dislodge her
present government, then this will send a signal to all other 187 nation
states, that you as official spokesman of the State Department for Near
East Affairs are prepared to subvert ANY national government
ANYWHERE should your stinking foreign policy not like the way rulers
run matters in their home country! I know your secret agenda, and in
your role you are nothing but the long arm of the worst breed of people
this planet has ever seen!
"I am the Lion of the Tribe of Judah and guardian of all national rights
belonging to nation states! I AM THE FRIEND OF THE NATIONS, and I
see that you and your Government are a menace to them all!
"Your filthy U.S. foreign policy passes by my desk for scrutiny and I
have nothing but scorn for the way your Government treats the weaker
members of this world's community of nations! Iraq can have whatever
government she likes! Who has made you the godfather over Iraq, that
the Government of Iraq should rule over Iraq only by your consent?
Answer me, you arrogant fool!"
Martin Indyk says: (quote)
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to change the regime in Iraq," affirmed Assistant Secretary of State for Near
Eastern Affairs Martin Indyk, in his testimony to the House Committee for
International Relations. (Tuesday, 8 June 1999)
(End quote).



Wrath on America!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 19, 1999, revised September 20, 1999)
Reni Sentana-Ries

The Zionist controlled news media has since the resumption of bombs
on Iraq failed to inform the American public on both, the extent as well
as the effect of relentless bombing by American/British military planes.
Even the U.S. Congress is unaware of what their military is doing to
Iraq. The whole affair of "bombing Iraq" has become one gigantic covert
operation of which only a chosen handful are familiar with motives for
the unreported destruction of the nation of Iraq, and the fact that the
congressional delegation to Iraq is not allowed to publish its report to
the American people is consistent with all efforts to keep the entire
sordid affair of Iraq's mistreatment a secret. Let me reiterate the elite's
motives for destroying Iraq:










To gain unrestricted access to Iraq's oil wealth.
To guarantee Israel's access to Iraq's oil.
To rid Iraq of a Government hostile to Zionism's
dominance in the Middle East and the world.
To guarantee Israel the religious propaganda victory of
ushering in the new millennium.
To spare the Pope the embarrassment of perchance not
being permitted to enter Iraq for conducting his own Catholic
millennium celebration.
To assure continued inaccessibility of all Vatican records
to the general public for their secret truths must never
become known to the world.
To prevent the Arab prophetess from going home to Iraq
and effectively keep her from co-operation with President
Saddam Hussein.
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To keep President Saddam Hussein from ascending as
rightful heir to the Throne of England.
To keep President Saddam Hussein from uniting the Arab
world.
To assure President Saddam Hussein as leader of the
Arab world has no input in the matter of deciding which
countries Saudi Arabia's oil should be exported to.
To keep the united Arab nation, of which Pres. Hussein is
leader, from implementing the P.O. System as the basis for
inter-Arab and world trade.
To assure Zionism's triumph and reign into the next
millennium.
To re-establish U.N./USA control over Iraq's military
industry.
To ensure continued American control over Kuwaiti oil
industry and the flow of oil out of Kuwait to the United States
and England.

The wrath on America for misconduct among nations is not limited to
the mistreatment of Iraq. No adequate price has yet been paid nor
consequence has come as yet back upon the plate of a bloodthirsty
U.S. citizenry for the following U.S. Government crimes against
humanity committed from decades past:








U.S. entry of internal war in Europe, which was fought
over the survival and expansion of the Russian Bolshevik
Revolution, in which the USA sided with the allied to
guarantee the advancement of Jewish Bolshevism into
Eastern Europe.
U.S. entry into WWII coming to the rescue of Zionism as it
came under siege by Hitler and Mussolini.
U.S./British murdering millions of German POW's and
civilians after the end of WWII held in captivity throughout
European countries. The order to murder was issued and
sanctioned by Eisenhower. (See "Other Losses" by a
Canadian Author).
U.S/British firebombing all major German Cities to ashes,
killing hundreds of thousands German civilians.
U.S. exploding nuclear bombs over Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, Japan, murdering civilian population.
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U.S. foreign policy switch declaring Communism
America's new enemy and under that banner destroying
Korea and Vietnam in two separate attacks.
U.S. undermining stability in Chile by CIA intervention to
cause the murder of Pres. Allende and handing over rule to
the U.S. friendly dictator/butcher Pinochet in order to regain
control over Chile's copper industry generating free gold as a
by-product.
U.S. Government permitting World Zionism to make the
United States their new home from which to subjugate all
nations into debt slavery and monopolizing world trade by
making the U.S. Dollar the only form of payment for internation trade.
etc., etc.

In 1997 the spirit of the gods began manifesting "workings" through the
prophetess Uthrania Seila which gave evidence of an exceeding wrath
of the holy creator God directed toward the United States. The
proceedings which lasted for several months were secretly recorded
with surveillance equipment by U.S./British Intelligence, who possibly
dismissed the contents as having no credibility. What they did not
understand at the time was the fact that much of what was spoken and
recorded had reference to events of the future. It is highly unlikely that
any of this activity by the spy agencies was brought to the attention of
their own Government. If it had been, the Prophetess and I would
possibly not have been continued to be mistreated by their agents, a
circumstance which only made matters worse for the United States
Government and her citizens. We do believe however that the British
Government was well briefed on what was going on in Wetaskiwin,
Alberta, at the time.
Since no military power was ready and willing to prevent the abuse of
nations and that of the prophets as conducted openly as well as secretly
by White House/Pentagon official policy, the commanders from the star
ships, who stood in guidance and witness to the workings, began the
necessary employment of catastrophes upon the United States and
certain fellow countries as called for in the "workings" blueprint.
So far we have become witness to only the beginnings of workings
manifestation in the form of a multitude of deadly tornadoes, quakes,
drought, floods, storms and hurricanes on the United States and their
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fellow bed mates. As far as we understand, the wrath on America has
only begun.
Should America be compelled to receive as she has dished out (being
the correct karmic response) then America will have buried many of her
dead citizens before the lesson is learned NOT TO HATE ARABS AND
KILL THEM AT WILL, BUT TO ALLOW THE ARAB CULTURE ITS
UNIQUE EXPRESSION OF LIFE - AND TO NOT COMMIT
WICKEDNESS TOWARD ANY FOREIGN NATION!!
America has given Zionism a home base! The curse on America cannot
be lifted until America has cleansed herself from Zionistic control, and it
is anyone's guess to say just how many American lives it will take
before the nation has placed Zionism under lock and key.

Copy of INA Baghdad article:
(Quote)

Baghdad, Sept 18, INA (18:00)

Iraqi Air Defense Commander has said Iraq, under the leadership of President
Saddam Hussein, has taught the world a lesson in how to reject the logic of
force and hegemony exercised by America against peoples.
In a statement to INA, the military commander said the U.S and British
aggressors had targeted innocent civilians outside the so-called no-fly zones,
citing as examples the August 17, 1999 bombing of houses in Jassan sub
district, though the town was completely clear of any military unit, as well as
breaking the sound barrier repeatedly over residential areas and tourist
complexes and during Friday prayer with the intention of harassing and
intimidating worshippers.
He noted that these hostile acts had claimed the lives of several elderly and sick
people and caused abortions among pregnant hospital inmates.
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The Air Defense Chief said those criminals had also dropped flare on ripe
wheat farms to burn them and spoil the crops, and bombed grain silos and
warehouses, exchanges, communications points, export terminal at Um Qasr
and oil-pumping control systems as part of their malicious sinister plans to
starve the Iraqi people and affect oil exports under the oil-for-food programme.
He also gave an account of the bombing of the solar eclipse observation camp
in Maqloob Mount in Mosul, northern Iraq, and ar-Rasheed Hotel during the
Islamic conference in contempt of all values and mores.
The Iraqi military leader scoffed at statements made by senior U.S officials to
the effect that U.S planes had bombed Iraqi sites in response to Iraqi fire. He
explained that many hostile sorties had been carried out with no interception
from Iraqi fire, since the enemy aircraft had been flying at altitudes beyond the
range of Iraqi anti-aircraft guns, especially when they bombed civilian targets.
The commander accused Washington and London of tending to provoke crises
and distort facts whenever a Security Council deliberation of the unjust
sanctions and inspections approaches.
(End quote)



The P. O. System of Economics Bides
Instant Success for Arab Unity!
(Revised Sept. 18, 1999, 12:18 pm)

EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 18, 1999) Reni Sentana-Ries

The key obstacle to Arab Unity has always been inequitable distribution
of wealth, dividing the people between those that have and those that
have not. And those which have, have held political power and were
reluctant to let go of the distinction and carefreeness which goes along
with ability to purchase whatever the heart desires. It earned them the
admiration and envy of many on one hand and on the other the
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contempt and hatred of the masses, which were not only left out from
enjoying all the world's luxuries, but saw themselves relegated to a life
full of stress and worry over the daily struggle for survival. Such
condition contradicts the Law of One and will never earn the approving
nod of the Masters in the skies nor that of our inner godhood essence.
A formula has been given and must be implemented (with the inclusion
of as many nation states as wish to participate) which provides
unrestricted and unconditional access to basic essentials of life. Only
then will the stigma of poverty flee from the nations and the dignity of
every person become restored. And when man's dignity will have been
recovered crime will be wiped out instantly, and prisons will only be for
those who hate to see mankind liberated from His Fall and all its evil
effects.
Today the wheels of industry must grind so people can have income to
live. That produces much waste of natural resources. Yet industry
automates to save on payrolls, and that plays well into the hands of
those, who wish to see man's dignity destroyed through the scourge of
unemployment.
Higher profits is also motivation for automation and is not benefitting
man by giving him more free time to enjoy his family. And so we have a
situation where the "job" is a must, for he who has no "job" can also not
eat and has thereby technically lost his right to life.
The financial creators of unemployment know this and have set up a
system of economics whereby not everyone can have a "job" to
preserve his right to life and dignity, and when people lose their dignity
they become violent and all manner of tragedy is created.
The P.O. System of economics works like this: The people's natural
needs create consumption which is ongoing and non-cyclic, and which
calls for an industry to fill that demand. And since everyone is a living
part of that "industry" the level of activity will merely be self-regulated by
that demand. In practical terms that means industrial expansion will only
occur when demand for more commodities or services arise, dictated by
population increase or demand based on personal preferences.
Facilitating such an expansion will be accomplished via an Order to

Purchase (Purchase Order) request which also serves as a means
of payment. The recipient of that purchase order will then begin
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manufacturing and supply the equipment, building, labour,
transportation or whatever is required for the filling of that P.O. request.
The superiority of the P.O. System of economics over what we have
today lies not only in its simplicity, but also in its inherent efficiency, for it
minimizes waste of our resources, be they natural or in the form of
manpower, and also no production facility is being threatened by plant
closure as demand goes down. Since no money is being exchanged in
the process of goods delivery, no costs are being incurred in the form of
wages, property, maintenance, equipment acquisitions or taxes. The
employees will see their work day shortened as they find more
ingenious ways of automating their tasks, and when hypothetically 2 hrs
per week per employee will generate 14 days of free time by virtue of
good use of automation and robotics, then that will be the ratio of labour
vs leisure time.
Only demand creates production and no other factor - not profits, for
there are none to be made, not shareholder expectations, for there are
none to be paid, not growth necessity for survival, for growth is
exclusively dictated by demand, and last, but not least, not Zionists who
hate and mistreat their slaves and who think their gold (or money) is the
motor of industry.
It is mandatory that Zionism cease, for wherever money is in use today
Zionism implements wickedness upon the people as called for in the
Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion without even going out of its
devious ways to accomplish disintegration of society, for Zionism's
money system inherently contains all elements of seduction and the
people do not even recognize the root of all evil in their midst by mere
fact of employing the money in circulation for trading. They see the
negative effect, the devastation, but do not know where it comes from.
When the above described steps are being taken and nations begin to
implement the Purchase Order System as the basis from which to
conduct their economic activity, only then will we know of as actually
having arrived at the outskirts of the New Era for mankind in all its
finery.
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Iraq's Plunder marks the Beginning of
Judgment Day!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 3, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

Iraq exports oil but Iraq's enemies control Iraq's oil money. The world is
made to believe that Iraq is being fed via "oil for food." WESTERN
PROPAGANDA LIES!! If all of Iraq's oil money went into food and
medicine, not one adult or child in Iraq would go without three nutritious
meals a day! But many are hungry for want of food and children are
dying from malnutrition. So where is "the food" for all "the money?"
Answer: U.N./U.S./British Group 661 bastard thieves are stealing
Iraq's billions and lining their own pockets!! And how is that done?









Contracts are delayed for phony reasons with the intent of creating
hardship in Iraq from shortage in food, medicine and spare parts.
Surplus money is banked to generate interest for the benefit of others.
Shipments are not made by suppliers because 661 does not pay or is
intentionally lethargic in paying Iraq's bills.
Iraq's money is being first squandered to opportunists who claim to have
incurred "big losses" from the "invasion" of Kuwait.
Iraq's enemies control the amounts of awards to the "losses(!)"
opportunists.
U.N. thieves help themselves to $200 million/month of Iraq's money in
return for paying some Group 661 members' salaries and some field
staff overseas. The $200 million price tag is the U.N.'s biggest rip-off of
a nation's money ever, with Iraq being the target nation of the scam!
Iraq's oil money is being misused to pay bribes to other nations under
some humanitarian label in order to purchase foreign governments'
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loyalty to the United Nations for continued plunder of Iraq's financial
resources.
As Iraq manages to repair her infrastructure, American/British devil
fighter planes are flying in to destroy the repairs again, creating further
losses.
By all standards of civil justice among nations we, the prophets, have
concluded that Iraq is unduly being victimized by Zionist aggressors. We
have seen no good-will shown by either the United Nations nor the
United States of America nor Britain toward the treatment of Iraq in a
humane and just manner, nor have we witnessed a respect for Iraq's
inalienable right to sovereignty.
We have also witnessed no intent by the Canadian Government to act
as mediator in assuring the Prophetess's right to be allowed to go to
Iraq in accordance with her desire expressed over 6 months ago. We
are still being held "unofficial hostages" by a collusion between Britain,
the U.S.A., Canada, the United Nations and their respective security
agencies, all acting under the directives of Zionist Israel.
In light of injustices named herein and in light of many others not
named, I, Reni Sentana-Ries, Lion of the Tribe of Judah, fully consent
with necessary measures taken by the starship commanders in order to
bring about an attitude change among governments. Whether these
measures consist of bad weather systems, volcanic eruptions, floods,
etc. or a more direct confrontation of U.S./British warplanes by Master
Gabriel's fleet of intergalactic warships - it matters less HOW the
desired result of Iraq's liberation from Zionist oppression is achieved, as
long as the end result will be one which not only sees Iraq liberated, but
the rest of the community of nations as well by being given the
opportunity to participate in a good thing for all!
Remember our earlier statement which said that for reasons of great
importance to the life stream of the just the choice will be taken from the
leaders and THE GOVERNMENTS OF THIS WORLD WILL BE
FORCED TO COOPERATE!? And here it will not be to the credit of
those rulers who will become FORCED to comply lest their lose their
souls. Co-operation out of fear for life is barely wanted in a global effort
to liberate the masses from poverty inflicted on them by the power of the
few! The much wiser choice is co-operation from a glad spirit and a
happy heart!
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Iraq's Plunder by the combined forces of Zionism and Imperialism
marks the beginning of the Day of Judgment on all nations for
having stood idly by to let it happen!

This one is friendly, but can also be deadly! She has many sisters
who also don't like what America and Britain are doing to Iraq!
Sophram has already come back and re-taken up his position in
the Northern Sky. Yes, this time YOU WILL BE FORCED TO
COMPLY! The choice is no longer yours!

"My Arab Brothers, Washington is Out to
Destroy You!"
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 1, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

In my spirit as holder of the High Office of the Lion of Judah I am deeply
disturbed by information extracted from the Akashic Records through
the pennings of the Arab Prophetess Uthrania Seila.
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Rhetoric from elitist insiders out of Washington's halls of debauchery
which comes from one of their initiated leaders as he speaks before a
group of fellows talks about a secret plan for the neutralization of the
Arab people. This plan is to become completed some time in the 21st
century.
And so for the good and survival of your culture please take the warning
seriously. Washington is out to destroy you! Take all precautions
necessary to keep your culture, civil structure and people safe!
What follows is the verbatim record from that ominous meeting:

"So, in an all-out effort now to NOT any longer
subjugate the entirety toward the wayward men of the
Gulfen factions, and women too, we might as well
surmise as being of the most, shall we say, peculiarity
in expenditures-able, broadcaste already through your
own future tachyon devices northwest of the Virginia
border, this time has not merited in the least one more
faction of pesticide helink up toward their farces or
forces mideast of, and here again Turkey.
"So let us now address ourself equitably as being of
the first ranking official Maryland has yet to offer up to
the world in the form of, shall we say again, most
rabid, yes, and dangerous devices on test tube babies
that this world has ever yet seen.
"Want more news, gentlemen, on due process of
liquidation [italic please, Seila, for us, please] toward
the majority of the world's earth citizens as that crazy
prophet Marjorim Curry once told us just wouldn't ever
happen?
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"To be produced next is a lethargy of the most
dangerous side weapon, shall we say, and most curtly
instigated into the most rapid tea affair that the Saudis
have ever laid their greedy little eyes on, and Arabian
coffee is just about to go right out of style! Oh my, but
gentlemen and ladies of the congressional office of
the Wittenburg right out of Calgary, B.C., you have
never seen the rush to the head this one - see look
and see for yourself but DON'T DRINK UNLESS
WELCOMED BY A VERY STRANGE ANTIDOTE OF
GULF STRAIN FEVER! and highlight that, gentlemen
- will make on their posterity of generations to come!
"The predicament all Gulf creatures are in only
provokes this more serious mandate into the golden
crisis as taking over the majority of oil producing
actions, country within nation, so to speak. And when
we are all through, gentlemen and ladies, who needs
them all anyway in their white ashen thobes and
garments of red... you get my, or rather, our point
here, do you not, ladies?
"So here, we of the majorum congressional board of
Washington, D.C., which in listing in the, shall we say,
very highest standing office of Echelon Diabolical
Practices known to Egyptian Mubarak, so to speak,
and being of the entire consensus with the rubble in
the down south western areas of Taiwan simply
means Washington has toned D.own its affairs toward
the C.utting off of any oil or gold or national productial
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supplies to the West for the broadcaste laugh on
those Hungarian dukabors will be simple.
"WE, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, LADIES FIRST
FOR YOUR BENEFIT OF... NEVER MIND.. LATER..
WILL CONTROL THE VAST RESOURCES TO
SUCH A VIABLE EXTENT THAT THE LATER
PORTION OF THIS NEXT CENTURY WILL NOT
ONLY SEE AMERICA IN CATASTROPHY OF ITS
OWN WAYWARD JOURNEY THROUGH TIME, BUT
RATION OUT THE OIL RIGHT BACK TO THE
MIGRANTS OF THE ARABIAN PENINSULA, AND
BOY, WILL THAT FROTH OLD SULTAN FAHD'S
SONS RIGHT OFF THE THRONE OF DO OR DIE!
"I told that old codger he'd retain more wealth. He
falls for every trick in the book! [Great laughter]. After
all, legitimate reasoning tells us that Israel wasn't the
only foe that rode the waves of the blasted Congress
out of Washington and all for a dictational practice or
piece of the pie themselves! And who knows anymore
who is to blame fully, is it Israel and Barak or our own
elusive diabolical remnants of society of garment of
blue hue?
"Will they be able in the long run to decrypticize the
entire fragment of our wayfaring power over them or
are they too stupid to see who really runs the boat
show? The answer to that question, ladies and gents,
is yet to come!"
(End of scribing from the Akashic Records)
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Pro's and Con's of Joining the European
Union
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 29, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

Without question, the European Union is an economic powerhouse. Its
foundation of strength is the industriousness of the European worker
and his willingness to sell his time and labour in return for a decent
standard of living. (I said "standard of living," not "quality of life." The
latter comes to us in a different way!). A superficial examination of the
EU by non-member countries generates much interest to join, and so
we have several countries queuing to join and rearranging their internal
affairs to qualify for membership.
BIG MISTAKE!!! The European Union is controlled and run by the same
group of depraved elitists than the Anglo-Saxon world. All member
countries are hopelessly indebted - governmentally, provincially,
municipally, industrially, and individually. Their debts to the banking
world are hanging over their heads like guillotines, and the man at the
rope is someone from the Rothschild family in close ties with those
keeping a direct line to Tel Aviv open at all times.
The people's incomes are taxed enormously, and almost all of their
hard-earned cash goes up in cost-of-living expenses. The system is a
whiplash system, meaning: "Get up to go to work in the morning, and
come back at night to get ready for going back to work in the morning!"
The profits this overworked, overstressed and underpaid (in terms of
purchasing power) society generates goes to shareholders of public
companies. And although the social safety net may be a little better
refined than what we find here in the Americas, what we are dealing
with in essence is a large society of slaves to the Jewish financial
system. Crime is rampant and their prosperity is an illusion, for behind
that facade is no freedom for the people, for no one is truly free unless
also economically liberated!
My advice to prospective member states is to put all efforts of joining the
European Union on hold. Initiated by the Government of Iraq is an effort
in the making which offers a far superior system of economics than what
the EU can offer. The inherent flexibility of the Federation of United Arab
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States (once established) makes plenty allowance for associated states
in economic collaboration with the main body of Arab nations.
The great attraction to joining the Arab Nation economic block of nations
is that for the first time in many millennia the people will uniformly and
equally become beneficiaries of their own productive efforts without
seeing their labour go to waste on usury, taxes and overpriced
essentials to basic life.

The Elite Chain of Command Passes
Through Prime Minister of Israel, Barak!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 28, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

Today's world is ruled like any other stringently governed organization.
Those who do the ruling at the top remain carefully hidden from public
view. Many heads of state do not even know who these people are certainly not western politicians who's term in Office is for a mere 4
years only before they perchance face defeat at the polls. The revolving
door of democracy precludes any possibility for the elected government
to become informed as to who the enemies of the state are, for under
no circumstances are certain unelected bureaucrats who are endowed
with that information, ever permitted to share such membership lists
with their governments.
The beauty of this system of subversion and harassment is that in case
a backlash from the people against the visible corruptors of society
arises, then their bosses are always well hidden behind the veil of
anonymity and will never be caught in the crossfire of a people's revolt.
In the event of upheavals the visible leaders of corruption become the
"human shields" for the ones hidden behind the veil of secrecy. The
latter are however not less responsible for participation in subversion,
for their activity has made them accomplices of the most heinous crimes
imaginable against humanity. AND WHO SAYS THE DEVIL DOES NOT
REWARD HIS SERVANTS FOR FAITHFUL SERVICE? In this case it is
DEATH, and so has it always been in the past!
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As recent as yesterday (September 26, 1999) the Prophetess was
working on an article, and while formulating her sentences her effort
rolled over into scribing with the following result:
(Quote)
"So, gentlemen, please tell the media to print how extremely
dangerous Iraq is, even though we know they have no serious
weapons with which to harm anyone, for WE must ensure world
opinion operates under OUR CONSENSUS FOR RIGHT OF
OWNERSHIP!"
(End quote)
Here we have one elitist insider addressing his fellow conspirators on
the issue of official U.S. foreign policy towards Iraq, admitting to the fact
of Iraq's military neutralization and planning the seizure of Iraq's oil
wealth by control of world opinion. The next words were probably
spoken during the same meeting by the same elitist:
(Quote)
U.S.: "Gentlemen, WE MUST find a way to get Saddam Hussein
OUT OF CONTROL OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES! In that way,
gentlemen, WE WILL CONTROL IT ALL WORLD WIDE VERY SOON,
and Israel has promised us the take of our lives with the resources
hidden deep within the Dead Sea! Nobody knows all too far on
that, our newest project yet. Let's see to keep it that way.
Understand?! We may place at our own convenience one of those
other idiots who see to oppose Saddam and his government of
fools and we can make mincemeat out of them in time too! (loud
laughter). Dissident fools! HEY, GENTLEMEN?!" (Loud laughter).
(End Quote).
The mineral resources of the Dead Sea is a "Trillion Dollar Secret" only
known to Zionist insiders, and will not become drawn upon by Israeli
industry until after all land surrounding the Dead Sea becomes firmly
secured under solid Israeli jurisdictional control. The remainder of the
quote is self-explanatory.
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What follows is the essence of President Clinton's responses in a
telephone conversation with Israel's Prime Minister Barak.
(Quote)
Clinton to Barak: "Sure, we'll inoculate our boys and girls!
Immediately!.... Yes Sir! As soon as possible!..... What? Blame Iraq,
terrorist groups? Excellent!.... We'll frighten them all with our
ingenious pattern of... Well, Sir, it is strictly done in any case...
Yes, Sir, I think you're right, if Egypt thinks that the Gulf Strait, so
to speak,... Yes, Sir... is viable for 'frothing sailors in, then... no
code words, Barak, I thought we agreed on that?.. In any case, a
periodical of contamination aboard a hypothetical regime, I mean a
new cut one should well suffice Egypt's Mubarak as well,......
Positive suggestion, yes, I understand... inoculate the boys. Well...
done, yes... consider it done, SIR!" Robert out.
[Note: Robert must be a code name - Uthrania Seila Arab prophetess
and scribe]
(End quote)
Consistent with tactics of reverse psychology (i.e. the bombing of both
embassies in Tanzania and Kenya), it is the expressed intent of the
United States and Israel to create an act of terrorism for which Iraq will
become blamed!
The inoculation of American personnel in the Gulf is merely phase one
for the inoculation of the entire population of Israel against Anthrax, with
American service men providing convenient feed back from possible
negative side effects for further research (should it be necessary) before
the entire population of Israel becomes inoculated.
In conclusion we may say the chain of command within the conspiracy
against all nations looks like this: The leaders of small and large nations
take their orders from Washington. Washington takes its orders from Tel
Aviv. Tel Aviv is in direct contact with the hidden hand of the elite, the
real rulers of this world, who's names and faces we don't know unless
we know the members of all secret organizations Tel Aviv is in contact
with.
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IMF Official Statement is Incoherent
Gibberish, Incomprehensible Hogwash!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 28, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

Only at the end of my own words will I plague you with garbage coming
from a mouthpiece of the International Monetary Fund, who has
presented a logic which reduces the intelligence of man to that of an
idiot. Mr. Stafan Ingves, spokesman for the IMF, tried to give reasons
for the "Asian financial crisis" and his comments are either a testimony
of his incompetence in his job or evidence of conscious financial
conspiracy against all Asian nations, the Western world included, of
course.
WHY DID FINANCIAL MARKETS IN ASIA CRASH?
Answer: Because the IMF/World Bank charge interest. Interest cannot
be paid for purely mathematical reasons!! If I lend 10 gold coins to my
friend and a year later demand 11 back from him, then how in the world
is he going to be able to pay back the extra coin if there is not a single
other one existing in the whole country? THE INDUSTRY HAS NO
POWER OF CREDIT CREATION, AND NO LEVEL OF INDUSTRIAL
ACTIVITY IS CAPABLE OF PRODUCING A SINGLE EXTRA
DOLLAR!!! THAT IS WHY INDONESIA, THAILAND AND ALL OTHER
ASIAN COUNTRIES ARE DEFAULTING ON THEIR FINANCIAL
COMMITMENTS TO THE THIEVING IMF!!!
IS THE IMF CAPABLE AND WILLING TO ADMINISTER CORRECT
PRINCIPLES OF CREDIT CREATION?
Answer: Capable? NO! They are too stupid to do anything financial
right! Willing? Again, NO! Their debauched nature will never permit
them to be compliant to the people's needs and do their fellow-man
good! Because they hate themselves for being evil people they spite
their own faces but never will "stoop" to the level of a "goyim" (sic)
sufficient to credit themselves as his benefactors! Too lowly a business
to become engaged in! It is easier to rip him off and be his perpetual
slave masters! (Disgusting breed!)
WAS THERE A NEED FOR THE CLOSURE OF EVEN ONE BANK?
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Answer: NO! A bank works with book entries only, not commodities. The
suggestion for a bank to close is comparable to that of a mathematician
who is dismissed from his job because his boss tells him the company
has run out of numbers to work with! Any bank is in the business of
working with numbers only, and for as long as there is demand in the
form of loans (yuk) or demand created from people holding bank
accounts of any size, there is never a need to close a bank! Bank
closures are artificially enforced by the banking monopoly for the
purpose of creating hardship for the people. It is the outward
manifestation of a banker's hatred of mankind.
ARE THERE "BAD" BANKS THAT DESERVE CLOSING?
Answer: NO! The banks with a high rate of defaults need to get used to
writing their loans off. A bank can never go broke, because it can never
run out of numbers. There are no "bad" banks. Loans must be written
off in order to prevent a chain reaction of bankruptcies.
IMF: "Problems were hard to prevent and costly to resolve..."
Answer: "Hard to prevent...?" How hard is it for the IMF to say to its
clients: "This loan you can have for 0% interest!"? Or: "You can't keep
up with payments on your loan because your business volume has
dropped 50% from the time you took out this plant expansion loan, Mr.
Jiruhito? No problem. Continue with your payments when your business
volume has gone up again! Good bye, Mr. Jiruhito, and the best to you
and your business!"
"...costly to resolve..."? Costly to whom, the banks or his clients? Banks
cannot be hurt by numbers just as a mathematician cannot be injured by
the numbers he writes on a piece of paper! However if the system
demands foreclosure against a shoe manufacturer because of loan
default from a business drop, then of course the shoe business will fall
into the hands of the bank for a "high cost" to the owner. And just as is
the case with gold, so will the banker harvest the shoe factory merely
with the convenient help of a number's trick in his books!
I promised you the agony of reading the IMF article should you still have
the unction to be bothered with reading trash! Here it is:
(Quote)
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Early action needed: IMF Lending agency calls for swift moves to counter
financial crises September 25, 1999: 11:20 a.m. ET
WASHINGTON, Sept 25 (Reuters) - Asia's financial crisis has highlighted the
need for early and comprehensive action to resolve problems in fragile
financial sectors, the International Monetary Fund said Saturday.
An IMF report on the lessons from Asia's crisis said attempts to close bad
banks could backfire unless they were accompanied by strong management of
the overall economy and by a blanket guarantee to creditors.
Problems were hard to prevent and costly to resolve, said the IMF, the global
lending agency that is cooperating with its fellow agency, the World Bank, in
offering advice to countries as they seek to cope with the crisis.
"Bank closures are only successful if all clearly nonviable institutions are
closed, the action is part of a comprehensive and credible restructuring strategy,
appropriate macroeconomic policies are in place and the process is clearly and
credibly explained to the public," the report said.
But the IMF also admitted that these conditions were not met in Indonesia,
where the fund pushed the authorities to close 16 small banks as the crisis there
deepened.
"The experience of Indonesia showed that in a systemic crisis bank closings
can, if not accompanied by proper information, strong overall economic
management and a blanket guarantee, lead to a run on banks," it said.
The crisis, which started in Thailand in July 1997 and spread across Asia and
then beyond, was marked by deep problems in overburdened and poorly
regulated financial sectors. Banks buckled under bad debts and both the IMF
and the World Bank set up special units to deal with the problems.
"I think mistakes were made in that we would do things differently if we were
to do them over again," said Jonathan Fiechter, the World Bank's main
financial sector expert. "But in every crisis it is so easy to say with the benefit
of hindsight what went wrong."
The IMF report said Indonesia, Malaysia, South Korea and Thailand were
likely to spend between 15 and 45 percent of gross domestic product resolving
their financial sector problems, although these estimates were still not set in
stone.
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"The experience of the crisis countries illustrates once more the importance of
prompt and decisive action to deal with banking problems, including bank
restructuring efforts, and the dangers of waiting for the situation to reverse
itself," the report said.
"Preventive action, notably in prudential regulation and supervision and in the
form of more transparency, would have improved bank governance and market
discipline and helped prevent weaknesses from building up," it said.
Stefan Ingves, in charge of banking issues at the IMF, said financial sector
restructuring was not yet complete. "The final costs to each economy are still
not known," he told a news conference. "Asia must not allow its commitment
to restructuring to flag simply because economic indicators are rising again.
Financial restructuring will be on the region's agenda for several years to
come." (End quote)

Another Hoax (of the 21st Century) in the
Jewish Making!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) September 28, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

No sooner one hoax has past and can only be sustained by Monuments
to the "Six Million" so called "Victims of the Holocaust" (note the Jewish
monopolization of the word "holocaust") in London, Washington and
Berlin (ultimate insult to German People), another one is in the making,
which I call "The Hoax of the 21st Century" manufactured by
Christoper S. Wren's article, who is working as falsehood reporter at the
Zionist United Nations Organization (ZUNO).
To briefly set the record straight here let us always remember that the
holocaust of the 20th century consists of the effects and after-effects of
Jewish Bolshevism creating the bloody revolution in Russia and the
subsequent murder of more than 20 million Ukrainians, and a few years
later, in conjunction with the betrayal and slaughter of Germany during
WW2, the western world under the military dominance of the United
States prevented Hitler from appropriately dealing with Zionist World
Conspiracy, causing the death of millions of Europeans.
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The Bolshevist Revolution as well as the betrayal of Germany, Italy and
Japan was the Holocaust of the 20th Century, manufactured by Zionist
Jews controlling the Anglo-Saxon camp of war lords! During those
tumultuous and trying years no more than 350,000 Jews lost their lives
from all causes, and the rest of the "Six Million Jews" (supposedly
gassed) became "survivors" and collectors of pensions from a Zionist
controlled blackmailed, frightened, but too generous German
government - pensions they were able to receive in whatever country
they had fled to escape Hitler's wrath. That's the extent of the "Jewish
Holocaust."
I said another hoax is in the making. This time the target is Iraq's
President Saddam Hussein, who does not like the treatment his country
gets from world Zionism. And so we have the professional liars in New
York, Washington and London at work creating another "holocaust"
story with the intent of demonizing President Saddam Hussein and
discrediting his leadership in the Middle East.
Worth mentioning is the fact that the "officials" are fearful of having their
names attached to what they tell Mr. Wren, definitely for fear of
becoming discovered in their lies or having the wrath of President
Hussein breathing down their necks as he comfortably maintains his
leadership role among Arab countries into the next century.
The article under the title "Iraqi Exile Says U.S. Plans Genocide Charges
Against Saddam" (September 24, 1999) states: (Quote)
"Several American officials who spoke on the condition of anonymity
confirmed that the meeting had taken place and did not deny that the prospect
(of genocide and war crimes charges against President Hussein -Reni
Sentana-Ries) has been considered. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright
also met Monday with the delegation from the Iraqi National Congress.
"Congress has authorized $97 million to be used to assist such Iraqi opposition
groups. The United States has accused Saddam of destroying more than 3,000
Kurdish villages, killing more than 5,000 Kurds with poison gas, killing Shiite
Muslim clergymen and forcibly relocating civilians in southern Iraq, and
executing more than 2,500 prisoners in the last four years..." (End quote)
In the past several hundred million U.S. Dollars have been spent by the
CIA alone in order to incite the Kurds (no longer effective, for the Kurds
are now gladly working in conjunction with the central Government of
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Iraq) and Shiites to cause insurrection and instability in Iraq, giving them
a hollow promise for a better life under "democracy" without Saddam
Hussein, and in the course of maintaining governmental stability in Iraq
both factions came under military fire for inciting CIA financed unrest.
No national government is being demonized for dealing with coups and
insurrection, unless the troubles are initiated in and carefully executed
out of the infamous halls in Washington, New York and London and
after successful implementation the chaos is being used as an excuse
for the "human rights" advocates to follow up on in false accusations of
national leaders as murderers of their own people.
Who is guilty of the first offence for the death of Kurds and Shiites in
Iraq? ZIONIST/IMPERIALIST CONTROLLED ANGLO-SAXON
FORCES IN WASHINGTON AND NEW YORK!!
Who continued to murder Kurds and Shiites in Iraq after the war of
1991? ZIONIST AND IMPERIALIST FORCES OUT OF WASHINGTON
AND NEW YORK FROM MILITARY BASES IN TURKEY, KUWAIT
AND SAUDI ARABIA!!
Who should be brought before an inter-NATION court of justice for
"crimes against humanity?" ALL ZIONISTS RUNNING AND
CONTROLLING WASHINGTON, NEW-YORK AND LONDON FOR
THE GRADUAL KILLING OF NATIONS - IRAQ IN PARTICULAR - IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THEIR DIABOLICAL PROTOCOLS!!
In conclusion we can say the "Hoax of the 21st Century" is the claim by
liars in the West that President Saddam Hussein killed thousands of
Kurds and Shiite Muslims. Fact is that the West killed them with hollow
promises, deception and bribes as these Iraqi insurrectionists ran into
the gunfire from a government which they tried to overthrow!
The other part of the same blatant lie is the claim that "Saddam Hussein
killed thousands of innocent Iraqis and children from malnutrition and
disease by his non-compliance to U.N./U.S. inspired weapons
inspections demands, yet all of us know that the Iraqi Government had
complied since 1991 letting UNSCOM spies snoop around and destroy
much military hardware for years, with Iraq all the while being kept
under the most severe economic embargo this world has ever seen
causing much sickness and death in his country!
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So, who killed millions of Iraqis? ZIONIST U.S.A AND BRITAIN, WHO
NOT ONLY UPHELD THE UNJUST EMBARGO, BUT BOMBED IRAQ
TO FURTHER DESTRUCTION WITH DEPLETED URANIUM BOMBS
AND AMMUNITION IN CONJUNCTION WITH BIOLOGICAL
WEAPONS, CAUSING THE DESTRUCTION OF SANITARY
FACILITIES BRINGING DEATH AND DISEASE TO IRAQI CITIZENS!!
The "Hoax of the 21st Century" is the mere accusation which simply
states: "It is all the fault of Saddam Hussein!"
Judgment Day is coming, and with it the hammer of justice for
blaming an innocent man!! Beware, you political pundits, of what
you speak out into the universe, for should it be less than the
truth, then let me remind you of the fact that the days when the
accused innocent will "lend the other cheek" are over!

EDITORIAL
PAGE
copied from lion04.htm

Who is "Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries Aziz
Windsor Hussein"? (October 10, 1999)
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 10, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

The prophetess of the 21st Century is an enigma to many. I have been
told on several occasions that according to the Q'ran there will be no
more prophets after Mohammed. If that indeed is so, then Uthrania is
more than a prophet, and only by her being more than a prophet can we
justify the words that "after Mohammed no more shall come" except one
that is greater than a prophet.
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Uthrania has arrived at a time more critical than that of Mohammed. He
is not here today, but Uthrania is. Is her mission then greater than that
of Mohammed? Yes. Does not the nature of the work govern the Office
to match it? Yes, again!
Mohammed was not faced with the task of mankind's restoration,
Uthrania is, nor was he faced with the urgency of preparing mankind for
the end of this world, but Uthrania Seila is. Yet we call her "the
Prophetess" and realize in all fairness to her Office and her identity, that
she is much more than "a prophetess."
Her gifts extend far beyond those of a prophet. And as her elevated
Office demands gifts to match, we see her equal to the task of an Office
for which a name has not as yet been coined. My own is that of "the
Lion of Judah" which is supplementary to hers in order to achieve the
necessary dynamics for success in face of all overwhelming odds. In
that we had to stare death right in its ugly face and not flinch, but walk
right through it in defiance.
And now I will share with you a portion of the words of the Mancharians,
addressed especially to myself. The occasion was our request for an
interpretation of the words: "You have no idea as of yet how far in what
we call 'expansion' techniques .... Uthrania has come. We will further
explain in other text down the road."

Scribed Wednesday, December 9, 1998
(quote)

Mancharians: You have absolutely no idea as yet,
little Ones, on how manifestive correct are ALL your
summations to date. And do you know, little One, who
is actually doing all this recording down from the
"heavens," so to speak? Now, get ready for this one,
Reinhard, her .... friend: UTHRANIA, THE 21ST
CENTURY PROPHETESS IS...
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....SHE IS THE ESTRANGED ONE OF THE TROOP
OF THE YET UNKNOWN, AND KNOWS HOW TO
REDEEM ALL OF MANKIND FROM ITS DRUNKEN
STUPOR OF IDIOCY AND ACCLAMATION OF
DWARFS TOWARD ITSELF, WHO IS INDEED OF
THE MANCHARIAN FACTION, REINHARD, WHO IS
PROSTRATING IN FRONT OF EVERY RAILING
DAY AND NIGHT WAITING FOR .... TO ARRIVE!
.....AND WHO ARE WE, OF THE MANCHARIANS?
WE ARE SHE, WE ARE ONE IN CONSCIOUS
ABILITY SPANNING THE AGES WHEREBY ANY
REMEMBERANCE LOST TO BETTY GAIL...., THE
FOREMOTHER OF THE ENTIRE RACE OF HUMAN
APOSTROPHIES (POSTERITIES), AND in one last
gallant attempt remember WHO, OUTSIDE OF THE
TRAILER, HELD THE UNIVERSE IN HER HANDS
AND PROPHETICALLY DECREED A "NEW EARTH"
AND "NEW HEAVENS" WHICH SHORTLY WILL BE
MADE MANIFEST IN A WAY YET UNSEEN AND
MORE UN-UNDERSTOOD BY METHODS OF MAN!
.....She talks to herself in coded script for relaxation
and time out. She waits for a future husband in which
active accounts of glory she can hereby relish in! She
is nightingale, the doctor, the nurse!.....SHE DID IT
ALL ALONE! She also did not realize at the time the
mystery of her entire powers liberated alone among
man.
Now in order to not break code with oneself, Uthrania
has ordered an adaptor, to put it in your terminology,
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of remembrance as to what all she must do and think
and indeed love before she stilled to come for the last
and final time down upon this universal plateau. SHE
IS GAINLY TAPPING DIRECTLY INTO HER OWN
HIGHEST GOD/GODDESS CONSCIOUSNESS AND
DIRECTLY ACCESSING ALL INFORMATIONAL
DATA.... AND WE ARE ONE AND WE ARE NO
DIFFERENT THAN MANY OF YOU EXCEPT FOR
THE FACT THAT WE CERTAIN ONES ARE ALL
INDISCRIMINATELY IMPOSSIBLE TO ATTAIN THE
GLORY OF GOD ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER!
(End quote)

The information above is shared with you in consideration of your
readiness to receive and we therefore have been selective in the choice
of scribed text.

"Tell All Internationalists to Buzz Off!!"
recommends the Lion of Judah
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 9, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

What is an "Internationalist"? He is a Jew who thinks only he is fit to rule
the world. He thinks his God Yahweh or Jehovah gave him the brilliance
of mind for the job to rule the nations and therefore he believes the
nations must be at his beck and call, and that he is the only human on
earth while the rest are animals given to him for pleasure and
exploitation. The Jewish internationalist thinks all nations must bow to
his supreme law, and national insubordination must be quickly punished
as an example and warning to all. The internationalist hates nationalism
and sovereignty and considers them roadblocks to the creation of his
ideals of a mindless global society and the establishment of his fanciful
One World Zionistic (Bilderbergeristic) order.
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And so the internationalist Jew has created a multitude of "international
organizations." He created what he calls "international law" as well as a
United Nations Charter of Human Rights, "international companies,
"international finance," a U.S. Commission of Religious Freedom
("international religious freedom"), and so on. His mindset has even
created a piece of national legislation called "Religious Freedom Act"
and says it will become enforced on all nations, and whichever
government will not measure up to this U.S. Congress approved piece
of legislation will become harassed with a list of 15 potential forms of
punishment.
Jewish takeover of the United States has made it impossible for the
United States to mind her own business and stop harassing the nations.
Under the cloak of "human rights" and "religious freedom" these oneworlders try to force their way into internal affairs of national
governments, usually done with the intent of stealing the nations' natural
resources.
Today the Jew Rubin, and the Jewess Albright with the backing of the
Jew-friend Clinton out of Washington have singled out China, Iran, Iraq,
Burma and Sudan for punishment for "religious intolerance" and made
them targets for punitive action from the list of 15 ways to do so. Among
other measures they intend to




withhold loans
apply full or limited sanctions
reduce diplomatic contact.
The United States of America does not know how to behave as one
nation out of a group of many with equal rights to their own jurisdictional
territory. Would the American public sit idly by if a group of other nations
were constantly harassing the Government in Washington in order to
gain control over U.S. resources? Methinks not!
Five nations with China on board is an excellent start for complete
economic self-reliance as an economic block of nations functioning
outside of the U.S. Dollar monopoly. So, the more of a hostile attitude
the U.S. takes toward other nations, the faster nations will work to
become united under a brand new system for economic cooperation,
where the "internationalist" Jew will have no part to play in it! I urge the
harrassed nations to contact President Saddam Hussein for
participation in new era economics!
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And for those who can be bothered with reading the article I refered to here it is:
Published in Washington, D.C.

5am -- October 7, 1999

www.washtimes.com
State Department lists 5 nations as violators of religious freedom
--------------------------------From combined dispatches
--------------------------------The State Department has designated China, Iran, Iraq, Burma and Sudan as
countries of particular concern for violations of religious freedom, making
them liable for U.S. diplomatic and economic sanctions, spokesman James P.
Rubin said yesterday.
The designations are the first under a procedure mandated by Congress in last
year's Religious Freedom Act. The test is whether a government has "engaged
in or tolerated particularly severe violations of religious freedom during the
preceding 12 months."
But Secretary of State Madeleine K. Albright has not yet decided what
sanctions should apply to each of the five cases, and the United States already
has limited contacts with several of the countries, Mr. Rubin said.
The State Department is also naming Serbia and the Taliban movement in
Afghanistan, which are not sovereign states, as "particularly severe violators of
religious freedom," he said.
Nina Shea, representing the U.S. Commission on International Religious
Freedom, welcomed the designations and called them a good first step by the
Clinton administration in working to end religious persecution around the
world.
"We believe that the issuance of this highly selective list that includes China,
the world's largest religious persecutor, and Sudan, the world's most hideous
persecutor, will send the strongest possible signal," Mrs. Shea said in testimony
before the House International Relations subcommittee on human rights.
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She said that the designations would place on notice lesser persecutors such as
Vietnam, Pakistan, Egypt, North Korea and Saudi Arabia.
Rep. Christopher Smith, New Jersey Republican and chairman of the human
rights subcommittee, said that while there are important omissions -- like
Indonesia's persecution of Catholics in East Timor --for the most part the report
succeeds.
"I am impressed with the extent to which the report states hard facts about
governments with which the United States enjoys friendly relations," he said,
including Saudi Arabia, France, Belgium and Austria.
The congressional act that mandated the report offers the administration a list
of 15 possible responses to rights violators, ranging from a diplomatic protest
to voting against loans by international institutions.
Robert Seiple, U.S. ambassador-at-large for international religious freedom,
announced the designations at the congressional hearing yesterday, and formal
congressional notification will follow within a few days.
Last year's act also requires the State Department to prepare an annual report on
the state of religious freedom around the world.
That report, released in September, criticizes many other governments,
including those of U.S. allies Egypt, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and Turkey.
Asked why such countries escaped designation, Mr. Rubin said, "One makes
judgments as to where the worst offenses are, and that's what we have judged."
The United States has no relations with Iran, Iraq or Serbia and has poor
relations with Burma and Sudan. Therefore it might not be possible to find new
sanctions that would have any effect on those governments.
"That doesn't mean we shouldn't identify them as countries that are violating
religious freedom. . . . Those we do have ties with, we will make our own
judgments as to what the right sanction should be," Mr. Rubin said.
Copyright © 1999 News World Communications, Inc.
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FOR ONCE(!) People Must Feel What it is
Like to be Free!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 8, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

The introduction into the new era will be merciless. We, The Prophets,
have warned you governments to become compliant without being
forced to, but you have chosen not to. That is fine, for your noncompliance is an expression of free agency. But keep in mind the
consequences on your head as well as those on your nation for taking
that position. The gods of this universe are tired of seeing the billions of
their own posterity in death and destitution while you prefer to be their
"upper class" and decide in ruthlessness to misuse your privileged
position to keep the people in poverty detriment as you freely help
yourselves to this world's riches and luxuries.
This attitude will shortly be your grave.
The Starship Commanders have no respect for your selfish interests
and are now coming to the rescue of the poor, something you should
have done long time ago! From now on you will be struck with disasters,
and in the likeness of what you have done to Iraq your countries will
become devastated.
You will come running to Saddam Hussein for cover, that is a given fact,
but we now have reason to question your sincerity for doing so. And it is
because of your lack of sincerity that We, The Prophets, will place you
under our permanent surveillance, for should you step out of line, the
Commanders will strike you dead with our approval. The time has past
where we remain tolerant to your selfish, deceptive games.
You secretly congregate with regularity and strategize in seclusion how
to solidify your choke hold on nations and their resources, how to lay
political traps for nationalist governments insisting on sovereignty, how
to maintain your system of usury for this world's plunder, how to more
effectively create food shortages and incurable diseases from your
Maryland underground Blinkensop laboratories as a means for
population control, how to de-educate our youth with watered-down
mandatory text books in our schools, how to silence the media on
selective topics, and how to more effectively seduce and weaken the
young to where they follow your lead like sheep to the slaughter.
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YOUR CONSPIRACY AGAINST MANKIND HAS ENDED WITH THE
APPEARANCE OF WE, THE PROPHETS, WHO COME TO YOU AS
REPRESENTATIVES OF YOUR FOREFATHERS FROM THE STARS,
BACKED UP BY THE ENTIRE INTERGALACTIC FLEET OF
STARSHIPS UNDER THE COMMAND OF LORD AND MASTER
GABRIEL!
The multitude of the down-trodden people have endured your tyranny
for just too many lifetimes, and now has come the time when - in proper
preparation for a time and world in bliss to come - the objects of your
contempt must for once feel what it is like to be free! They must
recapture the beautiful feeling that life indeed is worth living and prepare
to become forefathers for the new generation of righteous posterity
belonging to the Federation of Free Planets in the new era! Between
now and lift-off they must have gained a thorough understanding how
their new world is to be structured in righteousness and learn how to
protect their newly-found freedom away from economic slavery after
your design. Their foretaste of paradise, which you have denied them to
experience, qualifies them as candidates for evacuation from this
stricken planet, which you have sickened unto convulsion with your lust
for power and greed.
And who am I speaking to in particular? The answer to this question I
will give you in my next article "America, Britain and Israel are the Long
Arm of the Bilderbergers!"

America, Britain and Israel are the Long
Arm of the Bilderbergers!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 8, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

Prophecy scribed by the Arab prophetess Uthrania Seila Hussein as
well as secular information indicates which secret organization ministers
at the forefront to maintain and expand corruption and decay on the
head of the masses, and upholds the curse on a world in its fallen state.
On Sunday, September 17, 1995, I asked Commander Hatonn the
following question:
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(Quote)
"With reference to the powerful "few" and their organizations like
the International Bankers, the Federal Reserve, the Bilderbergers,
the Club of Rome, the CFR and so on, can you identify for us as to
who or which organization represents the "snake's head?" From
where are the atrocities upon the people concocted and their
programs ultimately enforced? Militarily speaking, who gives the
orders?"
Commander HATONN: The "snake" is on top of the ladder, no doubt!
But here again, who and what is Blinkensop? Is it not enforced through
the very debauched mind waves so endowed to so few? But this is not
really your question, I know. In order to submit the generalities of the
exact probability of who here exactly is in charge, we would simply say
to you: the Bilderbergers!
Why with such strict enforcements upon the backs of so many? And
why indeed have we not even gone so far as to allude to those most
probable names of such as Rothschild’
s, Hamingrade’
s or the Polar
Regions? Exactly, for the point here is, that no manifestation of criteria,
which has been acquitted into a possible forum of ultra
accomplishments, has ever been put forth as a continuum of debatum in
its full entirety! Does this really need explaining then?
"....Well within the essence of hierarchical instruction, we have
forfeited the right of acclaiment into the most profitable hands of
the Esquires of Doomsday, who, at this time period in our history,
have profited themselves bountifully, even beyond the call of our
duty, to subsequently perform an inundated retraction of all
squandering done by even those of us in the higher echelon. This
is a mandatory effort in its design, and has coordinated itself
within the fortified Protocols of our Brothers in an effort to exceed
even those criteria of thought.
"This document therefore lies in the hands of those solid agenda
holders, AND IS HENCEFORTH ATTRIBUTED TO THE
BILDERBERGERS WITH AN EXACT DUPLICATION TO BE HELD
BY THE HIGH COUNCIL OF INSTRUCTIONAL WITNESSES.
Signed this day, 26 September 1994. 3:00 pm."
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(End quote)
Permit me to also give you a sample from a secular source on the
activities of the infamous Bilderberger group of elitists:
(Quote)
From THE HOFFMAN WIRE
5-10-99, (May 10, 99) The world's most secret society is to meet in Portugal in
June.
Bilderberg, one of the most secretive organization in the world, comprising
presidents, royal families, ministers, top industrialists and financial leaders are
set to meet in Sintra, Portugal at the beginning of June. Francisco Pinto
Balsamão, former Portuguese PM, media baron and frequent attendee of the
meetings is listed as the member for Portugal.
The security for the Bilderberg meetings, which are held at irregular intervals
and prompted by the state of world affairs, is the responsibility of the host
country.
According to sources in Washington, Bilderberg will pay hundreds of
thousands of dollars to reimburse the Portuguese Government for deploying
military forces to guard their privacy and for helicopters to seek out intruders.
Bilderberg have ordered the resort to be shut down for a full 48 hours before
the conference. The Bilderberg delegates, comprising some of the world's most
powerful decision makers, will be here to discuss highly classified issues which
are not supposed to be disclosed to the public by the press, before or after the
meeting.
Initially alerted to this meeting by a New York reader who requested
anonymity, The news contacted the Caesar Park Penha Longa resort in Sintra to
verify the information that the secret meeting will be held at their resort.
The only confirmation we received was that an organization 'wishing for the
utmost privacy' would be in Sintra and that the hotel was fully and exclusively
booked by this organization from June 2 to June 7.
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The agenda for the meeting is said to include a "globalization summit", during
which nations which cling tenaciously to their sovereign identities will be
denounced by its leadership.
The principal feature of Bilderberg is that it seeks one global government, (a
structure similar to the European Union), while counteracting nationalist
sentiment is supposedly its greatest battle.
Renewed calls for the United Nations to be able to directly tax all people of the
world is said to be another major topic to be tabled for discussion in Sintra.
Bilderberg meetings are only held when and where the hosts can provide the
highest levels of security for their guests.
All Bilderberg participants, their staff members and resort employees will wear
photo identification tags. They will have separate colours to identify the wearer
as participant, staff member or employee. A computer chip "fingerprint" will
assure the identity of the card's wearer.
According to the Washington-based investigative newsletter, Spotlight, who
claims to have a contact inside Bilderberg, any intruders are to be manhandled,
cuffed and jailed and if the intruders resist arrest or attempt to flee, they will be
shot.
International and national media are said to be welcome only when an oath of
silence has been taken, news editors are held responsible if any of their
journalists 'inadvertently' report on what takes place.
Bilderberg members are immune to all forms of bureaucracy that face ordinary
citizens on a daily basis.
No visas are required and a free and safe passage is provided by the
government providing the Bilderberg rendezvous. They travel to and from the
airport to the resort in armoured vehicles with a police escort.
Meetings are held annually but rarely at the same locations for obvious security
reasons.
The first Bilderberg conference was held at the Bilderberg Hotel in Osterbeek
Holland in May 1954, and the organization is said to have been established as a
secret and supportive wing of NATO and the Marshall plan which was
launched in the 1940s.
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The News having researched various sources on the Bilderberg meetings,
discovered that PSD co-founder, Francisco Pinto Balsemão, allegedly attended
at least the previous two Bilderberg meetings held in Scotland (1998) and
Georgia in the United States (1997). Balsemão is said to be the only Portuguese
representative on the Bilderberg steering committee.
Other prominent figures listed to have attended previous meetings are Ricardo
Salgado chief executive officer at Banco Espirito Santo, Henry Kissinger, Tony
Blair (who attended the meeting held in 1995) and Giovanni Agnelli who is the
owner of the Fiat Motor Corporation.
The News (Portugal) May 1, 1999. The News is Portugal's largest circulation
English language newspaper. Established for over 20 years, it is the only
Portuguese newspaper on the net that covers all the major news about Portugal
in the English language. http://www.the-news.net/
(End quote)
May I however stress the point here that the Bilderbergers, although at
the top of the dung heap of humanity for now, is not the only secret
organization promoting everything that is wrong in this world. This

July 12, 1994: A Day of Infamy for Germany
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 7, 1999 by Reni Sentana-Ries

Between the end of World War II and July 12, 1994 Germany enjoyed a
constitutionally entrenched principle which kept the nation's military
inside her own borders. The nation was expected to write off all lost
traditionally German territories to Poland and Russia, territories which
were seceded for the purpose of seeing the Communist Empire
advance deeper into the heartland of Europe. (Thanks, America, Britain
and France, for importing Imperialist Jewish Bolshevism into Europe by
defeating the nations which were fighting to keep it off the map
anywhere, only to declare it the West's greatest threat afterwards! What
were you fighting Germany for, may I ask?).
Zionist declaration of Communism as the World's greatest threat was
the banner under which NATO was formed, of which post war Germany
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was made an instant member. It was not until NATO powers saw the
need for pouncing on other nations under some phony "human rights"
pretext, that the western allied war mentality discovered that Germany
was beautifully protected by her constitution from participating in AngloSaxon inspired war escapades, i.e. Bosnia and the unjustifiable war
against Iraq, which should have been viewed as an internal Arab
dispute created by the British in the first place!
Germany was put under pressure to make a constitutional change in
favour of Zionist intent to use her war machine against any nation of
independent thought and leadership. The German Government caved in
under Zionist pressure, and on July 12, 1994 a Constitutional Court set
up for the purpose of making that change, opened the flood gate again
for German participation in all sorts of underhanded shadowy military
operations as concocted by debauched interests of the Western elite.
East Timor is the latest example, where Germany will also contribute
some kind of military related support.
Jewish/Zionist blackmail on Germany is enormous. Military blackmail is
merely one phase of humiliation of the German consciousness. When I
come home I will REVERSE the Constitutional Court decision and
decree that German military will not be allowed to operate outside of
German territory unless attacked!
(Copy)
July 12, 1994: Germany ends military ban.
Germany's Constitutional Court ended the ban on sending German
troops to fight outside the country. The ban had been in effect since
shortly after World War II, when Germany was disarmed. (Japan has a
similar ban.) The ruling would allow German troops to join in
peacekeeping missions of the United Nations or the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO). The restriction on German military action
abroad had been criticized by other countries because it prevented
Germany from participating in the Persian Gulf War of 1991 and in the
Bosnia crisis. As if to signal the change in status, Germany military units
marched in the Bastille Day celebration in Paris on July 14. It was the
first time German troops had appeared in France since the country was
liberated from German occupation in 1945.
Excerpted from Compton's Interactive Encyclopedia
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Polarization of Soul Sentiment
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 7, 1999) by Reni Sentana-Ries

The world is a battle ground for warfare between good and evil. It gives
righteous characters the opportunity for much growth as the negative
environment around us gives us plenty occasions for polarizing our
viewpoint. It is all a matter of what we want to be and with what kind of
mindset we wish to depart off into the etherworld. The tragedy for many
individuals is that of a wasted opportunity should he or she not have
seized the opportunity for crystallizing their viewpoint - either in the
positive or in the negative. Even the negative aspect of man's nature
must play itself out where it wants in order for unlearned lessons in
negative expressions to become mastered, which experience will only
then serve as the basis for character reformation into aspects of all
goodness.
This does not mean we should be tolerant to the expression of evil - not
at all! Our challenge as messengers of Light is to prevail against the
expressions of evil in order to become sovereign lords and masters for
teaching lessons to those, who by virtue of their defaulting into
negativity then pass on to the deva chan as chastised persons having
experienced the reality that expression in negativity is never preferable
to a life in harmony with Universal Law and all its "positivity." Where this
polarization of character has not found its expression yet, a great loss is
being incurred in that the individual condemns itself to many lifestreams
of incarnations in environments similar to this earthen one, where Light
and darkness freely collide to see which one in the end will prevail.

IMF/World Bank Intent on Maintaining
Slavery for Profit!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 4, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries
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Lack of concern for the plight of the poor as displayed in the past by this
world's most prominent financial institutions - the IMF and World Bank seems to be a thing of the past and a new awareness of the fact has
arisen in their board rooms that this world is actually filled with
impoverished people. On this observation Mr. Camdessa and Mr.
Wolfensohn seem to be in agreement. For the purpose of avoiding
confrontation I will ignore the question of whether a leopard can "change
its spots," as any movement towards the reclamation of the desperately
poor is appreciated. Only in matters of pace (speed) and methodology
firmness in action is mandatory, for without that no change for the better
will become noticeable even in the distant future, and that is
unacceptable.
Having said that there still exist aspects in IMF/World Bank philosophy
which will never pass by the scrutiny of Universal Law of Justice for ALL
mankind even if they should succeed in eliminating poverty from earth
by means of redirected monetizing. They are:



The charging of interest on ANY loan.
Their readiness to continue the practice of slavery for profit.
Pay close attention, please, to what I say now: EVEN IF NO INTEREST
AT ALL WERE CHARGED ON ANY LOAN, A GROWING ECONOMY
MUST STILL BE MONETIZED WITH ADDITIONAL CURRENCY IN
ACCORDANCE WITH PACE OF GROWTH (growth rate). IF THIS
WERE NOT DONE, THEN DESPITE OF THE ABSENCE OF USURY,
THE ECONOMY WOULD STILL BECOME ARTIFICIALLY
DISTORTED (AND DISTRESSED) IN TERMS OF SUPPLY VS
DEMAND. How this infusion of cash into the marketplace is to
occur is less relevant than the fact that it must occur in order to
maintain balance between demand and production. My preferred
methodology of cash infusion into the marketplace I keep to myself for
now.
The issue of interest charging on loans and all of its negative side
effects is something the IMF/World Bank presidents have so far avoided
to deal with publicly, and for that reason alone they cannot be trusted
despite all of their rhetoric of sympathy for the poor. I do these
gentlemen no injustice in saying so!
And now let me reiterate their envisioned method for fighting poverty.
(Quote)
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"At the same time, the IMF ..... presumes that the poor will be lifted by a
rising tide of economic growth. The idea: Economic growth remains the
best weapon against poverty, but the IMF is more willing to recognize
socially oriented, anti-poverty policies as keys to promoting economic
growth. "The benefits are starting to trickle down," an IMF spokesman
maintained. "What we want is to make this trickle-down into a flood so
the poorest members of society can enjoy the benefits that others do."
(End quote. Taken from "As IMF Puts on a New Face, Question is,
Why?" by Jonathan Peterson, Times Staff Writer, Los Angeles, USA,
Sunday, October 3, 1999)
"...the poor will be lifted by a rising tide of economic growth."? I have yet
to see that. When the economy grows, big business and industry
make bigger profits, and those profits do never translate into a
better life for people forced to make a living from income earned at
minimum government imposed wage rates! My observation is that
provincial governments are very reluctant to raise minimum wage rates
for fear of being accused of creating casualties among certain sectors of
the business world, whose profits and viabilities depend on exploitation
of the labour marked. This exploitation of cheap labour does neither
diminish nor disappear just because an "economy is growing."
In order for "the poorest members of society" to "enjoy the benefits that
others do" one must give these "poorest members" access to basic
essentials of life in dignity, and that level of dignity is neither restored by
minimum government imposed wage rates nor by amounts of welfare
and unemployment payments granted today.
In a nutshell then, what the IMF/World Bank are saying is this: "In order
to get you poor people out of your poverty we will find ways of recruiting
your great labour potential into the work force, give you a nine-to-five
job, make you pay taxes, qualify you for loans and thereby raise your
standard of living!" While this approach may perhaps elevate a large
number of poor back into a life of more dignified living, it still will not give
them minimum standards for "quality of life."
The latter can only come to all through an economic system which
allows the people their freedom to look after all their own needs for
basic and luxurious living without being burdened by having to labour for
the mere purpose of profit production for industry's owners.
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The former calls for "full employment" while the latter says: "Let's
automate to free up our time for leisure. Let's minimize our
production to limit it to only things we need for our own
comfortable living. Let's maximize robotics in order to minimize
manual labour. Let's push for a 5 hrs work week to really begin
enjoying life with the rest of our free time on hand! Let any work
remain undone which does in no wise increase the quality of our
lives, and that way we will enjoy being alive and be able to spare
this world from the ravages of industrial plunder!"
The above stated is an element of economic philosophy which the
IMF/World Bank cannot offer without public denial of all they ever stood
for among nations.
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Russia Will be Punished Once Again for
Massacres of Chechen Civilians
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 22, 1999) Reni Sentana-Ries

Reports come in on a massacre of Chechen people by Russia's military
in missile attacks on a market place in Grozny, killing over one hundred
people shopping for food. We call it a terrorist attack initiated by the
military, and if the latest U. N. Security Council Resolution on acts of
terrorism were fair and with teeth, this attack on unarmed civilians would
come under that classification. We however know already, that only
civilian retaliation against military acts of violence are viewed as acts of
terrorism, and not the crimes of military action using government paidfor military hardware with a far more devastating result than the odd
exploding civilian bomb.
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And so may it once again become remembered that we, the prophets,
have authorized the Commanders from the Intergalactic Federation of
Free Planets to take any and all action necessary to bring to a cessation
the aggression of Russia's military against the people of Chechnya and
all other nation states, which are seeking freedom from Moscow's
domination in order that all people can live in peace and security and
enjoy with their children the upcoming liberation from poverty and
despair.
When the decimation of Moscow's stranglehold on poor Russia is
completed, Tsar Osama bin Laden will take over the Empire and
guarantee ALL people of the former U.S.S.R. what the Chechen as well
as many true-blue Russian people are fighting for: LIBERTY FROM
THE DEBAUCHERY OF THE PROTOCOLS AND THEIR
ENFORCERS!!

Empire Building Strategy Classic
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 17, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries
Upon casual reflection it does not take a rocket scientist to figure out
that in order to solidify the empirical grip on nations after military
conquest one must implant the regions with "royalty" of one's own kind,
even if it takes hybrids to do it to mask the connection.
Take Britain, for instance. The nation is short of energy. Traditionally
she has been a warfaring and conquering people, setting themselves up
as lords and rulers over peoples with very un-british customs, drawing
lines in their soil and dividing lands into little easily managible weak
parcels, called "nations" or "kingdoms." And so the British
Commonwealth was born.
However it is one thing to conquer and another to retain control for not
only decades, but centuries. And what better way than to infuse a little
bit of surplus royal blood into upper classes of the conquered?
England was to alternate the Throne of Britain with Scotland, in order to
equally administer treatment between the two governed Houses. That
agreement from 1707 ceased to be implemented when the House of
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Windsor began decimating Scottish Royals by eliminating any serious
contender to the Throne.
Today choices for heirs to the Throne of Britain are rather limited, for
some are discredited, others are unwanted and some more are
eclypsed in total obscurity for being hybrid undesirables. Where the
latter have achieved positions of power on their own, i.e. Iraq, the
Royals of England go for the kill.
For Royals to have many children serves the good purpose of flexibility
for placement of royal stock where they might be needed. And when
one intends to fill the many nations of Arab conquered lands with little
loyal hybrid kings and queens between British and Arab Houses, then
some cross breeding for that purpose comes quite handy. It certainly
guarantees loyalty to Britain as can be seen from the hybrid British
educated Jordanian King Abdallah.
However, as with anything, nothing is a sure bet, and in the case of the
royal Saddam and the royal Uthrania the original calculations did not
quite add up to become compliant with the desired result. Had the plan
of quietly linking Arab Royal Houses with that of the Throne of England
succeeded, there would have been no hope for the entire Arab world to
ever rid themselves of bondage to Zionism and British Imperialism, and
in extension to that, no hope for the entire community of nations to enter
into a brighter day for the new era to come.
We give thanks to the wisdom of the Creator in guiding his children in
such a way so as to ensure a positive outcome for the blessing of all
peoples. The Lion of the Tribe of Judah wishes the children of Benjamin
would qualify to partake in that outcome.

Anglo-Saxon Henchmen from Washington,
London and Ottawa in Fear of Losing
Zionist Control over Pakistan
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 16, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries
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News reports here in Canada tell us of "grave concern" over Marshall
Law in Pakistan. Contrary to what they try to make us believe their
concern is



NOT for fear "human rights" might become violated
NOT because "democracy" might end up in Pakistan's dustbin of
history, for Western democracies deal with many subservient to
Zionism autocratic governments around the world

but because


the Zionist elite controlling Western style democracies fear they
can no longer control and blackmail Pakistan into compliance with
their iron-fisted rule of debauchery in finance and economics if
Pakistan should end up with a stable, permanent government in
full charge of all of Pakistan's bureaucracy, i.e. military, police,
security, judiciary, and so on.

Only a democratic system for Parkistan can guarantee effective Zionist
infiltration. Strong-arm military-type control over the nation can easily
neutralize any efforts of world elite interference.

Pakistan's Opportunity for a Solid
Beginning into New Era Economics
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 13, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

The Pakistani military under General *Pervaiz Musharraf has taken over
all affairs of governing Pakistan from the position of strength instead of
chaos, which seemed to have been in the making under the leadership
of the now house-arrested civilian government of Prime Minister Nawas
Sharif. Economic/financial chaos was on the rise in the country, and
although certain military leaders were on the hit list for replacement by
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the Government which sparked the take-over, economic deterioration
would have led to the same result in the end.
Pakistan is indebted to the IMF and is having "difficulties" in meeting her
"financial international (yuk) commitments." That says it all! Pakistan
was tricked into debt to Jewish bankers, spent the money, the funds
ended up in other people's bank accounts and - surprise - the money
was no longer there to pay it back! And so the people, dependent on
jobs for survival, began to suffer from lack of even minimum purchasing
power!
DAMN THAT DEMONIC SYSTEM!! WHO SAYS THE PEOPLE HAVE
NO RIGHT TO EAT WHEN THEY HAVE "NO JOB?" I DID NOT SAY
THAT AND NEITHER DID ALLAH!! WE WILL STAND NO LONGER
IDLY BY WHILE OUR PEOPLE ARE BEING MASSACRED BY A
SUBTLE AND DEADLY TRICK OF THE MONEY JUGGLERS!!
PEOPLE OF PAKISTAN, WE INVITE YOU NOW TO AN ECONOMIC
UNION WITH THE NEWLY FORMED FEDERATION OF UNITED
ARAB STATES, WHICH WILL FUNCTION ON A BASIS FOR TRADE
WHICH NO ECONOMIC BLOCK CAN MATCH IN EFFICIENCY
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD!
Contact President Saddam Hussein of the sovereign State of Iraq. He
stands tall at the head of the actual implementation of New Era
Economics, which will eventually, and quickly at that, spread around the
globe for the blessing and security of all peoples on the face of this
planet! He is a staunch defender of national sovereignty and a fierce
advocate of governmental stability for all governments, which rule to do
their people good!
I request this letter to be forwarded to the wise General now at the helm
of Pakistan!
General *Pervaiz Musharraf, congratulations! I believe the Governor of
the Central Bank of Pakistan is solidly behind you!

All Yet to Come Will Not Need Go Hungry!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 12, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries
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Today will be remembered as the official day of "six billion people on
planet earth." Many are worried about earth's ability to sustain any more
without serious land erosion and damage to the environment from
urbanization, and indeed their concerns for earth's ability to sustain
further ravages inflicted on mother earth by man are valid under
continued methodology of capitalist economics. I share that view.
However planet earth is to remain intact for another 25 or so more
years, and it is well conceivable that today's rate of population increase
will translate into another doubling of world population by the year 2025,
which means this world's population may well be 12 billion by that time.
Will earth be equal to the task of sustaining 12 billion people by the year
2025 A.D. under today's system of economics? I don't believe so, for
the demand on earth to habitat its population are approximately 10
times higher than what it should be. And why is that so? Because 9/10th
of man's production ends up wasted by the system in the form of profits
to others, taxes to governments, donations to churches and usury to
bankers, before man can even begin to feed his own belly! While earth
can well afford to feed and house the people, it cannot afford the
accompanying plunder of its resources the system calls for in order to
satisfy the demands of investors, governments, churches and bankers.
Once we have a grasp on understanding what man actually stands in
need of in order to be happy, one realizes that most of this world's
production occurs in the form of goods and services man does not need
for living comfort. And that portion consists of the 9/10th of all this
world's production output, which ends up wasted in the form of a
banker's book entry, or a government imposing tax, or a church
expecting donations, or an investor demanding profits from his
"investment" (so called).
Letting the money system of economics quietly slip away will put no
factory owner under continued pressure to produce and show profits,
but rather open the door for the purchase order to take over in lieu of
money. The year 2025 A.D. we can only see intact with 12 billion happy
and well-fed people living on this planet in sombre anticipation of lift-off
when 9/10th of man's labour energy output ceases to be wasted into the
system.
And now I will share with you what Commander Dexter told us with
regards to the topic of potential future overpopulation of this planet:
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Reni Sentana-Ries: Tomorrow (Oct. 12, 1999) we are told this planet
will be the habitat of 6 billion people. Many nations have very young
populations, which translates into a tremendous population growth rate
for the next 20 years. The elite is already planning and executing
various schemes for population control, which includes the supply of
new diseases from Blinkensop's maneuvering houses and choking and
contaminating the food supply. My question is: Do the efforts of the
prophets of setting up a new economic order for doing business have
anything to do with the Masters' intent of feeding and properly looking
after the basic needs of people regardless of population growth until it is
time for evacuation?
Commander Dexter: Good! Now onto placement of number three, and
don't look back, I am well coordinated to have already read it for myself!
As far as food production for the growing masses? No problem, no,
none at all! As we lift humanity up from the soiled grips of their
personages, so to explain rather rashly in this shortened time we all
have left for one another, we only mean to say that the nations will be
freed with a stroke of the gun, and at that point in time all bells of
delinquent countries will fire one round first of soiled instrumentation
toward the Gulf of the Annexed United Hall of Congress. First priority!
And they will sink the Bismarck just one more time, and we do not want
Reni Sentana-Ries to be on it when they do!
This is simply to flush the soiled rabbits down to a place so deep in the
sea you would not like to go to at any such time in your delivery from
mother nature's, so to very casually speak, hunger pains from too much
atmospheric interference!
What, after all, categorizes the Y2K bug not to work as of the short
grenaded period of starfixed fleet time? Altercations have already been
made from our side of the hemisphere or stratosphere and you simply
have no idea how gleeful We are in the essence of seeing America, the
great conqueror of all national titles of once belonged sovereignty,
performed right into our hands of much and many such discoveries of
what they did to you, little giant girl.
So that is our great feat at the moment while we wile away the time
making extraordinary aircraft fly upside down over Washington tower.
Good night. Dexter over and out on broadcaste long wave frequency
duchmont 02059.0 on this firm and fine time in our year 71/3/8 of the
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solar account galaxy seven hundred and thirty-three. Altogether
coordinated quality variance symbol to the tree branched etiquette as
previously stated aforehand, and as you See, I am Being Cautious for
the hybrid mainstream of oil in France, so to speak, knows naught the
tendency of the rabid wolves out of great Britain in fact. (9:33 pm)

Osama Bin Laden - Ordained to Rule all of
the Former U.S.S.R.!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 11, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

Justice in return for almost a decade of Soviet slaughter of Afghani
people takes on at times the finest course all of its own!
It was under the leadership of Osama bin Laden that Afghanistan
became liberated from Soviet occupation at the horrible price of
thousands of Afghani men, women and children maimed and killed.
Communist Imperialism came to a halt in Afghanistan, and a few years
later it collapsed completely. This is not to say that Russia's new
capitalist system is any better. What we are saying is that Russia fell to
a different task master who is just as cruel and heartless toward the
Russian people as Russia was to Afghanistan then and Chechnya
today, in spite of operating under the banners of "democracy," "free
enterprise" and "privatization." In fact, since the democratization of
Russia, economics there have gone from bad to worse, and it is difficult
for us to not conclude that divine justice in return for the slaughter of the
Afghani people had something to do with the fall of the Soviet Union.
Osama bin Laden's leadership of Russia and all of her former satellite
states is the best news the poor Russian people could ever be given at
this moment in time of their miserable lives. This enlightened and noble
man will work with us as prophets, and become instrumental of
returning to the people what was stolen from them by a concerted effort
of Jewish Bolshevism nearly a century ago.
I am no stranger to Russia, but I am a stranger to the force which had
me and my family murdered in cold blood while in charge, and with that
diabolical Jewish revolution tens of millions of my people were taken
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down with me, and serfdom and stress was given to those who survived
the revolutionary slaughter!
TODAY I AM THE LION OF THE TRIBE OF JUDAH, AND WITH THAT
OFFICE COMES MY POWER TO ORDAIN MY SAUDI ARABIAN
BROTHER OSAMA BIN LADEN TO BECOME THE FUTURE RULER
OF RUSSIA INCLUDING ALL OF HER FORMER TERRITORIES, AND
UNDER MY PROPHETHOOD AND THAT OF THE PROPHETESS
UTHRANIA IN CONJUCTION WITH THE RIGHTEOUS LEADERSHIP
OF OSAMA BIN LADEN THE BELL OF TRUE LIBERTY FOR THE
OPPRESSED RUSSIAN PEOPLE WILL FINALLY HAVE RUNG!
As legitimate holder of the Tsarist Crown of Russia I, Lion of the
Tribe of Judah and former Tsar Nicholas II, take this opportunity
today and officially pass on to Osama bin Laden the Scepter of the
Tsarist Crown of Russia! My counsel and blessings are with him!
(Scribing pertaining to the above subject matter, obtained on October
10, 1999, 8:35 pm):
"And tell Mr. Bin Ladin that we are not overly impressed ourselves with
the Russian bear frogs, and to consider with our most esteemed and
necessary help a postion in the forefront in rather putting the Russian
idiots back on their twilled feet. In other words we intend on setting up a
brand new establishment in the old U.S.S.R. and we want Usamah,
your cousin, to run it for just, oh, a little while. Ask him, please, to
consider the graphic quantity of what we, the Starfleet Commanders,
are saying. Adieu."
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The End of this Era is the Jews' Greatest
Opportunity for True Peace
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 29, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

Windows of opportunity are just that: windows. They open, and then they shut,
and for the most part remain that way. It is sad to see a culture to have so
pitifully fallen prey to a false and diabolical philosophy like pharisaeism
(judaism) standing in total contradiction to all the spirit of Oneness of the
Creation has enforced as binding throughout the universe. Anything which is
contradictory to the spirit of oneness, or the Law of One, is part and parcel of
this fragmented world upholding chaos rather than harmony.
And here is where the Jewish people have to amend their thinking quite
dramatically in order to qualify as a people fitting in with those who have a
correct understanding of the Law of One and of oneness of the community of
all brother- and sisterhood of man, regardless of skin color and looks. WE
ARE ONE MANKIND, WHERE NO ONE RACE HAS ANY STATUS OF
PRIVILEGE OR SUPERIORITY!! THE IDEA OF A MASTER RACE IS
NOT ONE OF NATIONAL SOCIALISM, IT IS OF TALMUDISM!!
Indeed has the religious virus of superiority infected the brain culture of the
Jews, for from Talmudic train-of-thought have sprung Zionism and the
Protocols. The latter use the former as a support system (I call it "human
shields") because of Jewish elitist type of thinking providing a perfect cloak for
Zionist behaviour of perceived superiority. However if only the Jews could see
the error in this deeply engrained type of thinking, then their reintegration into
the community of peoples could be made possible instantly.
How difficult is it for a Jew to come to the realization of "My God, I am
indeed no more than an Arab or a Caucasian or an Africani! And here I
thought the Talmud was a holy book!! SARAH, WHERE ARE THE
MATCHES?! QUICK!! AND DON'T FORGET TO BRING ME THE
FIRST VOLUME OF THAT OLD RABBINIC DEMON'S WRITING,
THE TALMUD!!"
When the viral infection of Jewish thinking of racial superiority becomes at last
treated with a healthy dose of truth antibiotics, then the ground work for not
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only survival, but indeed reintegration of Jews into the community of mankind
on earth becomes a natural reality.
I mentioned an open window for Jews to begin doing things right in Israel.
What the Arabs, and in particular the Palestinians who have been driven out of
their homeland in the fourties like a yardman would drive his cattle ready for
the assembly line of the slaughterhouse, expect from Israelis is this:


The Israeli population must turn against their arch enemy, the Zionists.
They must forbid any Zionist holding the trust of public office.


They must recognize, that a great wrong has been done to the Palestinian
population.


After gaining control over the Government and military in Israel, the
enlightened Israelis must get ready to hand over all Israeli governmental
control into the hands of a newly formed state of Palestine.


The Israeli population will distance itself from all religiously instilled
notion of racial superiority, which is their great error. This falsehood that
can never stand before the councils of all universal brotherhood and
sisterhood.
Should none of the above ever be in the making, then the Jews will die from the
viral infection of their inflated brains and their culture will cease to exist by
force.

Economic Freedom Has a Beautiful Face!
(Part Three)
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 29, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries
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However the pressing need for the introduction of the demandcontrolled economic system is not exclusively based on mankind's
necessity of feeding twice as many people in 25 years as we have
today. There truly are reasons far beyond in spiritual significance than
mere concerns of physical survival into the 21st century. The most
prominent coming to mind is THE MASTERS OF THIS UNIVERSE ARE
LOOKING FOR PIONEERS OF RECLAMATION OF THEIR OWN
SPECIES FROM THE FALL IN ORDER TO PROVIDE THE GENETIC
FEED STOCK FOR A RIGHTEOUS POSTERITY IN THE NEW
UPCOMING ERA, WITH PLANET EARTH BEING PART OF THE
INTERGALACTIC FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS! Only
enlightened, determined proponents of THIS "new economic order" (not
Bush's) will be rescued by the crews of our higher brother- and
sisterhood of the Star Ships and taken to a safe place until this planet
becomes inhabitable again. Then these pioneers of righteousness will
be looked upon with love and reverence more so than even Abraham!
People of planet earth! You have a mere 25 to no more than 30 years to
make yourself ready for a general evacuation from this planet! Your safe
removal can only come to you by heeding our counsel! The moment you
think you know better than the prophets in what lies ahead of us, then
you have disqualified yourself from participation in the greatest rescue
effort earth has ever seen! BEGIN TO ACT NOW, FOR YOU CANNOT
AFFORD TO WAIT WITH CONTINUED PROCRASTINATION!
And how can you be of assistance to this great work as of RIGHT
NOW? Become informed. Study our websites
http://www.datanet.ab.ca/~sentana and http://datanet.ab.ca/~newera .
Keep abreast of our latest updates by accessing INA Canada. Teach
yourself by taking to heart all the Masters have spoken, and whatever
you don't understand leave for later. Comprehend that your liberty
comes predominantly from your upcoming freedom from economic
bondage to usury slave masters, and in that we, the prophets, expect
you to lend all manner of support to your governmental leaders
inasmuch as you see them working with us in bringing in all necessary
reforms for a transition from a money-controlled to a demand controlled
economy. Work with your Government officials in this effort, and not
against them. Participate. They have your best interest in mind.
Do not think freedom comes from democracy. That is a lie. Freedom
comes to you as you liberate yourself from bondage to this unrighteous
money system. Only then will you get a foretaste of true freedom, for as
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you begin to live in economic freedom you will also find your spirit
become liberated.

Economic Freedom Has a Beautiful Face!
(Part Two)
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 28, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

Today's economic system is driven not by demand but by a pressure cooker
climate of survival of the fittest. And why do I call it a "pressure cooker
climate"? Because the entire system is foundationed on the crumbling grounds
of a built-in mechanism of debt! This debt system is so blind and random in its
effect, that it spares not the most industrialized and productive nations from its
intended victimization.
The most classical debtor nations of the world are also the most industrialized,
the ones called the "rich" nations: USA, Japan, Germany, Canada and England.
The USA government debt stands at 5,700 billion Dollars, Japan's is 400
trillion yen, and Canada's central government debt alone stands at a staggering
600 billion Dollars. Yet all these debts do not include state debts in the USA,
provincial debts in Canada, and neither do they include corporate debts,
business debts as well as personal debts.
The need for industrial activity in order to merely sustain these debt loads is
enormous, and the realization boggles the mind that all this essential production
which is needed to merely keep the system from collapsing is nothing but
wasted production in terms of raw material and labour! In the course of this
activity the environment is ruined, the air poisoned and the ecology damaged.
Compound that problem with heavy taxation and investors' demands for profits
on their "investments" it is plain to see that we indeed do have a recipe for
disaster in the making!
Yet all the while this enormous production is happening, many people go
homeless and hungry and others are driven into crime. This system cannot
recognize the simple fact that a beautiful and solid hospital building is not to be
imploded with dynamite in order to make room for some investor's high rise
building, for as long as the hospital belongs to a city which has thousands of
homeless looking for shelter from the cold at night. (Calgary, AB and Toronto,
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Ont.). The financial system of today is hard and cold as ice and has neither
heart nor sense.
The threat of bankruptcy is looming everywhere and drives companies and
individuals to seek "business opportunities" out of a pure need for "industrial
growth" as a means of survival and not for supplying the needs people have.
The profit taker never asks where the profit comes from, he only asks "how
much?"
When banks inject money via IMF or World Bank, they do it at a level where it
barely affects the people in a beneficial way. A few years ago a rescue package
was created by the USA and Canada for helping out Mexico. Over 50 billion
US Dollars were pumped into Mexico, yet today Mexico is worse off than ever
before, and all this money did not purchase one acre of land back into the hands
of Mexicans, from whom it was stolen by the Jewish money trick! In who's
hands are the "billions" now? I venture to say it ended up in the bank accounts
of land owners and upper class Mexican ruling elite for more of the same they
already have in overabundance: LUXURIOUS LIVING BY THE FEW!
If a money system is incapable of adequately looking after the needs of every
born member of a society, then it must be either reformed or discarded as the
basis for doing business. It is my observation, that the banking fraternity of
today has no mechanism whereby the additional "cost" of a new-born (which is
an asset to society) is being properly "credited" with newly created funds and
neither is with the death of a person his proportionate debt being crossed off the
government's debt load at the point of his or her's departure. On the contrary:
The fathers' debts are being front loaded upon the heads of the children at the
point of their arrival. In my estimation a new-born child in Canada alone carries
approx. 120,000 Dollars of public and industrial debt load on its little neck.
When the child has grown sufficient to enter the labour market it works its way
against the head wind of a 120,000 Dollar public debt load. And so we see, that
the financial deck is well stacked against our next generation, unless we do the
right thing about it NOW!!

Economic Freedom Has a Beautiful Face!
(Part One)
EDMONTON (INA Canada) October 27, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries
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For those who have not quite understood what we are talking about
when we speak of a Purchase Order System of Economics, let me
explain once again.
In the recent past we, the prophets, have made the simple and accurate
statement, that all planets who have joined into the Intergalactic
Federation of Free Planets have been able to do so because the
societies living on them have at one time or another graduated into the
adoption of an economic system based on demand, meaning a system
of economics where production only covers items in societal demand.
This "demand" in our terms can simply be expressed by a purchase
order (speaking in terms of industry and business) or by the granting of
free and unconditional public access to basic essentials so people can
live comfortably. The latter is a form of expressing that "demand" as
well. All members of society participate in an organized but
unregimented fashion in filling that demand, and that simple
participation automatically gives every member the right of access to the
nations' productive output. And all this activity of production =
consumption occurs in the absence of all types of currency as we know
it today.
And why is the switch from a money-controlled into to a demandcontrolled economic system so necessary at this point in time? We
realize there are more answers to this question than merely one,
however let me name and explain the first and most important one: WE
MUST NOW ADOPT THE SIMPLICITY OF THE PURCHASE ORDER
SYSTEM OF ECONOMICS, FOR IF WE DON'T, WE WILL NO
LONGER BE ABLE TO FEED THE GROWING NUMBER OF PEOPLE
ON THIS PLANET! For those who retort "What difference does the type
of economic system make to the earth's ability to feed her many
people?" I simply say: "A CRUCIAL DIFFERENCE!" And this is why:
A worker must eat, have shelter, clothes and transportation. His daily
labour input on a semi-automated system produces the industrial value
equal to that of, say, one lawn mower per day. The man earns $7.00
Dollars per hour, which equals $56.00 Dollars/day. After income tax and
S.S. deductions his daily take-home pay has shrunk to $36.00
Dollars/day. Yet the value on the retail market his labour input
generated, being that of a self-propelled lawnmower is $560.00 Dollars.
Should this man ever have need of a mower of which he produces one
per day, he will have to work for 15 1/2 days in order to acquire it. In
other words, the system compels him to produce 15 1/2 lawn mowers in
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order to have one for himself. Yet in the meantime the man must eat
and sleep, have money for transportation to go to work, etc., and even
these basic essentials are again "front-loaded" with production costs at
a similar ratio, resulting in a visible ratio of overall industrial wastage of
being some 15 times higher than it actually should be. ONE WORKER
MUST PRODUCE 15 TIMES AS MUCH IN GOODS OR SERVICES
THAN WHAT HE WOULD OTHERWISE HAVE TO IN ORDER TO
MEET HIS NEEDS IF HIS PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY WERE GIVING
HIM NATURAL ACCESS TO HIS OWN PRODUCTION! The man's
productive capacity is wasted into the system at a rate 14 times that of
his personal output, and all because of a corrupt financial system!
Take this wastage factor and multiply it into the increased number of
people this planet will have to feed during the next forseeable 25 years,
then we can plainly see, that a continuation of today’
s waste factor the
money system calls for cannot be tolerated into the coming century. We
cannot tolerate a system, whereby 15 automobiles must be produced in
order to drive one, or 15 loaves of bread in order to eat one, or build 15
homes in order to live in one!
My calculation tells me that 10 billion people on this planet by the year
of 2025 will waste less of this world's natural resources while living in
luxury using the P.O. System of Economics than today's 6 billion do in
production of a 15 to 1 waste ratio.
The Masters of this Universe mean business when they insist on a
revised economic system, for if it were not permitted to be introduced
into the next decade, the next generation will suffer massive starvation
and the master plan of orderly evacuation would become ruined.
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Who Brought the Curse on America?
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 11, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

United States Zionism manifests through U.S. foreign policy. U.S. foreign
policy is issued by the State Department, who takes its orders from the CFR,
who are made up of a string of Zionist Jews, who take their orders from Israel's
Zionists, who are pathetic slaves to one or more secret Zionist organizations,
who run by whatever name, until we come to Head of the Snake of all
debauchery. DAMN THEM ALL ANYWAY FOR WHAT THEY HAVE
DONE TO THE HUMAN FABRIC OF NATIONS!!! Take Iraq, for
example.
Iraq's population was 24,000,000. Official American foreign policy murdered
1,500,000 of Iraqi innocent people either through direct war interference or
Zionist sponsored sanctions. Which means that Anglo-Saxon foreign policy
killed every 16th Iraqi. If justice were to be meted out on the population of
America and Britain, then every 16th person of these two countries should die,
right? Based on 280,000,000 Americans living in the United States justice
would see 17,500,000 Americans dead for what the United States Government
has brought down upon the American people in the form of a curse. And here
we only count the dead, and not even the living suffering with illnesses,
bombed-out houses, poisoned crops and water and a ruined economy from the
world's boycott against evil America. AMERICA, PRAY TO YOUR GOD
THAT JUSTICE FOR WHAT YOU HAVE DONE TO IRAQ WILL NOT
FALL ON YOUR HEAD, FOR THERE IS NOTHING YOU CAN LOOK
FORWARD TO, SHOULD THE LAW OF "AN EYE FOR AN EYE AND
A TOOTH FOR A TOOTH" BECOME YOUR KARMIC LOT FOR
ALLOWING YOUR OWN GOVERNMENT TO MADLY ASSAULT
IRAQ!!!
Who brought the curse on the American people? Bush lit the curse's torch, just
like he lit the Kuwaiti oil wells on fire. Then there is the Clinton administration
as it cow-towed to the Zionist lobby, excusing itself with a law passed by the
Nixon administration (if my memory serves me right), declaring the Middle
East oil wealth "vital to U.S. interests." UNITED STATES, KEEP YOUR
NOSE OUT OF OTHER NATIONS' INTERNAL AFFAIRS, AND DON'T
FOR A MOMENT THINK THE MIDDLE EAST OIL WEALTH
BELONGS TO YOU!!
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America is under a curse! And so is Britain. And Judgment Day is coming,
and the gods of today will not intervene to prevent its course for the
restoration of balance among nations!

East Germans Big Losers on "Unification"
under Zionism
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 11, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

Ten years after "the wall" has come down between East and West Germany the
Germans from the former DDR (Deutsche Demokratische Republic) are worse
off than ever before. The much expected "liberation" from communism gave
them slavery to cold-blooded capitalism which cares not for the family, the
children or the elderly. When the border came down capitalism (Jewish money)
moved in and under the label of "free enterprise" and "privatization" bought up
what they considered "inefficient companies", reorganized them, modernized
them, automated them, and in the course of all this threw millions of East
Germans on the unemployment roll. Today in certain regions of East Germany
one out of three workers is unemployed. The people's discontent with
unification is high as the income base for workers and elderly is being eroded.
Capitalism parading under the banners of "democracy" and "privatization" is
only good for wealthy Jewish capitalists, who have the money system well
monopolized in serving their own selfish interests. "To hell with people!" they
say, as they shuffle their ill-gotten gain around to buy one corporation after
another, until ownership of all significant property is owned by nobody but
themselves.

INA Canada
Copied from lion08.htm
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Y2K Opportunity Splendid for Smooth
Transition Into New Era Economics!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), November 21, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

The entire Zionist financial world is based on simple mathematics, and
mathematics is easily handled by computers. In fact this screwed-up money
system is nothing but a numbers' game where the destinies of individuals,
business, corporations and governments are being controlled by numbers instead of the former controlling the numbers, as it should be. Indeed we have
in the past displayed much foolishness for not only letting numbers control our
lives, but have even deteriorated into permitting the Scum of the Earth
controlling the numbers whereby such scum quietly coaxed us into distress in
accordance to their Protocols of Destruction! What better opportunity then for
the Y2K momentous roadblock to come around and teach us all the lesson that
subservience to a debauched numbers game is below the dignity of man, and
that there ought not to be, for the good of all, such offence any longer tolerated,
where the most vile element of our maggot infested society be kept in control
of numbers dictating either survival or ruin for all of us!
And so I dare say that divine providence is giving us a lot of help to smoothly
let us slide into a much more efficient system of doing business: THE
DEMAND SYSTEM, WHERE PRODUCTION ONLY EQUALS DEMAND,
AND WHERE NOT ONE IOTA IS BEING PRODUCED UNLESS
CONSUMED BY THE PEOPLE'S NEED FOR FOOD, SHELTER,
UTILITIES, TRANSPORTATION, ETC. AS WELL AS MILITARY
SECURITY THAN SOCIETY NEEDS FOR ITS OWN COMFORT AND
SAFETY! And all that can easily be accomplished without a single computer
crunching numbers we have the habit of calling "money."
What a breath of fresh air it will be, when at last the big banking computers
fail, the "beast" in Brussels gives up its ghost, the military satellites guiding the
bombs get confused, and much of America's, Israel's and Britain's sophisticated
hardware of destruction stops working.
The idea of the sixties that there is no need for further record-keeping of time
beyond the end of this century sure comes handy when indeed we must end all
wars and terminate the greatest debauchery of all times: the deception of the
masses by a crooked system of numbers, called "financial system." Thank the
heavens for giving us the Y2K "bug!" And here we truly have reason to believe
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that the wisdom of the Masters from beyond this firmament exceed that of the
smartness of mankind's most debauched!

What Rubin Says Is Inconsequential!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), November 20, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

The Zionist State Department spokesman James P. Rubin says "....the
goal is to establish a consensus so that the Security Council can put
pressure on Iraq to complete its disarmament tasks by allowing the
inspectors to return and do their job." Then he goes on spouting that
"before any temporary suspension of sanctions can take place, Iraq
would have to allow inspectors back into the country, fulfill the required
disarmament tasks and cooperate with inspectors for a substantial
period of time!''
This friend of "Barak of Israel only" just does not understand that the
world of today's reality looks much different than what he can see before
his Jewish nose. Firstly, Iraq is sovereign. The oil is Iraq's and so is the
Government of Iraq belonging to Iraq and not the United Nations! Iraq's
cooperation with Security Council resolutions is voluntary and
conditional to fairness toward Iraq.
Rubin also does not understand that no intelligent government would
allow spies and subversives to freely roam the country under an official
UNSCOM label. It is my infinite surprise that these spies working for the
USA got away with their lives for having betrayed their public trust of
office after having been discovered in their activities of spying and
planting biological destruction. Iraq has lost all confidence in the
integrity and fairness of United Nations operations.
Rubin is only believed by liars, for therein lies the kinship of spirit.
Indeed some are so deluded in their dementia that faith in their own lies
presents no problem. And when the day arrives when finally their house
of cards comes crashing down, they wonder what happened. Rubin's
speech has the effect of a light breeze on a high noon day: now you feel
it, and tomorrow it is gone. And so will Rubin.
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Greed Manifestations Over Caspian Oil Are
Misguided Perceptions!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), November 20, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

The wealth of the earth belongs to the people. People are citizens of nations.
Nations have sovereignty. Sovereignty includes ownership of natural resources.
Where is the virus in this equation of logical deductions? The virus which
makes people to whom the wealth belongs ill are national borders, which
divide the people from their neighbour citizens.
Notice, please, that we have not stated the sickening "virus" as being greed and
money! And why so? WHEN WE SPEAK WE DO SO FROM A PLANE
OF HIGHER THINKING WHICH RISES ABOVE CONSIDERATIONS
OF MONEY-DRIVEN GREED!! THE DAYS WHEN MONEY WILL
FINALLY HAVE FOUND ITS WELL-DESERVED OBSOLESCENSE
MAY NOT BE HERE QUITE YET, HOWEVER IT IS ESSENTIAL
THAT WE NOW BEGIN TO THINK AND REASON IN ELEVATED
TERMS OF WHAT IS TO COME! AND UNLESS WE DO THAT, OUR
POTENTIAL AS ALCHEMICAL CREATORS WILL REMAIN
IMPEDED AND SUCCESS IN OUR EFFORTS FOR MANKIND'S
REDEMPTION FROM BONDAGE TO ZIONISM'S MONEY SYSTEM
WILL FOREVER REMAIN WISHFUL THINKING!
So what then is wrong here in the dispute over Caspian oil? Britain wants to
control Caspian oil - and not just purchase it after perhaps Russia succeeded to
gain that control. We know Russia would gladly sell Caspian oil to Britain for a
fair market value, but no, BRITAIN WANTS TO CONTROL IT! Moscow lost
control over Caspian oil when the Soviet Union fell to pieces ten years ago. So
Moscow fights Chechnya to regain that control over oil. Moscow cares not
about ownership rights of oil as now belonging to the sovereign nation states in
whose ground the oil deposits lie. So Moscow interferes in the internal affairs
of oil-rich Caspian states: Assassinates their Presidents (i.e. Armenia's Prime
Minister Vazgen Sarkisyan, attempted: Georgia's President Eduard
Shevardnadze), blows up several apartment buildings in Russia in order to pin
the blame on Islamic Fighters for Freedom, and uses that as an excuse for
military invasions of these countries. The Russian imperialist bear frog leaps
again and pounces on its neighbour states under phony pretenses.
Caspian oil does not belong to Russia, just like it does not belong to Britain,
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and since both countries have difficulties in respecting a right both always
claim for themselves when convenient, that right to national sovereignty both
deny to the nations to whom Caspian oil belongs. And all the while the dispute
rages, our Islamic brothers and sisters are being sacrificed onto their deaths for
insisting on and expressing that sacred right to national sovereignty and their
right to control the destiny of their own lives.
We, the prophets, are not pleased! For months now we have offered you
the solution to these petty disputes and you rulers of Britain and Russia
would not listen! YOU RATHER KILL THAN LISTEN AND LEARN
FROM THE WISDOM OF THE MASTERS!! AND THAT IS WHY YOU
RUSSIAN LEADERS WILL LOSE YOUR GOVERNMENTAL
CONTROL OVER RUSSIA TO OSAMA BIN LADEN, WHO IS NOW
THE TSAR OF THE ENTIRE RUSSIAN EMPIRE! He will then proceed to
do what you have neglected to do: CLEAN THE RUSSIAN HOUSE OF
ZIONIST/IMPERIALIST CORRUPTION, AND UNLIKE
YOURSELVES HE WILL GIVE TO THE PEOPLE WHAT BELONGS
TO THE PEOPLE!

You Zionists Will Get What You Are Asking
For: CONSUMPTION!!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 17, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

All survival of Western-type economics is based on CONSUMPTION.
While consumption is essential for providing humanity with basic
ingredients of life, it is by the same token also a form of destruction. To
make cardboard and paper, trees have to be felled. To grow food, land
must be cleared of its natural growth on it. And an industry must be set
up to build houses, furniture, and appliances in order to guarantee
dignified living, all of which makes it necessary to generate some kind of
destruction of our natural environment.
Yet today's debauched system of finance has created a monster in the
form of huge corporations which feed on each other for growth,
irrespective of the fact whether or not people need them in order to
provide themselves with basic essentials of life!
THERE IS NO NEED FOR A COST FACTOR TO A "JOB" - A FACTOR
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SO BIG, THAT EVEN WORKING ONE'S FINGERS TO THE BONE
WILL NOT BE SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE FOR BASIC FAMILY
NEEDS!!
These corporations are compelled to operate on profit generation, even
though the financial system condemns them all to death through the
built-in guarantee of failure from debt loads. In order for these
corporations to not fail from their own acquisitions of debt, they must
grow in size (in order to escape the threat of foreclosure by the banks)
by virtue of more profit generation. And so banks become their worst
enemy, and all the while this struggle for survival is going on, artificial
consumption is being generated, which in its natural course destroys the
environment of man.
Some say: "War is good for business!" Others say: "Hurricanes are
good for business! And so are car accidents!" And then we have
"earthquakes," "floods," "aids," "plane crashes," and "land mines." All is
"consumption" (destruction), considered "good for business." Why?
Because consumption (destruction) keeps people employed and the
wheels of the "economy" going, lest the economy falters into
"unemployment" or massive business foreclosures! Right? (I don't think
so!).
Permit me now to serve you with an excerpt from the book "Money on
Trial" which was written and completed in 1996:
(quote)

CHAPTER TWO: PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION ETHICS
Here the reader may counter by asking "How on earth can one rightfully
attach ethical attributes of 'good' or 'bad' and 'right' and 'wrong' to
production and consumption, since both are essential to the sustenance
of life?" Well, we would indeed not have subjected production and
consumption to labels of morality, if today money were not the sole
connecting link between the two. We have a case here of special
interests emerging on the horizon of our duality, which, without the
element of money, could not make their appearance. The special
interests we are talking about are shareholders of big business and
corporations on one hand and environmentalists on the other.
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THE INVESTOR'S VIEWPOINT
The shareholders and owners of industry say: "We need maximum
production to guarantee for ourselves maximum profits!", and then they
proceed to set up industries that are feeding upon themselves in an
atrociously wasteful manner in order to keep "dividends" on
"investments" flowing in. Factories are being built to manufacture
weapons of war for destructive purposes, because (they say) unless we
"consume" (destroy) what we build, we cannot profit, and unless we
have waste (excessive consumption) we cannot maximize the return on
our "investment". Consequently under this program the natural
resources of this planet are plundered in a big way to keep as many
people "employed" for (minimum wage and) maximum production.
Production is being made an end in itself, for the rules in this particular
game dictate no requirement for anybody to benefit from its
consumption process.
If the consumption of a hand grenade constitutes its split second
explosion and in its course is ripping off a soldier's arm, then by the
rules of industrialists and their investors that is acceptable, because that
particular type of consumption has generated "profit" not only directly at
the manufacturing level of the grenade, but it also has created another
opportunity for more profit at the point of its "consumption" (explosion)
when it ripped off the soldier's arm where it necessitated doctor's care
and hospital facilities, the latter creating another opportunity for more
profits by industries creating and running hospitals and medical centers.
Obviously the money link between production and consumption allows
for no consideration of what is "ethical" or "proper" in the process, but
rather of what makes profit and what does not.
Wanton destruction of property, whether induced by man through
warfaring among nations or natural catastrophes - all is looked upon as
opportunity for profit by the owners of our industries, since all
destruction is ultimately nothing but consumption. Is it any wonder
then, that our garbage dumps are overflowing and industrial waste
is killing this planet? Not at all. The three percent of humanity's
population owning and controlling 97% of humanity's property are
not at all concerned about ecological implications on mother earth
stemming from plunder for profit. In an environment where
production for profit is made an end in itself without regard to
consumption with ethics, the destruction of all life off the face of
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this planet is a natural consequence.
THE ENVIRONMENTALIST'S DILEMMA
And this is where the environmentalists come in! Not, that the investor
and owner of industry is "bad" and the environmentalist is "good", but
we merely happen to find both parties' interests at the extreme ends of
our economy spectrum.
The environmentalist means well in his endeavours. Our world would
truly be a better place if we had no atomic explosions, no nuclear power
plants, alternate energy forms and no toxic pollution problems. However
his endeavours toward "preservation of our ecological balance" would, if
globally enforced, create an enormous economic imbalance, the
negative effects of which not even he himself would be able to escape,
as long as he remains compelled to survive under existing rules of
economics, i.e. the rules of income and expenses in terms of dollars
and cents.
And how would he create such an economic imbalance in which he
would find himself victimized? The dramatic shutdown of every facet of
industry and commerce producing pollution and waste would effectively
eliminate the employment opportunities of 70% of our work force,
resulting in an instant economic collapse and anarchy, for there does
not as yet exist an alternative to our financial ways of doing business,
which still states: "He who will not work for money shall also not eat!"
But who of the two is closer to the truth? Of course the environmentalist!
Only that he has yet to learn that an emotionally healthy society can
indeed look after its own consumption needs without money as an
exchange medium!
(end quote)

You Zionist money hounds are now getting what you for so long have
been asking for: CONSUMPTION IN THE FORM OF DESTRUCTION!!
So, when mother nature gives you "consumption" then don't complain if
your factories, offices and homes are included in the process - and
perhaps all this with YOU IN IT! You will get your earthquakes and your
floods, your hurricanes, tornadoes and equipment failures. Yet when all
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this happens we want you to remember that it was not us, which called
for "consumption (destruction) for profit" - IT WAS YOU!!

American Zionists Out to Kill the New Tsar
of Russia, Osama bin Laden!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 16, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

A murderous attitude manifests in many ways and does not consider guilt or
innocence. It just wants to kill when deemed expedient for the purpose of
protecting greed, image, deception or outright debauchery. Today's Russia is in
the vest pocket of Zionism and suffers all of Zionism's concocted Protocols for
making the lives of Russian people miserable. America is a great backer of
Zionism, and her reservation about Russia's military assault on Chechnya is
phony at best, for she does not care about loss of life except when it comes to
the experiencing of losing her own military men while involved in conflicts of
her own making.
This Zionist America also knows that with the rise of Tsar Osama bin Laden to
power in Russia all regions under his control would see Russian Zionism
relegated to the dust bin of history in one great hurry. It would leave Zionism's
stronghold isolated on its own two natural islands of America and Britain, for
Israel will cease to exist as a Zionist state as her people will come under
Palestinian political control. Any Zionists in Israel and Russia will have to flee
from both countries into one or another of Zionism's remaining strongholds:
America and Britain, for even Canada will not want to be left out of a good
thing, and neither does Australia. There (in the USA and Britain) Zionism will
be kept under lock and key in company with its twin companion - Imperialism,
and then we will see how much spark of life is left in American and British
citizens to deal with these two poisonous snakes in their bed! Will they GET
RID OF THEM in order to rejoin the community of human beings? Will they
then finally begin to conduct themselves in a civilized manner worthy of living
among civilized nations? That still remains to be seen.
King Saddam Hussein and Tsar Osama bin Laden must be protected from
Zionist/Imperialist hatred at all costs, for the survival of these two royals is
linked to the survival of mankind at evacuation time. It is therefore the Lion's
call on all civilized governments of this planet to provide these two men with a
protection of a kind greater than that of their own! Any ruler neglecting the
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adequate protection of these two men will lose his soul before the High
Councils of Heaven, for if any operation has ever been destined NOT to fail - it
is THIS ONE!! The incarnational survival to a better world of too many souls
are at stake as we all move forward with eyes wide open and in full conscious
awareness INTO THE END OF THIS WORLD!!
Reni Sentana-Ries - 01:38pm Jun 23, 1999

The World You Manufacture Will Become
Your World to Inherit!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) November 14, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

Occasionally we have mentioned the universal Law of Justice, which is
no respecter of person. This Law indeed governs the function of the
universe on a basis of lash and backlash. Although man has applied
and interpreted this law usually in its negative aspect, it is however just
as precise in its positive application.
And why is it so deadly accurate and inescapable to man? BECAUSE
IN FINALITY THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS "DEATH"!! WHAT WE
CALL DEATH IS IN LIGHT OF UNIVERSAL REALITY NOTHING
MORE THAN A CHANGE IN METAMORPHIC EXISTENCE, AND
SINCE THE SPIRIT OF MAN IS ON A PATHWAY OF PROGRESSION,
THAT PROGRESSION CANNOT BE REALIZED ON THE BASIS OF A
SINGULAR LIFE SPAN ONLY BUT MUST CONTAIN THE
POSSIBILITY OF MANY SUCCESSIVE LIFE SPANS (OR
INCARNATIONS) IN ORDER FOR MAN'S SPIRIT TO EVENTUALLY
RID HIMSELF FROM AN ATTITUDE OF REBELLION AGAINST
EVERYTHING JUST AND GOOD AND ALL THAT IS HARMONIOUS
WITH THE UNIVERSAL LAW OF JUSTICE!
The universe consists of a sea of consciousnesses, and all of them
have sprung from the Source of One (the supreme intelligence - or
Creator - or "Mother/Father Godhood") into which the righteous strive to
return for the comfort and protection of their souls. And here it is
irrelevant whether those consciousnesses are identified as belonging to
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the class of man, animal or plant world. All contain consciousness and
are on a pathway of progression back into all bosom of creation from
which they have begun their journeys of EXPERIENCING! And that in
the end is what life is all about: THE LEARNING OF LESSONS, THE
EXPERIENCING OF BEING "ALIVE", THE GROWING AND
PROGRESSING BACK INTO A STATE OF ONENESS WITH ALL
THAT IS CREATION IN HARMONY AND LOVE. ONLY THEN CAN WE
TRULY ENJOY THE FEELING OF "BEING ALIVE"!
The Law of One works in deadly harmony with the Law of Justice. And
while man in his fragmented state of thinking is free to create for others
around him either "heaven" or "hell" we find that unbeknownst to him
that is what he creates for himself or herself because of the Law of
Justice. Some consciousnesses of man who have chosen for
themselves a life expression in wickedness, may not be aware of the
fact that they are actually constructing a world for themselves to
experience in the likeness of what they are creating by their own hands
for others. However being unaware of repercussions is irrelevant, for
man's belief or disbelief as to whether wickedness will land back upon
his own plate has no bearing on its outcome in conjunction with the Law
of Justice! That Law will adequately take care of the fact that it does
(land back on his own plate).
Some men (and women) have dedicated themselves to inflicting
suffering and pain on others. The most glaring examples of this kind of
mind set we find among the powerful elite, which has made a religion of
sadism by documenting their wickedness in the form of a Bible, called
"The Protocols of the Elders of Zion." This Bible has many organizations
as its followers, of which the World Trade Organization is not exempted.
And while the Bible of all wickedness was never intended to become
general public knowledge, the organizations which follow this set of
guidelines for conduct were indeed intended for adoption by all nations
in the form of MEMBERSHIP IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
for the duping of the nations into subservience to that "Bible."
In the end however those consciousnesses which stand in religious
secret promotion of the "Bible" of all wickedness will become inheritors
of the world they are creating, and the lash will then have turned into a
backlash - and all this in harmony with the Law of Justice.
The Prophetess and the Lion of Judah (not to the exclusion of many
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who work quietly with us) have come back to recreate "heaven" for
mankind, a heaven which is in stark opposition to the "Bible" of the
Protocols. That "heaven" is the world we wish to inherit as we
reincarnate into our many future lifestreams of accelerated progression
into the Oneness of all Creation, and therefore it stands to reason that
we must first create it in order to be blessed for eons by its holy
character of peace, love, harmony and joy!

INA Canada
Copied from lion09.htm

The Nations Must End Their Embargo
against Iraq!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), December 4, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

Individual nation states must now make up their minds whether they wish to
continue to be controlled by United Nations decrees or whether they will want
to recapture control over their own national destiny. One of their brother states
is being done a great injustice, and here we have national leaders standing idly
by shaking in their boots fearing of what might happen to them should they step
out of (U.N.) line and begin to disregard U.N. imposed sanctions against Iraq!
Their sovereignty gives them the right to step out from under U.N. domination,
and yet their "fear of the Jews" who control the United Nations leads them to
disregard their duty towards Iraq. Not a wise choice, for continued voluntary
subservience to the slave masters of this world will only prolong their own
captivity as well as that of the agony of the people of Iraq.
LEADERS OF THE NATIONS OF THIS WORLD! BEGIN
REBUILDING YOUR ECONOMIC TIES WITH IRAQ! BARTER, OR
USE EACH OTHER'S NATIONAL CURRENCY AS MEANS OF
PAYMENT FOR TRADE WITH IRAQ! ASSURE THAT IRAQ HAS
ALL HER PEOPLE'S NEEDS MET IN TERMS OF FOOD AND OTHER
BASIC ESSENTIALS. HELP IRAQ TO BUILD UP INDUSTRIES
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WHICH MAKE HER SELF-SUFFICIENT IN ESSENTIALS OF LIFE.
DARE TO HAVE YOUR SUPPLY SHIPS HARRASSED BY ZIONIST
ENFORCERS OF SO CALLED "INTERNATIONAL LAW" (SIC), AND
STAND UP AND BE COUNTED FOR RIGHTEOUSNESS! LET IT BE
MORE IMPORTANT TO YOU TO BE IN GOOD STANDING AND
FAVOUR WITH THE GODS AND GODDESSES IN HEAVEN THAN
TO CONTINUE TO PLEASE THE MOST VILE ELEMENT THIS
PLANET HAS EVER SEEN: THE INTERNATIONAL ZIONIST
CONSPIRACY AGAINST ALL THAT IS PROPER AND GOOD!! SET
AN EXAMPLE FOR BEING COUNTED AMONG THE DECENT OF
MANKIND, AND BY DOING SO YOU WILL BECOME THE SAVIOUR
OF YOUR OWN SOUL!!
There is nothing to be gained for you to continue punishing Iraq just because
the wicked ones tell you so! Let your personal and individual righteousness be
seen world-wide and then others will get their courage up and do likewise, and
before you even realize it yourselves, you will have neutralized the greatest evil
of all times! Look what happened in Seattle! Go now and translate that victory
into a world-wide victory by refusing to do the enemy's bidding - beginning
with a proper and dignified treatment of Iraq! Such action can only benefit your
own economic interests in the long run, for OUT OF IRAQ WILL BE
PROCLAIMED THE METHODOLOGY OF ECONOMIC FREEDOM FOR
ALL OF THIS WORLD'S NATIONS IN THE NEW ERA!

"...And What Does the New Era Really Look
Like?"
EDMONTON (INA Canada), December 4, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

An inexperienced driver loses control of his new automobile and plows
his front end into a brick building. The damage to the car is severe, but
an assessment on the vehicle dictates that it is more cost efficient to
repair it rather than write it off. And so finally the insurance company
decides to entrust the repair of the vehicle to a competent auto body
repair shop.
This scenario repeats itself daily thousands of times world-wide.
However in this analogy the only thing we, the prophets, will do
differently from an insurance company is that WE WILL NOT RETURN
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THE REPAIRED VEHICLE BACK INTO THE HANDS OF THE
INEXPERIENCED DRIVER, BUT RATHER ENTRUST THE
AUTOMOBILE INTO THE HANDS OF SOMEONE WITH A DRIVING
RECORD TO MATCH AND WORTHY OF HANDLING A NEW
VEHICLE!
The inexperienced driver is the ruling elite. The automobile they drive is
this world. The damage they do is to the people they govern and the
earth's environment. The price the people pay for being governed
without competency is their shattered lives and the erosion of earth as
their habitat. The new driver is the New Guard which is changing and
ready to take over the wheel. The restoration of the vehicle is...
* the removal of the money system. It will translate into the abolition of
taxes, usury and debts,
* the introduction of the purchase order as means of payment,
* the people's free access to food, housing, transportation, clothing, etc.
etc. etc.,
* a restoration of truth in that the people will be taught by the prophets.
The above of which will create...
* a society without crime,
* a restoration of true love,
* a restoration of true justice, which makes allowance for forgiveness,
compassion, and restitution,
* peace among nations, which will see their borders become
increasingly irrelevant,
* a restoration of the sisterhood of man as an equal partner to that of the
brotherhood,
* allowance for the exploitation of man's brain capacity without
government and corporate red tape,
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* PEACE in the family, the nation, and the world.
Many qualified soul structures are standing by to take over from the "old
(neglectful-in-their-duty) guards," who failed to shield the interests of the
people for a decent livelihood. So now, at the end of this millennium the
old (Zionist) guard steps aside and the direction this world is going is
corrected to assure its ship is being steered into the harbour of its
intended destiny: PREPARATION AND READINESS FOR MANKIND'S
EVACUATION PRIOR TO THE END OF THIS WORLD!
For their own good the people of this earth just better get used to the
fact that these "qualified soul structures" consist of leaders who have in
the past been contemptuously labeled by the West as "dictators," but
nonetheless are highly evolved and endowed with wisdom and power to
lead the people into a happier time.

Will the World Trade Organization Rule the
World?
EDMONTON (INA Canada), December 2, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

It looks like Eyad Khaleel Matar, head of business development at Dubai
Economic Department, is intimidated by the WTO to where he stands in awe of
its power and advises the governments of the world to compliance with WTO
rulings. He says:
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Hold it, Mr. Matar! Your attitude is too defeatist to our liking! National
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governments are sovereign, and not even the emergence of the World Trade
Organization can change that fact. And if you think that the WTO way of doing
business is the only way consentual governments can do business then you
have not informed yourself on one single item from the Office of the Lion of
Judah on matters of economics and finance!
Should your governments however uphold the flawed status-quo of running the
world of finance and business, then of course you place yourself in no position
of advantage by being outside of the WTO, for business wise non-membership
may just leave countries at the short end of the stick. But in the long run
governmental subservience to the WTO will establish the WTO as the foremost
secular body ruling the world, and along with that power comes abuse in the
form of currency manipulation targeted against member states, which have
fallen out of grace with the WTO for one reason or another. So, if your
governments are willing to pay that price, then - go ahead - join! Your freedom
will be the price you pay.
The United States of America will always control the WTO by reason of the
fact that the only recognized form of payment for inter-nation trade will be the
U.S. currency. That fact alone places the Zionist money lords of the United
States in direct control of that business entity, as well as in control of to what
degree individual nation states will benefit from their membership in the WTO.
How so, you may ask? BECAUSE THE ZIONIST MONEY LORDS
CONTROL THE CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATES, AND WILL SET THE
VALUE OF YOUR OWN HOME GROWN CURRENCY SO LOW
AGAINST THE U.S. DOLLAR, THAT YOUR COUNTRY MAY JUST
WORK ITS LITTLE HEART OUT TO PROFIT TO ANY DEGREE FROM
ITS CONTRIBUTING PRODUCTION! (In other words: your country's
productive capacity will become exploited in return for not enough U.S.
currency to pay your U.S. Dollar debts!!)
And should all agreements reached in Seattle become binding to the
governments of all member nations, then we can say a sad good-bye to the
much cherished principle of national sovereignty!
Will the WTO rule the world? Only if you let it. There are many reasons to
believe that governmental traitorism to the people is not universal sufficient to
safely conclude that WTO world rule is a given fact for the new millennium.
The survival of the human species into the next century will depend on nations
to adopt the simple system of demand-controlled production.
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The Seattle War Zone Symbolic of Clash
between Exploiters and the Fleeced!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), December 1, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

The World Trade Organization is merely one of many "international"
(Jewish elite) organizations which have been created around the "Bible"
of Zionistic Protocols. These organizations all support and supplement
each other with the intent of maintaining Zionist stranglehold on world
population via the base element of greed by widespread Jewish
ownership of their global industry.
The idealism of these protesters is commendable, in that they wish to
conserve what is left of our ecological environment before the corporate
greed of the out-of-control industrial machine destroys all foundation of
life on earth. Corporate exploitation of the labour pool for profit leaves
them far behind in terms of purchasing power for covering their basic
needs in dignity, and the demonstrators do not wish their children's
future to be condemned to lives of perpetual serfdom in poverty.
My observation from watching reporters interviewing has been that
proponents of the WTO consist of indeed only Jews and their friends
who only care about bigger profits from their industries - an observation
which is consistent with all what the Protocols are saying about who
controls the money and who also controls the industry. Although it is
doubtful that the protestors understand the intricate mechanism of
finance which permits and encourages this conduct of greed by a sheer
diabolical financial mechanism of debt, and therefore it is likewise
doubtful they know what to do about it. However these dear people at
the least do the only thing they know to do: PROTEST - even though an
answer to the problem eludes them.
The matter they are facing is more than just saying: "Stop destroying
our forests and polluting our waters!" or "Pay us better wages!" Seattle
today symbolizes mankind's need for the abolition of finance and a
return to the one and only interstellar economic system of demand
control economics as practiced by the Federation of Free Planets. And
in all final analysis that is what the introduction of the New Era is all
about.
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Notice to the People
Circumstances are such as to call a greater portion of our time toward the effort
of providing for our temporal needs. It is for that reason that we cannot assure
editorials or messages on a daily basis.

Iraq Leads the Nations Back to Ancient
Wisdom
EDMONTON (INA Canada), November 29, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

Mesopotamia was where it all began, and in Mesopotamia is where it all
will continue. The world around Mesopotamia has fallen into a thousand
pieces of religious and political fragmentation and it is in Mesopotamia
where all political and religious fragmentation ends, for THE LIGHT
SHINES IN MESOPOTAMIA - and nowhere else! MESOPOTAMIA IS
IRAQ!!
The nations will pay homage to Iraq, for as all other nations betrayed
the cause of justice, so has Iraq stood firm against one of the greatest
injustices ever inflicted on a nation in modern times! Where other
nations sought out for themselves to follow the path of least resistance
in order to escape punishment at the hands of the wicked, it was IRAQ
which endured their blows - and many (nations) stood by, and many
abetted!
The Law of the New Era comes out of Iraq, for Iraq has earned the right
to lead all nations into it - not forcing the Law on them by ulterior means
- but by true virtue of example: Iraq provides the leadership of "show
and tell!"
The conscience of the nations will take many to Iraq and there will they
pay their debt by building up again what was destroyed, and of Iraq will
be spoken that nowhere on the face of this earth was found intelligence
as great as what was found among the people of Iraq!
People of Iraq, your cries of despair and rivers of tears are not for
naught, for unbeknownst to you, you have for yourself by your
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perseverance against wickedness in high places lain the foundation for
a multitude of lifestreams in contentment and bliss unlike any other
society of this earthen plane!
You have rediscovered the Wisdom of the Ancients, and for that reason
are an honoured people, and are the Guiding Light of the Nations!

Canada's Homeless Remain so Under
Politics of Stupidity!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), November 28, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

Another Canadian winter is here and still people sleeping exposed to
the harsh elements grow in numbers everywhere. The economic system
has a built-in mechanism of failure which simply states: he, who has no
money, shall not eat, cannot buy, have no shelter and no right to life.
Yet unlike many other countries, Canada has enshrined in her
constitution a Bill of Rights, which says that every person has the right
to life and security of his person. Yet her political attitude toward the
homeless does not include the sense of responsibility toward assuring,
that there is not one case in Canada, where a man's right to the security
of his person is jeopardized by an unavoidable exposure to the
elements.
Daily we have statistics of people freezing to death from homelessness,
which falls well into the category of right to life and personal security. In
Toronto these freezing people tried to force themselves into a vacant,
heated, but empty hospital building for night shelter and were repelled
by the authorities. Perhaps some of these people at one time helped
construct it, yet when they stood in need of shelter a solid building can
offer, it was declared off limits to them.
Shortly after this incident several empty hospitals were imploded with
dynamite, destroying thousands of solid, comfortable rooms for
homeless people. Now these homeless people stage angry
demonstrations and clash with riot police, and all the while this is going
on, the stupid policy of destroying empty hospitals is not reversed. The
Government of Canada fights the homeless, but not homelessness. So
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much for hollow United Nations' annual proclamations of Canada being
the best country in the world to live in!

The Lion of Judah Directive Concerning
Jews
EDMONTON (the Lion of Judah, High Office of), November 27, 1999, Reni SentanaRies

The establishment of the New Era society necessitates a departure from today's
norm for doing political business.
The matter of leading nations into the Oneness of a global brotherhood of
nations cannot be handled by elements with a disastrous track record of planned
mismanagement. Some people are just not cut out for providing leadership never mind righteous leadership. And here the Jews have traditionally been
filled with an inexplicable desire for ruling, yet lacking the natural
qualifications for doing so without creating disaster. It is their DNA engrained
lack of humility - not being teachable onto principles of true nobility and
goodness - which sets them apart from many other cultures of human species in
a way to where it becomes necessary to keep them out of positions of public
trust and responsibility!
We will not deny them the right to life and security of person, but in the affairs
of reestablishing New Era principles and administration of public affairs Jews
will step aside and leave those matters in the hands of men and women with
qualifications in character and ethics to match. This will give Jews the
opportunity to learn the skills of contributing to society in a worthy manner,
and when after a series of incarnations of this kind of schooling in the
participation of life's basic tasks their DNA responses have adjusted, will be the
time when they can move upward into areas of greater responsibilities.
Barring the possible implementation of a resolution for Israel's presence on
Palestinian soil under the direction of Master Gabriel's higher wisdom, Israel
will come under Palestinian rule (which is good for all moderate Israelis). The
Zionists of Israel will leave by seeking refuge in the United States and England.
The displaced Palestinians will return to their home lands and under the
auspices of the Government of Palestine their lives and homes will be
reconstructed. There will be zero tolerance for Jewish racist fanaticism toward
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homecoming Palestinians. Palestine will be made fruitful again when the
pleasure of the gods of this firmament and beyond has been restored.

Sodom and Gomorrah are Back Again!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), November 27, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

Yesterday an Alberta Court upheld a lesbian couple's right to adopt
children into their lesbian "marriage." Already Canada's law system has
given homosexual "couples" equal recognition to that of "straight"
couples. What all this means is that not only grow these impressionable
children up in an unnatural family environment and enter life with very
misguided marital perceptions, they are now also becoming officially
deprived of their right to be raised by the balanced hand of either a
father or a mother, as the case may be.
All this rot is being introduced into the western world by so called
"Human Rights Commissions" which forbid man's intelligent use of
discrimination and which wield more power than even law makers and
judges have. I call them "official-houses-for-restructuring-society-intomindless-followers-of-Talmudic-lack-of-ethics." Are the heavens pleased
with society's discoveries of new and formerly uncharted grounds of
morality? We believe not, and "as it was in the days of Sodom and
Gomorrah, so shall it be at the end of this world....."
The incarnates from the days of these two ancient cities are back manifesting all their perversions as in the days of old - and laying the
groundwork for a speedy dismantling of a morally bankrupt society with
the help of a methodology not even the Learned Elders of Zion could
think of 120 years ago!
The gods of this firmament were angry with what was going on in
Sodom and Gomorrah, and with one or more atomic-like explosions
blasted the whole d****d mess into oblivion for a healthy housecleaning. Today the lawyers, politicians, judges and "human rights"
advocates of a "free-for-all" society are doing everything in their power
to transpose a recreation of the Sodom and Gomorrah effect into our
lives today. The strides they are making are great - and so is the curse.
No, the heavens are not pleased! Just watch and observe their
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proponents, identify them, and also their organizations which promote
the disgusting practice of homosexuality. Then you will see for yourself
who the corruptors of all our cherished morals are!

A Word of Commendation for Reform Party
Presidential Candidate Mr. Pat Buchanan
EDMONTON (INA Canada), November 22, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

Voices as though crying in the wilderness may appear to do so for as long as
the main stream of propaganda-instilled perception dominates the narrow
spectrum of American thinking, but as with any seed for new life - given
enough time and persistence, a totally new and much more correct philosophy
can take hold of shaping America's foreign policy, away from New York's CFR
dictates, and also away from Scull and Bones philosophy of George Bush Sr.
With respect to America's need for rejuvenation of a dangerously stale and
negative foreign policy, Mr. Buchanan's convictions are a good beginning.
Sense will return back into America's foreign policy approach, but not until
after the USA has gone through a school of hard knocks. Only then will she
recover from today's dementia, however that will not happen under the
leadership of a bonesman's son, but under someone with class, of whom we
have said that he will not need luck to win.

Madeleine Albright Remembered in Infamy
EDMONTON (INA Canada), November 22, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

In the opinion of U.S. Secretary of State Ms. Albright the sacrifice of
Iraqi men, women and children "is worth it", "it" meaning to get the oil in
Iraq's ground on behalf and the United States, Israel and Britain. And so
for years this demon woman stood firmly behind the worst atrocities
imaginable committed against the sovereign nation of Iraq as executed
by the United States and Britain with the help of Zionist United Nations.
It seemed like for a while she lay rather low with her outrageous
remarks of hatred toward Iraq and King Saddam Hussein the First,
however today we hear her spouting again more of the same of her
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arrogant rhetoric on the issue of Iraq's rejection of a two-week extension
of the oil- for-food program. That program was never intended to give
food for the hungry people of Iraq, for under that program Iraq exported
oil without getting paid for it. The funds ended up under the control of
Iraq's Zionist enemies, who distributed this windfall around among their
Zionist/Imperialist/Jewish friends, lining their pockets and bank accounts
to near bursting and permitting only a face-saving amount to be spent
on food, medicine and spare parts for the benefit of Iraqi people, who
since last December never ceased to be bombed by the haters of
mankind, America and Britain.
Once again the United States and Britain are gearing up to conduct an
all-out military assault on Iraq for refusing to agree to any more hostile
intervention by Zionist arms inspectors in return for the partial lifting of
sanctions.
Therefore, by the authority vested in me as holder of the Office of
the Lion of the Tribe of Judah, I instruct all nations of true liberty to
place their military might in readiness for the defense of the people
of Iraq! The Anglo-Saxon assault on Iraq is anticipated to occur! I
authorize you to sink all American and British military vessels in
the Gulf region.
This time We will use the words spoken by America's worst demon
woman of all times: "IT IS WORTH IT!!"

A Friendly Word to My Brother Nation Iran!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), November 21, 1999, by Reni Sentana-Ries

With reference to your Parliament's refusal to lift Government subsidies on
fuel, gas and electricity please permit me to make the following comments
without prejudice:
Your country works on a system of subsidies for energy, food and medicine.
That is very commendable, for by that means you maintain access of these
basic essentials for daily living open to even the poorest of the poor people! We
believe your Parliament had no intention of letting low-income families fall
between the cracks of price increases to basic essentials in return for a
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"pressure-relief" from financial commitments to pay back 33 trillion rials to
local banks!
Your nation has a productive capacity. It consists of people willing to work.
Their resources lie in an abundance of energy and an enormous resource in an
already established productive industry, which is more or less nicely
automated. So therein we have established that which is physically possible.
Your money system contains within itself the ability to make financially
possible what is physically possible without anybody getting hurt in the course
of it! And so, if you believe that unless you administer pain to the people by
removing the subsidies, your Government will bear that pain, then you have not
even realized yet to what extent your Government has power over anybody
inflicting pain on it!! Hence there is no need for passing on the pain of financial
debt (which NUMBERS ONLY dictate to you) to the people, as soon as you
use your governmental power to ARTIFICIALLY CORRECT those numbers
to make them reflect the ACTUAL ABILITY of Iran to be productive and
wealthy, rather than of trying to pawn off your internal governmental financial
mishandling of the past onto the necks of the people by unloading your
problem onto them!
And this is how you do it: Rise above the insane numbers game the banks are
giving you, for your bankers are willing to strangle the nation in subservience
to their debauched mathematics of numbers, called rials! Your "financial"
problem is a "perceived" problem only, and since your Parliament is the
ultimate authority in your land, Parliament has the right to dictate to your bank
what shall stand and what must fall.
Begin by telling the banks to strike the 33 trillion rials off the record books, for
it was the people who by their endless industriousness have in the course of
spending 33 trillion rials created for themselves and others all this wonderful
wealth! All goods and services this money can buy have been delivered, and
therefore there is no further need for penalizing anyone in return for the
blessings 33 trillion rials have delivered! AS SOON AS ALL GOODS AND
SERVICES HAVE BEEN RENDERED IN RETURN FOR A NUMBER
(MONEY) THAT NUMBER MUST BE CROSSED OUT OF THE RECORD
BOOKS, FOR THE PURPOSE FOR WHICH IT WAS CREATED HAS
BEEN FULFILLED!! Wherever that is not done, the nations are getting
themselves into trouble which only one element controls and finds sadistic
satisfaction in: INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL ZIONISM.
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I hear your country is under idiotic U.S.A. sanctions. That then should give you
the necessary motivation to at least handsomely exploit your home-grown
resources for the prosperity of all!! We all work as ONE!

INA Canada
Copied from lion 10.htm

Today's Farm Subsidies Reveal System
Incompetence!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 24, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

One may ask "How can a good thing turn out to be so bad?" On the surface it
may seem to be a good thing when we hear the governments of Europe and the
United States subsidize their farmers to the tune of 40 % of production costs.
The Europeans after the war have vowed to never again want to go hungry as
was the case during WW2. And so they adopted a policy of subsidizing the
European farmer's production to assure the abundant supply of food at all
times. The result was indeed total self-sufficiency of all European countries in
food supplies for their own consumption. And not only were they able to amply
supply their home markets with food, but their overproduction resulted in
relatively inexpensive food for the export market.
America's farmers did not become competitive against European food supplies
on world markets until Washington began to do the same thing: subsidize their
farmers' production. And who got caught in the squeeze? The Canadian farmer,
who in 1995 not only became burdened with bearing 100% of rail
transportation charges by losing the "Crow Rate" rail subsidies, but never had a
government which through a system of subsidies allowed them to have their
production subsidized as the Europeans and Americans do to their farming
communities.
Today the Canadian farmers are given the cruel choice of either self-subsidize
their farm production by increased debt acquisition and sell for going world
rates, which do not cover the cost of production, or stop production and go for
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bankruptcy.
The stress on Saskatchewan's and Manitoba's grain farmers is enormous. Their
families are falling apart from desperation and suicide, and yet the government
stands by and says: "Let market trends dictate what and how much should be
produced! We have no obligation of loyalty toward inefficient farming
production." And so the family farm in Canada becomes sacrificed at the altar
of market considerations of supply, demand, and efficiency arguments. Cold
blooded and cruel, would you not say?
I AM NOT SAYING "LET THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT SUBSIDISE
CANADIAN FARM PRODUCTION TO MATCH THAT OF EUROPEAN
AND AMERICAN PRACTICE!" THAT ARGUMENT IS TOO SIMPLISTIC
AND SHALLOW! I AM SAYING "THE WHOLE IDEA OF SUBSIDISING
FARM PRODUCTION IS ILL CONCEIVED FOR IT ENCOURAGES
FAMERS TO BLINDLY MAXIMIZE THEIR PRODUCTIVE EFFORT IN
ORDER TO MAXIMIZE THEIR PROFITS REGARDLESS OF DEMAND
REQUIREMENTS!!"
This practice encourages overproduction, ecological destruction and waste! To
subsidize a farmer's production is very costly, for a farmer's profit level is
directly proportional to the quantity of his production! In many cases Europe's
unsold overproduction is merely destroyed. Grain is dumped into the oceans,
eggs are transported to garbage sites, butter mountains are given away or
destroyed and surplus animals killed and buried. Yet therein we see the
magnitude of governmental ignorance and incompetence, if not outright
stupidity!
In order to preserve our farming communities everywhere the governments of
today must implement a system of reducing our farmers' production costs. And
where can this be done most effectively but by reducing his surplus production?
So, instead of letting the farmer produce as much as he wishes and then pay
him proportional for the amounts produced, pay his expenses for all amounts of
food actually needed on the world market place! And if not one bushel of grain
were to be required any more from Canadian farmers for all the abundant and
cheap grain coming in from the USA and Europe, not one grain farmer from
Saskatchewan and Manitoba needed to leave his farm if all of these farmers
were given free access to all their basic needs for survival: food, shelter,
clothing transportation, utilities, etc, etc. The enormous amounts of production
costs saved by producing no grain at all would be far greater than any costs of
keeping prairie grain farmers on their farms! It takes very little to keep people
alive and happy, but a lot to keep them producing what is not needed!
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What the Canadian Government does to prairie grain farmers is
unconscionable! And because subsidizing a grain production which is not
needed is also not smart, we conclude that the introduction of a rescue system
which allows the farmers to stay on their farms in comfort and freedom from
worry is still the best solution to a crazy situation!

National Sovereignty INCLUDES
Sovereignty Over National Banks!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), December 22, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

No national government can lay claim to exercising national sovereignty
unless it practices sovereignty over all banks within its borders. If the
question "Who is in charge?" raises doubt as to whether it is the
Government or perhaps the banks, then we conclude that in all
likelihood it is the banks.
Why must we raise this sensitive subject at this time? BECAUSE WE
SEE TOO MANY GOVERNMENTS PERMITTING THE BANKS TO
DICTATE TO THEM WHAT SHALL STAND AND WHAT MUST FALL!!
When governmental rhetoric states that "taxes must be raised" in order
to make interest and debt reduction payments to the banks, then that
government does not act out its claim of sovereignty as the undisputed
authority in the land!
THE GOVERNMENT IS THE HIGHEST AUTHORITY OF ANY
NATION! AND IT IS ETHICALLY UNACCEPTABLE THAT A BANK (OR
BANKING SYSTEM) SHOULD DICTATE TO THE GOVERNMENT
UNDER WHAT TERMS THE NATION'S PEOPLE SHOULD EITHER
BE PROSPEROUS OR POOR! Yet that is exactly what has happened
throughout this world for centuries!
No government should "borrow" from any bank, for THE
GOVERNMENT HAS THE INTRINSIC AUTHORITY TO CREATE
LEGAL TENDER AND REGULATE THE VALUE THEREOF!! Under this
fundamental principle the acquisition of government debt is an
impossibility, for no government can be indebted to a system of finance
it controls all the way up to the level of credit creation! In other words: I
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CANNOT BE INDEBTED TO MYSELF IF I HAVE POWER TO CREATE
THE FUNDS WHICH PREVENT MY INDEBTEDNESS IN THE FIRST
PLACE!! And where there is no indebtedness, there is no burden to the
taxpayers, and where there are no debt charges, there is more
purchasing power in public hands, and on and on the benefits of a
government-controlled financial system go!
WHEN WILL WE EVER LEARN TO MASTER FISCAL AFFAIRS IN A
MANNER WHERE THE PEOPLE WILL NOT GET HURT FROM THE
MERE DIABOLICAL ASPECTS OF A FINANCIAL SYSTEM? IS IT NOT
OUR OBLIGATION TO CORRECT THE WORKINGS OF A SYSTEM
THE MOMENT WE DISCOVER WHAT IS WRONG WITH IT? INDEED!!
NO GOVERNMENT HAS AN OBLIGATION TO BORROW MONEY
FROM THE BANKS AND IMPOSE BANKING USURY ON THE
TAXPAYING POPULATION IN THE FORM OF INCREASED TAXES!
ALL NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS HAVE THE POWER TO DO FOR
THEMSELVES WITHOUT ANY ILL-EFFECTS WHATSOEVER WHAT
HITHERTO THE BANKS HAVE DONE FOR GOVERNMENTS AT THE
EXPENSE OF THE PEOPLE!!
National sovereignty goes beyond mere matters of people
management. For the good of the people it must also include the
management of a sound financial system which benefits all instead of
only a privileged few!

National Sovereignty Always Rules
Supreme!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), December 19, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

The "Security" (?) Council of the "United" (?) Nations has once again spat into
the face of a member state by passing a resolution repugnant to Iraq. All
Security Council member states were prior informed of the fact that the
contents of this British/US resolution was unacceptable to the Government of
Iraq and could therefore in no wise be implemented without the cooperation of
Iraq!
And now we will go back to the basics of a situation. The United Nations was
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formed from the remnants of the now defunct League of Nations. A Charter
was drawn up and any nation joining the United Nations was obligated to abide
by its ground rules, which includes abiding by resolutions the United Nations
would pass in the course of time.
That was a perfect trap! Little did the nations know who was behind setting up
this super organization, and that its organizers never intended to play by the
rules of the book. The plan was to overrule the principle of national sovereignty
and to perpetuate the inequality of nations by setting up the so-called "Security
Council" which would always be controlled by the militarily strongest nations
of the world, who are already controlled by the hidden hand of the world elite.
This world elite however has no obligation to abide by any rules. Five nations
with veto power in the Security Council have leverage to neutralize any
decency and common sense. Some of them (France, Russia and China) will be
frightened to use it without the elite's permission. That's why France, Russia
and China refused to use their veto power in this latest Iraq resolution, which
calls for a repeat of the UNSCOM scheme (scam).
And what about abiding by United Nations dictates? Rules are only made for
controlling the weak and powerless. Never has it ever been observed that the
mighty play fair in commitments of equality as members of the community of
nations. The Kol Nidre absolves them of any obligation to play by rules of
contractual agreements, and so by that standard Israel's membership in the
United Nations automatically negates any responsibility on behalf of Israel to
abide by any of the United Nations' Security council resolutions.
However the unwritten law of equality is a two-edged sword which dictates that
the right one member nation takes for herself also belongs to another! The
power to dismiss any Security Council resolution Israel takes for herself also
belongs to Iraq! The Kol Nidre principle exercised by the world elite belong to
all member nations!
So what then are the rules of the United Nations? THERE ARE NONE, FOR
EVERYONE DOES WHAT HE WANTS AND BREAKS ANY RULE HE
LIKES. THE RULES IN THE BOOKS ARE ONLY FOR THOSE
PREPARED TO THROW THEIR LIBERTIES AWAY INTO THE TRASH
CAN, AS THEY DEEM THEMSELVES UNWORTHY OF BEING
COUNTED AS MEN AND WOMEN WITH CHARACTER AND ETHICS FOR ETHICS DICTATES THAT NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY
SHOULD NOT BE SOLD OUT TO UNPRINCIPLED MEN OF KOL
NIDRE PHILOSOPHY!! Unless the unwritten law of Kol Nidre philosophy is
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purged out from inter-nation affairs of world politics IT IS FOR THE
PROTECTION OF THE SMALLER NATIONS THAT THEY
PRACTISE THE SAME BACK ONTO THE PLATE OF KOL NIDRE
SLAVES!
Iraq has every right to reject this debauched "international" (?) effort of resubjecting it to humiliating "weapons inspections!" No other country in the
world is being treated with as much indignity as is Iraq! And yet, IRAQ IS
THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD! FROM IRAQ WILL COME THE
BLESSING OF THE NATIONS, WHICH CONSISTS OF A PRECEPT
FOR INTER-NATION COOPERATION WHICH WILL MAKE EVERY
PARTICIPATING NATION EQUALLY PROSPEROUS AND TRULY
INDEPENDENT FROM U.S/BRITISH/ISRAELI/UNITED NATIONS
DICTATES!!
To fight fire with fire is not always avoidable. For now the principle of national
sovereignty must rule supreme over any consideration of subservience to the
super-body of the elite-controlled United Nations!

Uthrania Seila Moves into a Different Mode
of Working
EDMONTON (INA Canada), December 16, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

It is uncertain for how long Uthrania will remain off the net. As with
anyone who labours in the lighted essence with intense focus for
extended periods of time on a singular goal - even one for the good of
all mankind - Uthrania sustained a "burnout". She intends to "shift gear"
from intensive work with a multitude of consciousnesses into a
disciplined mode of working with no more than three, perhaps five,
starship commanders and masters of the lighted universe, and this she
intends to do in order to avoid the strife among many consciousnesses
who are involved in ruling the affairs of this world of today.
The contentious conduct with its overwhelmingly burdensome negativity
has taken a toll on her system and calls for a period of recovery. When
that recovery is complete nothing but the most beautiful, wholesome
and uplifting material will be scribed, for the wickedness of this world
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has adequately been dealt with in the form of Master Gabriel's as well
as the Prophetess's own several outbursts of wrath and righteous
indignation. Workings calling for a restoration of balance from millennia
of negativity are completed. The process restoring that balance is
underway.
When the upsetting residue from too much work with too many
fragmented minds is gone and the physical body has recovered the
work will continue. It will then manifest with an uplifting and comforting
harmony.
When in the past Uthrania spoke of true Islam, she was not calling for a
religious life in subservience to anyone other than to that of a life
expression in harmony with universal laws of righteousness. She was
speaking of the ideals of the New Era in freedom from all error with
particular focus on the Islamic people. Those who prefer to misinterpret
her good intentions by claiming she has given Islamic fundamentalist
views her stamp of approval are sadly mistaken. Any of her references
to Islam, which she explained as being peace, love, life and prosperity
(not subservience) were made with great care in mind to not hurt the
sensitive consciousnesses of Islamic people. Her remarks however
indicated that in the process of restoration of truth certain misguided
beliefs or practices would have to become extinct. And so never once
did the Prophetess intend to compromise truth away in order to have
religious Islamic practice upheld where there is any bondage persisting
creating emotional and gender imbalance.
At the best of times and under even ideal circumstances it is difficult to
separate emotion from one's "labour of love" (as Lord Michael called it
years ago). This is a lesson for all of us to learn, and here our most
gracious conduct listens to our inner self and therein we all will then find
the true waters of life, fulfillment and progress in our upward climb on
the ladder of life.

December 31, 1999, 11:59.59 pm
EDMONTON (INA Canada), December 9, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

That date and time has symbolic significance. It represents the dividing line
between "hell" and "heaven." As of this hour six billion (+) people live in a
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self-manufactured "hell" on earth. Holy texts describe mankind's condition as a
"fallen state" - fallen from purity and innocence into selfishness, fallen from
unity into fragmentation, fallen from taking care of the "Garden of Eden" into
sowing thorns and thistles, fallen from protecting the interests of our fellow
man into using him/her for profit and gain.
That is the world we have created for ourselves in the past. That is what the
holy books called "hell" before the understanding of what hell is got muddied
into something like purgatory or "lake of fire" by religious deceivers. That is
wherein "universe reality" makes us reborn into every time we come back from
a previous incarnation of contribution with results either for the better or for
worse.
But now we have arrived at a cross-road, or, in other words: a dividing line
between hell and heaven. It is also called an invisible "equinoxal time barrier"
from where onward mankind is given the opportunity to become reincarnated
into a succession of life streams of "heaven" instead of today's environment of
"hell." We say: OPPORTUNITY because to elevate this planet from its fallenout-of-membership state of the Federation of Free Planets back into full
recognition of belonging to that intergalactic alliance depends on whether the
people and their leaders succeed to remove the "old guard" of upholders of
iniquity and corrupters of society in their present positions of power! And
nowhere anywhere in this vast universe has ever membership been obtained in
that Free Federation of Planets BUT by a removal of the seducers from power
and a planetary reinstatement of righteousness back upon her proper place of
rule and recognition! MEMBERSHIP IN THE INTERGALACTIC
FEDERATION OF FREE PLANETS MUST BE EARNED!!
Aloof do we stand of any negative incarnational consequences in case you
neglect your holy duty onto your own soul by your reluctance to assist in this
colossal effort, for the time barrier is OUR opportunity of escape from
participation in another bout of miserable incarnations! SEIZE THIS
OPPORTUNITY FOR YOURSELVES AND LABOUR HARD AND
RELENTLESS FOR THE NOBLE UNDERTAKING OF CLEANSING THIS
PLANET, FOR IF YOU DON'T (PARTICIPATE) YOU WILL HAVE
SEALED YOUR (INCARNATIONAL) DOOM FOR MILLENNIA TO
COME!!
We have given you the Key. We have shown you how to use it. You have all
the information at your fingertips for saving your own lives as well as that of
all of humanity in general. You have now the understanding you need in order
to recreate the "Garden of Eden" back into your own future.
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Do not use the prophets' personal imperfections as an excuse for not putting
your shoulder to the wheel, so to speak, but look beyond our own faults. Also
look beyond perceptions of how you think we are. Do not mistake our boldness
with arrogance, for if you do we become misrepresented in your own minds.
We are not arrogant people, and neither do we want to rule the world. We just
believe that man, for his own good, cannot afford any longer to be
unrighteously ruled over with schemes of pure wickedness.
Between now and the end of this world so many more souls (children) will join
us down here, that this earth cannot bear their arrival under today's system of
economics. So in order to pave the way for them we must have rearranged our
economic affairs so as to eliminate the waste factor of our own production.
Unless we do that we could not even feed them, never mind provide for them in
terms of energy, housing and security of their lives. This planet cannot tolerate
a productive waste factor of 15 or more times that of the entire output of - say 12 billion people in 2025! The leeches must now become removed from
mankind's productive effort lest in the end all will go hungry!
Never differentiate between truth and love!

Truth is Love - and Never has it Ever Been
Otherwise! (* Slightly Revised)
EDMONTON (INA Canada), December 9, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

Our slogan "!" may just as well state "LOVE is our Birthright!" and the
latter never really would have changed the meaning of the former!
The reader may have noticed I hardly ever speak of "love." This is done
not out of fear of the topic of love, but in today's world I deem it more
appropriate to emphasize truth rather than love, for truth is the physical
demonstration of love.
If I were to say: "I love you!" I may well be thought of as being a liar by
him of whom I wish to be believed. However all doubt as to my love for
one or all becomes *removed when I always speak the truth, am without
guile, seek after everyone's best interests and come to the defense of
those wrongfully assaulted! And therein you will find the true
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demonstration of love. Love requires no words, but demands action in
order to be believed in.
On this net we have spoken many words. Universal reality is our judge
of whether those words were spoken in truth or deception. If our words
are found to be in harmony with reality, then no religionist has the right
to condemn us for anything we have written. With that reality backing
our words we have given you a demonstration of love. And therefore, as
we teach, we teach in love, as we chastise, we do so in love, as we
expose we do it without exalting ourselves unduly. Recognition we earn
in accordance with the level of our righteousness and to what degree
we speak the truth. And where we err, others may correct us, yet our
desire is to remain in harmony with truth. Our humility will assure us to
be able to accept correction and thereby again we demonstrate our love
as being of the genuine kind.
In "The Mancharians' Newest Civilization" we read:
148. Have I perceived correctly, that the presentation of truth is
practically the most profound, if not the only real expression of
love?
Mancharians: As we would say here: congratulations! You have
cupped it in a nutshell! We, indeed, could not take the liberty of
expressing the benefactors of the truth knowledge coupled with the
wisdom and the understanding in order to operate as being of a less or
subservient stature of consciousness!
But indeed, it *(truth) is of the "upper echelon," as you would speak it,
and the highest attainment and the highest joy and wonder of each
human being on your plane, as well as those "liberties." And here we
refer to other beings in the galaxies and in the universes as "liberators."
For, indeed, they not only liberate themselves, but in the pulling up of
consciousnesses, and allowing the pulling down of their light or
consciousnesses. For consciousnesses and light and life, are they not
all One?
Yes.
That is our point precisely here. Proceed.
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INA Canada
Copied from lion11.htm

Introducing the New Era Sensibly and
Sensitively
EDMONTON (INA Canada), January 9, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Mankind's new generation has had it up to their necks with the old, traditional
and unworkable ways of doing things! Today's elite is relegating it to the
garbage heap of poverty inasmuch as the money lords do not monetize this
young generation on a per-capita basis in order to assure them a life in dignity.
And here we do not speak of placing the people on the bankers' welfare roll,
but rather of balancing the money supply proportional to the prevailing rate of
population increase with a focus on their basic essentials of life in mind. That is
just not happening today!
And what is the fall-out from this financial mismanagement? POVERTY.
EVIDENTLY THE MASSES OF THIS PLANET'S PEOPLE ARE FORCED
TO SURVIVE IN A HOSTILE ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT OF LESS
THAN ONE DOLLAR PER DAY, AND ALL THIS EVEN IN THE
ABSENCE OF A SAFETY NET IN THE EVENT THAT SOCIETY
CANNOT OFFER EMPLOYMENT AT THAT RATE TO THOSE ABLE
AND WILLING TO WORK!!
We have stated before that the financial elite is not interested in monetizing the
needs of the people. Their focus of interest lies in the expansion of industry
they own, the exploitation of natural resources, and in the gathering of profits
from that resource industry. The fact that this world's population is growing in
numbers is either conveniently being ignored or combated as a nuisance with
the introduction of various artificially concocted diseases from their carefully
hidden laboratories, of which AIDS is the most prominent one.
In finding a solution to the problem described above we are not advocating an
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insensitive abrupt introduction of "no money system at all!" We recognise that
neither this world nor even the new generation may be ready for such a
dramatic new way of doing business. However, any intermediate repair work to
today's financial system must be viewed as introductory and preparatory to the
universal standard of economics, which operates smoothly in the absence of
any money system at all!
So, what then is the sensible aspect of introducing to the people the beginnings
of a New Era? NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS MUST REGAIN
CONTROL OVER THEIR OWN CURRENCIES AND ERADICATE
ALL PUBLIC DEBT OFF THE RECORD SHEETS - INCLUDING
DEBTS (so-called) TO THE "INTERNATIONAL" FINANCIERS!!
And... ALL FUNDS IN CIRCULATION MUST BE CREDIT MONIES
(funds owed to no bank) instead of owed to financial institutions many
times over!
Natural growth monetizing must occur where natural growth actually
takes place: among our populations. Thereby no waste-for-profit is being
introduced into the economies whereby the needs of the people are being
left out!
And what about the "sensitive" aspect of introducing the New Era? Sensitivity
must enter into the transition formula because the people have no faith nor
natural ability to either comprehend or accept a money-free economy "cold
turkey" (without gently being led into accepting it). Where in the past we have
spoken of the already naturally functioning economic finance-free systems of
the Federation of Free Planets, we have spoken of the end result without
describing how to get there. That secret rests securely in the hearts and minds
of those who make up the Government of Iraq, without whom this world will
never see the beginning of a New Era.
It will be in honour of the wrongly punished people of Iraq that all nations will
gather to make an enormous effort to re-build this battered nation, for unless
they do, they will remain left out of ever seeing a better day for themselves!
Iraq is the nerve center of mankind's healing from Zionist abuse.
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What is "The Lion of Judah"?
EDMONTON (INA Canada), January 8, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

"The Lion of Judah" is a position. I
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.This position can
only be earned through lifetimes of integrity. Its holder has the qualified
backing of all intergalactic councils - "qualified" inasmuch as the High
Councils' recognition of the person holding this Office is conditional
upon righteousness.
The nature of this Office is governmental and its authority is absolute "absolute" in the sense that its rule upholds the order of the universe. Its
hallmark is understanding, its mandate is truth and its nature is
righteousness.
The High Office of the Lion of Judah is not religious, for the order of the
universe is not religious, nor ever will be. Man's recognition of the Office
and its holder brings with it order, and conversely, man's rejection of the
Office and its holder brings with it chaos. And here order and chaos are
equal just as Light and darkness are equal, and in all this the balance
between the two is maintained.
The Office was promised to a descendent of Abraham from the lineage
of Judah - hence "the Lion of Judah". The character qualifications of its
holder compare to that of a lion: uncompromising, majestic, fierce, and
kingly - with all these expressions manifesting in the positive.
Genetically the current holder of the Office is a literal descendent of
Abraham from the lineage of Judah. All Germans are of the tribe of
Judah, for Judah's descendents make up the Germanic tribes.
The righteous rule of the Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia as "Lion of
the Tribe of Judah" is symbolic of the righteous nature of the spiritual
Office today's holder of the High Office of the Lion of Judah has as
founder and introducer of the New Era for all mankind. And therein lies
the absolute nature of this Office.
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Elitists' Modern War Strategy Calls For
Warfaring "Away From Home"!
EDMONTON (INA Canada), January 6, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The evolution of warfaring is taking several elements into consideration:
a) Can a war be fought and won keeping the perceived enemy at arm's length
without engaging ground troops?
Answer: Much destruction can be wrought and the perceived "enemy" severely
weakened (as the American/British bullies have shown in Iraq and Kosovo with
their technological superiority in the form of laser guided bombs), however the
conquering of a nation cannot take place without a ground invasion and
not without a direct confrontation with armies and armed civilians.
The answer: No!
b) Can a war be fought and won without alarming one's own population for
all the massacres created with advanced technology?
As with anything of debauched nature: while it is possible to hide elitist
atrocities for a period of time from public knowledge via a censored press and
hate propaganda against the perceived enemy, it is not possible to eradicate
genocide from the record books of factual history! The truth has the uncanny
nature of always rising to the top!
Answer: No! No war can be won without sooner or later alarming one's
own population for the massacres inflicted elsewhere by one's own troops!
One day the children of America will read in their school history books what
their own Air Force has done to the people of Japan, Iraq and Kosovo. Shame
on America!
c) Can a war be fought and won without having its horror showing up at
one's own doorstep?
America's war machine is geared to be mobile. That allows for carrying her
terror abroad into any nation and fight the nations by pushing buttons and
controlling knobs. And while all this video killing goes on like a game,
America's people go about their own business as if nothing out of the ordinary
is happening!
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Hollywood makes sure that the people's mentality is bloodthirsty enough to not
care how many get killed in foreign lands by their own military, as long as
America's war does not end up inside the U.S.A. We have heard shocking
reports of indifference by American citizens when confronted with horror
reports of what their military does in Iraq. The answer is: "We don't care
about that, as long as none of our own 'boys' die!" Video war games have
desensitized America's young to the point where they can no longer progress in
civility unless being taught the harsh lessons of experiencing what they so
uncaringly dish out to others with their deadly apathy.
There you have it: AMERICA'S FRAGMENTED MIND!! Her people are
incapable of feeling for others and have lost all sense of justice. They also have
no sense of responsibility, which should teach them that THEY ARE
COLLECTIVELY (as a nation) RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL GENOCIDE
CREATED ABROAD, AND WILL ONE DAY HAVE TO FACE THE
CONSEQUENCES FOR THE INDIFFERENCE TO THEIR OWN
BLOODIED HANDS!!
Killing is killing, whether death is arrived at by laser guided bombs, depleted
uranium contamination, starvation from economic sanctions or diseases from
contaminated drinking water after all sanitary infrastructure has been destroyed.
All this America inflicts on the people of Iraq while the average American
citizen says: "I don't care! As long as our troops come home!"
The wrath of the righteous universal mind is immense, and one day this
wrath will end in the fulfillment of our prophetic words - penned by the
Arab Prophetess Uthrania Seila - which speaks of America as a pile of
"WESTERN HEMISPHERIC RUBBLE!"
When these words will finally come to pass then remember the law of physics,
which states: FOR EVERY ACTION THERE IS AN EQUAL AND
OPPOSITE REACTION!
And my advice to you Americans is to not look upon the Arab hand in that
rubble as one belonging to a terrorist for as long as you view the actions of
your flyer "boys" against Iraq and her people as anything but terrorism!
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UNSCR #1284 - The Great Security Council
Monologue!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 3, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

As the afternoon of the 17th day of December 1999 comes to a close
and the last critical gaze from behind the shallow eyelids of mankind's
most debauched and cold-blooded manipulators meet with those of the
three abstaining Security Council members from Russia, China and
France, the final and 39th paragraph is read and voted on in order to
have manufactured a pretext whereby by virtue of (mis)using Iraq as an
example all 188 nation states are now to be fearful of ever contradicting
the decrees of the almighty Security Council of the United Nations.
In this cloaked U.N. declaration of war on the sovereign nation of Iraq
the Security Council "recalls" five times, "welcomes" once, "stresses"
once, "is concerned" once, "acknowledges" once, "reiterates" twice,
"acts" once, "decides" eleven times, "reaffirms" twice, "requests"
eighteen times, "authorizes" once, "underlines" once, "directs" twice,
"encourages" once, "calls on the Government of Iraq" six times,
"expresses its intention" four times, "appoints" once, "affirms" once, and
"notes" once.
Its brain child, the UNMOVIC replacement of the spy outfit UNSCOM, is
empowered to "establish", "operate", "implement", "monitor", "verify"
and "interview."
As the reading of the 39 paragraph long resolution of boring lawyer's
language has ended, with it comes to an end the longest and loneliest
Security Council monologue ever, for the lawyers concocting this
document of insanity completely forget that without cooperation of the
Government of Iraq not one paragraph can be successfully
implemented. Only time will now tell whether this ill-conceived resolution
of arrogant minds will turn into a declaration of war as was the case in
1991.
My beloved nation states, prepare to rescind your membership in the
United Nations, for the U.N. has turned into a dragon of death,
devouring any nation state daring to stand on her inalienable right to
national sovereignty! Now join Iraq in an economic alliance of peace
loving nation states, for there is strength in numbers, and the much
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improved methods of conducting trade with Iraq away from the U.N.
sanction regime will greatly raise your standard of living at home.
No nation will ever accept a new constitution for its country in the form
of a Security Council resolution, and neither will Iraq.

The Only Saviour Coming to Man is SELF!!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) January 1, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Mankind will not be saved unless mankind saves itself! And here, what is
collectively true is also individually true. The process of "salvation" begins
with coming to ones' senses. Likewise, the "sins" of this world will not be
borne by a "lamb" (victim), but the consequences (karma) of error in judgment
will always come back to the person who transgresses the Law of One, and
never will it be any other way, for the universe does not work by a system of
representative "guilt" but by a system of recognition of personal responsibility.
Where religious leaders teach the people otherwise, they spread deception, and
where deception is being spread, there are disappointments even unto religious
wars, as is the case in Indonesia between Catholics and Muslims.
THERE WILL BE NO "SAVIOUR" COMING TO THE JEWS AND NO
RETURNING PERSON FLOATING DOWN FROM THE CLOUDS BY THE
NAME OF JESUS CHRIST TO RECEIVE THE "CHRISTIANS" INTO HIS
MANSIONS, AS IF THEY WERE A PRIVILEGED SOCIETY AMONG
MAN!! REFERENCES TO A "RETURN" OF CERTAIN MESSENGERS
ARE REFERENCES TO THEIR INTENT OF REINCARNATING BACK
INTO ANOTHER LIFESTREAM FOR THE PURPOSE OF COMPLETING
WHAT THEY HAD LEFT UNDONE!!
Well can we speak of a return of christ-consciousness to people who qualify to
inherit the world in its renewal (New Era), and in that sense only can we speak
of a "return of Christ" where people in general become guided in their conduct
by a spirit of christ-mindedness. But that spirit we can already begin to display
in the here and now, and as we do this we "save" our souls without waiting for
a saviour to do it for us! If the conduct of a Christian were christ-minded and
that of a Muslim as well, then both would live in harmony and their labels
became irrelevant.
Neither the Zionists, who are awaiting their despot ruler nor the Christians
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awaiting the "return of Jesus Christ" will see their religious dreams fulfilled, for
concerning the rule of anti-Christ we say to you this demon spirit has
dominated the affairs of man for millennia! And where the Christians expect a
righteous "Jesus Christ" to rule (for a thousand years, they say) they got the
person mixed up with christ-mindedness of the people in general, which is yet
to manifest on a large scale among the populations of this world.
This does in no wise mean that the consciousness of Jmmanuel (Jesus Christ)
has in fulfillment of his own words not come down to earth at this particular
time, however the significance of that event has eluded mankind in general for
his return has not been accompanied by the anticipated religious fanfare of the
Christians, which in turn explains their disbelief of the fact of his return even if
the Christians were given the identity of that person.
It must be understood that no prophet has ever become a "saviour." They were
messengers from the higher realms of godhood with a message the world would
usually hate to hear. And for bearing that message their lives would generally
become miserable. In the past they have been murdered by the ruling class, and
the extreme measures taken by the USA and Britain to kill Saddam Hussein,
Osama bin Laden and Uthrania Seila are classical examples of subconscious
enmity between the prophet killers of the past and the prophets of the gods of
Light.
And so we have come back in the disguise of our frail bodies, cloaked in
poverty, oppressed by sanctions, plagued by American/British bombs, yet we
have done so not as your saviours but as messengers with a positive message
from the stars and an intense desire to see mankind rescued from the clutches of
aliens without culture and ethics. And as you take our message to heart, so will
you have "saved" yourSELF and faced your individual responsibility for the
welfare of your own soul!

The Year 2000 is Not the End of the World!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 31, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

Contrary to what some religions teach, this coming year will not become
known as having ushered in the end of this world. However it can
truthfully be said that we are in the midst of the "Battle of Armageddon."
The conflict between good and evil does not necessarily constitute a
global hot war between people of the Light and those of darkness, nay,
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it is a war waged in spiritual realms of man's intellect, where the force of
motivation for all his actions lie and dictate to him whether his deeds
should be "good" or "evil" on a universal (global) scale.
Today's battle between truth and error has long been foreseen
throughout many holy writings - ancient and modern. Its outcome will
determine whether mankind will continue in his fallen state or will have
lain the foundation for many incarnations in bliss. There is a hurdle
before us, distinct and rare. Distinct in the sense that it can be
compared to a final examination in which man must overcome the
mental block of believing that all life manifestations must revolve around
money - and rare in the sense that this examination is given only at
times of an equinoxal (time) barrier in which the consciousnesses of
man have the opportunity to take that intellectual hurdle in unison.
Through the medium of internet the truth can be made available to all.
From there the words of truth can become translated into many
languages and published to those people who have no internet access.
And in this fashion all people of this planet can become informed as to
the order of the Federation of Free Planets and upon careful
consideration of the facts decide for themselves whether or not they
wish to become future citizens of those free planets.
Let us never forget that "heaven" must be experienced in the physical!
The abstract religious notion that "to go to heaven" is a one-way trip
with no recourse in the event that the planned destination ended in
somewhat of a "hell" is blatantly false, for only our spirits and bodies
united in a tangible physicalness will guarantee us the full experience of
joy to which we all have an intrinsic right.
The "end of the world" will come, but not under the direction of religious
fear mongering and false prognosis, i.e. it will not come as many claim
in the year 2000. The signs pointing to the end of this world will long
beforehand become noticeable by scientists first, and part of man's test
will be whether the governments will report back to the people the
scientists' findings of an increasingly unstable rotation of planet earth.
Only when the earth's rotational momentum will conflict with the
established momentum of the ocean waters will all life on the surface
become extinct - and not before. And that will not become possible until
such time as the earth enters into a phase of rotational instability
(wobble).
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According to information the scribe Uthrania received five years ago the
"breakers" will not "hit" (the land masses) until the next 25 to 30 years.
That should then just be enough time for passing your final examination,
should it not?
But as with all prophetic pronouncements the fulfillment of this great one
is conditional upon mankind's reaction to the global call to oneness of
the brotherhood of man. Should compassion begin to rule the day and
the "root of all evil" become abolished, then by the power of our
intergalactic brotherhood of Light even the end of this world can become
an event foreseen and foretold, but prevented by a mankind having
dramatically AS ONE turned from darkness into Light.

Venezuela's Pain Designed to Become the
Banker's Gain!
EDMONTON (INA Canada) December 29, 1999, Reni Sentana-Ries

Bankers need consumption in order to peddle debt. In the past the quickest way
to bring about consumption was to incite wars among nations. These wars
created a lot of destruction (consumption) and so the surviving generation was
given splendid (yuk) opportunities to become indebted to the bankers for the
reconstruction of all things required for modern life. And usually when the
industrious and privileged ones have laboured their way back into a stable life
style, the bankers would see to the creation of more national strife so as to
overturn the comfort zone of middle class people for the purpose continued
indebtedness of the people to the tyranny of their money system.
Lately we have observed that by reason of wickedness in high places mother
Earth is helping the bankers' ideal of a society "forever wanting" (being in
perpetual need) along by taking over man's efforts of destruction-creating as
she sends tornadoes, hurricanes, torrential rains, floods, earthquakes, vulcanic
eruptions and gale-force winds and by so doing Earth is taking over what the
nations' militaries are doing with almost equal effectiveness. And so we have
Venezuela's mud slides, West Europe's wind storm, England's rains, Turkey's
earthquakes, Bangladesh's and South African floods, Central America's
Hurricanes, United States Tornadoes and Hurricanes, Japan's quakes and not in
the least Eastern Canada's ice storms.
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"Destruction is good for business!" the fat industrialists and "share holders" of
today's industry say, for their banker friends are waiting on the sidelines for the
people to come forward asking for loans in order to reconstruct their lives
which became shattered by natural catastrophes. Already there is talk among
financial circles of "lending" Venezuela three billion U.S. Dollars for the
country's reconstruction. And that in effect means, that as the country is already
awash in red ink to the "international community" (Jews) - after reconstruction
that debt will be twice the size after all the infrastructure has been re-built. The
difference is merely that the nation's pain of carrying those debt charges will be
many times greater than ever before.
Who says: "Humanity is not bankrupt of a good idea!"? If a loan of 3 billion
Dollars with usury is the best this world has to offer a desperate and hurting
nation, then, yes, humanity is indeed bankrupt of ideas to tackle a problem
mother nature inflicts on it! The last thing Venezuela needs is a greater debt
load! THE BANKERS CREATE 3 BILLION DOLLARS WITH THE
STROKE OF A PEN - NO ACTUAL NOR HIDDEN COSTS INVOLVED
- AND FOR THAT PRICE (WHICH IS NO PRICE) SHOULD
VENEZUELA BE GIVEN IN MONEY WHATEVER SHE NEEDS TO
REBUILD HER COUNTRY AND THE LIVES OF HER PEOPLE!!
CREDIT WITHOUT COST NOR OBLIGATION TO REPAY!!
Since WW2 Europe has seen no war except the nastiness of Bosnia and
Kosovo. And so mother nature has marched through France, Germany,
Switzerland and Austria to create a little bit of war-like destruction. Just watch
how the stock markets will rise in anticipation of all that construction material
needed! And since money is never available at no cost to the borrowers, the
banker will once again have by virtue of added indebtedness of the people
solidified his position in society as the one who will always rule supreme and
occupy the most revered place in the lands, for who can do without the banker
if a country needs to be rebuilt?
But we say society has a life force within, which is intrinsic, and has no need
for the notion that it can only sustain itself in the presence of money! When at
last all the currencies of the nations become relegated into the trash cans of
history, then watch how the people with their natural heaven-endowed
intelligence outrank in efficiency even that of the ants and the bees!
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Copied from lion12.htm

Mandatory Idealism
EDMONTON (INA Canada), January 16, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

Fear has gripped the nations, and when fear takes over many things go
wrong. Barriers and walls go up among people and nations. Hunger for
natural resources to keep the countries going - irrespective of what kind
of system undergirds that hunger - drives the leaders to pounce on
other nations in order to obtain by force what they fear may not be given
to them under terms of fairness and reason. What lack of faith! And
what rivers of blood and streams of tears it all creates! Everybody
seems to be angry at everybody else and acts out his brutality. Russia
slaughters Chechnya, the American/British starve and poison the Iraqis,
the United Nations creates havoc wherever they exert their influence for
"human rights" and "democracy." The scale of the disasters in Kosovo,
East Timor, Congo, Iraq, or wherever else this super-organization has
flexed its muscle, would all have been of much smaller proportion had it
kept its arrogant nose out of other nations' business.
The smaller nations struggle with debts the mighty and powerful dollar
got them into. And when they could not pay back their loans, their own
home currency was destroyed in value! And the list of troubles in this
world grows longer and longer, and the saga of troubles never seem to
go away!
BUT FROM NOW ON I DO NOT WANT TO SEE YOU LEADERS
FLOUNDER AROUND IN DESPAIR AND MISTRUST ANY LONGER! I
EXPECT FROM YOU THE BOLD DISPLAY OF IDEALISM AND
COURAGEOUS ACTS WHICH TESTIFY OF YOUR FAITH IN THE
VERACITY OF ALL WHICH WE, THE PROPHETS, HAVE SHARED
WITH YOU!!
PUTIN OF RUSSIA, DO SOMETHING UNORTHODOX AND CALL
YOUR TROOPS OUT OF CHECHNYA!! SWALLOW YOUR PRIDE
AND HAVE FAITH FOR YOUR COUNTRY THAT THE OIL YOU NEED
WILL BE GIVEN TO YOU FREELY WITHOUT YOUR CONTROL
OVER THE PEOPLE OF CHECHNYA!! COLLABORATE WITH THE
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GOVERNMENT OF IRAQ TO USHER IN A NEW DAWN OF GOODWILL! SHOW THE WORLD THAT YOUR IDEALS FOR RUSSIA CAN
BE REALIZED BY MEANS OTHER THAN THE CREATION OF
BLOODSHED!! AND IF YOU FEEL THE NEED FOR DISCUSSING
YOUR GRIEVANCES AGAINST THE MUSLIMS, THEN DISCUSS
THEM WITH OSAMA BIN LADEN. HE IS PROPERLY AUTHORIZED
TO GIVE YOU DIRECTION AND COUNSEL.
IF YOU ARE BOLD, THEN SHOW THE WESTERN BANKERS THE
DOOR AND TELL THEM NEVER TO RETURN DEMANDING A
SINGLE PAYMENT ON ANY OF RUSSIA'S FICTICIOUS DEBTS! GET
CONTROL OF THE RUBEL AND SET YOUR FINANCIAL HOUSE
BACK IN ORDER BY TAKING THE PROPER STEPS TO BRING
ABOUT AN EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH AMONG
RUSSIANS!! IF YOU DON'T KNOW YET HOW TO DO IT, THEN
STUDY THIS WEBSITE AND LEARN FROM THE WISDOM AND
INSIGHTS OF THE MASTERS. WE ARE THE MASTERS OF OUR
CRAFT! DON'T THINK YOU WILL WALK THIS ROAD IN SOLITUDE,
FOR MANY GOVERNMENTS OF TODAY PREPARE THEMSELVES
FOR ALL TASKS NECESSARY OF USHERING IN A BRIGHTER DAY
FOR THEIR PEOPLE!
I know what democratization has done to Russia. But bear in mind, the
poverty created because your country adopted the supremacy of the
American dollar, you, Mr. Putin, can reverse by rejecting it!
The nations must show their idealism and leave the United Nations
destitute, they must display their courage and ignore all U.S./U.N.
imposed embargos, they must regain control over their own currencies
and start accepting them among themselves. They must detach their
currencies from the standard of the American Dollar, which belongs
exclusively to Zionism's Jews.
Idealism must grow into action in order to bear fruit. My friends,
recapture your capacity to be Idealists and begin to lead your people
back to hope and life and joy!
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A Rational Look at the Institution of
Marriage
EDMONTON (INA Canada), January 15, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The Government of Egypt is in the process of rectifying the imbalance in
Egypt's divorce laws. As it stands, only the man can divorce his wife with
impunity, while the woman wanting a divorce from her husband faces
insurmountable legal obstacles. The reason given for wishing to uphold such
inequity is fear of "social fragmentation" in the event that women are given
equal liberty in divorcing than men. (See also Reuter's article).
Hold it, here, please! The fact that a woman is legally chained to a husband
does in no way represent an added safeguard against social fragmentation.
Breach in a marriage is by nature "social fragmentation" in spite of legalistic
red tape efforts where one party is forced by tradition or law to remain in an
unhappy union. Social fragmentation from unhappy marriage relationships are
merely statistically concealed wherever such fragmentation of the family fibre
does not allow for open divorce. In other words, the effort of concealment does
in no way negate the fact of "social fragmentation" just because for image and
pride reasons it is carefully hidden behind statistics from public view.
To dramatize what we are saying here, picture this: if 99 % of Egypt's legally
married women wish to become divorced from their husbands for whatever
reason, then we can safely speak of a "fragmented society" in spite of the fact
that the laws of the land provide no avenue for a successful divorce to any of
them. A fragmented society is one where on the interpersonal level division has
occurred because of bitterness from contention and mistreatment.
So what then is the solution? The Law of Equality between men and women
demands that the rights of one also belong to the other. There is no difference
in godhood quality among men and women, and therefore the rights of one
belong to all, and conversely, the rights of all belong to one. While such
recognition of reality may in Egypt's case be a step in the right direction, it
would however not solve all of Egypt's marriage problems.
All marriage difficulties are front-loaded through the system. And how so?
BECAUSE ALL (so- called) "LEGAL" MARRIAGES THRUST THE
BACKBONES OF SOCIETY (the husband and wife team) INTO LITTLE
CERTIFIED PRISON CELLS. THEN THE GATE IS SLAMMED SHUT
AND LOCKED BY THE KEY OF AN OFFICIALLY GOVERNMENT285

RECOGNIZED CERTIFICATE! That is the problem.
In higher realms of existence there is no such thing as institutionalized
"marriage". There is union between two persons who have agreed to live and
love together in a relationship as that of "husband" and "wife". The
arrangement is freely entered into, and can therefore freely be annulled by any
one of the two for whatever reason, although for the two concerned it is a
serious matter and not entered into lightly. There need not be bitterness with a
dissolution of a relationship, for at times we reach the plateau to fulfillment
with one or the other in a relationship of limited duration, only to then move on
to a different experience for reasons of evolution and personal enrichment. In
an orderly dissolution of a marriage-like relationship a deep and lasting
friendship can remain, where the duty of caring for ones' children is never
neglected but mutually agreed upon.
In higher realms of thinking no one is compelled to endure the presence of a
person he or she does not wish to be with. Only an external force of tyranny
would call for such a requirement. Under no circumstances must a society
allow itself to be guided by the shackles of tradition, for not all traditions are
helpful when it comes to the challenge of collective evolution of a society
upward.
The purpose of life is the experiencing of happiness. And since living in marital
unhappiness is contrary to that express purpose of life, no man or woman has
an obligation to remain in a relationship which does not allow for the
experiencing of happiness.
I have given you the skeleton. My highly esteemed friend Uthrania will now
proceed with the topic under discussion and place onto it some meat:
Uthrania: When a relationship has gone as far as it is able to go for the man or
woman, and they have completed the experience of learning and living and
entwining with that particular "essence" One to the Other, they may then live
or co-habitate as friends until the time comes whereby each is to be given unto
their future destiny. Now this does not mean that both man and woman will
wish to at that particular time and place move on to another relationship in
order not to stagnate their growth in that area. But for those who do, these
Ones must ensure that the Other will be fully satisfied and happy in their Own
destiny as well. To do less would be to hurt Ones Ownself, for when One is not
happy, then in true friendship the Other cannot be happy either. This works on
the same and exact principle of: "if One member of the body hurts then it
affects another member or members [family members and children] of the
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body."
Friendship and trust is a major portion of a perfect relationship even AFTER
divorce. A solid friendship encompasses All the traits of loyalty, protection and
trust, "excluding" that of the sacred physical joining. When a relationship is
first begun it must first begin in building a strong and solid friendship before it
is able to blossom. So then, when it is time to move On, the friendship, the solid
foot of the relationship, will always be a lasting reminder that the growth and
experience for each One was a successful One. To the mate, a man or woman is
with at that time, the agreement to move onward to the next soul-mate, Twin
Flame or Otherwise called "destiny" needs to do no more than implement the
Arabic law of repeating three times "I divorce thee [in Love.]" This matter
need not go before a court of secular or tribal law, simply because the two
adults should be highly enough evolved to handle that matter themselves.
Therefore any previous marriage contract on document parchment is at that
time irrelevant and this normal act of releasing One from the Other of the
physical act of matrimony, leaving friendship intact, does in no wise ensure
costs to either party. Only the lawyers and courts lose out. Many who chose
this action to progress onward for their growth do not have the currency to
take it before judges, and many therefore think they are not going to be able to
progress upward on their designed journey at All. Under the great wisdom of
Our forefathers and foremothers, the way was long ago provided, and as We
have stated a moment ago, Only the lawyers and courts lose out? Isn't that
nice?
In the world today there are many scars left from divorce between man and
woman. The higher universal scope or practice is: "that when a man or woman
is highly enough evolved the separation or divorce, as you term it by name, will
be made in friendship where when the woman or man moves to the next
"marriage" there is no friction or otherwise occurring, and therefore any
children involved are loved by all sides. It means not a broken, separated or
fragmented family but rather an "extension" to the One [whole]. There will be
no fragmentation. Therefore, there need be no jealousy nor animosity.
Life in this realm is an experience for growth in Order We do not stagnate One
another in Our upward journey.
Marriage is "sanctified." But "sanctification" as understood between One man
and One woman for experience and growth at that time "is" to be kept sacred.
There is an intertwining of "essence" at the higher levels or realms which
occurs. This is why it is spoken that "what God, or the spirit or essence of joins
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by His/Her spirit together not be torn apart by any man, woman nor child, " for
the moving onto the next must be in the same spirit of compassion, Love and
understanding for the Other. This is the higher principle. There must be a
period of purification for both the man as well as the woman between sacred
relationships. At that time of purification separate sleeping quarters is
mandatory even during cohabitation.
As We have stated, it can occur in a lifestream where there will be no moving
into another relationship for those who do not need the next step or next
experience in their lives at that time. For these precious Ones they will finish
Out their lifestream as One within a unit or body who chooses to remain for the
benefit of completing that experience. Each relationship or experience must be
completed to its entirety.
Do understand, beloveds, there is much more to be said or taught on this issue
for there are many more situations within the entire makeup of True Islamic
marital unity. But this segment We will leave for later. This does take "highly
evolved" individuals to understand there are many roads to "satisfaction" of
relationship as held in the higher realms.
There "is" much more to teach My people and there is no question nor problem
which cannot be addressed and given understanding and teaching to. This is a
serious matter and not a matter for the careless at heart and instinct to focus
upon. This is not a matter for courts to decide such as the case before the
courts in Egypt of "The proposals, scheduled to come before parliament on
Sunday (January 16), would give new family courts the power to grant women
a divorce within months if they waive alimony rights and return their dowry
under an Islamic precept called 'khula'."
Beloveds, this is where the "law of man" is Out of sync with the True universal
understanding of Islam. These laws are made for the man and not the woman's
health, welfare and interest in mind. Therefore, these laws do go contrary to
the Law of God and the workmanship of the Unity. All which has been given in
the past on "Marriage and dating" complements this "unfragmented" portion
on the issue of "unfragmented divorce."
For those of you so held in worldly ways and misinterpretation of that which is
Love and fineness of spirit of union, it is best to leave All alone for another time
until your growth One with Another has elevated your understanding to the
point whereby you are indeed truely ready to embark upon the next rung of the
ladder homeward, and here again, We speak of the realms on high.
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- Uthrania Seila Hussein, Arab prophetess and scribe, Messenger from
Above, and High representative for the Federation of Free Planets. Adieu.

The Lion of Judah Directive Concerning
Jews
EDMONTON (the Lion of Judah, High Office of), November 27, 1999, revised
Jan. 14, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The establishment of the New Era society necessitates a departure from
today's norm for doing political business.
The matter of leading nations into the Oneness of a global brotherhood
of nations cannot be handled by elements with a disastrous track record
of planned mismanagement. Some people are just not cut out for
providing leadership - never mind righteous leadership. And here the
Jews have traditionally been filled with an inexplicable desire for ruling,
yet lacking the natural qualifications for doing so without creating
disaster. It is their DNA engrained lack of humility - not being teachable
onto principles of true nobility and goodness - which sets them uniquely
apart from many other cultures of human species in such a way as to
make it mandatory to keep them out of positions of public trust and
responsibility.
We will not deny them the right to life and security of person, but in the
affairs of reestablishing New Era principles and administration of public
affairs Jews will step aside and leave those matters in the hands of men
and women with qualifications in character and ethics to match. This will
give Jews the opportunity to learn the skills of contributing to society in a
worthy manner, and when after a series of incarnations of this kind of
schooling in the participation of life's basic tasks their DNA responses
have adjusted, then the time will have come to where they can move
upward into areas of greater leadership responsibilities.
Barring the possible implementation of a resolution for Israel's presence
on Palestinian soil under the direction of Master Gabriel's higher
wisdom, Israel will come under Palestinian rule (which is good for all
moderate Israelis). The Zionists of Israel will leave by seeking refuge in
the United States and England. The displaced Palestinians will return to
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their home lands and under the auspices of the Government of
Palestine their lives and homes will be reconstructed. There will be zero
tolerance for Jewish racist fanaticism toward homecoming Palestinians,
and Palestine will be made fruitful again when the pleasure of the gods
of this firmament and beyond has been restored.
In summary we state unequivocally: NO, THE ZIONISTS OF ISRAEL
MAY NOT REMAIN IN ISRAEL AND MUST LEAVE THE LANDS OF
PALESTINE!
And,
YES, ALL PEACEFUL JEWS MAY STAY, HOWEVER SUBMIT
THEMSELVES WILLINGLY AND GLADLY UNDER PALESTINIAN
GOVERNING JURISDICTION!
And that will be the end of crises in the Middle East.

"You Scratch My Back And I Scratch
Yours!" Says the Banker
EDMONTON (INA Canada), January 13, 2000), Reni Sentana-Ries

The President of the Bank of Montreal retired. During his reign he managed to
rack up enormous profits for the Bank's shareholders. Just like the Government
of Canada has implemented the practice of "double-dipping" by not only
charging all sorts of taxes to pay for the bureaucracy, but also charging for
services, licenses and sundry other regulatory matters, so do the banks not only
charge usury, but they also nail the people for bank service charges and other
fees. All this "milking" of the public has given the Bank of Montreal enormous
profits.
So finally the day came when the already bank-made super millionaire
President decided to enjoy the money he had been paid during his many years
of fat salaries and bonuses and give himself a comfortable retirement. That was
also the day when the homeless of Canada were spat upon, the many working
for minimum wage were insulted, and the sick needing hospital treatment in
overcrowded facilities mocked. Why? BECAUSE WHEN THIS BANK OF
MONTREAL PRESIDENT RETIRED, HIS OWNER BOSSES GAVE
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HIM THE HANDSOME RETIREMENT PRESENT OF 21 MILLION
DOLLARS!!
And what was the secret of this man's success for which he was so handsomely
rewarded? HE FOUND A WAY TO LAY OFF THOUSANDS OF BANK
EMPLOYEES WITHOUT SIGNIFICANTLY DISRUPTING THE
FUNCTIONING OF THE BANK! AND THE MONIES TRADITIONALLY
PAID IN SALARIES FOR THE PEOPLE COULD UNDER HIS RULE
BECOME REDIRECTED INTO THE BANK ACCOUNTS OF ITS
SHAREHOLDERS!!
"TO HELL WITH THE PEOPLE...!!"
He scratched the banker's back, and now had come the time when the banker
would scratch his!
...And all the while the homeless would keep freezing in the cold, and the lineups at the food banks would get longer, and the hospitals would get imploded,
the grain farmers would go bankrupt, and the taxes increase, and the banks
would get fatter....

Bull! (Slightly revised Jan. 13, 2000)
EDMONTON (INA Canada), January 12, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

The brash ones still in control of the West make no longer efforts of
hiding their insanity, if insane is what they are. Prophecies from the
scribings of Uthrania have at times made reference to "insanity" turning
back into sanity. So that then should put the matter to rest of how
prophecy views the deeds of America's elite - deeds from an insane
mind.
When this element, being in control of U.N.'s 661 group of contract
stallers, prevents Iraq from purchasing 15 live bulls from France and
justifies their misuse of authority under the pretext of a possible military
use for the bulls in question, then schizophrenia has found its plateau of
maturity. And since in all good conscience one could hardly be naive
enough to conclude that that particular illness has struck the gentlemen
of the 661 committee, nor their bosses from the United States dictating
such bull manure to them, only one other reason for the warped logic
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comes to mind: A DELIBERATE, INTENTIONAL AIM OF HURTING
THE PEOPLE OF IRAQ, AND NOT, AS THEY CLAIM, TO FOIL
EFFORTS OF LETTING SUBSTANCES FALL INTO THE HANDS OF
THE IRAQI GOVERNMENT WHICH COULD BE USED FOR
MILITARY PURPOSES!
Bulls have never in the past been used for fighting wars - horses have!
Bulls impregnate cows and later on their meat is used for feeding the
people. And Iraq needs lots of healthy livestock in light of the fact that
not only have America's and Britain's deadly bombing runs killed them
by the hundreds, but those military terrorists have extensively poisoned
the ground with depleted uranium to assure massive contamination
among animals and people, with all its horrible side effects in diseases
and malformations.
And now, to add insult to injury, these arrogant elites endeavor to pull
our intelligence down to their level by trying to make us believe that
bulls can have a military purpose, while we know full well the only
purpose for making such ridiculous statements is their hatred towards
the Iraqi people who in full support of their Government insist on their
sovereign right to ownership and control of their oil!
America's and Britain's industry still regards the (so-called) "third-worldcountries" as their hinterland for obtaining cheap natural resources. But
little do they realize that these "third-world- countries" mature and
realize their rights, and begin to think that perhaps rather than exporting
oil, one should export gasoline, and rather than exporting coal, one
should export plastic and rubber products and whatever else is made
from coal. Perhaps that way one does not export "jobs" alongside with
cheap raw materials into the Western world, who by their attitude are
hardly deserving of all the employment the importation of unprocessed
natural resources creates in their home countries because not only does
Western exploitation of other countries' natural resources leave poverty
behind as in Nigeria, but also bombs for the people of Iraq!
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Universal Oneness Taken One Step Beyond
Man's Norm (*Revised Jan. 13, 2000)
EDMONTON (INA Canada), January 10, 2000, Reni Sentana-Ries

A few days ago a rather fragmented man on *Vancouver Island took a hammer,
bludgeoned his dog to the head until the dog was unconscious and buried the
animal in his trailer court back yard on the assumption that it was dead.
The court yard manager objected, saying it was against the rules to bury animal
carcasses there and proceeded to dig the dog back out. To his amazement he
found the dog was still alive and contacted the police as well as animal rescue.
The fragmented man was arrested for cruelty to animals, which is a criminal
offence in *British Columbia, and the dog was taken to an animal hospital
where it is now being nursed back to life.
Children growing up abusing animals become abusers of people as adults.
There is a direct correlation between abuse of animals and that of people. What
many fail to realize is that animals belong to the magnificent world of creation
and are there for to be loved and enjoyed by man.
Animals are little people (individuals) limited in their life expression by the
limitations of their bodies, howbeit fully endowed with feeling, sensitivity,
emotion, the ability to feel joy, and conversely also pain and stress. They
remember, assess a situation, thrive on affection while returning it naturally,
and fear people who are cruel to them. And since all these qualities we also find
prevalent in man, hence it is logical to conclude that animals have a spirit
within, which is indeed the case, and that makes them sentient beings.
In May 1995 I was given the opportunity to inquire from the Mancharians
concerning this topic. This is what the Creators had to say on the matter:
57. (Director): There is much cruelty by man towards animals in general.
Where do animals fit into the overall scheme of things, and how ought to
man view an animal in order to treat it with the respect it deserves?
Mancharians: Here again, the whole point seems to be rather neglected or
missed. It seems to be, as we have said, a stumbling block, which is not our
intention at worst.
Man is animal. Animal is man. Man is comet. Man is the grasses and the
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trees. Man is the substances, is houses and universities and work places are
made up of man. Man is water. Man is glycerin and carbon dioxide and
nitrogen. Do you understand? Man is a Creation of all that permeates the
Universe. In easy terms then, or similar terms, we would simply explain it like
this:
The atom was the beginning. And here we explain in these simple words for
your understandings: Let us begin with a small dot. The small dot becomes
bigger and bigger, until it becomes One huge molecule. Then from the
molecule, atoms hue out of it in every direction. These all contain the very
essence of any known or unknown substance. No matter what it is, that is
somewhat irrelevant at this point. The point we make here is all matter is
made of light. The light forces, the curvature light, which surrounds and
impedes and permeates your blackness of "nothingness," as you call it. All
this light is taken and formed, because the light is the life essence, which is
all taken and formed and then is categorized and fragmented into different
substances, such as we spoke of, of nitrogen and glycerin and water and air
and what have you. Every compound and every aspect of physics and aspects,
which have not been yet discovered of physics.
But as the scientists do evolve in their spiritual understanding, so will they
evolve in their technical understanding, for it must grow at a similar pace in
order to be the most effective, without damaging their reputations and the
reputation of life upon the Earth planets. Remember the Earth planets form
dualities. This is not indeed then the only 3rd dimensional planet!
Director: There are more, I believe.
Mancharians: Indeed, we have many dualities, as we have stated before.
Some have two others, one on each side, such as the molecules in expanding.
And the theories of atoms and molecules, and how they seem to be set up on
some professor's desks as explaining their linage to one another and their
effectiveness and therefore they put them on long thin pins. It is such as that,
and this is what creates such large, in your perspective, universes. This is the
simple method and reason universes cannot be measured. And they are
always growing, because dualities never cease to form. So when you even
have a star going nova, know immediately there is another to replace it, for
what "blows up" must be "created," and here is the Law of Duality at work
within the physical sphere of your own eyes!
107. (Director): The rule of law in the animal kingdom appears to be one
of incredible brutality, inasmuch as one species feeds on another on land as
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well as in the seas. Is Earth here an exception to the rule, or do the animal
kingdoms on other planets also function on the basis of this carnivorous
principle?
Mancharians: And here we would ask of you a question: On those realms or
frequencies or dimensions of a planet inhabitation, would you think indeed,
that should there be a lack of strife and frustration and anger among the
people, that on the opposite side would be the animal kingdom, which would
indeed turn around with the killing?
Director: Yes, indeed, the animal kingdom would turn around with their
killing.
Mancharians: We have spoken about the veil, which is being removed. Each
dimension up has its own essence of planetary reform, for each is a schooling
of lessons. So therefore progression must be made unto the animal essences
as well as the human population. You must realize here, it is the evolution
attained by different species, because without the evolutionary upward
journey being completed, they would not arrive there. We have one thing to
add - a repertoire question perhaps for your people: We do hereby perceive
that you do wonder, or others of your kind, whether or not animals perceived
on higher equations would face having the teeth-ability. Our answer here to
you is: mankind has teeth, has he not? And does he give away to eating his
neighbour, because he happens to still be standing there?
Director: No.
Mancharians: Proceed.

End of Volume One
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